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Waratah Bay Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 19, 1984.
Transport Accident Commission-Report and financial statements for the year 1986-87.
Victorian Development Fund-Report for the year 1986-87, pursuant to the Public Account Act 1958.

On the motion of the Hon. HADDON STOREY (East Yarra Province), it was ordered
that the reports be taken into consideration on the next day of meeting.

COGNATE DEBATE ON MOTIONS
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash Province)-Before moving General Business,
Notice of Motion, No. 6, by leave, I move:
That this House authorises and requires the Honourable the President to permit Notices of Motion, General
Business, Nos 6 and 7, to be moved and debated concurrently.

The motion was agreed to.

STANDING COMMITTEES AND STAFFING AND
APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash Province)-I move:
That the following Sessional Order be agreed to by the Council:
1. The following Legislative Estimates and General Purpose Standing Committees of the Council shall be
appointed:
(a) The Standing Committee on the Economy and Government;
(b) The Standing Committee on Education and Employment;
(c) The Standing Committee on Law and Local Government;
(d) The Standing Committee on the Environment and Transport;
(e) The Standing Committee on Primary Industry and Resources; and
(f) The Standing Committee on Health and Welfare.
2. Unless otherwise ordered, the matters to be inquired into and reported on by the Standing Committees,
whether in relation to legislation, regulations, administration, estimates of government expenditure, statutory
authorities, petitions or any other activity, institution or circumstance, shall be referred to or otherwise dealt
with by the Standing Committee which is appropriate having regard to the allocation of departmental matters to
the respective Committees which shall, unless otherwise ordered, be as follows:
(a) The Standing Committee on the Economy and Government:
Parliament
Premier and Cabinet
Public Service Board
Management and Budget
Industry, Technology and Resources.
(b) The Standing Committee on Education and Employment:
Education
Labour
Arts
Sport and Recreation.
(c) The Standing Committee on Law and Local Government:
Law
Local Government
Police and Emergency Services
Consumer Affairs.
(d) The Standing Committee on the Environment and Transport:
Planning and Environment
Transport
Housing
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Public Works
Property and Services.
(e) The Standing Committee on Primary Industry and Resources:
Agriculture and Rural Affairs
Conservation, Forests and Lands
Water Resources.
(I) The Standing Committee on Health and Welfare:
Aboriginal Affairs
Health
Community Services
Ethnic Affairs.
3. (a) Each Committee shall consist of six members of whom not more than three shall be government

members.
(b) The member proposing the motion for the appointment of a Committee may nominate the membership
of the Committee when moving the motion and in default of such selection the meptbership of a
Committee shall be selected by ballot.
4. Members of each Committee shall hold office until the Council otherwise orders or until the expiry of the
terms of office of not less than two of the Committee members, whichever event first occurs.
5. A Committee shall have power to appoint sub-committees consisting of three or more of its members or,
for the purpose of taking evidence or seeking specfic information, of one or more members.
6. A member of the House, though not a member of a Standing Committee, may, unless the Committee
otherwise orders, participate in its public sessions and question witnesses whether in public or closed session,
but shall not vote. For the purposes ofthis paragraph, a sub-committee may exercise the powers of the Committee
subject to any express ruling ofthe Committee.
7. The quorum of a Committee and, unless the Committee shall nominate a greater number, of a su~
committee, shall be the lowest number which is not less than half the number of the membership of the
Committee or sub-committee.
The membership of a Committee may be added to for the purposes of a particular inquiry, the
maximum number of such additional members to be three, except in the case ofa review of proposed
legislation when not more than six additional members may be appointed.
(b) The Council may at any time appoint substitutes for members ofa Committee subject to such terms
and conditions as are determined by the Council as to the occasion or duration of the substitutions,
the members for whom another member may be substituted, or any other matter.

8.

(a)

9.

(a) Each Committee shall appoint a Chairman and Deputy Chairman and for the purposes of references

under paragraph 12, a Chairman, who shall not, without the consent of all members ofthe Committee
be the first-mentioned Chairman of the Standing Committee, and shall be known as Chairman of the
Estimates Committee. Unless all members ofthe Committee consent, the positions of Chairman and
Deputy Chairman of a Standing Committee, and the position of Chairman of a Standing Committee
and Chairman of the corresponding Estimates Committee, shall not both be held by government
members or non-government members of the Committee.
(b) In the absence of a Chairman and Deputy Chairman appointed pursuant to this paragraph and in
default of nomination by the Chairman of a member to act in his place, the Committee shall appoint
an Acting Chairman who may exercise all the powers of the Chairman.
(c) The Chairman of a sub-committee may be appointed by the Committee or, if the Committee has
made no such appointment, by the sub-committee and, in the absence of the Chairman, an acting
Chairman shall be appointed by the sub-committee who may exercise all the powers of the Chairman.
(d) The Chairman of a Committee and of any sub-committee shall have a deliberative vote and, in
relation to procedural matters only, a casting vote. A casting vote may be used for the purpose of
bringing any report or matter before the Council where the Committee is evenly divided.
10. In addition to its power and duty to consider any matter referred to it on motion by the Council(a) a Standing Committee may inquire into and report upon any matter consequential upon or connected
with any previous inquiry or report;
(b) a Standing Committee shall consider and report within five sitting days of the Council on any Bill or
regulation or any part thereof which any member supported by not less than three other members
rising in their places shall request the Committee to consider. Such report may be either a final or
preliminary report. Subject to any order of the Council, the Committee may, after notice of its
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intention has been given to the President, continue with such inquiry and may call for public evidence
and submissions;
(c) a Standing Committee shall consider and take such action as it thinks fit by way of inquiry or report
in respect of all annual or other reports or papers of or from government departments, public
authorities and any other persons or bodies for whom a Minister is responsible to the Parliament.
11. Subject to any order of the Council, any inquiry or any part of an inquiry may be transferred by resolution
of both Committees from one Committee to any other Standing Committee with the consent of the President
and all members ofthe first-mentioned committee. In giving his consent the President shall consider whether the
proposed transfer might conveniently be brought before the Council for decision.
12. All Bills authorizing the expenditure or appropriation of public moneys, including the moneys ofcommercial
enterprises or authorities owned or controlled by the State of Victoria, all Bills authorizing the borrowing of
money or guaranteeing or providing for the guaranteeing of any pecuniary liability, the annual estimates and all
other published estimates of government expenditures shall on motion or, if no such motion is moved, on the
request of any member supported by three other members rising in their places, be referred to the Standing
Committee which is appropriate having regard to paragraph 2 of this Order, for examination and report.
13. In the conduct of business, a Standing Committee(a) shall give priority to express directions or requests of the Council whether as to the subject-matter of
its inquiries, time for reporting or otherwise;
(b) shall have regard to the need to conduct and complete inquiries expeditiously;
(c) shall seek to avoid duplication of the work of Joint Parliamentary Investigatory Committees (unless
the Committee or the Council consider it desirable) and also of any select committee of the Council;
and any question arising in connection with any matters specifically referred to such select committee
for examination and report may be referred to the House for determination;
(cl) may, provided a quorum is present, proceed to the dispatch of business notwithstanding that all
members have not been appointed and notwithstanding any vacancy;
(e) shall be empowered to print from day to day such papers and evidence as may be ordered by it. A
daily H ansard report of all proceedings shall be made and in !he case of such proceedings as shall take
place in public shall be published as soon as practicable;
(I) may sit during any suspension of the House but shall not sit except by special order or, in respect ofa
sub-committee of not more than two members, the special consent ofthe President while the House
is actually sitting;
(g) shall have leave to report from time to time its proceedings and the evidence and such recommendations
as it thinks fit, and shall in the ordinary course make regular reports as to the progress of its
proceedings;
(h) in the preparation and presentation of its report shall make such provision as is practicable for the
inclusion or attachment of any member's reservations, dissent or minority reportand, for the effective working of the Committees and in order to provide public information about the work of
the Council and its Committees(i) a Committee or any sub-committee shall have power to send for and examine persons, papers, objects

and records, to move from place to place, and to meet and transact business in public or private
session and notwithstanding any prorogation of the Parliament or dissolution of the Legislative
Assembly;
(j) unless otherwise ordered by the House, all records, objects and documents received by a Committee
during its inquiry shall remain in the custody of the House after the completion of that Committee's
inquiry;
(k) members of the public and representatives of the news media may attend and report publicly or
privately any public session of a Standing Committee unless the Committee otherwise orders.
14. In considering any Bill or matter referred to it under paragraph 12(a) a Standing Committee may subject to any order of the House determine its own procedures, including
the order in which it shall examine any proposed expenditures and, consistently with any such
determination, the Chairman of any Standing Committee considering estimates of government
expenditure shall call on divisions of expenditure in order and declare the proposed expenditure open
for examination;
(b) a Standing Committee may ask for any explanations from Ministers of State in the Legislative Council
or the Legislative Assembly or officers of government departments or public bodies, relating to items
of proposed expenditure or any matter dealt with in any Bill or other document which is the subject
of the Committee's examination.
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15. A Standing Committee shall be provided with all necessary staff, facilities and resources and shall be
empowered to appoint persons with specialist knowledge for the purposes of the Committee, with the approval
of the President.
16. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Order or ofthe Standing Orders no motion to read a Bill or
to amend such motion, or to consider or amend a Bill in a Committee of the Whole House, shall be voted on
while the Bill is the subject of inquiry by a Standing Committee.
17. In the case of any Bill the member moving the second reading thereof may by leave table his written
reasons for proposing the Bill and any explanation thereof, instead of delivering a speech thereon, and such
reasons and explanation shall thereupon be circulated to all members and, with the consent of the President,
incorporated in H ansard.
18. In the case of any Bill which has been transmitted from the Legislative Assembly, the member moving the
second reading shall draw attention to any new matters in the proposed legislation since its second reading in the
Legislative Assembly and shall avail himself of the procedure provided in paragraph 17 unless in drawing
attention to new matters he shall state his intention not to do so.
19. Where a request is made by Message from the Legislative Assembly that a Bill or any part of a Bill which
has not yet been passed by that House should be the subject of a public inquiry by or otherwise be reviewed by
the Legislative Council or one of its Standing Committees. Such Bill and such Message shall, unless the House
otherwise orders, be deemed to be referred to the appropriate Committee for report, within two sitting days of
such reference, as to the desirability or otherwise of acceding to such request and, unless otherwise ordered, the
Committee may proceed after it has so reported to conduct the requested inquiry or review.
20. (a) The Standing Committee on Law and Local Government may make inquiry and report, in respect of

the clauses of Bills introduced into the Council, and in respect of Acts of the Parliament, whether
such Bills or Acts, by express words or otherwise(i) trespass unduly on personal rights and liberties;
(ii) make rights, liberties and/or obligations unduly dependent upon insufficiently defined
administrative powers;
(iii) make such rights, liberties and/or obligations unduly dependent upon non-reviewable
administrative decisions;
(iv) inappropriately delegate legislative power; or
(v) insufficiently subject the exercise oflegislative power to Parliamentary scrutiny.
(b) The Committee, for the purpose of reporting upon the clauses of a Bill when the Bill has been
introduced into the Council, may consider any proposed law or other document or information
available to it, notwithstanding that such proposed law, document or information has not been
presented to the Council.
(c) Subject to any order of the House and to the provisions of this paragraph, the Committee shall
consider and report upon the clauses of any Bill which is referred to it in writing stating their reasons
by any four members of the Council.
(d) Where, in accordance with paragraph 10 or otherwise, a Bill has been referred to any other Standing
Committee for consideration and report, the provisions of this paragraph shall apply to that other
Standing Committee in respect of that Bill if the Chairmen of the respective Committees so agree.
21. This Order shall take effect according to its terms notwithstanding any provisions of the Standing Orders.

That the following be adopted as a Standing Order of the Legislative Council:
307 A. (1) There shall be appointed at the commencement of each Parliament a Committee of the House to be
called the Staffing and Appropriations Committee consisting of the President, Chairman of Committees,
Leader of the Government or his nominee from time to time, Leader of the Opposition or his nominee
from time to time, Leader of the third party or his nominee from time to time and two other Members.
(2) The President shall be the Chairman of the Committee and the Chairman of Committees shall be
Deputy Chairman. In the absence of the Chairman and Deputy Chairman the Committee may
appoint an Acting Chairman.
(3) The quorum of the Committee shall be three.
(4) The Staffing and Appropriations Committee:
(a) shall regularly consider and report to the Council on all matters concerning the staffing,
accommodation and appropriations for the Council and its committees; and
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(b) shall be responsible for the preparation of estimates of expenditure and for recommending the

appropriation to be advised by the President as necessary for the proper functioning of the
Council and its committees.

It is extremely gratifying that the very short time that I have for moving and debating

these motions is a result of my party's choosing to reaffirm its support for these extremely
important motions. Twice previously they have been moved in this House and they are
still the preferred Liberal Party position for the effective operation of this House.
Perhaps it is fortunate that one of the reasons that I gave last night, when debating the
Appropriation (1987-88, No. 1) Bill, for needing a committee system is the very informal,
unprogrammed order of business in this House, with the traditional and praiseworthy
freedom given to honourable members but with corresponding inefficiencies. That means
that one cannot be sure what business will be dealt with at any particular time. This reason
for a committee system was also given in previous sessional periods when I moved
motions that preceded these motions.
It is fortunate at least for members of the government that I have not been able to
undertake the research that would have exhibited all the inconsistencies of the Labor Party
over the years on the propositions contained in these motions. I vividly recall the
enthusiasm of the Labor Party in December 1981, when in opposition, for the propositions
embodied in these motions.
Unfortunately, at that time there were some slight hiccups on the side of the then Liberal
government and the preferred changes were delayed. When the Labor Party came to
government it adopted a different view on the desirability of making this House as
effective as it could be.
Perhaps for the long-term future of the House, the Liberal Party has made this place too
effective. Despite the antiquity and inadequacies of the mechanisms of this place, members
of the Opposition have done an excellent job in curbin~ the worst excesses of Ministers
who have insufficiently thought through legislation for which they have taken responsibility.
The Opposition has helped to curb the worst excesses of minority-driven proposals from
the government side. Even members of the government-certainly members of the publicwould concede that the Opposition has saved the State from a lot of bad legislation.
It does not follow that there are not still further possible improvements. I shall not do
exactly what was suggested by Mr Dunn and simply refer back to the speeches I made on
numerous occasions from 1977 to when the first substantive motion moved on 25 May
1983 and subsequently on 4 April 1985-after another election had intervened-but it is
worth noting a little of the historical development as many things have occurred since
then.
It is curious that I could have been so optimistic in May 1983. I opened with the words:
The movement for constitutional and Parliamentary reform is at last under way in Victoria. It therefore is
time to stop talking about a committee, the system and other reforms of the procedures of this House and to do
something about it.

Approximately two years later, on 4 April 1985, I moved a motion that was virtually
identical with the motion I moved on 25 April -1983. Of course, the names of the
government departments had been changed.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-You quote yourself well!
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-Accurately, I believe. Honourable members will recall that
the government responded to that motion approximately one year later. We did not
discover the true attitude of the government until almost one year after I moved that
motion on 4 April 1985. The government rejected the motion. Mr Arnold said:
It ... disqualified itself from reform.

The Premier has said that the Australian Labor Party supports the committee system and
the Opposition is taking him at his word. There have been delays, and again I come back
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to the simple point that the government in office has too much to hide. It knows its
legislation often emanates from factional compromise and it will not stand up to scrutiny
so that the last thing it wants is for the Legislative Council to be more effective than it has
proved to be. It is a matter of the effectiveness of the House.
Last night I pointed out that there are serious problems in our continuing to do our
work in what can only be described as medieval debate in the Chamber because no-one
knows what time a debate will begin, how long it will take and how long an individual
speech will take.
We have media-driven politics. Nonetheless, in regard to my previous speeches on this
matter and the Appropriation Bill, there is a crying out for control of the $10 billion
operation of the government of Victoria with its thousands of employees and contractors.
This comes down to the efficient use of honourable members' time and talents. It is a
matter of motivating them.
There is no question that people who work in groups of 3, 4, 5 or 6 are better motivated
to take responsibility for discovering the facts, for coming to intelligent conclusions and
ensuring that something is done than a whole lot of people who have little opportunity to
contribute or who have little input or probably no input.
I shall not go over what for every member of the House is familiar ground on the need
for the committee system but I put these motions forward again to test the bona fides of
the government which has long spoken about effectiveness, efficiency and good management
but has been short indeed on doing anything about that when it comes to Parliament.
One matter to which I have not referred is the part played by the National Party. I make
a small concession to my National Party friends because since I have had a marginal seat
which requires a lot of personal attention, I have understood in practice what I understood
well enough from observation about the problems of running an understaffed and
underfinanced committee system.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-When have you had a seat like that?
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-When I beat the bounds of my province from the head of
the salamander in Port Melbourne to the tail in Chadstone and the feet in Elwood I feel
the distance.
The Hon. W. R. Bu:ter interjected.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-I feel the distance as members of the National Party do. I
do not know why Mr Baxter is complaining about distance; he is sitting next to Mr Dunn,
who can talk about distance!

Honourable members interjecting.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-It takes me back to my days of camping with a rifle and
rucksack and my sitting in the luggage rack of a train all the way to Mildura. That
experience allows me to sympathise with Mr Dunn, who has to travel that distance every
week.
I appreciate that members of the National Party have a point; nobody has ever accused
them of being lazy. The fact remains that, even with a House elected by the electoral
system that this House has, we could make the committee system work, although not
exactly as the Senate system works because most senators can devote more time to the
committee system.
If we had adequate resources for the committee system or we were similar to the
committees of the House of Representatives in Washington, where the members have
staff whose appointment and talents and expertise reflect their own managerial experience
in appointing people, this would be more suitable.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-It is not worth doing that for the term of this government!
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The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-Any system must be run in. No system will work well
when it is started. The government has no hesitation in spending money on consultants
or anything else that wears the label of modem business management but It is a cheapskate
when it comes to dealing with Parliament. That is why it does not have any hesitation in
its attitude about the effectiveness of the system proposed in my motions.
A point that was not fully dealt with in the two speeches I have made about the proposals
in these motions before the House is that of a joint committee. Joint committees would
inevitably suffer when the time involved in the activities of members of this House and
that of members of the other place did not coincide. It is not possible to guarantee that
when an extremely important situation was occurring in one House that would not be the
time that members of the other House would find convenient for committee work.
They live slightly different Parliamentary lives, and to coordinate their activities adds
one more difficulty to the running of the committee system. It is inevitable that committees
will have to be larger if they are joint committees. That raises problems for quorums
because they are larger and it is harder to organise meetings and to allocate times that are
convenient for members, particularly when they wish to meet during Parliamentary sittings.
Although we do not have the whole of Wednesday available for committee meetings, we
have Wednesday mornin~s available and that is a sensible recognition by the government
of the needs of the committee system.
The problem with having large committees is one of motivation. When there are eight
members on a committee it is too large for everyone to have an important say in the
finetuning of a draft. If they all care about the precise results, recommendations and
conclusions that will emerge from an inquiry, it is frustrating and time-wasting for
individuals to wait around for a committee of eight to deal with that finetuning.
Fundamental to the work that the committee carries out and that we simply do not do in
this House is to confront the real decision makers of the public sector outside of Parliament
with the need to answer questions.
This morning in a public session of the Economic and Budget Review Committee, the
Auditor-General made it clear that he understood the virtue of the Parliamentary committee
which follows up the Auditor-General's report as being a confrontation-not in any
antagonistic sense-by committee members, with a quiver full of questions to fire at
Public Service officers and statutory authority officers with reputations to maintain.
These officers would benefit from doing their homework before coming to the committee
and would enable them to give a good account of themselves. That is the work which we
could most usefully be doing with effective provisions oflegislation. We take Parliamentary
decisions separately in our party room, but often inappropriately because the best we are
able to do is to delegate one or two of our number to speak to outside experts over the
telephone or at a quick meeting, but never in the ideal circumstance of a bipartisan group
of people, properly briefed by their research officer or director, all to hear the same well
prepared witness deliver at his or her best.
The first paragraph of motion No. 6 is based on the Senate committees and, to some
extent, on the model of the House of Commons Select Committees. At least the idea
relating to a Staffing and Appropriations Committee is one which is based on both the
Australian Senate and the widespread practice throughout the world of Westminster
systems of Estimates for Parliament that emanate from Parliament rather than from the
executive.
The Senate model is all very well for the terms of reference and the powers of the
committee, but, without a system of proportional representation, or without this House
largely consisting of people who sit only in the evenings and regard it as something to
which they are willing to devote their time after business hours-like local councillors
who have a particular devotion-we need more staff resources such as those in the United
States of America Senate if the system is to work as effectively as we would want it. That
qualification is based solidly on good precedent in Australia.
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A number of the details of the motion could be varied. There would be little objection
to cutting down the number of the proposed legislative Estimates and general purposes
Standing Committee to four instead of six. Even with the best resources available, some
honourable members of the House would not find it possible to give their working time to
the committee.
Without going over matters which have been adequately dealt with before and which
would be well lodged in the heads of honourable members who have paid attention to this
area over several years, I turn to some of the details of the motion. Paragraph 2 of the first
motion implies that specialisation is important. It implies that, just as one expects a
Minister to master a portfolio, if Parliament is to check on the Bills, the Estimates, the
reports, the administration of particular departments and authorities within the
responsibility of the particular department, members need to have acquired a certain
amount of specialised expertise themselves. For that reason it would be better to have all
of the different committee functions exercised by a single committee, and for the committees
themselves to be divided according to groups of departments rather than members serving
on, say, an Estimates Committee relating to arts, sport and recreation and a legislative
committee relating to local government and police and emergency services.
Paragraph 3 provides that each committee shall consist of six members, and I have
expressed a clear view that large committees are ineffective because of the problems of
motivation. It provides also that not more than three shall be government members. That
is a good tradition of this House that should be maintained and fostered.
This House is not to be seen as a rubber stamp for government. We should lay down a
structure for the effective working of this House that is seen to be one that will work
regardless of which party is in government, and one which will work according to the
tradition of critically examining the executive government in a bipartisan way. I have
little doubt that that would be so, provided that the structures are right.
From my experience with Parliamentary committees generally, I know there is a real
desire to come up with the right answer, an answer that does not initially have a political
flavour to it, even on subjects in the end where some shuffling occurs to ensure that
inappropriate words are not used to beat one's colleagues over the head.
Clause 8 (a) provides that:
The membership of a committee may be added to for the purposes of a particular inquiry, the maximum
number of such additional members to be three, except in the case of a review of proposed legislation when not
more than six additional members may be appointed.

Much careful attention has been given to the drafting of the motion and it pleases me that
the government has not made criticisms of the detailed draft of the motion. The careful
drafting of these clauses forms a useful model for effective performance of the House.
Even if one starts with the proposition of not wanting more than six members on the
committee-and four persons would be ideal but one wants to ensure that the National
Party is represented-there may be special reasons why additional members should be
added.
It would be wrong to go beyond nine members unless the Council decided for a specific
reason to make an exception. I have provided for an exception in the case of a review of
proposed legislation so that twelve members might constitute the committee. That would
seem to be a practical recognition of the fact that, from time to time, a certain Bill is of
particular interest to many honourable members.
At one time I would have said that the Residential Tenancies Bill was such a measure,
but that now seems to have become quite a non-event for government members. One
would perhaps also say that the Liquor Control Bill has the possibility of attracting close
interest because it has so many different local impacts. One might well expect that several
National Party members and perhaps Liberal Party country members and inner city
members conscious of the problems in their areas might say that that is the sort of issue
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----------------._.--_._.--.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - where one really ought to be talking to the experts or people with a particular point of
view with a view to having them come before the committee. Clause 8 (b) provides:
The Council may at any time appoint substitutes for members of a committee subject to such terms and
conditions as are determined by the Council as to the occasion or duration of the substitutions, the members for
whom another member may be substituted, or any other matter.

The paragraph is necessary for the sake of flexibility. Then, clause 9 (a) states:
Each committee shall appoint a chairman and deputy chairman and for the purposes of references under
paragraph 12, a chairman, who shall not, without the consent of all members of the committee be the firstmentioned chairman of the Standing Committee, and shall be known as Chairman of the Estimates Committee.

Again, the object has been to preserve a careful balance between the government and the
Opposition, and it is more than balanced; it is an attempt to ensure that neither side will
feel it is disadvantaged. It is an attempt to establish a creative intention so that if there is
unreasonable behaviour on the part of any committee where a chairman exercises his
powers unreasonably, it is known that there are other committees where the chairman is
of a different party and the excesses of monopolised power on either side are unlikely to
eventuate.
Again, it is a reflection of my desire to establish an institution that will have permanent
value, that will pass the test of time and that will not leave an excuse for an incoming
majority to radically change it because there are so many defects in it.
I suggest in the absence of criticisms-and there have been no criticisms of the draftingthat we have the possibility of setting up such a permanent institution. Clause 9 (d) states:
The chairman of a committee and of any sub-committee shall have a deliberative vote and, in relation to
procedural matters only, a casting vote. A casting vote may be used for the purpose of bringing any report or
matter before the Council where the committee is evenly divided.

The chairman is provided with a deliberative vote, but only in relation to procedural
matters. A casting vote is provided and may be used for the purpose of bringing any report
or matter before the Legislative Council where the committee is evenly divided.
Of course, it would be a procedural matter for the chairman to exercise his casting vote
in the traditional way of Speakers and Presidents in order to keep the inquiry goin~. There
would be little contention in the workings ofthe committee where the chairmanshIps were
not all in the hands of either the government or the Opposition if the chairman has the
power to keep the inquiry going except in cases of possible abuse.
Clause 10 is another carefully calculated attempt to create balances. Clause 10 (b)
provides:
a Standing Committee shall consider and report within five sitting days of the Council on any Bill or regulation
or any part thereof which any member supported by not less than three other members rising in their places shall
request the committee to consider.

I have to say that I chose the number of a total of four members partly to accommodate
the National Party; but again, it seems reasonable that any four responsible members of
Parliament wishing to see a Bill or regulation reported on by the specialist committee
should be able to do that, but then the government may well have good reasons to wish
that it be done quickly. Therefore, I have provided that it should be done within five
sitting days.
Against that, it may be said that that is quite an inadequate time for a proper examination,
so it is also provided that such a report may be either a final or preliminary report and
that, subject to the order of the Council, the committee may, after notice of its intention
being given to the President, continue with such inquiry and call for public evidence and
submissions.
The Hon. R. J. Long-Mr Deputy President, I direct your attention to the state of the
House.
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A quorum was formed.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST-Clause 11 introduces an innovation which I direct to the
attention of the House:
Subject to any order of the Council, any inquiry or any part of an inquiry may be transferred by resolution of
both Committees from one Committee to any other Standing Committee with the consent of the President and
all members of the first-mentioned committee. In giving his consent the President shall consider whether the
proposed transfer might conveniently be brought before the Council for decision.

I invite the attention of honourable members to this clause because it has considerable
potential value to Parliamentary proceedings to ensure that the responsibility and particular
activities are located in the right place and that the mechanisms for transfer receive
recognition and protection against interference.
Clause 12 provides for the type of Estimates Committee in which the Senate engages,
although the provision is not as wide as the terms provided for the Council Estimates
Committee, which sat last year, or the current joint Parliamentary Estimates Committee.
This is an area where, I have conceded, there could be scope for variation.
I deliberately sought to follow the successful Senate experience to remove suggestions
of an attempt to obtain political advantage. We could well start with clause 12 in its
present form. The committee, exercising powers under clause 12, would have ample other
power under the proposed Standing Order to look into associated matters, because its
power to examine matters arising from various documents is considerable.
Clause 13 gathers a number of miscellaneous provisions, mostly of a machinery nature,
which are extremely important to ensure the smooth running of Standing Committees. I
direct attention to paragraph (c) which provides that a Standing Committee:
shall seek to avoid duplication of the work of Joint Parliamentary Investigatory Committees (unless the
committee or the Council consider it desirable) and also of any select committee of the Council; and any question
arising in connection with any matters specifically referred to such select committee for examination and report
may be referred to the House for determination;

I would not have included that provision; I would have left the matter to the commonsense
of honourable members, which is usually evident in Parliamentary committees. However,
one of the arguments put by those who oppose the general notion of the expansion of the
committee system for quite different reasons is that it could lead to duplication of work. It
is unnecessary for that to occur, just as it is unnecessary for two departments to engage in
duplication of activity. These are matters for commonsense coordination. The express
provision serves as a reminder.
Clause 13 (f) provides that a Standing Committee:
may sit during any suspension of the House but shall not sit except by special order or, in respect of a subcommittee of not more than two members, the special consent of the President while the House is actully sitting;

That paragragh sensibly provides for the use of the luncheon and dinner suspensions. It
also provides for a small subcommittee to take evidence at any time without special
permission from the House or the President.
The consent of the President is provided for because, in practice, it is easier for someone
to telephone the President at 9.30 a.m. to obtain permission for a committee to sit rather
than to wait until the House sits and not to know whether people who are invited to give
evidence will be able to attend. The clause also provides that members of the public and
representatives of the news media may attend meetings ofa Standing Committee.
Clause 14 refers to the power of a Standing Committee to hear explanations from
Ministers of either House or officers of government departments or public bodies regarding
estimates of government expenditure. That provision perhaps goes beyond the Senate
practice where teams from various departments are invariably led by the appropriate
Minister.
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Clause 15 was largely modelled on the Senate Standing Orders. It states:
A Standing Committee shall be provided with all necessary staff, facilities and resources and shall be empowered
to appoint persons with specialist knowledge for the purposes of the committee with the approval of the
President.

There is nothing remotely equivalent to an Appropriation Act in a Standing Order which
provides that a committee shall be provided with all necessary staff, facilities and resources.
In that sense, it is a bit like a deed in escrow waiting for something else to happen. The
clause is included, as it is in the Senate Standing Orders, to ensure that adequate resources
are a prerequisite for the effective functioning of a committee system, particularly in a
House elected in the way in which this House is.
Clause 16 needs some comment. I am reminded by its form that it has been proposed
as a Sessional Order in the first instance. I hope to see it included in Standing Orders as I
have spoken of the desire to establish something with permanent value.
The clause provides:
Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Order or of the Standing Orders no motion to read a Bill or to
amend such motion, or to consider or amend a Bill in a Committee ofthe Whole House, shall be voted on while
the Bill is the subject of inquiry by a Standing Committee.

On the face of it, the clause suggests that the committee system could hold up the progress
of Bills through the House. Of course, that will not be the case. Clause 10 (b) not only
provides that consideration and report take place within five sittin~ days but also confers
ample power for the Council to give directions in ~eneral. In partIcular, clause 13 (a) of
the proposed Sessional Order provides that a StandIng Committee:
shall give priority to express directions or requests of the Council whether as to the subject-matter of its
inquiries, for reporting or otherwise;

Clause 17 begins another series of innovative provisions that give the motion the potential
to advance the effectiveness and reputation of this House.
Clause 17 provides that:
In the case of any Bill the member moving the second reading thereof may by leave table his written reasons
for proposing the Bill and any explanation thereof, instead of delivering a speech thereon, and such reasons and
explanation shall thereupon be circulated to all members and, with the consent of the President, incorporated in

Hansard.

It really would not do honourable members any harm if the occasional visitor to this place
were to see honourable members doing something efficient like incorporating a speech
which can be read before the debate on the Bill is resumed, rather than having conversations
in the Chamber, with members absent and nobody listening because it is just the Minister
formally reading a second-reading speech. It would be a sensible savin$ of our time and
an enhancement to the prestige of the House if, more often, second-readIng speeches were
simply tabled. After all, in the United States of America Congress it is common practice
for speeches to be incorporated into the Congressional record without having been uttered.
There is probably no legislature in the world that has more prestige than the United States
Senate.
Clause 18 provides that:
In the case of any Bill which has been transmitted from the Legislative Assembly the member moving the
second reading shall draw attention to any new matters in the proposed legislation since its second reading in the
Legislative Assembly and shall avail himself of the procedure provided in paragraph 17 unless in drawing
attention to new matters he shall state his intention not to do so.

That is, prima facie the honourable member must use the tabling of the second-reading
speech procedure and, again, that would save the House considerable time and leave
members in a position where they know better when matters already on the Notice Paper
are to be dealt with.
Clause 19 is perhaps a little more radical. It provides that:
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Where a request is made by message from the Legislative Assembly that a Bill or any part of a Bill which has
not yet been passed by that House should be the subject of a public inquiry by or otherwise be reviewed by the
Legislative Council or one of its Standing Committees. Such Bill and such message shall, unless the House
otherwise orders, be deemed to be referred to the appropriate committee for report, within two sitting days of
such reference, as to the desirability or otherwise of acceding to such request and, unless otherwise ordered, the
committee may proceed after it has so reported to conduct the requested inquiry or review.

It seems that the matter remains entirely within the control of this House; that is, it
remains entirely within the control of the committee to advise the House that it would not
be desirable at that particular stage to conduct an inquiry into the matter referred from
the Legislative Assembly.
It would not happen often. It would certainly give reality to the notion that this is a
House of review in a sensible sense; that it does not have to wait until the Legislative
Assembly has done its best or worst, but should review matters that have been introduced
to Parliament, and from a legislator'S point of view, examine them in the light of evidence
given and reported to the whole Parliament.
One would expect that the first instances of Bills that might fit this program would
probably be of a technical law reform nature and, again, it may be that some of them
would be better sent to the Legal and Constitutional Committee. However, there is no
facility here to allow that to be done advantageously unless we have adequate resources to
ensure that we can do our work when we set up a committee system.
Clause 20 follows the model of a Senate committee, whose precise title I cannot recall,
but which publishes regular reports on the compliance of Federal Bills with principles that
are indicated in the terms of clause 20.
However, one wonders whether the failure of anybody in Federal Parliament to read
the Australia Card Bill with sufficient diligence to recognise the obvious inappropriateness
of delegating legislative power-in other words, of delegating the time for the
commencement of various aspects of the Australia Card legislation-does not show that
we really should look forward to a very great advance over the admirable sentiments of
the committee system.
We must look forward to an advance by reason of having adequate staffing because it is
obvious that in a busy Parliamentary session-of course, more than one sessionhonourable members simply do not have time to read and digest a lengthy piece of
proposed legislation such as the Australia Card Bill.
It certainly' justifies the existence of a committee that is charged with considering
whether a BIll, or clauses of a Bill, trespasses unduly on personal rights and liberties;
makes rights, liberties and obligations unduly dependent upon insufficiently defined
administrative powers, or inappropriately delegates legislative power, and so on. One is
simply warned by the experience in Canberra that it is not easy to do the job properly, and
we get back to the issue that it always seems to get down to: do we have adequate resources?
Clause 20 (b) is also something of an innovation. However, I do not wish to add a
comment on what otherwise one hopes is a rather unexceptional as well as unexceptionable
provision of a quite lengthy Sessional Order.
I turn now to proposed Standing Order No. 307A which probably does not need detailed
reference other than to inform the House that it proposes the establishment of a small
committee to be entitled the Staffing and Appropriations Committee. It is to have the
function of regularly considering and reporting to the Legislative Council on all matters
concerning the staffing, accommodation and appropriations for the Legislative Council
and its committees.
It is also provided that the proposed Staffing and Appropriations Committee shall be
responsible for the preparation of estimates of expenditure and for recommending the
appropriation to be advised by the President as necessary for the proper functioning of the
Legislative Council and its committees.
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One of the problems I could have raised in the context of mildly criticising the concept
of joint Parliamentary committees, which also illustrates the desirability of having some
independence in finding staffing and appropriations of this House by the President, is the
problem which some joint committees of these Houses have in running their affairs
properly.
The Economic and Budget Review Committee, which deals with Mr Speaker, not Mr
President, for no obvious reason, apart from its tenuous connections with the former
Public Accounts Committee, has had to go cap in hand, sometimes waiting far too long
for decisions" and then explaining that the recipient of the request got hold of the wrong
end of the stick, if it has wanted to do something as elementary as sending its highly
qualified director of research or one of his equally highly qualified assistants to a conference
or to join the committee members travelling to take evidence interstate. There is apparently
some arbitrary restriction placed on those who can travel, and it is required that the
secretary, usually an officer of the Parliament, should accompany the committee. Obviously,
the committee knows best who and how many people should go.
It is perfectly obvious that members of Parliament are elected by the people to represent
their interests on all the important matters with which Parliaments have to deal and they
should be given the responsibility of deciding how committees can sit or can run their
affairs and who shall be responsible for the expenditure of resources.

Unfortunately, members of the Legislative Council can do little about it. I cannot even
complain to the President about the way a joint committee which is not under the
President's authority is being treated. It is an unsatisfactory situation which arises,
admittedly, from the practices of previous governments as well as this government, of
making decisions about the appropriation for Parliament, but emanating as an activity of
the executive government.
This matter has been dealt with at length in the House before. Mr Connard spoke
cogently on the subject. A Senate Committee of the Federal Parliament referred to by
previous speakers reported adversely on the way the Houses of Parliament in Canberra
were dealt with by the executive government.
Parliaments around the world have taken in their hands, at the very least, the
responsibility for assessing the management of their own institutions and the putting
forward of estimates of expenditure required to make Parliaments effective. It is long
overdue for this Parliament to have a committee that assesses the requirements and
priorities of Parliament and what claim can be justifiably put forward to the government,
which, after all, presents appropriations to the House in the form of the Appropriation Bill
which provides the government with the funds to conduct its business from year to year.
It seems so beyond argument that I would hope that you, Mr Deputy President, and the
President might do something independently to ensure that the House has a say in the
way it runs its affairs and appropriations and that it receives a report on what is being
done and is proposed. It is not good enough to receive information about proposed
expenditure on the House in the Budget Papers.

I hope that this time the government will see the virtue of making this House into the
truly effective institution that it should be. I hope the government will recognise that
before long it may not be the government and that it will then be the Labor Party which
wants an effective committee system established, with balance in membership of the
committees, in the choice of chairman, and in the powers allocated to the committees and
chairmen of the committees. This will, in the long run, benefit Parliament and the people
of the State.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I support my colleague, Mr
Guest, in again moving this motion. It is well known in the Chamber that Mr Guest has
had a long and continuing interest in developing the integrity of both the House and
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Parliament. I support his continued interest as represented in the motion before the
House.
The fundamental issue is that honourable members in a democracy are elected by the
people to adequately debate the issues presented by the government and their
constituencies, and to overview the financial and management accountability of the various
government instrumentalities.
Over the past 20 to 30 years, in the Westminster system, there has been a virtual
dictatorship of the executive government over the democratic institution of Parliament
itself. Honourable members would be remiss if they did not study the reasons why that
has occurred and take some action to overview financial accountability of the executive
government.
The House is aware that two officers are appointed by Parliament itself, the Ombudsman
and the Auditor-General. As a member of the Economic and Budget Review Committee
I, with other members of the committee, met with the Auditor-General, who expressed
some concerns about the statement of the Treasurer in the Budget Papers. Some of the
Auditor-General's remarks have a great implication on the motion moved by Mr Guest.
The Auditor-General said there was an acute need to update the Audit Act 1958.
The Economic and Budget Review Committee examined the Act more than two years
ago and recommended changes to it, but to date no action has occurred. An appropriate
committee system, as envisaged in the motion ofMr Guest, would investigate and report
on these matters and pressure the government and the executive to respond to the office
of the Auditor-General.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon. G. A. Sgro)-Order! I remind Mr Connard that
the Economic and Budget Review Committee meeting held today was confidential and,
therefore, it is inappropriate for him to state in debate what took place at that meeting.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD-Mr Deputy President, the notice of that meeting was
widely circulated. I ask you to reconsider your ruling.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT-Order! The meeting was advertised to members of that
committee and members of Parliament, but it was not a public committee meeting.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD-I accept that ruling, Mr Deputy President. I emphasise
the need for Parliament itself to accept financial accountability under several powers of
government. It has been pointed out many times that not only is financial accountability
an important issue, but that management accountability is equally important.
Some of the difficulties associated with the joint programs of the Commonwealth and
State governments are equally acute. At this stage there is no system for joint auditing for
either Parliament, yet many millions of dollars are allocated to various programs and the
managerial ability of the executive is very poor.
I now speak specifically on notice of motion No. 7 currently being debated by the House.
The motion proposes the appointment of a Staffing and Appropriations Committee
consisting of several nominated people. The proposed committee:
(a) shall regularly consider and report to the Council on all matters concerning the staffing, accommodation
and appropriations for the Council and its committees; and
(b) shall be responsible for the preparation of estimates of expenditure and for recommending the appropriation
to be advised by the President as necessary for the proper functioning of the Council and its committees.

Honourable members will recollect that I have spoken on this issue before: on 30 April
1985 in the debate on the Governor's Speech, again in the debate on the Appropriation
Bill 1985-86, and again in the debate on last year's Appropriation Bill, 1986-87. My
speeches have been on the same topic and subject-the deplorable lack of coordinated
management of Parliament.
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The motion suggests an overview of the administration of Parliament. Because of the
funding restrictions imposed on the Economic and Budget Review Committee-of which
I am a member-we have not been able to conduct an appropriate investigation. I shall
not repeat my speeches, as honourable members can read them.
The current Budget provides for expenditure of $19·655 million for Parliament. The
Parliament is a bigger institution than the Department of Consumer Affairs, which spends
$8·4 million; bigger than the Department of Ethnic Affairs, which spends $4·2 million;
bigger than the Local Government Department, which spends $6· 7 million, and almost as
big as the Department of Sport and Recreation, which spends $20·9 million. Yet there is
no corporate management of the institution. We do not have the appropriate autonomy
as a direct relationship between the constituencies and the voters of this State and the
executive in terms of our own financial management.
It is all very well and important that Mr Guest bring this motion before the House, but
we must have the financial resources made available by the executive in order to undertake
the investigation. This is the real purpose of the motion.

I reiterate that I have advocated before that there should be-by whatever means-a
committee to examine the funding and resources of Parliament. The motion takes care of
that for the Legislative Council and is a first step towards the achievement of one of my
objectives-the ability of Parliament to initiate its own budget, to negotiate that budget
with the Treasurer, and to be able to develop programs accordingly.
It is interesting to note that in comparison with several committees of the Parliament,
the committee Mr Guest proposes would not be very expensive. The expenses last year,
as set out in the Appropriation Bill, for the Legislative Council committees were $44 100;
in the Legislative Assembly the expenses for the Select Committees were $47 800, giving
a total of $91 900 for last year. Those committees must have been responsible because
their budgeted expenditure was $97 800.

At the same time, the executive and the Treasurer do not trust the Presiding Officers of
Parliament to be able to run Parliament in its own way as it should be. I return to the
committee on which I serve, the Economic and Budget Review Committee. That committee
established a subcommittee called the Public Waste Committee, and its inquiries have
been endorsed by the full committee. The subcommittee is waiting to take some action on
the various areas of public waste but, because the Treasurer and the Speaker in another
place have not provided the committee with the necessary allowances to undertake that
laudable purpose, the subcommittee cannot function. It is important that committees
have resources within their own structures and total budgets to be able to develop and
implement the excellent ideas that Mr Guest puts forward.
I return to notice of motion No. 6. I do not intend to proceed through this motion in
the same detail as has Mr Guest. Mr Guest proposes that there be six Standing Committees:
on the economy and government; on education and employment; on law and local
government; on the environment and transport; on primary industry and resources; and
on health and welfare.
Since Mr Guest listed the notice of motion, the House in its wisdom accepted, from its
strength, the appointment of a joint Estimates Committee. Several of my colleagues are
members of that committee and are doing excellent work in reviewing the forward estimates
of the government.
Mr Guest is accepting the important professional and efficient public accounts role in
examining the departments and their management, their financial accountability, andmore particularly-in looking at the efficacy of some of their programs.
At this time Parliament does not accept the responsibility of having an overview role of
a small executive of eighteen people. I am told by some members of the Labor Party that
they do not necessarily communicate fully their decisions through caucus to all members
of the Labor Party. Indeed, during the debate on a Bill we passed last night it was clearly
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indicated that the executive does not take the caucus into its full confidence-I refer, of
course, to the BLF (De-recognition) Bill. Executive governments tend to be that.
Members of this House would be escaping from their responsibility as elected members
from large constituencies to represent the views of the voters and also of their political
parties if they did not insist upon an overview of the financial accountability and
management processes of government. We are avoiding our responsibilities if we do not
determine where government waste takes place and in which departments.
This is what we are elected for. We fail our constituents if we do not undertake a
program along lines similar to those proposed by Mr Guest. Within the total Parliamentary
expenditure of $19·655 million there could be financing of committees which would be
welcome if there were an overall management of Parliament itself.
This is not an explosion of public expenditure, as some may claim. However, honourable
members have a responsibility to their constituents to do the job for which they were
elected.
On the motion of the Hon. J. E. Kirner, for the Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Agriculture and Rural Affairs), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until the next day of meeting.

OMBUDSMAN'S REPORTS
Blue Rock dam and 150th Anniversary Celebrations Secretariat
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-I move:
That the respective resolutions adopted by this House on 29 April 1987(a) condemning the government for rejecting the Ombudsman's recommendation as to inadequate
compensation for properties acquired at Blue Rock and calling for the injustice to be remedied; and
(b) condemning the government for rejecting the Ombudsman's finding as to compensation for
unreasonable termination of services with Victoria's 150th Anniversary Celebrations Secretariat and
calling for payment of appropriate amountsbe conveyed to the Assembly with a message desiring their concurrence therein.

Honourable members will recall that the House passed a motion condemning the
government for the injustice created at the Blue Rock dam site and condemning the
government for the unreasonable termination of services connected with Victoria's 150th
Anniversary Celebrations Secretariat and calling for payment of appropriate amounts.
The purpose of moving the motion is so that it can be transmitted to another place and
be considered there in the way it was considered here.
The motion was agreed to.

FISHERIES (ABALONE) BILL
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill amends the Fisheries Act and provides for the imposition of quotas in the abalone
fishery with a compulsory docketing system to prevent divers exceeding quotas and as an
aid to combat the sale of illegal abalone. It is intended that the quota system will apply in
the western zone of the abalone fishery only at this time.
Honourable members will be aware that in 1984 the government introduced licence
transferability into the abalone fishery on the basis of two transferred licences being
consolidated into a single licence. This strategy was designed to initially contain, and in
the longer term, reduce fishing effort and so conserve the abalone resource. However, since .
the introduction of transferability, only 36 original licences have been consolidated resulting
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in a reduction in the overall number of divers from 90 to 72. In terms of resource
management this rate of turnover of licences and associated consolidations has been
insufficient to compensate for the major increase in fishing effort per operator.
The low number of licence transfers and increased fishing effort per operator can be
traced to the rapid escalation in the price ofabalone-$3.20 a kilogram in 1984 to $14 a
kilogram now-resulting in high licence values. In the western zone only four licences
have been consolidated reducing the number of divers from sixteen to fourteen and the
divers have become increasingly concerned about excessive fishing pressure on stocks.
The western zone divers approached my department early this year and proposed that
catch quotas and a compulsory landings docket system be introduced into the western
zone in order to reduce fishing effort and to tighten up enforcement.
The Fisheries Division of my department shares the industry's concern about excessive
fishing pressure on stocks, as abalone research has produced evidence of recruitment overfishing which threatens the capacity of the resource in some areas to sustain itself in the
face of the current level of fishing activity.
Ajoint abalone diver department working group has devised a quota and docket system
which has now been incorporated into the Bill. An annual catch quota will be established
for the western zone and then divided evenly between the divers in the zone. Individual
divers may transfer up to 50 per cent of their annual quota to a diver licensed for the same
fishing zone and no diver may increase his initial quota by more than 50 per cent.
Transfers of licences in the western zone which are currently made on a two-for-one
basis will now be permitted on a one-for-one basis. With the quota system in place the
current number of licences in the western zone will be maintained for the foreseeable
future.
The abalone divers strongly support the implementation of a docket system as a means
of verifying quotas in the western zone and as an aid to combat the sale of abalone taken
illegally by unlicensed divers. The docket system would be Statewide in application and
would require that commercial quantities of abalone be accompanied by serially numbered
dockets from the point of landing through the marketing chain till it reached the retailer
or was consigned for export.
A specialist squad of four fisheries enforcement officers will be dedicated to the task of
controlling the catching, processing and selling of abalone. The Victorian abalone fishery,
which is one of the few viable abalone fisheries in the world, is worth approximately $20
million at current prices and contributes significantly to Australia's export earnings. The
government is firmly resolved to protect this valuable fishery and sees the implementation
of catch quotas as a safeguard for the future well-being of the industry.
I commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. R. S. de FEGELY (Ballarat Province)-I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

I ask the Minister that sufficient time be allowed for considerable consultation on the Bill.
The Liberal Party does not wish to be pinned down to the specific time mentioned.
The motion for the adjournment of the debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until the next day of meeting.

LIQUOR CONTROL BILL
The debate (adjourned from the previous day) on the motion of the Hon. D. R. White
(Minister for Health) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-All members of this House will agree
that it is impossible for any government to deal with the subject ofliquor to the satisfaction
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of everyone. The government can only do its best and whatever it does will be subject to
criticism.
Nevertheless, the government decided that after the operation of the Liquor Control
Act, which was based on a public inquiry in 1965, the time had come to review not only
the operation of the Act but also the basic principles that were its foundation.
Accordingly, in October 1984 the government appointed Dr John Nieuwenhuysen to
conduct a full-scale review and report. Honourable members may not all agree with every
item of Dr Nieuwenhuysen's report but it is generally conceded that it was a thorough
evaluation of the situation.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-I am not sure about that.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-It was thorough, although I may not agree with some individual
aspects, just as His Honour Judge Campton, the present Chairman of the Liquor Control
Commission, has doubts about some of the findings. I am not suggesting that we oUght
blindly to accept everything that was said but the Opposition certainly accepts the report
as a thorough review, made in good faith.
The government received that review report in February last year, opened it for public
comment in March and on 24 April this year-the date is important, and I invite
honourable members to recall it-made a detailed response in a lengthy document.
That detailed response set out the government's views on every aspect of the
Nieuwenhuysen report. The government's response purported to accept by far the greater
part of that report, to accept some other aspects with modifications and to reject only an
extremely small proportion of the findings. Five days later an earlier version of the Bill
before the House today was presented in another place. The Ministerial second-reading
speech on the first version of the Liquor Control Bill was given on 29 April 1987. I shall
come back to these dates later because they are relevant.
In its response to the report the government expressly referred to and endorsed the three
main messages and the three key recommendations referred to by Dr Nieuwenhuysen. I
shall refer to them briefly.
The main messages were the need to reduce the problem of alcohol misuse, the need to
provide greater licence and permit flexibility, and the need to simplify the operations and
administration of the Liquor Control Act. I think those messages were ones with which
we all agree.
I turn now to the three key recommendations. The first was to shift emphasis away from
regulation of the industry to other means of counterin~ alcohol abuse, on the grounds that
legislation is a primitive method of controlling behaVIour. Indeed, legislation has proved
almost totally ineffective in controlling the problems of liquor abuse. Other methods
outside legislation are clearly needed. The report recommended measures and
recommended a coordinating body to assist in achieving them.
The second key recommendation was to remove as far as possible the economic aspects
of regulation through a licensing Act. Some agree and some disagree with that second key
recommendation. The liquor industry has considerable grounds for disagreeing with the
recommendations. The industry has been called upon to expend large sums in capital in
providing for a strictly controlled industry and in providing for the public benefit certainly
beyond what would be done without restrictions.
The liquor industry regards the capital invested in meeting the requirements of the past
as being virtually set at nought, almost overnight. That may be a simplistic view but one
can understand it.
One would have thought that the move from a highly regulated industry to a largely
deregulated industry would have at best been a slow and progressive one, a phased-in
move that avoided hardship to those who had invested large sums of capital. However,
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the government did not take the course that I have just outlined; it substantially accepted
the Nieuwenhuysen recommendations. The Bill seeks to remove a whole range of
obligations on hotels, as well as privileges, granted as a result of those obligations in favour
of hotels and other licences.
The third key recommendation of the Nieuwenhuysen report was to reform and simplify
the administration of the Liquor Control Act, to create greater flexibility thereunder. The
Bill seeks in the imperfect way that must be expected of proposed legislation such as this
to achieve that objective, although I doubt whether many people would yet say that it is a
simple Act. Those in the industry deny, and will continue to deny, that real flexibility has
been achieved. I shall indicate a few examples at a later stage of my contribution.
I should perhaps go into further detail and the basis of the Nieuwenhuysen report in a
little more depth than I have so far, for the report is, to a considerable degree, reflected in
the Bill.
Chapter 1 of the report sets out the policy logic behind it; perhaps the most important
aspect of that chapter was the recognition of the limits of liquor licensing and liquor law
in preventing alcohol misuse.
Chapter 2 of the report dealt extensively and well with the history of liquor licensing
and liquor reform in Victoria, particularly over the past quarter of a century.
Chapter 3 was pleasing in a way; it pointed out that, despite an increase in liquor outlets,
and a population increase of approximately 25 per cent in the past twelve years, alcohol
consumption had stabilised. That is a possible example, although not a proven one, of the
fact that alcohol consumption may not be related to the number of outlets.
Chapters 4 and 5 dealt with alcohol misuse and the means of reducing this misuse. A
range of measures was proposed but, as I have indicated, these will now largely be nonstatutory although they will be undertaken by an independent alcohol coordinating council
which is established by the Bill. One of the council's main purposes will be to undertake
research and to help coordinate services and activities designed to assist in preventing or
controlling alcohol abuse.
Chapter 6 of the report dealt in detail with the effects of licence flexibility and foresaw
great gains to the community from a simplified and more flexible licensing system. As I
said, we may still have some doubts on the extent to which the Bill really achieves that.
Chapter 7 dealt with objects and interpretations of the Act and, although the government
largely accepted the recommendations, I do not find them reflected in the objects clause. I
believe that substantial acceptance has in practice proved a substantial rejection of the
findings.
Chapter 8 analysed all the existing forms of licences. I was amazed to learn that there
were 29 separate forms of licences and permits under the Act. The report recommended a
substantial reduction in what it found to be an unnecessary number of permits and
licences. It even contemplated the possible reduction to a single licence or permit covering
everything, but it gave a range of options and the one which the ~overnment accepted was
the option of reducing that 29 to 7. That has been done by the BIll.
Chapter 9 urged a simpler structure including ordinary hours which it detailed at
considerable length and, again, the government has subtantially accepted the
recommendations. I should read a few of the recommendations from that chapter which
the government has accepted because they will be relevant to the argument that I will later
put to the House.
Recommendation No. 125 was that ordinary trading hours be determined by a licensing
Act and extended hours by a permit subject to planning approval. The government said
"Yes". It endorsed that recommendation on 24 April this year. Recommendation No. 132
emphasised the importance of maintaining standards of residential amenity and the
government said "Yes" on 24 April 1987.
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Recommendation No. 136 proposed that trading hours for Sunday and Good Friday or
other public holidays be standardised under an on-licence and that late trading required a
town planning permit. On 24 April last the government said "Yes", and it endorsed that
recommendation.
Recommendation No. 139 said that although caution on hours was necessary 24-hour
trading should be possible except on special days including Sunday provided means are
available to preserve residential amenity and provided ordinary and other permit trading
hours are separated. The government said "Yes" to that. We will look later and see to
what extent that has been achieved.
Recommendation No. 141 said that existing trading hour arrangements of current
licensees be protected though not at the expense of any provisions necessary to ensure
residential amenity in particular cases. We may need to look at that, too.
Chapters 10 and 11 dealt with the desirability of overcoming duplication and overlap in
administration and of having a more cohesive operation of the Act. Chapter 12 dealt with
the need for simpler licensing systems starting with the objects, and I have mentioned that
that has not really been done, while remaining chapters appear to be irrelevant to the
consideration we are now undertaking.
It will be realised from the specific recommendations to which I have referred that the
issue I desire to emphasise today is the protection of the amenity of areas and, in particular,
residential communities.
Only last year in the Supreme Court of Queensland a case dealt with the amenity of a
neighbourhood. In that case, Broad v. Brisbane City Council, the Full Court of the Supreme
Court of Queensland examined the meaning and the importance of amenity as a concept,
which has subjective elements but on which the test ultimately is objective. The court held
that amenity ofa neighbourhood consisted of the quality which it has of being pleasant or
agreeable, and Mr Justice Thomas said that the creation of an institution within a
neighbourhood is in his view capable of altering its character in a greater respect than can
be measured by the additional noise, activity, traffic and physical effects that it is likely to
produce. Certain things are measurable but the effects on people may not be readily
quantifiable.
Just about every residential community that one cares to name has a character of its
own and people are justifiably concerned to protect the character and the amenity of their
area. That, of course, is particularly a concern of local councils which would desire to
protect and enhance the character of residential areas under their control.
Dr Nieuwenhuysen went to great lengths to recognise the importance of local amenity
and particularly residential amenity and to provide means to ensure that this protection
was achieved, and on 24 April this year the government said "Yes" to every one of the
recommendations he made.
I am sorry to say that the Bill walks away from every one of those recommendations.
What happened in those five days between 24 April and 29 April, when the Bill was
presented? What pressures were placed upon the government? Or was it the idiosyncrasy
of a single Minister or a single adviser, or one member of Parliamentary Counsel's staff
that turned those recommendations for protection of residential amenity and of planning
into a situation where the Bill walked away from them five days after the firm commitment
of the government, having been fully considered by Cabinet, was given?
How does it happen that a Bill presented to Parliament five days after the government's
response to the Nieuwenhuysen report ignores not only the findings ofDr Nieuwenhuysen
on that issue but also the carefully considered and presented determinations of Cabinet
on those very issues?
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I referred earlier to the summary of recommendations and Cabinet's findings upon
them. However, Cabinet went much further in its response document. Item 6.5 at page 32
of that document deals with extended hours permits and states:
The government supports the review's recommendations that an extension of hours beyond licensed hours
should be the subject of an extended hours permit. This will require the prior provision of a planning permit.
The adoption of the proposal to require a planning permit reflects the government's concern about residential
amenity problems which are sometimes associated with late night trading.

That is what the government said in its more detailed commentary on the
recommendations, which it accepted. 1 suggest that, if the adoption of a planning permit
reflects the government's concern about residential amenity, the subsequent abandonment
of that promise that a planning permit would be required must reflect the government's
lack of concern about residential amenity. If to do an act reflects concern, to subsequently
turn one's back upon it indicates a clear lack of concern.
At page 33, in relation to BYO restaurant permits-Dr Nieuwenhuysen made certain
similar remarks-the government said in its response that three fundamental criteria
needed to be satisfied: that all authorisations have been satisfied, including planning
approval; that the applicant is a suitable person; and that there are no reasons, based on
the interests of the community in the area in which the application is sought, that a licence
should not be granted. The government seems to have gone back on that, too.
I turn to pages 34 and 35 of the government's response, which deal in some detail with
the procedures for extended hours permits. The government set out specifically in that
response that the first step is to provide a current or, if necessary, a new planning permit
to authorise extended hours of trading.
At page 36 the government acknowledged that the review highli~ted community concern
regarding residential amenity problems occurring near some hcensed premises, mainly
but not exclusively in urban areas. The government then set out in some detail the
planning requirements that had to be met to ensure that protection.
In all of those respects the Bill fails. In the first version of the Bill in the Assembly all
those references to the matters to which I have been referring were deleted. It did not even
give a council an adequate opportunity of looking after its local citizens. Following
representations by the Municipal Association of Victoria and the Metropolitan Municipal
Association, the Bill now before the House makes passing reference to amenity, but that
reference is not backed up by any practical provisions.
The Opposition proposes in Committee to rectify that situation and to incorporate
provisions to protect local amenity and, in particular, residential amenity. On discussing
the issue with the government, the Opposition discovered that the government walked
away from planning permits because it subsequently decided that it did not want a dual
permit system operating and that it thought this might slow up and complicate procedures.
Even if honourable members accept that ar~ument, that is no excuse for dispensing with
the basic safeguards for local communitIes, which deserve and require reasonable
protection.
It is not the Opposition's business to rewrite the Bill in a way that would be necessary if
it were to provide separate planning permits. However, the Opposition proposes to add
provisions to the Bill to ensure that residential amenity and local amenity generally will
be protected; that local people and their councils will have an adequate say on these issues;
and that, when the question of amenity arises, the opinion of the council will be given
special weight. After all, whose opinion should be given more weight than that of the local
council on that particular issue?
The Opposition proposes to provide for an appeal by a local council to the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal as an impartial arbiter of final resort.
The government has already received copies of the Opposition's amendments, as has
the National Party. I shall explain the more detailed provisions in Committee.
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The Opposition is insistent, however, that the objectives that the government has set
for itself in its response dated 24 April this year,. which it abandonded five days later in
the presentation to Parliament of the first Bill, shall be restored. After all, the government
reached the conclusion that protection was ne~ssary on the basis of an objective report,
after detailed consideration of that report that took more than a year.
It is self-evident to all honourable memberS in this House that that protection is required.
With the cooperation of the National Party, the Opposition intends to enSllre that that
basic protection which ought to exist is inserted in the measure .

. I believe we will be able to show that we have done it in a way that does not prejudice
the objective of simplicity, but attains the government's new objective of avoiding two
separate permits, and that we have done it in a way which enables reasonable protection
~fve,ry important interests.
Despite its long gestation period and despite the period for which it has been laid upon
the table,'in,either its new form or its old form, the Bill still has many blemishes. These
blemishes have been drawn to the attention of the government. As late as today, I supplied
the representative of the Minister for Health with a document detailing a number of minor
inconsistencies and problems that could easily be overcome by government amendments.
I do not believe it is the business of the Opposition to attend to all the administrative
trivia, some of which may well have significant side effects. However, it is the business of
the government to take appropriate action. The Opposition asks the government to take
account of those further matters which have been drawn to its attention by the industry,
and which include some points that the industry regards as being important.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-Industry or councils?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-No, I have dealt with councils. I am now dealing with the
liquor industry, including retail bottle merchants and hoteliers. They have drawn to my
attention a number of minor problems which will seriously affect them. The government
should do its utmost to meet those criticisms where it does not involve the attainment of
the government's 'major objectives. I am certain that can be achieved in most cases. The
Opposition asks the government to give proper consideration to further submissions that
have been made to it.
As part of protecting local amenity, the Opposition proposes to return local options to
retain existing dry ,areas so that council policy can change only as a result of a poll. The
Opposition also proposes to deal with two administrative matters by amendments of the
kind that it has recently used in a number of Bills.
Firstly, the Opposition will ensure that the whole Act comes into operation on a single
day. I recognise that this poses some difficulty for the government, but it is necessary
because the government has recently taken to the practice of proclaiming Bills without
including the safeguards incorporated by amendments in this House. Therefore, it has
caused the will of Parliament to be frustrated.
The Opposition does not want that to occur with this Bill. The government has taken
the opportunity of proclaiming different parts of an Act on separate days. The Opposition
has consistently proposed that Bills be proclaimed on a single day and will do so until it
receives an undertaking from the government that this unparliamentary course that has
been adopted by the government will no longer be adopted, and that Acts will be proclaimed
according to the intent of Parliament.
The Opposition will also insist that either House can disallow any regulations in whole
or in part. Honourable members would recognise that either House can veto an Act, so
why should not the same position apply with regulations? Recently that course has been
repeatedly endorsed by this House and Parliament, and the Opposition believes it is
appropriate that it should be done with this Bill.
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Subject to the general tenor of the matters that I have raised and the further matters of
detail that will be raised in the Committee stage, the Opposition does not oppose the Bill.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-At the outset, I agree with Mr
Hunt that it is virtually impossible for any government to enact liquor legislation that will
satisfy all parties in the community. I do not believe any government expects that will be
the case.
I do not intend to give the extensive overview of the Nieuwenhuysen report that Mr
Hunt has given; to do so would be repetitious. I commend Mr Hunt for the manner in
which he has outlined to the House the Nieuwenhuysen report and its ramifications. I take
issue with Mr Hunt, as I did by interjection, on his definition of the report as being
thorough. I believe a more appropriate adjective would be "extensive", but I do not
believe it was thorough in the sense that I would use the word. I do not believe Or
Nieuwenhuysen approached the issues of the inquiry with an entirely open mind, or that
he arrived at the recommendations on the evidence put before him.
My reading of the report leads me to believe that Or Nieuwenhuysen approached his
tasks with a definite result in mind. He conducted his inquiry and investigations and drew
his conclusions from the evidence put before him to arrive at a series of recommendations
that he had in mind when he commenced that exercise.
I do not believe it is unfair to Dr Nieuwenhuysen to make what might be termed an
allegation. It is clear that he wanted to introduce what he styles as European-type drinking
conditions into Victoria, and he couched his report accordingly. Some of the surveys that
he conducted were obviously designed to produce a result that pointed towards so-called
European drinking conditions.
My colleague in the other place, the honourable member for Murray Valley, referred to
the report as being flawed. Other honourable members have thought the same. I shall
provide one example to back up my claim that some of the research work that was
undertaken was less than adequate.
I refer the House to a questionnaire that was circulated to retail bottle merchants in
Victoria. Among the questions asked were four or five which used the expression "European
drinking conditions". Nowhere in the survey did Or Nieuwenhuysen inquire of the retail
bottle licensees responding to the survey whether they had been to Europe or had any idea
of what "European drinking conditions" were. Many respondents to that survey had not
been to Europe and did not have a clear idea of European drinking conditions.
I provide that example as an illustration of a survey undertaken by Or Nieuwenhuysen.
However, the survey was based on a falsehood. Or Nieuwenhuysen's recommendation
placed great faith on the results of those surveys.
I am not the only one to question the survey results. I refer the House to Judge
Campton's report which contained some scathing remarks about the work carried out by
Or Nieuwenhuysen. Why was the government so intent on hiding from the public a report
by its own expert on the liquor industry? Judge Campton is held in the highest regard by
the community, and particularly by those involved in the liquor industry, as a man of
great knowledge, integrity and experience in the industry going back well before his
appointment as a judge.
I want to know why the government hid that report. Of course, it is not difficult to
adduce the reasons. Judge Campton was so scathing of the Nieuwenhuysen report that the
Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources wanted to keep it under wraps. Credit
should be given to the honourable member for Caulfield in another place who, through
freedom of information legislation, was able to bring that report to light. I am certain that
the flushing out of that report was instrumental in the government's withdrawing the
original Bill and introducing the measure now before the House, which is significantly
changed from the original measure.
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It goes without saying that the liquor industry is important both economically and
socially. To some extent a contradiction is emerging in the attitude of the government
towards social behaviour in Victoria. The government is introducing provisions in the
Bill that will provide for an expansion in the number of liquor outlets. It is arguable as to
how rapid that expansion will be, in practice; but, theoretically, it could be explosive.
The government also intends to extend liquor trading hours, in some cases. It is extending
the ability of businesses that have traditionally been considered not to be entitled to a
liquor licence to secure a licence. Generally, the government also intends to increase the
availability of liquor. Honourable members know the problems that liquor causes in
under-age drinking and accidents on the road.
On the one hand the government is going out of its way to curb the use of tobacco while
on the other hand it is making liquor more freely available. I do not intend to draw too
many parallels between the two social habits, but it does seem to be a contradiction.
Tobacco could be considered more damaging in some aspects but it is damaging only to
the user: the use and abuse of alcohol can produce far more horrendous results for not
only the user but also innocent bystanders. The government should be careful not to put
itself in a hypocritical position by the way it is dealing with those two socially acceptable
drugs.
For a moment I shall dwell on the problem of under-age drinking. Dr Nieuwenhuysen
devoted many pages of his report in defence of some of his recommendations that were
based on evidence that he had that indicated that the consumption of liquor had stabilised
and that it had peaked in 1974. That statistic is not disputed by me but again it comes
down to the argument that I have used many times in this House: that one can use statistics
to prove any argument.
The Hon. Robert Lawson-You often do.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-Yes, I often do. At the outset I must say that I am making
an entirely subjective judgment on this issue because I do not have any hard evidence to
back up my arguments.
Evidence collected about the use of tobacco shows that the use of this drug by older
persons in the community is declining. I suspect that the same situation applies to alcohol.
A number of reasons can be given for that result. Perhaps more emphasis is being placed
on the deleterious effects of both cigarettes and alcohol on one's health, and this is causing
some middle-aged and older people to readjust their habits. Breathalysers may also be
having an impact on the more responsible people in the community who have decided to
cut back their consumption of alcohol. Another aspect worth considering is that liquor is
expensive but, in real terms, perhaps no more expensive than it has been in the past.
People are taking that aspect into account, especially as incomes have stabilised in recent
years.
There appears to be a significant increase in the consumption of liquor and the use of
tobacco by the young. There are a number of reasons for this increase but peer pressure
would presumably be a major reason for the young resorting to the use of cigarettes and
liquor. I am concerned by an attitude that appears to be held among the young in our
community today that it is impossible to enjoy oneself or conduct any social function
without liquor being available, and often in excessive voiumes. That is an undesirable
attitude which is creeping into the community. It should be opposed at every possible
opportunity.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-It is not only among the young.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-I am not claiming that it is.
The Hon. B. Pp DUDn-Parents are often bad examples.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-I agree that bad examples are set by parents and other
adults; therefore, an educative program is needed. Last Saturday evening I witnessed the
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most appalling under-age drinking that I have seen for some time. It concerned a debutante
ball in Albury involving the young people there, including the debutantes and their
partners, who imbibed excessively-to put it mildly. An extraordinary amount of damage
was done, including furniture beIng wrecked, and knives and forks being broken in two.
Honourable members can imagine the standard of behaviour that lead to that damage!
The appalling aspect was that it was the Police Boys Club Debutante Ball. It was a police
function with excessive under-age drinking! The only point that comforted me was that
they were New South Wales police and not Victorian police.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-They are different over there!
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-They are different in New South Wales but that ball was a
most appalling example of under-age drinking. It was made even more appalling by the
fact that the function was conducted by an organisation closely connected with the New
South Wales police and attended by members of that Police Force. That is the sort of bad
example my colleague, Mr Dunn, was referring to a moment ago.
A much more responsible attitude to the abuse of alcohol has been adopted in the
community by the better educated-if I can put it that way. However, the ·05 legislation
is not sufficiently impacting on that group in the community that represents the frequenters
of hotels and those who drive their motor cars thereafter. This group comprises both
young and older people in our community.
I have reached that conclusion after studying court reports. As honourable members
know, one of the fillers used in country newspapers are the reports from journalists who
have been sent to the Tuesday Magistrates Court hearings; often those reports make
interesting reading! It appears that often drivers, mainly males, are before the court on
their third or fourth ·05 charge.
One is not apprehended every time one is over ·05. The likelihood of being breathalysed
is fairly remote, so to be brought before the court two or three times leads me to believe
such people must be transgressing night after night. That is where Parliament has failed in
providing adequate drink-driving legislation.
Although that legislation has made a big impact on the so-called social drinker who did
not transgress anyway or, if so, took other measures to avoid being in charge of a motor
car, the more antIsocIal element, who transgress often, is still thumbing his or her nose at
the law. Parliament needs to examine what can be done to impact on those transgressors
and that may involve increasing the penalties or extending the period of licence suspension.
Periodic reviews of the liquor industry have been made and now was probably an
opportune time for another review. Almost 22 years ago the Phillips committee undertook
an extensive inquiry into the liquor industry and that led to the abolition of the 6 p.m.
closing of hotels, among other things. Now it is hard to cast one's mind back and imagine
how, in those days, the community tolerated the 6 p.m. closing for as long as it did. It
seems so strange and foreign to us in this day and age.
It is approximately ten or fifteen years since Mr Darryl Davies undertook another
extensive inquiry into the liquor industry and made some valid recommendations.
Although initially very few recommendations were adopted by the government of the day,
some were subsequently adopted by a later government. As a result of those inquiries, it is
generally conceded throughout Australia and claimed by both the Minister for Industry,
Technology and Resources and the Leader of the National Party in another place that
Victoria has the best hotels in the nation. The Liquor Control Commission and the hotel
industry are to be congratulated on the improvements and uplifting that has occurred in
hotels since the abolition of the 6 p.m. closing in 1966.

One has only to compare Victorian hotels with those in New South Wales-particularly
Melbourne hotels with Sydney hotels-to see there is a dramatic and vast difference which
favours Melbourne hotels. We are fortunate that that has occurred.
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The implementation of the bring-your-own licence was an initiative that was met with
considerable opposition at the time. It was considered to be a mickey mouse operation
but it has turned into one of the success stories of the liquor industry. It has transformed
drinking in this State. It has made for more civilised drinking. I commend that initiative
and look forward to its continuation.
The original Bill went too far in deregulating the liquor industry. Mr Hunt has alluded
to the economic aspects of the industry and the fact that for many years it has had stringent
controls over the activities of licensees. The original Bill would have provided for the
overnight deregulation of various parts of the industry which would have placed a severe
economic impact on them and it would have had other detrimental effects on the number
of licences held.
Under the provisions of clause 60 the ability to obtain a licence was extended almost to
the corner store. No-one wanted that. I am pleased that the provision has been tightened
considerably. The original Bill expanded the role of restricted clubs, virtually turning them
into a free-for-all.
I recollect that when the restricted club licence was introduced several years ago it was
agreed to reluctantly by Parliament. The reality that clubs, particularly among the sporting
fraternity, were selling liquor illegally to their members was recognised. Some regulations
had to be imposed. The restricted club licence has been a successful enterprise, but the
proposals in the original Bill would have extended that to enable the clubs to sell liquor
for consumption off their premises. It would have enabled clubs to expand their operations
and become de facto hotels.
That was not the intention of Parliament when the restricted club licence was introduced,
and I do not believe today it is the intention of Parliament that that should be so, apart
from the fact that there would be a vastly expanded opportunity for under-age drinking
because sporting clubs tend to be the congregation points for young people.
It would also be detrimental in country towns if local hoteliers had a competitor down
the road who had the same rights to sell liquor without the same responsibilities. I am
pleased the- Minister has noted the representations made on this matter.

The original Bill went against the recommendations of the Nieuwenhuysen report in
terms of the local government influence in determining the effect on amenity. That is an
important issue.
I am opposed to 3 a.m. licences; I do not believe that any licensed premises, apart from
some tourist areas in large urban areas, need 3 a.m. licences. A licence for midnight or
1 a.m. is sufficient because persons who are still drinking at a licensed premises at 3 a.m.
must be in an inebriated state, whatever the situation.
However, there are 3 a.m. licences and they are detrimental to residential communities.
They cause residents much upset, not only with the noise that emanates from such
places-particularly at closing time-but also because of the damage that is done to
gardens, letterboxes and property by drunken people on their way home after closing time.
I am pleased that this Bill goes some way towards restoring council rights. I am interested
in the amendments that Mr Hunt intends to move in the Committee stage because I
believe they will go a long way towards giving the local community a say about the
establishment of businesses which can be a nuisance to residents if they are inappropriately
sited or if they have been given licences without sufficiently restrictive conditions.
In passing, I refer to conversations that members of the National Party had with a
policeman when they were on a visit to Castlemaine. It was observed that there were two
busy periods for police. The first was at 1 a.m. when the first licensed premises closed and
the patrons went home or decamped to the second facility that was open until 3 a.m. The
second busy period was when that facility closed.
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It is difficult to believe that a place such as Castlemaine needs a 3 a.m. licence.
Nevertheless, it has one and there must be some adequate means of restricting the activities
of patrons who attend such places.

Clause 5 in the first Bill stated the objectives, which were different and went further than
that in the Nieuwenhuysen recommendations. There was only one objective in his report
on page 199, volume No. 1. That was an open-ended objective to improve the social
drinking conditions in Victoria with the commission deciding how that objective would
be achieved. At least the first Bill had more meat in its objectives, but they did not go far
enough.
I notice that the Bill inserts an additional objective, which is useful, but I foreshadow
that· I shall be moving an amendment in the Committee stage for the insertion of an
additional clause in the objectives that will require the commission to have regard to the
economic viability of existing licences before granting new licences. .
I sound a note of disappointment about the attitude of the Preniier regarding some of
the groups in the industry. He was scathing in his remarks about the Australian Hotels
Association. The association represents many licensees in this State who have made large
investments and who, over the years, have been required to provide facilities which have
been uneconomic in return for the ability to hold a liquor licence where .the profit may
have been.
The association has a right to lobby members of Parliament to represent its point of
view. The Premier suggested that the National Party is in the pocket of the association. I
find that remark offensive. The Premier does himself no good by making allegations such
as this as often as he does.
There are a number of matters that I shall raise during the Committee stage. I am
concerned about proposals to increase the number oflicensed restaurants; they are far too
generous. The retail bottle shop licensees are being hard done by in the way the Bill deals
with the other categories, particularly restaurant and club licences. I shall be proposing an
amendment which concerns their hours of opening.
I· am concerned about the chief executive officer, who will become the most powerful
figure in the new organisation. It will no longer be as is the case at the moment with a
judge, or with the new system of a commissioner or assistant commissioner; the chief
executive officer will be the de facto lord and master of the organisation.
It is important that the government appoint an appropriate person as chief executive
officer. It will be the key appointment of the Liquor Licensing Commission and the
National Party does not want some party hack being given a job because he or she has
been hanging around for a while and has some interest in the liquor industry. That is a
fear I have. I want an undertaking from the government that it will be an appropriate
person.

I shall propose some amendments that will go to the definition ofa vigneron. I understand
there will not be any objection to the amendments. Vignerons are a special class in the
liquor industry and an important one from a tourist point of view. They have been
inadequately dealt with in the Bill. I have some amendments that will clarify that issue.
Having canvassed the principles of the Bill, I indicate that in many respects it is a
Committee Bill. I reserve further comment until the Committee stage.

The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province)-I am interested in the amenity
clauses in the Bill. I may have mentioned that I am a representative for Higinbotham
Province, and one of the areas in that province is the City of Sandringham. You may
recall, Mr President, that the City of Sandringham is having severe problems with hotels
and amenity control. For that reason, I have looked carefully at the amendments to be
proposed by the Liberal Party and I find them satisfactory.
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A high cost has been paid not only in Sandringham but in other metropolitan
municipalities because of the difficulties caused by extended trading hours for licensed
premises. There are many stories on that subject. We hear about booze turning louts into
monsters and patrons at all hours of the night destroying the amenity of the area by pulling
up shrubs and smashing letterboxes. Residents suffer purgatory because of their proximity
to some of the hotels that have extended licences.
Some residents moved into those areas years ago when there was 6 p.m. closing. There
was noise for a while, but at 6 o'clock the hotels closed down and the patrons left. The
hours were extended and now every hotel in the metropolitan area requires an extended
licence, and municipalities have had to grapple with that problem. The costs have been
high, and I am indebted to Mr George Dummett, planning officer for the City of
Sandringham, who wrote to me indicating that St Kilda spent $300 000 over five years on
amenity problems at licensed premises. He said that Sandringham has spent $70000 on
two entertainment venues and four licensees and Prahran has one case with costs over
$100 000, and in regard to the Hampton Hotel he said:
Resolution of the problems at the "Hampton Hotel" cost the licensee, his financiers, solicitors and creditors in
excess of $1 million dollars loss.

He also pointed out that 50 councils have requested effective amenity controls over
extended hours and entertainment.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Would you give that last figure again?
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-He indicates that 50 councils requested effective
amenity controls over extended hours and entertainment. This is not a minor issue; 50
municipalities have requested that something be done in controlling the problem.
The Liberal Party has decided to address the problem and Mr Hunt will put forward a
number of amendments on this matter.
The amendments in the Bill indicate that a permit for extended hours is an automatic
condition that no destruction of amenity will occur. That will apply to existing extended
hours; that is, where there is an extended hours permit, the licensee must not permit the
destruction of the amenity in the area.
Local councils can make representation in the public interest proposals to extend trading
hours. There will be no automatic granting of a licence if the council has made
representations on behalf of the community. The council will have the absolute right to be
heard before the Administrative Appeals Tribunal. The opinion of the council will be
given special weight on the question of residential amenity.
The Moorabbin Hotel is near my home and a number of people living in that area have
been to numerous appeals concerning the alteration of hours at the Moorabbin Hotel. It
has cost them thousands of dollars. One can only feel sorry for them. I do not know in
what way the government or the Administrative Appeals Tribunal can help them with
costs because it is an expensive exercise. When those residents first moved to the area, the
Moorabbin Hotel was a small hotel and closed at 6 p.m. Gradually the licensees extended
the premises, bought houses around the hotel, demolished them and turned the area into
a car park. The local residents are no longer faced with a row of houses; they are faced
with a parking lot.
The residents have all the problems that arise when people go home in the late hours
and use what were formerly quiet streets. It is too late to put a cordon sanitaire around
hotels to keep the residential development away.
Those problems have to be faced now and the proposed amendments will go some way
towards solving those problems.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I support the Bill, and, like Mr
Lawson, I represent the electorate of Higinbotham and have a particular interest in the
amenity control section of the Bill.
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The issues that arose out of the Hampton Hotel affair have certainly influenced the
Liberal Party's view on the original Bill. Appropriate and proper amenity control is
something that my colleague, Mr Lawson, and I have zealously pursued. I confess that I
have not been as successful as I would have liked.
The amenity sections that are now delineated through the efficient good officers and the
drafting skills of Mr Hunt go a long way towards satisfying the concerns of the City of
Sandringham and the residents surrounding the hotels. What occurs at that hotel, which
gives an example of what can be done by a hotel proprietor who ignores the interests of
his residents in the local area, is quite appalling.
I have in my hand more than 100 letters from the residents surrounding that hotel,
complaining of all the offences one could describe, including the noise coming from an
unregulated loud band. I have experienced the noise of that band from more than half a
kilometre away from that hotel. Local residents have told me of the offences committed
by drunken youths coming out of the hotel, urinating and vomiting in public streets to the
extent that many of the residents have been forced to move away.
The hotelier, through the skills of law, has been able to escape the processes of the law.
As Mr Lawson said, the council has spent more than $70 000 in defending the interests of
the ratepayers. The police in the area-a highly effective police service for which I have
the greatest respect-have been equally ineffective in controlling the various offences
taking place at that hotel, and it illustrates the real need for steps to be taken by the
government.
The Bill goes some way towards addressing this problem and the part of the Bill dealing
with these types of problems has, in the main, satisfied the interests of the Sandringham
City Council and its residents. However, the council still expresses concern, as it did in a
letter to me dated 12 October 1987. I respect its concerns but there is now a proper appeal
system through which the council can take those views. The views on the control of hotels
have been expressed to me in correspondence from the cities of Caulfield and Brighton,
both of which are excellent municipalities; I greatly respect them.
The Bill, given that it concerns liquor, is more than just a regulatory Bill. It is, indeed, a
social document. The ingestion of liquor is an occupation that directly affects our
community and I suggest that some of the steps that historically the Liberal Party has put
into legislation in the past have provided the community with appropriate ways and
means of being able to ingest but not abuse liquor.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright interjected.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD-I take Mr Wright's point; the Liquor Control Commission
has been seen to be successful. The respect that I have for Judge Campton and his approach
to liquor control is tremendous, and I compliment him on it. For my own part, I fail to
understand why the commission is being dismantled in favour of the proposals in the Bill.
Some honourable members may be old enough to remember, as I do, the days of 6
o'clock closing and the beer swill. In my youth, before I was married, it was VIrtually
impossible to take one's wife or girlfriend to a hotel because of the generally poor conditions
there. The Liquor Control Commission set up by the former Liberal government improved
the standards of hotels to such an extent that they equal those anywhere in the world, and
we can be proud of them. The appropriate controls given to hoteliers have assisted in
improving those standards and have provided an environment that is both responsible
and pleasurable to many members of our community when they require meals,
accommodation or merely the ingestion ofliquor.
To alter the basic structure away from a judicial system is something that I forecast will,
perhaps, not achieve what the Bill is trying to achieve. The provision introduced in earlier
years to allow for licensed bottle shops was not put in the original Bill by chance; it was
put there for special purposes. It was a Liberal Party incentive to try to persuade members
of our community to drink in their own homes, and I am sure we all appreciate the fact
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that for people, particularly males, drinking in their own homes, the abuses associated
with drinking are less.
Because of drink-driving provisions being included in legislation by the Liberal Party,
the social habits of people in the community have been altered in an effort to attain the
general objective of responsible drinking. No longer does the majority of the population
drink heavily in the cities. If people indulge in the activity these days, they tend to drink
in hotels nearer their homes and thus reduce the road carnage.
The Bill should be considered in its broadest terms, not just as a regulatory document.
It should be seen as a social document by which our community will live with liquor,

learn to use and enjoy it in a responsible fashion.
I regret the necessity for such a thick Bill as this because it tends to be overregulating in
all its aspects. It could have been addressed more simply if the government had realised
the social consequences of the ingestion of liquor. However, I support the Bill in general
terms. I certainly regret the departure of the Liquor Control Commission, headed as it has
been by a judge of such high capacity. I do not believe the new organisation-being a lay
commission rather than a judicial commission-will receive the same respect from the
general community in terms of both users and purveyors ofliquor.
I shall watch with great interest to see the politicisation of the new Liquor Licensing
Commission, because it seems perfectly obvious to me that Mr Hopkinson will be using a
position of great seniority in a new organisation in a political way. Mr Hopkinson is a
Labor Party activist. He has had only fairly recent experience with the commission, and
yet I am advised by others that he is to be either the chairman or the manager of the new
organisation.
I regret the appointment of the personnel to this particular management organisation
because I can see that the government will appoint its own political people to it.
. The liquor industry is open to graft and bribes. That has not occurred in recent years,
but the removal of the judicial content of the Liquor Control Commission will lower
community respect for the commission. I shall be interested to know whom the government
appoints as members of the commission. I hope it will heed my words and appoint people
with statutory responsibility and will not make political appointments. I hope I will not
have to say in Parliament in the future that I was right.
I will make some remarks on the various clauses as they are dealt with during the
Committee stage. I applaud the Liberal Party for taking part in the amenity control area;
Mr Lawson and I have achieved most of our objectives in that regard.
The Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY (Nunawading Province)-My colleagues have covered
the Opposition's general position on the Bill, and I shall refer to a particular section
relating to dry areas. A portion of the province I represent includes Box Hill, which has
no hotels and has not had any for a long period.
I shall go through the history of why there are no hotels in Box Hill and the ramifications
and implications of that. To do that, I must refer to the time when Victoria separated from
New South Wales in 1849. An Act prevailed at that time to cover licensing and liquor
provisions, and the first Victorian Act came into being in 1854. That Act introduced heavy
fines and ended Sunday trading. Honourable melnbers can see that the abolition of Sunday
trading dates back to 1854.
By 1864 the Act was amended to deal with the situation where there were sufficient
licences in an area. By reading between the lines of history, it appears that Victoria had far
too many pubs, and the question arose of how the number could be reduced and the
amenity improved.
The 1864 Act provided that any council of a city, town, borough or shire could refuse to
grant a licence where a sufficient number of premises were already licensed. The Act
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provided that such an objection to the issue of a licence could be ascertained by a poll
taken in the neighbourhood.
In 1876 an Act was passed to provide that no additional licences could be granted unless
the ratepayers in the municipal districts concerned voted in a poll to increase the number
of hotels in the area. A definite and clear decision had to be given.
In 1885 a new Act established 216 licensing districts, each having its own Licensing
Court. That was bureaucracy going mad! The Act provided that a Licensing Court would
be constituted by three magistrates except in the metropolitan, Ballarat and Bendigo
districts where the chairman of the court had to be a County Court judge. That Act also
set out provisions relating to how many licences could be granted in various areas. It
allowed four licensed premises for the first 1000 people and one for every additional 500
people in an area. Where there were more licensed premises in an area than were allowed,
they were paid to close down. A compensation fund was established for that purpose
comprising money collected from fees and fines.
In 1906 the compensation fund became firmly entrenched because it became 3 per cent
of the total purchases by licensed victuallers in addition to the fees and fines. That Act
also provided for triennial polls in each licensing district.
In the period between 1907 and 1916-which included the outbreak of the first world
war-the Licences Reduction Board, which was established by that Act, closed 1054
hotels, paying compensation of 540 851 pounds. During that time, members of the board
visited the 216 licensing districts and practically every licensed house. The mind boggles
at that! I suspect that they had a salubrious time!
The 1906 Act also provided that, after every ten-year reduction period, triennial local
option polls would be held in every licensing district to determine whether further
reductions should be effected.
In 1920 it was decided that local option polls should be held throughout Victoria. That
year was important for licensed premises. The local option provision meant that licensing
restrictions could be supported by voters in their own districts without forcing restrictions
on other areas.
On 21 October 1920 Statewide polls to decide whether all liquor premises should be
abolished from a local area were held in conjunction with an election. Only two of the 216
licensing districts agreed to that. One was Boroondara division, which is now part of
Camberwell, and the other was Nunawading division. Good old Nunawading crops up
throu$hout history. The Nunawading district is now part of Box Hill. The hotels in those
two dIvisions were closed after the poll.
I shall now specifically examine Box Hill. As far back as 1853 Box Hill's first licensed
hotel was established when Patrick Trainor opened the White Horse Hotel at the corner
of Elgar and Whitehorse roads. That hotel remained in business for a long time. It was
located in the district ofNunawading.
Box Hill had a long tradition of temperance. During 1870 groups such as the Independent
Order of Rechabites, local churches and the Loyal Orange Lodge were vociferous in
putting forward the notion of temperance. Regular temperance meetings were held. I have
spoken with some of the old-timers in the area who said that many rousing meetings were
held.
At one stage the local option campaign received two visiting lecturers from the United
States of America who were invited to address a specially arran~ed gathering. One of those
visitors was a lady named Eva Wheeler. The meeting was held In 1920 at the New Theatre
on the corner of Whitehorse Road and Watts Street. History recalls that she had a Union
Jack in one hand and the Stars and Stripes in the other and she extolled the wonders of
sobriety in America.
The Hon. D. M. Evans-She didn't have a Eureka Stockade flag as well?
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The Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY-No, we shall leave that to the Builders Labourers
Federation. Following the first world war, dramatic changes took place economically and
socially. Changes in people's attitudes towards drinking, licensing and liquor laws took
place. There was an expressed wish that there should be a change in those laws. A local
option poll was held, and the report decreed that no licensed premises would be allowed.
After that decision there were rousing reports in the local newspapers about what that
meant. An article in the Box Hill newspaper, The Reporter, stated:
Box Hill has become the envy of some of its neighbouring centres. The feat accomplished in the Nunawading
and Boroondara districts has served to make the locality famous.

It is a little surprising that only those two districts were dry areas.
The Hon. C. J. Kennedy-The Reporter in Box Hill went out of business years ago.
The Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY-Mr Kennedy was not listening; I was quoting an
article published in 1920. I am sure Mr Kennedy was around to witness the events that
occurred at that time!
In his history of Box Hill, Andrew Lennon set out the possible reasons why those two
districts were successful in their local options. He stated:
There were three possible results from the poll, and under the law, No-Licence had to get 60 per cent of the
total vote with the combined vote of Continuation and Reduction reaching no more than 40 per cent. As voting
was not compulsory at this time, there was a further provision stipulating that No-Licence had to poll at least 30
per cent of the number of electors enrolled in each electorate, regardless of how many actually recorded a vote.
A considerable number of districts recorded No-Licence votes of more than 50 per cent. Greenwood ...

Mr Greenwood was the local member at the time... maintained that 38 districts came within two hundred votes of No-Licence, and although Nunawading and
Boroondara achieved the necessary 60 per cent, it was a very near thing; less than 140 votes would have turned
the tables in Nunawading, and less than 293 in the more populous Boroondara.

It may have been foreshadowing what happened later when one vote was a deciding factor!
In 1922 the local option provision was abolished and the government introduced a
Statewide poll. In 1930 a petition was called in Box Hill for the relicensing of the Railway
Hotel, but not hotels in general. The proposal was defeated following strong resistance
from local temperance groups.
Mr Greenwood, the MLA at the time, continued the campaign for the restoration of
local option rather than that general option. In 1946 the Victorian government discontinued
the Statewide referendums, so the battle began again.
In February 1950 the Victorian Local Option Alliance notified the public that Hotel
Chaucer Pty Ltd was petitioning to have licensed premises in Canterbury Road, Box Hill
South. The Dry Area Defence League was established and opened a campaign office in
Main Street, Box Hill. It held a very large public rally in Surrey Park.
When the matter came before the licensing court, huge crowds gathered and the
courthouse had to be abandoned. Proceedings were transferred to the west hall of the Box
Hill Town Hall. The licence was refused and Box Hill continued to be a dry area. In 1951
there was another application for a licence and, again, it was defeated.
Some successful applications had been made. However, the mechanism for obtaining
those licences has been, one could say, a little devious. The Box Hill branch of the
Returned Sailors and Soldiers Imperial League of Australasia had and still has a licence
and so has the Box Hill golf club. Under the provisions of the Act, the clubs had to
advertise their licence applications in local newspapers.
The PRESIDENT-Order! The comments of Mrs Varty are extremely interesting, but
I wonder whether she could work around to debating the Bill.
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The Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY-Thank you for your guidance, Mr President, but
there are still specific provisions in the Bill to protect that dry area option. My comments
record the history of how that unusual aberration, I suspect, comes about in the Bill. I am
now up to 1956, so I really do not have much further to go.
The Hon. D. M. Evans-Where did they advertise?
The Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY-The Box Hill golf club advertised its licence in the
Sunraysia Daily!
In 1960 the licensing Act was amended to make provision for a local area poll to be
taken. There have been a number of applications since then, but none has been successful
other than the Box Hill RSL Club.
What is the current situation as it relates to the Bill? When the rewrite of the Act was
made, the City of Box Hill commissioned a survey by Spectrum Research as part of the
Box Hill community plan.
A number of the questions asked related specifically to licensed premises in the City of
Box Hill. Although the majority of people were against hotels as such, there is a clear
indication that they supported the introduction of fully licensed restaurants. One of the
questions asked was:
Do you agree or disagree that licensed premises such as hotels and clubs should be allowed into the City of Box
Hill?

Of the respondents, 24 per cent agreed strongly that they should be, 23 per cent agreed
mildly and the rest neither agreed nor disagreed mildly or strongly. So a change has
occurred over the years and the community is moving closer to accepting licensed premises
into the City of Box Hill.
However, there is still a degree of concern in those areas about whether fully licensed
hotels should be admitted and the Bill contains a provision that allows those communities
to resolve that matter.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-Are retail bottle licences still in?
The Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY-Yes, there are a number of retail bottle licences. The
survey related specifically to licensed premises and the sale of liquor over the counter.
In putting in context why those special provisions are contained in the Bill, I thought it
was important to record the history of how that situation came about.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-The Liquor Control Bill deals with the
control of alcohol, which, in my view, can be regarded as a drug of addiction. Honourable
members have referred to two reports during the course of the debate. The first one is, of
course, the Nieuwenhuysen report, and the second one is the Campton report. It would be
remiss of me if I did not pay a tribute to my colleague in another place, the honourable
member for Caulfield, and give him credit for the fact that he extracted the Campton
report out of the government. The honourable member made an application for the report
under the Freedom of Information Act and then appeared before the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal and succeeded in having that report made available to the Opposition.
The Campton report, in effect, is a critique of the Nieuwenhuysen report. I must record
a protest, because the community appears to believe that if a committee or an individual
considers a matter and makes recommendations, everyone should accept those
recommendations as if they are absolutely beyond reproach. Honourable members realise
that those recommendations are only another man's opinion and honourable members
are entitled to criticise them as much as they see fit. There are many things in the
Nieuwenhuysen report that I do not accept, but I shall come to them in a moment.
Over the past few years, the soap operas that appear on television have cultivated a
practice in the community that when people reach their homes the first movement they
Session 1987-32
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make is to get a can out of the fridge. This is an unfortunate trend and one we ought to
change and change rapidly. Some of the actors who appear in the soap operas could help
get rid of that image and change community thinking.
The Bill is drafted in a way that gives the chief executive officer tremendous powers, but
in the Act the Liquor Control Commission has wide powers. The Bill does not give the
Liquor Licensing Commission nearly as much power, but instead gives the chief executive
officer the principal powers.
When the Cain government was elected to government one of the first things it did was
to amend the Liquor Control Act to provide for a deputy commissioner, and I have always
thought that was an unfortunate decision. I have the utmost respect for Judge Campton.
He is a most competent and expert person in the field. Judge Campton adopted what I
thought was a very practical approach to his duties and made the Act work very well.
Unfortunately, I have found that when he was not taking part in proceedings the
commission adopted a legalistic approach.
I well remember viewing a case in Mallacoota where a partnership was applying for a
retail bottle licence and the chairman of the commission made each of the three partners
say that one of them had authority to make the application. That seemed to be taking
legalism beyond comprehension. I would have thought, as a member of the partnership,
that everyone in the community accepted that a person had power to do certain things,
power to apply for a liquor licence and so on. I should have thought that that was a normal
facet of a partnership. Nevertheless, th(J.t is what happened.
In many respects that excessive legalism created problems for the Liquor Control
Commission. I have always wondered, in so far as the commission is concerned, if people
believe in freedom of trade why the commission should make the decision as to who will
get a licence.
The debate was interrupted.

JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT
Monash University
The PRESIDENT-Order! The time has arrived for the Legislative Council to meet
with the Legislative Assembly in the Legislative Assembly Chamber to recommend
members for appointment to the Council of the Monash University.
The sitting was suspended at 5.57 p.m. unti/8.4 p.m.

The PRESIDENT-Order! I have to report that this House met with the Legislative
Assembly this day to recommend members for appointment to the Council of the Monash
University, and that the Honourable James Vincent Chester Guest, MLC, Dr Gerard
Marshall Vaughan, MP, and Thomas William Wallace, Esquire, MP, were chosen to be
recommended for appointment.

LIQUOR CONTROL BILL
The debate (interrupted earlier this day) on the motion of the Hon. D. R. WHITE
(Minister for Health) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-At the suspension of the sitting I was
posing the question: why should the Liquor Control Commission have to make a decision
between competing applications for a hotel licence or a retail bottle licence, or whatever?
I was postulating that in a free market society it might seem that I was casting doubts upon
how the commission will operate. Honourable members should bear in mind that a
member of the commission was a former announcer with the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation. I do not say that disparagingly, but one requires a business background to
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make those decisions. Honourable members should also bear in mind that the person who
is granted the licence is immediately given a tremendous financial goodwill.
I was interested to examine the Bill carefully. The government has gone the other way
in the drafting of the Bill. The chief executive officer will have power over the proposed
Liquor Licensing Commission. There is an example of this in clause 77 which deals with
the community interest and provides that:
If(a) the Commission is satisfied-

(i) that an application for the grant, variation, transfer or removal of a licence or permit or extended hours
permit has been made under and in accordance with section 63, 64, 65, 67 or 69 and that the appropriate fee has
been paid; and
(ii) that notice of objection has not been given under section 66 or 75;

The following words are those to which I direct the attention of honourable members:
(b) the Chief Executive Officer has recommended that the grant of the application would be in the interest of
the community-

the Commission must grant the application.

The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Strange, is it not?
The Hon. R. J. LONG-It is a complete turnabout, in that the chief executive officer
will direct the commission as to what it should do.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-They do not worry about any economic factors!
The Hon. R. J. LONG-No, it will be the chief executive officer. It will be interesting
to see how that provision works out.
Other provisions of the Bill concern me. The Bill provides that alcohol may be sold
between 7 a.m. and 11 p.m. If one adds to that the permit system, alcohol will be available
for sale 24 hours a day. It is a remarkable decision for a Labor government which will not
allow shops to open on the weekend. The government is saying: you can buy booze but
you cannot buy food. The government should answer that criticism.
Members of the Opposition were interested to see that the provisions of the second
Liquor Control Bill at least touched on the subject of residential amenity.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-It paid it lip-service.
The Hon. R. J. LONG-I said that it touched on the subject. My colleague Mr Hunt
will no doubt deal with the residential amenity provisions in the Bill which has come to
this House. Fortunately, the Bill precludes the sale of packaged beer by restricted clubs,
which will be allowed to sell packaged beer for consumption only on licensed premises.
The government saved the opposition parties from having to move an amendment to
ensure that there were not too many outlets available. If that provision had not been
included the floodgates would have been opened.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Hear, hear!
The Hon. R. J. LONG-The Nieuwenhuysen report has not picked up the changed
drinking habits of the younger generation. I am talking about those who attend discotheques
in particular. Honourable members must bear in mind that the drinking habits of young
people revolve about buying a bottle of coke, pouring out half the coke, filling the bottle
up with whatever happens to be the drink of the week-whisky, ouzo, rum, or whateverand then proceeding to sip that all night.
From 2.30 a.m. to 3 a.m. it would not be unfair to say that some of those people are
inebriated. They travel enormous distances to a discotheque. Mr Baxter referred to
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occurrences at one country town and I can assure the House that that is common throughout
country areas.
One has to pay credit to the police who have done a magnificent job in making the
provisions of the legislation work. If we had not had sensible police officers, I do not know
what would have happened. In some of the country areas where the discotheques operate,
at 2.30 a.m. to 3 a.m. there are suddenly 200 people on the street, mostly teenagers. Those
people do not travel home by car when they see a blue flashing light and police present.
Police are then faced with a dilemma; they have to disapp~ar before those people will
travel home. That situation applies all over the country. I do not think Dr Nieuwenhuysen,
with respect, picked that up in his report.
The police are doing a magnificent job in the blue light discos. They are encouraging
people to go to night entertainment and to enjoy themselves without relying on alcohol.
We have been fortunate in Gippsland to have a liquor control supervisor; he has done a
magnificent job in cooperating with the police to sort out the problems. Restricted licences
would not work in Victoria if it were not for the sanity of the police and liquor control
officers. The restricted clubs know that the hours they trade are reasonable and, if they
buck the system, there will be a "booze bus" at the end of the road. Credit must be given
to the police and liquor control supervisors for the work they have done in Victoria, and I
am loud in my praise for them.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-They would do better with more manpower.
The Hon. R. J. LONG-Of course they would do better with more manpower. The
police have indicated to me that approximately 42 per cent of their work is involved with
alcohol. That is frightening. We worry about crime, but the police are busy trying to deal
with alcohol and alcohol-related problems.
This is a Bill that commends itself to the Committee stage, and I shall have more to say
then.
On the motion of the Hon. D. R. White, for the Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe
Province), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until later this day.

APPROPRIATION (1987-88, No. 1) BILL AND WORKS AND
SERVICES (FURTHER ANCILLARY PROVISIONS) BILL AND
BUDGET PAPERS, 1987-88
The debates (adjourned from the previous dal) on the motions of the Hon. D. R. White
(Minister for Health) for the second readings 0 these Bills were resumed, and the debate
(adjourned from the previous day) was resumed on the motion of the Hon. D. R. White
(Minister for Health):
That the Council take note ofthe Budget Papers, 1987-88.

The Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western Province)-At the time I moved the adjournment
of the debate to allow the BLF (De-recognition) (Amendment) Bill to be introduced, I was
discussing the need for a critical review of our taxation sources, particularly our destructive
tax regime.
It was in that context that I had instanced payroll tax which represents approximately
one-third of the revenue gained by the government. This tax is a penalty on employment
at a time when we need employment opportunities.
I was also talking about the public authority dividend tax. There has been a fourfold
increase in this tax under the Cain administration. I was explaining that the charges levied
by those authorities flow through to Victorian households. I had charged the government
with deceit to the extent that those charges are not included in the measurement of
movements in government taxes and charges.
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Before I leave the question of the public authority dividend tax, I make some comment
on the way that tax is levied on the Grain Elevators Board. It is true that the revenue from
the tax levied on the Grain Elevators Board this year is expected to be $2·5 million when,
in fact, it was $3 million the previous year. We should be thankful for small mercies.
On several grounds, a public authority dividend tax on the Grain Elevators Board is
inappropriate. Firstly, it is imposed on a board which was not initially funded by the
government; in other words, a dividend is imposed on capital which was provided by
someone else-in this case, the grain growers of the State. It simply defies both logic and
equity for the government to impose a dividend tax. No-one could describe the Grain
Elevators Board as a public authority, given that it services an individual trade and a
single sector of the economy.
The public authority dividend tax imposed on the board is unkind; it inhibits export
income at a time when we desperately need each dollar from that source. It is imposed on
an industry that is going through a tough seasonal cycle and, on those grounds alone, it is
dramatically unfair.
I now turn to the petroleum franchise tax. This tax produced $215 million in 1986-87
and is expected to produce $240 million in the current financial year. That is an increase
of 11·6 per cent. It is significant, but it comes on top of an increase of 139 per cent over
the previous five years. There has been no increase in the rate of the tax; it is simply a
reflection of the increase in consumption.
Like the Federal government, the Cain government has now gravitated to a stance that
it condones the use of fuel levies as a source of general revenue instead of pouring it back
in the form of road maintenance.
Country residents are unfairly penalised on two levels: firstly, they are more reliant on
fuel for basic travel; secondly, every time country residents purchase an item, the price
that they pay is artificially inflated by a freight component which contains this tax.
To that extent I maintain that we already have in this country a consumption tax; worse,
we have a consumption tax that is dramatically biased in its application against country
people. What is particularly galling about the tax is the extent to which the funds are
misdirected-something like 82 cents from every $1 raised from the motorist is siphoned
off into the consolidated revenue. If one looks at the roads program, Program No. 691,
local roads management, it is seen that in fact funds directed by the government into the
maintenance of country roads are declining at the same time as the revenue raised from
motorists is increasing.
In 1986-87 that program received $78·5 million and we are told in this year that it is to
receive $73 million, a decrease of $5·5 million in money terms and a massive decrease in
real terms. Yet the Minister for Transport is unable or unwilling to state what component
of that $73 million is coming directly from the Federal government. We have no way of
knowing the extent to which the State government supports that program. Prowam No.
691, local roads management, is an absolute disaster and I use the same descnption for
the Minister.
I turn briefly to some of the spending provisions. The National Party has said that it
welcomes the relief provided in the Budget to the family and does so in all honesty. The
National Party welcomes the education allowance and the assistance for those who are
unfortunate enough to suffer long-term unemployment because that at least recognises
that the government has a heart and recognises the plight of those single-income families
who struggle to make ends meet each week.
If it were honest the government would recognise that the failed policies of the
government have led to the decline in the living standards of the avera~e Victorian over
the past five years. The Cain government can no longer claim that it IS a legacy of the
previous Liberal Party administration. There has been a Cain government for five years
and that excuse will not wash.
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There are many important initiatives that could have been taken under the Budget but
opportunities were missed. I refer particularly to agriculture, which is the sector which
remains the most important export earner for the State and which underpins our living
standards and, to some extent, our lifestyle. However, despite the claims and a superficial
comparison of the figures contained in the Budget, it is clear that the agriculture funds
coming from the coffers of the government this year have fallen quite dramatically. Yet,
in a world short of food and fibre that sector has the best opportunities for expansion.
After all, that is where our natural advantage lies. The National Party believes greater
priority should have been given to expenditure in agriculture, particularly for research.
Then again, in industry, technology and resources, the National Party has consistently
called for the establishment of a one-stop shop for business and commercial licences. The
National Party has said also that there should be the reintroduction of concessions to
country industry. When the government came to power one of its first initiatives was to
dismantle the decentralisation system, the system by which country businesses were getting
some assistance to overcome the disadvantages flowing from trading and existing in a
country environment.
The National Party argues also that the policy to dismantle decentralisation was extremely
shortsighted. It is costing Victoria. It is costing not only the country areas but also the
metropolitan areas which have seen a pronounced urban sprawl. Balanced development
is in the interests of not only country people but also every Victorian, and the rationale
underlying the Liberal Party's decision to support decentralisation is just as appropriate
today as it was then.
In housing, the waiting list of those seeking public housing under this administration is
testament to the government's failed policies in this area. More and more Victorians have
been forced to join the queue and more and more Victorians have seen the dream of home
ownership blown to pieces.
In the area of police and emergency services the National Party has given two
commitments. It will fund 2000 additional recruits over two years and It will exclude the
Ministry of Police and Emergency Services from productivity cuts.
One matter that goes close to the heart of all National Party members because of its
impact on rural Victoria and particularly because of its impact on rural industry is the
chipping of hardwood in Victorian forests. These issues have been canvassed well and I
shall not reiterate the major arguments. This is an important initiative that could have
been taken up in the course of setting this Budget. Something like $100 million in export
income could have been gained if the government had been prepared to change what the
National Party says is a very blackguard stance. In addition, there was the potential to
pick up $10 million to $12 million through royalty revenue.
The National Party is not suggesting the felling of one additional tree; simply that those
who are in the best position to do so should be allowed to take advantage of the residue
on the forest floor. That waste is even more criminal given that it can be shown conclusively
that chipping of that waste would be in the best interests of the long-term protection of the
forest resources that everyone wishes to protect.
The final point on which the National Party has argued consistently is the need to
overcome the obvious examples of duplication in the services provided by various tiers of
government. All honourable members will be aware of instances in which the services
provided by one level of government complicate rather than complement the services
provided at another level.
I intended to provide a range of examples where this impact happens but I was delighted
to read the Australian Financial Review of Friday, 4 September, and to learn that the
Prime Minister was currently considering a plan that called for radical amendments to the
Federal-State arrangements with the specific purpose of improving efficiency of program
delivery and, in addition, that the plan is to cut costs, it is hoped, specifically by reducing
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areas of publication. The National Party looks forward to that with a great deal of
anticipation.
The final matter I shall refer to is the general issue of reporting standards. Since the day
that I entered Parliament I have said that the reporting standards are unsatisfactory. I am
on record as describing them as a disaster. Underlying the reporting system is a form of
cash accounting and it is a very crude form. What we get is an extract from the State's cash
book. That is simply not good enough. It would not be acceptable in private enterprise,
nor to the Corporate Affairs Office, nor to the Australian Taxation Office, and it would not
be acceptable to any self-respecting shareholder or group and I would not expect it in
relation to my private affairs, yet members of the House are expected to accept it in
relation to what is arguably the biggest and most important venture in the State.
There are several specific criticisms of cash accounting and I shall refer to them briefly.
Firstly, as is revealed by the reports issued to the House, it has simply identified what cash
has been raised and where that cash has been spent. That is not a measurement of wealth
and it does not identify whether wealth is increasing or declining. It is only when we
identify movements in assets or liabilities that we get a true indication of performance. I
want to know what our assets are now compared to what they were this time last year.
I want to know what our liabilities are and I want the same comparison in relation to
them. I draw the comparison that honourable members are told that wages are reported
on an accrual basis-in other words, that wages reported in the Budget documents, in fact,
reflect the precise period from balance day to balance day. However, when it comes to
related costs such as accrued holiday payor accrued long service leave, we are simply not
told what the liability is. We have an unfunded liability in that case that apparently
no-one can recognise.
That is simply not good enough. It is too easy to manipulate the results on a cash
accounting basis simply by deferring outlays at the end of the financial year. There is an
enormous opportunity to do so and, in fact, an enormous temptation and incentive to
improve the picture simply by deferring expenditure. That is even more important because
governments traditionally use recurrent expenditure comparisons as a yardstick of
performance.
Apart from that, cash accounting has major defects as a management tool. We are told
consistently that program budgeting will be the answer to a manager's prayer in this State;
that somehow it will overcome all the deficiencies that have been identified. That is not
true.
The problem is that while we revert to cash accounting we are not giving the managers
within our ranks the appropriate information on which to make decisions. The situation
is similar to introducing the Budget debate to determine where we are and how far we
have progressed along a particular road when, in fact, no-one knows where the road leads.
That is the best anology I can provide.
The situation is bizarre, and all honourable members should be determined to ensure
that it is improved. We need a statement of net equity and a report based upon movements
in that equity.
I am also concerned at the extent to which government enterprise has been moved off
Budget, shifted through either statutory authorities or non-statutory bodies. It is clear that
that movement has been massive and that those authorities or external corporations
remain instruments of government policy, but are well and truly beyond the public gaze.
That highlights two problems, which I shall mention briefly. Firstly, there is again an
incentive to divert attention and improve the picture. The best example I can give is the
Thomson-Cardinia dam exercise that was recorded in last year's Budget when a major
liability was diverted to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works. The rationale
of that transfer was provided, but it happened to have a $60 million benefit to last year's
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Budget. I presume something similar in the form of benefits would have flowed through
to this year's Budget. I presume something similar in the form of benefits would have
flowed through to this year's Budget.
The first question I pose is: are the liabilities of the State any less because of that shift in
responsibility? Of course, the answer is, "No". All we have done is to shift them sideways
and make them less obvious; in other words, we have juggled the figures.
My other question is: did the Treasurer bring in the Thomson-Cardinia dam exercise
when he worked out what he described as the "cost of existing services" when in fact, the
net effect was a benefit? I would guarantee that was not included.
The second problem is the issue of accountability. Many aspects of the off-Budget push
need tightening up. Many enterprises are not subject to scrutiny by the Auditor-General,
and all honourable members should be concerned about that. It is also clear that many
enterprises have powers beyond or ostensibly beyond those of the parent body which
spawned them, and we should be concerned about that also.
I am not unhappy with the concept of the government being involved in joint ventures
or ventures with external enterprises. However, I want Parliament to ensure that those
ventures are properly supervised and assessed. I am adamant that there is a better way to
report on those activities, so much so that I believe it must be implemented with the
objectives I have outlined and, at the same time, we could have reports that are more
readable and understandable.
In conclusion, the National Party regards the Budget documents themselves as a clever
piece of marketing. They highlight the good points that have been claimed-many of
which I have conceded-but, at the same time, they gloss over or completely ignore the
bad points. When the dust has settled it will be obvious that Victorians clearly bear the
highest taxes in Australia. They have the fastest growing bureaucracy of any State in
Australia; they suffer unacceptably high inflation and unemployment levels and
unacceptably high interest rates. The State government faces a daunting task in meeting
the costs of the debt structure that it has incurred through its mismanagement.
That is not a pretty picture: it is a very sad outlook. If the government is to be remembered
for anything, it will be remembered for its financial irresponsibility.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province)-There is an extraordinary
dichotomy between the actions of the government and its perception by the general public.
Honourable members are close to the source of government and see it in action from day
to day, and we know just how incompetent it is. But it is able to use taxpayers' money to
fund its "misinformation bureau" up to $1 million a year. This unit pumps out much
misinformation and the public is still not aware of the depths to which the government
has sunk.
However, it is our duty as members of Parliament to point out and to keep highlighting
the failings of the State Labor government, and we shall continue to do so. To that end, I
congratulate Mr Hallam on the excellent overview of the Bud~et that he has just given the
House. It was very interesting, and the record of his contributIon will be worth reading.
Mr Hallam has provided the House with one view of the Budget, and I shall endeavour
to give another. Honourable members may not be aware that my responsibility in this
House is for transport. When any Bills relating to transport are brought before the House,
the Attorney-General and I deal with them between us and, I might say, we are very good
at it.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-You would be better than me!
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-Yes. I intend to say something about the decay of the
transport system under this government, because that word is not exaggerated in respect
of what is occurring in this State in relation to the roads and the railway system. They are
deteriorating year by year, despite the enormous sums being spent on them by this
government. I direct attention to a few of the enterprises in which the government has
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been engaged and the amount it is prepared to spend to provide a service that is little
better than was available before and is in some cases worse.
I direct the attention of the House, for instance, to the third railway track between
Caulfield and Moorabbin. I have mentioned this previously, and it is an extraordinary
story. The estimated cost of the establishment of the third track was $10 million. The
actual cost is higher than that. Members of the Opposition expected that and are not
surprised at all. In fact, the cost is closer to $19 million; that is, $19 million has been
expended by the government over three years for a third railway track from Caulfield to
Moorabbin.
The upshot is that on average it is now 2 minutes quicker to travel by train from
Ormond to the city than it was before the government spent $19 million. The travelling
time has been reduced by only 2 minutes.
The Hon. D. M. Evans-That is, if the trains run!
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON-Of course, if Mr Sibberas has other ideas, one does
not travel at all; it is a lot slower on those days.
I have submitted a question on notice to the Minister for Transport asking whether
more people travel on the Frankston line since the government spent $19 million on
improvements. I suspect that the number of passengers has decreased. I am not holding
my breath while the Minister sees fit to answer my question because it would be similar to
awaiting a response from the Minister for Health on the number of people treated in
hospitals last year. I am certain the Minister for Transport would not want to tell me how
many fewer people now travel on the Frankston line.
If any company were to spend $19 million on some marvellous whiz-bang project such
as this, it would put aside money to advertise the project. Not a cent has been spent on
advertising this new railway line. No effort has been made to tell people that they can now
travel to the city 2 minutes faster than before this huge amount was spent.
No effort has been made to upgrade the terminus of the third railway line at Moorabbin
station. The government has not purchased any land in that vicinity for parking so that
commuters can park their cars at Moorabbin and travel by train to the city.
Railway authorities are proposing to sell the land adjacent to the McKinnon railway
station. They have held the land for many years and now intend to sell it. No thought has
been given to using that land as a car parking area. The government has decided to gain a
few thousand dollars from the sale of the land when the obvious solution would be to turn
it into a parking area so that people could leave their cars there and travel by train to the
city.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-You do not expect them to do the obvious thing!
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON-No, I do not expect the government to do the obvious
thing; I have given up on that. It is extraordinary that the government has spent $19
million on a dubious project but will not put aside $1000, or any other amount, to
advertise its service. As the government will be paying a minimum of 10 per cent interest
on these funds because it had to borrow the $19 million, I presume it is paying a minimum
of$2 million a year in interest on those borrowings. It is ridiculous that fewer passengers
are now using the service and that the trains are taking only 2 minutes less to travel to the
city on an average day. It represents a gross dereliction of duty.
The St Kilda and Port Melbourne light rail project has been discussed in this Chamber
on many occasions. The St Kilda railway line closed down some months ago and the Port
Melbourne line closed at the weekend. The government proposes to introduce a light rail
system, which is another name for a tram system. Light rail vehicles will travel from the
Port Melbourne and St Kilda termini to Spencer Street, along Bourke Street and,
fortunately, will terminate in the Brunswick electorate represented by the Minister for
Transport. One must admit that it is a good arrangement for his constituents.
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The cost was estimated by the former Chairman of the Road Construction Authority,
Mr Tom Russell, to be $40 million. However, local residents do not care for the project
because they recognise that it will now take them longer to travel to the city. The light rail
service will travel further on the roads and compete with other road traffic. It will travel
along Spencer Street and Bourke Street to reach a destination that they could formerly
reach much faster and more easily. If the government used the existing right of way over
the Yarra River, it could run the trams straight to Hinders Street station.
The railway bridge over the Yarra River is old but it would have been suitable for a
light rail service. The bridge could have been upgraded at a reasonable cost to allow the
trains to continue running to St Kilda and Port Melbourne. It would certainly have been
much cheaper than introducing the light rail system.
In his report Mr Russell said the government would eventually save $1·9 million a year
on running costs. However, he was not asked to cost the interest on the loan. Ifhis estimate
of $40 million is correct, Victorian taxpayers will be paying a minimum of $4 million a
year in interest to save $1·9 million in running costs. Melbourne will be provided with an
Inferior service and the government will lose money.
The same can be said about the whole railway administration. Honourable members
have often heard about how the former Minister of Transport, the Honourable Steve
Crabb, spent $90 million in redundancy payments to enable surplus railway staff to retire
early and ended up with more staff than when he took on that portfolio. The government
is still attempting to reduce the number of railway personnel below the number employed
by the former Liberal government.
If the Labor government wants to know how to reduce railway staffin Victoria, it should
study the methods of the former Liberal Minister of Transport, Mr Rob Maclellan. He
reduced the number of railway staff by 7000 without having to offer golden handshakes,
without the industrial disputation and loss of morale that has been experienced by railway
staff over the past few years.
The Victorian railways are being subsidised by the taxpayer by $2·096 million a day.
Honourable members are aware that $2·096 million of taxpayers' money is daily being
poured into the railways to keep the trains running.
Only a minority of Victorians use the railway system. The majority of Victorians, who
do not use rail transport, are subsidising the railways by $2·096 million a day, which is
$87 000 an hour. While I have been on my feet, the Victorian railway system has cost
$15 000 just to keep the wheels turning.
It is extraordinary that the government must spend that amount day after day, year
after year. That expenditure is of no advantage to people out of range of the railway
system. If one lives more than a mile from a railway station, the expenditure is of no
benefit. The majority of Victorians, who never set foot on a railway station, must pay
these enormous sums of money to subsidise train passengers.
The document from which I am quoting entitled "Public Transport under Labor 11" has
been compiled by the Liberal Party. The information in every section and every pa$e of
the document has come from official government records: the facts have been taken eIther
from the Budget Papers or from official papers produced by the Ministry of Transport.
Every page of this report can be verified. Every word I have uttered in this debate is the
truth. This document is a damning indictment of the Victorian government and its
conduct of the Victorian railway system.
Not only is the State in trouble with the railways, but, as the House has heard before
from my friends in the National Party and as I have explained on previous occasions, the
road system in Victoria is gradually collapsing. The system is deteriorating year by year.
The extraordinary situation has been reached where many rural shires have had to harrow
some road surfaces because they can no longer maintain them with bitumen surfaces. The
shires have not enough money with which to maintain their roads.
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Many shires have had no other choice other than to rip up the roads and turn them back
into formed roads without bitumen surfaces. A formed road is easier to maintain because
the road crew has only to run the grader over the surface from time to time. This is not
satisfactory because the road soon becomes corrugated, which carries a cost in damage to
vehicles and the like. Country shires have no choice under the policies of the State and
Federal governments.
When the debate on the Budget Papers was commenced a couple of weeks ago, Mr
Mier-and perhaps one other speaker-began his speech by praising the Federal Budget
and saying it was a marvellous document. Perhaps, Mr Acting President, I could spend a
few minutes discussing the Federal Budget but I shall not trespass too much on the time
of this House because I understand we are debating the State Budget.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (the Hon. K. I. M. Wright)-Order! Mr Lawson may
mention the Federal Budget only where it impacts on the State Budget.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-All honourable members know that the Federal Budget
impinges on the State Budget. The Federal Budget was lavishly praised, as I said. The
various organs of the media also heaped praise on the Federal government but many
journalists who wrote about the Federal Budget were fiscal illiterates. They fell for the line
of the Federal Treasurer saying what a magnificent Budget it was.
I shall quote Terry McCrann, who said:
The Budget does very little to slow the progress of what I term, the four horsemen of Australia's economic
apocalypse.

The ACTING PRESIDENT-Order! Can Mr Lawson identify the document from
which he is quoting?
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON-Mr Acting President, I am quoting from an article
published in the Herald of Wednesday, 16 September 1987. Mr McCrann also said:
Without a dramatic and sustained increase in business investment, Australia is doomed to slide into second
world status; and the Hawke-Keating hegemony ofthe early 1990s will crumble into oblivion by the middle of
that decade.

The National Australia Bank Ltd has also produced its regular journal entitled Monthly
Summary, which states:
It is becoming increasingly evident that Australia's 'live for the moment attitude' cannot be sustained indefinitely.
High levels of current consumption over the past few years have been increasingly supported by overseas
borrowing as demand for our leading exports fell.

Somehow these truths have not got through to the Federal government, which is still
carrying on as before. The Federal government is ignorant, but not all Federal members
of Parliament are unaware of the problem.
Senator Walsh said that the Budget has been overblown and overpraised, and that it is
possible that disaster could arise from it. If a disaster does arise from the Federal Budget,
the State will also face disaster because Victoria's Budget is dependent, to a great extent,
on the Commonwealth Budget.
I sound a note of warning to the House that things are not as rosy as they seem. I agree
with Senator Walsh that the Federal Budget was overblown and oversold and that the
Federal government has not really tackled the tough issues.
I direct attention to several other items in the Budget. I notice that the Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands is groaning at all this but I have a surprise for her. I
intend breaking my habit of a few years and I will be saying something in praise of the
State government and at least one of its actions. I shall come to that in a few minutes. I
did not want the Minister to walk out of the Chamber in disgust. I want her to hear the
bad news first so that she will not become over-excited!
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I direct the attention of the House to the Consolidated Fund receipts for 1987-88. The
tobacco franchise fees brought in $113 million last year and this year it is estimated that
they will bring in $119 million. That represents a 5·3 per cent increase. That revenue will
jump like a kangaroo once the Tobacco Bill is passed because it will lead to an increase in
the cost of a packet of cigarettes. Next year we can look forward to a tobacco-led recovery
in the State Budget!
I direct attention to the financial institutions duty. Honourable members who have been
in Parliament long enough will recall that when that duty was introduced, it replaced
another tax. I am sure that tax was on hire purchase agreements and, if I am wrong, I ask
honourable members to correct me. At the time, the government of the day trumpeted the
financial institutions duty as a wonderful advance because it would cut out the duty on
hire purchase agreements. Through the piddling little financial institutions duty the
government gets its fingers into everyone's bank account.
It does not matter any more whether one has entered into a hire purchase agreement
because one still has to pay the financial institutions duty. Formerly the taxpayer made
the decision whether or not to enter into a hire purchase agreement. If an agreement were
entered into, the taxpayer paid the tax. It was a conscious decision. That tax has now been
abolished and replaced by the financial institutions duty.
Everyone has a bank account. I do not think any pensioner would be without a bank
account. That meant that the government was able to broaden its tax base immensely.
Instead of the money received from stamp duty on hire purchase agreements, last year the
government took $120 million from our bank accounts without our consent and probably
without us even noticing. A few cents at a time were taken. The revenue expected to be
collected next year from this duty is $136 million. That represents an increase of 13·8 per
cent on the revenue collected from that simple tax.
I now direct attention to the public authority dividend tax. Mr Hallam has already
spoken about this tax but it is worth repeating because of its insidious nature. This tax
turns the various public authorities into taxing bodies. Last year the State Electricity
Commission had to pay $70 million in tax to the government.
This year the government expects $92·6 million. That is all right; the only difficulty was
that last year the commission made a profit of approximately $40 million, but had to pay
$70 million to the State government. The commission ended up with a deficit of
approximately $30 million on its cash account because of the action of the State
government. The government takes the money away from the commission but it will not
permit it to increase its charges. Therefore, the SEC must wear this duty year after year. It
is being bled white, as it were, by the actions of the State government.
I am a member of the Natural Resources and Environment Committee, which is
studying the requirements of energy in Victoria into the 1990s. Members of the committee
know that eventually the State Electricity Commission will have to build new power
stations. Nowadays a power station will cost around $2·5 billion. Ifl am wrong, my fellow
members of the committee can correct me. I believe $2·5 billion is not an unreasonable
price for a new power station.
Because of this tax, the SEC does not have $2·5 billion; it has nothing. All it has are
debts, which exceed its assets at present. This fact can be verified soon enough if any
honourable member cares to check the last balance sheet of the commission. This goes on
year after year. What will happen when a new power station must be built? The entire cost
will have to be borrowed and the taxpayers of Victoria will have to pay interest on $2·5
billion, which will be an extraordinary drain on our exchequer.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation last year was required to pay tax of almost $250 million.
Next year it is expected to pay $266 million in tax; that is an increase of 6·5 per cent. The
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works paid $65 million in tax and next year it is
expected to pay $79 million. Last year the Port of Melbourne Authority paid $4 million
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but because it has been bled dry and has no more money or prospects it has been let off
the hook.
I direct the attention of honourable members to the fact that the funds paid by the Gas
and Fuel Corporation and the MMBW have been taken out of the pockets of those people
who pay their gas bills or pay rates to the board. It is a form of taxation. That cannot be
denied because the money is taken from the people who have paid their bills and it is then
paid to the government.
The same is true of the State Electricity Commission, to which I referred earlier. These
taxes are collected by stealth; the majority of people do not realise that the various
authorities are merely taxing offices for the State government.
The State Insurance Office did well last year as only $475 000 was collected from it, but
$17 million will be collected this year. That is an extraordinary gap. The Victorian Economic
Development Corporation has cried poor and its payments have been reduced from $4
million to $2 million.
As well as that public institution duty tax the State Electricity Commission had to pay
an energy consumption levy of $14 million, which last year was collected from the
commercial purchasers of its power. This year the commission will have to cough up $15
million. This is a stealthy way of collecting taxes. It is extraordinary that the taxpayers of
Victoria have had to be subjected to this for so long.
I am sorry that the Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands is not here because I
did want to reassure her that the State government is not completely bad. I direct to the
attention of honourable members the document Victoria-Technology Statement, which
was produced by the government.
I am on a small science committee that was formed by my party to investigate scientific
research and development in Victoria. I have visited many places and there has been
universal praise for this document; it is excellent. Someone has gone to a lot of trouble to
identify the strengths of Victoria and then to endeavour to establish how those can be
built on. There is one bright spot in the gloomy picture that I have painted.
Honourable members may not be aware, but some time ago-it may have been last
year-the State government formed a corporation called AMRAD-the Australian Medical
Research and Development consortium. The consortium's purpose was to bring together
the various research establishments that grace Victoria-of course they were inherited
from the Liberal era. I believe there are approximately fourteen leading research
establishments in Victoria. They called themselves "the Parkville strip". They comprise
the WaIter and Eliza Hall InstItute of Medical Research, the Baker Medical Research
Institute, the Howard Florey Institute of Experimental Physiology and Medicine and
others.
AMRAD's purpose is to act as an umbrella organisation because in previous times when
someone from the WaIter and Eliza institute, for instance, produced a paper about
microbiology or some other subject it was a great event and the scientist would gain a lot
of kudos by going overseas to read his or her paper at a scientific convention.
The difficulty was that someone else-perhaps someone in Zurich-would go through
the paper and say, "That is a splendid idea; we will make use of that". As a result a
valuable process was developed elsewhere. It is excellent that we are producing these
superb scientists who are bringing fame to the various institutions in Victoria but that is
where it has stopped; someone else cashed in on their brilliance.
The government being aware of this decided to do something about it and formed
AMRAD. The purpose of the consortium to examine the papers produced by the various
institutions and convert any ideas amongst them into an industry or process that will
advantage Australia. The consortium will endeavour to produce the process or chemical
possibly within Victoria or Australia.
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I have spoken to the director of that consortium and he has told me that there is $480
million in blocks of money that will be loaned to the consortium by various groups and
individuals because they want to be part of the action and are aware of the value of
research work being done in Victoria.
Not only is AMRAD interested in obtaining the worldwide rights to sell products on
behalf of these research institutions but also it wants to produce the end result in Victoria.
I understand there is no limit on the industry that can be generated in Victoria on the
income that can be earned by the people of Victoria.
Despite unpleasant things that I have said about the government, I give full credit to it
for what it has done in this area. The Liberal Party laid the foundation stone when it was
in government by fostering all these marvellous research organisations that grace Victoria,
which are of world class.
Amongst those institutions I must also mention the Fairfield Hospital. Honourable
members will be aware that our colleague, Mr Connard, is the chairman of that hospital,
which is in the forefront of research of various kinds, particularly in the attempt to produce
AIDS vaccines and material of that kind.
The Fairfield Hospital could be valuable indeed in the development of products in this
area. If it produces any process or chemical that is valuable I trust the benefit will not
disappear but that it will come back to Victoria tenfold.
On the whole I have tempered my criticism of the government for the first time in a
long time. I congratulate the government on the way in which it has handled these matters.
However, I cannot possibly congratulate the Minister for Health, the Minister for Transport
or the Minister for Labour because of the things they have done. I have qualified
congratulations for the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs for the work he has done
in the field of agriculture.
I do not like to say anything pleasant about the Attorney-General because he is bad
enough and I do not want him to get inflated ideas about his capacities. However, on some
subjects he is all right. The government has done at least one good thing, but that is
outweighed by all the terrible things that it has done to the State of Victoria since it came
to office.
On the motion of the Hon. HADDON STOREY (East Yarra Province), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until the next day of meeting.

LIQUOR CONTROL BILL
The motion (last debated earlier this day) of the Hon. D. R. White (Minister for Health)
for the second reading of this Bill was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and it was ordered that it be committed on the next
day of meeting.

ADJOURNMENT
Meat inspection services-Gardiners Creek valley arterial road pedestrian underpassPlanning scheme residential provisions-Bendigo railway station-VCE Australian
studies course-Rezoning of Bright land
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-I move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday, October 27.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-I move:
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That the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western Province)-I raise with the Minister for
Agriculture and Rural Affairs the proposal by the government to transfer domestic meat
inspection in Victoria to the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth government's export meat
inspection service.
What recent negotiations have taken place between the Minister and his Federal
counterpart, Mr Kerin, on this issue? I ask the Minister to seek a specific assurance from
Mr Kerin that if the transfer takes place and if Federal legislation is passed, Mr Kerin will
give a firm commitment not to increase the inspection fee, at least for the term of the
current Hawke government. That is not too much to ask of the Minister. That commitment
in writing is required; otherwise Victorians will be left exposed to the whims of the Federal
government.
I also seek from the Minister his preparedness to either lay on the table in the Library
or provide to me the file relating to the transfer of the meat inspection service from the
State to the Commonwealth government.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash Province)-I direct a matter to the attention of the
Minister for Planning and Environment. Constituents in the province I represent have
lived in the Allenby Avenue, Glen Iris area in the City of Malvern for many years. They
are concerned that the Minister has overruled the tentative plans of the Road Construction
Authority in the Ministry of Transport to provide an overpass over the new arterial road
spanning the Gardiners Creek valley for the railway that runs parallel to Allenby Avenue
at the foot of many local residents' gardens.
Apparently it was considered that a pedestrian overpass would be too high and the
Minister has proposed an underpass that may extend for 80 metres. I ask the Minister to
consider the impact of an 80-metre tunnel to be used by pedestrians for 24 hours a day as
the only method of getting from one side of this arterial road to the other. I also ask the
Minister to consider what may happen if the council and the citizens of the City of
Malvern, all of whom are against the tunnel, take steps to prevent its use. My immediate
question to the Minister is: why did his department decide to provide such an unsuitable
underpass in the City of Malvern?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I raise with the Minister for Planning
and Environment the residential provisions circulated for comment. The Minister will be
aware that provisions that have the scope of changing the character of some suburbs of
Melbourne are naturally treated with reserve by individuals and municipalities and that
time is needed to digest them.
A number of municipalities have requested me to press for further time for consideration
of the provisions. My view is that time is needed, not on the present document but rather
on the planning scheme amendment that will later follow, to make those provisions
operational with or without modification. That, after all, is the document that will affect
legal rights and duties.
Will the Minister assure the House and the public at large that the amendment to the
planning scheme, which will insert a new State park, will be placed on exhibition for a
reasonable period? Having regard to its importance, that period should be at least three
months-a case could be made for longer.
Will the Minister also give an assurance that, in view of the number of submissions that
are likely to be made about the residential provisions, an independent panel will be
appointed to examine those submissions thoroughly?
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western Province)-I direct to the attention of the
Attorney-General as the representative of the Minister for Transport in another place
facilities at the Bendigo railway station for V/Line passengers.
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I have received complaints from constituents that facilities promised several years ago
have not been provided. On 21 August 1984 I wrote to the then Minister for Transport,
the Honourable Steve Crabb, informing him that travellers who arrived at Bendigo by
train or V/Line bus had to wait out in the open, in the rain or in the sun. I informed him
that a bus shelter was a necessity and that, because the railway services had been curtailed,
much discomfort was being caused to those travellers.
On 30 November 1984 the then assistant Minister for Transport, the Honourable Jack
Simpson, informed me:
V/Line informs me that as part of its country station upgrading program, plans are in preparation to modernise
facilities at Bendigo station. Once modernised, travellers making connection with road services will be protected
from the elements.

Nothing happened. On 30 April 1985 I again put the matter to the new Minister for
Transport, Mr Roper. I advised him:
As winter is approaching, I would be pleased if you could advise me when this work is anticipated to
commence.

On 5 August 1985 I received good news from the Minister for Transport. The letter stated:
I am informed that the station upgrading will continue in late 1985. V/Line will make provision for an awning
to be erected along part of the building and this will protect waiting travellers from the elements. Passengers will
also be able to wait in the proposed airconditioned waiting room in the main station building.

It is now October 1987 and nothing has been done. Passen~ers are waiting in the open, yet
the station upgrading was to commence in late 1985. The Wlnd whistles through the station
and the awning is not there. As the V/Line coaches are still well patronised, despite the
wait for the shelter, will the Minister for Transport and the government look after those
passengers, stop the procrastination and proceed with the work?

The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I direct the attention of the
Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs, as the representative of the Minister for
Education, to a matter of concern. An article in the Herald of 10 October stated:
A key subject in the new two-year Victorian certificate of education will give unions an opportunity to lift their
public image among students . . .
Research done on behalf of the ACTU recently found unions had a poor image among young people, which
was reflected in their declining representation.

The article refers to a declining interest in unions by young people.
The compulsory Australian studies course, a study of work in Australian society, will
now include lessons on the role of unions and the industrial relations system. The article
further stated:
The president ofthe Victorian Teachers Federation, Mr Vie Zbar, dismissed the suggestion that the inclusion
of Australian studies in the VCE was a result of union pressure.

I reject that opinion.
I ask the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs to communicate with his colleague
because if the role of unions and the industrial relations system is being taught as part ofa
compulsory subject the role of private enterprise in Victoria and Australia must also be
covered, otherwise there will be an imbalance and a biased view in the education of young
people.

It is an important issue, given the biases of the various teacher unions. There must be
an insistence on balance so that students are presented with unbiased material in their
education.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern Province)-The matter I raise for the attention
of the Minister for Planning and Environment relates to an application that has been
made by the Bright Higher Elementary School, and supported by the Shire of Bright, for a
change in the category of 1·5 hectares of land near Freeburgh from a stream site reserve,
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as originally recommended by the Land Conservation Council, to a school plantation
area.
Land in Bright is a scarce commodity. An area ofland suitable for industrial development,
adjacent to the high school, has been occupied as a school plantation site. The 1·5 hectares
of land at Freeburgh is adjacent to another school plantation site. If the school were able
to obtain the use of land at Freeburgh it would be prepared to free the area of land in
Bright.
Will the Minister for Planning and Environment consider changing the category of the
1·5 hectares at Freeburgh? In support of that request, I indicate that pines grow on three
sides of the reservation and the fourth side is the stream itself. It is an old dredge site that

is undulating and rocky, with some native scrub growth.
Is the Minister prepared to examine this proposal? I understand he will be visiting
Bright shortly, perhaps to gather information that will allow him to discuss and evaluate
the site.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-Mr Dunn
raised an issue relating to the transfer of responsibility for meat inspections to the
Commonwealth. A Bill will be introduced before long. He asked what negotiations had
occurred between my department and the appropriate Federal department. There have
been significant communications by letter and telephone.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-I mean in the past few months.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Yes, in the past few months. Certainly the file is full. A
significant amount of contact has been made in recent times.
Secondly, he sought a commitment that the government would not proceed with the
transfer if there were any prospect of an increase in fees before the end of the current term
of the Federal government. He asked that there be no increase. I cannot assure him of that
commitment because such a commitment does not exist.
However, it is not an unreasonable commitment. I shall be happy to respond to him
during the next sitting of Parliament after I have had the opportunity of following up on
such a commitment, which is not a bad idea.
Thirdly, he wanted to know whether I will provide the file on the meat inspections
transfer. I am happy to do so, not by tabling it in the Library, as it is a working file and I
do not want to leave it there for two weeks, but by making it available in my office on a
day mutually convenient to us, perhaps on the next day of sitting. He can ask questions
on the file as he goes through it.
Mr Connard asked me to direct to the attention of the Minister for Education in another
place a concern about the Victorian certificate of education. I shall forward the matter to
the Minister immediately so that Mr Connard will receive an early response.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-Mr Wright raised an issue relating to
transport. I do not want to put Mr Wright down in any way but his contribution lacked
the poignancy, colour and verve of Mr Baxter's contribution last night. However, I shall
pass it on to the Minister with the same enthusiasm.
it.

Mr Guest raised a matter concerning Glen Iris, or somewhere like that; I will investigate

Mr Evans raised an issue concerning Bright. I will be in Bright on Saturday week to
discuss planning issues there, and I may have some familiarity with the matter raised. I
am happy to look at the site when I am there, as I will be looking at Wandiligong.
Mr Hunt directed to my attention a question abqut the residential provisions, in my
capacity as Minister for Planning and Environment. I thank Mr Hunt for the question. In
his perspicacious way he quickly identified the issue, with a mind that remains alert, if I
Session 1987-33
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can put it that way-I never like it when he sits in his seat as he is doing at the moment
because he may get angry; he intimidates me a little.
Mr Hunt has taken a responsible position, if I may say so. I understand the concern of
local government about these residential development provisions because they forecast
major changes. The essence of them is that there will be a fair amount of Statewide
uniformity, but they are negotiable.
The provisions will be on exhibition for three months. They are essential to good
planning in some form or another and relate to primary considerations for housing. Mr
Hunt asked whether I would give an assurance that I will put them on exhibition as part
of a scheme of amendment, so that if there are objections a panel can be appointed to
assess them.
That is a reasonable request. He asked for a reasonable time but I am not prepared to
indicate a time. As to the form this will take, it would be reasonable to put the provisions
on exhibition as part of a scheme of amendment when I hear from the committee that will
report to me after the public exhibition.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-And/or appoint a panel?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-Yes, assuming there are objections, I will appoint a panel.
I am an optimist but I am, perhaps, not so optimistic as to think that there will be no
objections. However, at this stage I am not prepared to commit myself as to what a
reasonable length of time might be; but in deciding what a reasonable tIme might be I will
take into account the fact that the exhibition has been in progress for three months, in any
event. The amendments are important and-The Hon. A. J . Hunt-The most important since 1971, and probably more important
than 1971!
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-That is potentially so, dependent upon the shape of the
residential provisions, how far they go and to what extent they are uniform.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-The 1971 amendments were on exhibition for a total of nine
months because of their importance.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-I am happy to say that I am unlikely to want nine months.
Mr Hunt is trying to prise more information from me as to dates. At this stage I should
like to say that by the middle of next month they will have been publicly available for
three months, and that time has to be taken into account. I am sure that Mr Hunt will
understand that I do not want to commit myself beyond that.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 9.31 p.m. until Tuesday, October 27.

Joint Sitting of the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly
Wednesday, 14 October 1987
Monash University
Ajoint sitting of the Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly was held this day
in the Legislative Assembly Chamber to elect three members to be recommended for
appointment to the Council of the Monash University to fill three vacancies for a fouryear term.
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Honourable members of both Houses assembled at 6.4 p.m.
The Clerk-Before proceeding with the business of this joint sitting, it will be necessary
to appoint a President of the joint sitting.
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-I move:
That the Honourable Roderick Alexander Mackenzie, MLC, President of the Legislative Council, be appointed
President of this joint sitting.

Mr BROWN (Gippsland West)-I second the motion.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. R. A Mackenzie)-I thank honourable members for
conferring on me the honour of presiding over these proceedings this evening.
I direct the attention of honourable members to the extracts from the Monash University
Act 1958 (No. 6184) which have been circulated. It will be noted that the Act requires that
the joint sitting be conducted in accordance with rules adopted for the purpose by members
present at the sitting. The first procedure, therefore, will be the adoption of rules.
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-Mr President, I
desire to submit rules of procedure, which are in the hands of honourable members, and I
accordingly move:
That these rules be the rules of procedure for this joint sitting.

Mr BROWN (Gippsland West)-I second the motion.
The motion was agreed to.
The PRESIDENT-The rules having been adopted, I am now prepared to receive
proposals from honourable members with regard to the three members to be recommended
to the Council of the Monash University.
Mr FORDHAM (Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources)-I propose:
That the Honourable lames Vincent Chester Guest, MLC, Gerard Marshall Vaughan, Esquire, MP, and
Thomas William Wallace, Esquire, MP, be recommended for appointment to the Council of the Monash
University.

They are willing to be recommended for appointment if chosen.
Mr BROWN (Gippsland West)-I second the proposal.
The PRESIDENT-Are there any further proposals?
As there are only three members proposed, I declare that the Honourable James Vincent
Chester Guest, MLC, Gerard Marshall Vaughan, Esquire, MP, and Thomas William
Wallace, Esquire, MP, have been chosen to be recommended for appointment to the
Council of the Monash University.
I now declare the joint sitting closed.
The proceedings terminated at 6.8 p.m.
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Tuesday, 27 October 1987
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. R. A. Mackenzie) took the chair at 3.3 p.m. and read the
prayer.

FIREARMS (AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon. J. E. KIRNER
(Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands), was read a first time.

ROAD SAFETY (AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon. J. H. KENNAN
(Attorney-General), was read a first time.

METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADES SUPERANNUATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon. D. R. WHITE
(Minister for Health), was read a first time.

RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES (AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was returned from the Assembly with a message relating to an amendment.
It was ordered that the message be taken into consideration later this day.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

MIDLAND MILK PTY LTD
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat Province)-I refer the Minister for Agriculture
and Rural Affairs to his statement of 20 October concerning punitive action to be taken
against the Premier's son-in-Iaw's company, Midland Milk Pty Ltd, unless that company
withdrew from its contract to supply milk to Jewel Food Stores Pty Ltd and supported
orderly marketing of milk as asked.
What measures does the Minister now intend to take against the company, in the light
of yesterday's announcement, to ensure the orderly access of Victorian dairy farmers to
the New South Wales milk market?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-I preface my
response by saying that I am extremely disappointed that Midland Milk Pty Ltd has
broken an undertaking given to me last week in writing, an undertaking signed by it and
by me last Tuesday, to voluntarily terminate its contract to supply milk to Jewel Food
Stores Pty Ltd in Sydney. In view of the company's previous unprincipled behaviour, I
am not particularly surprised but I am extremely disappointed.
The Victorian and New South Wales governments were close to reaching an agreement
that would have given two years of real stability to the dairy industry while adjustments
occurred because of the Kerin plan and because of a beginning for interstate market milk
trade; and that would have been a breathing space which, in my view, was necessary to
allow the industry to adjust to changed world situations and especially to the changed
situation with respect to New Zealand.
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The action of the company will make it extremely difficult to reach agreement with New
South Wales, although I have been in touch with my counterpart in New South Wales
who is strongly supportive of the approach we took jointly two weeks ago and still hopes,
as I do, that we can reach agreement to meet the 1 December date for stopping discount
milk across the border.
We do have a difficulty. Midland Milk Pty Ltd, in my view- and I use this term with
some feeling-is a parasIte on the present system. The markets it is eager to exploit exist
only because there are orderly marketing arrangements within Australia. The firm is taking
advantage of the situation which applies at the moment in which for the same product 36
cents or thereabouts a litre is paid to the dairy farmer if it is market milk, and only 18
cents a litre ifit is manufacturing milk. Midland Milk Pty Ltd has taken the opportunitywhich is available to others at the present time-of obtaining the milk at the lower price
and selling it across the border, because of section 92 of the Constitution.
Midland Milk Pty Ltd has, of course, over the months paid lip-service to the community
and to me as to the value of orderly marketing. It is prepared to risk the livelihood of dairy
farmers across the country-because the whole country is concerned-for its own greed
and cynical opportunism.
I have no capacity to interfere with section 92 of the Constitution, nor would I attempt
to do so. It deals with free trade between the States and is inviolable. I have the opportunity
of applying new terms and conditions on licences which date from October this year. I
shall do that in a fair manner to all processing companies. If I threw the rule book, as it
were, at Midland Milk Pty Ltd, it might be that it would see fit to withdraw. I do not want
to connect these two points.
I make it clear that I am able to take action only in the State of Victoria and on the
terms and conditions of licences. I shall work very hard to sustain the good agreement
with New South Wales which enables Victorian dairy farmers to market milk in New
South Wales.
I am unable to answer Mr Knowles's Question because the next two or three days will
see certain activity of a legal kind and other kinds on the issues. I have an agreement
signed by Midland Milk Pty Ltd in which the company says it will withdraw from marketing
milk across the border.
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-Are you going to carry out your threat?
The Hon. E. H. W ALKER-I cannot give any assurance on that point.

"WHERE YOU STAND"
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western Province)-I direct a Question to the attention
of the Minister for Community Services. Is it a fact that the Fitzroy Legal Service, the
publishers of the controversial booklet aimed at people under the age of eighteen years
and entitled Where You Stand-Honourable members interjecting.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I have touched a sensitive nerve there! Is it a fact that the
publishers have returned government funding because they are not prepared to make the
changes to this publication which the Minister sought to have imposed on them? In view
of the fact that sections of the book have been identified as being unsuitable-on which
there is wide agreement-will the Minister assure honourable members that her department
will take action to ensure that, firstly, the booklet is not available through departmental
offices throughout the .State, and, secondly, that it is not available in school libraries
throughout Victoria?
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Minister for Community Services)-The Question is obviously
directed at least in part to the wrong Minister, because, as Mr Dunn is well aware-I think
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we have all followed the newspaper reports of the activities surrounding the second edition
of Where You Stand-the funding for this publication has been provided by the Minister
for Labour in his capacity as Minister responsible for youth affairs.
I understand that the particular group of young people concerned in the Fitzroy Legal
Service decided not to proceed with the second edition. As to the rest of the question, I
shall be discussing that with officers of my department.

PORT MELBOURNE BAYSIDE DEVELOPMENT
The Hon. B. T PULLEN (Melbourne Province)-I direct my question to the attention
of the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs, who is responsible for major projects.
The Minister would be aware that in relation to the bayside development at Port Melbourne
considerable concern has been expressed about the degree of contamination at the BP site.
This has required investigation by the Environment Protection Authority. I understand
the authority has been able to report on that matter and has given evidence to the panel.
Given that it is a critical factor in the development of that site and one that the developers
have expressed concern about, would it not be prudent to defer the development until the
viability of cleaning up the site can be established with certainty?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-In response to
Mr Pullen, who has taken significant interest in the Port Melbourne Bayside Development,
I inform the House that today is the day on which the Environment Protection Authority
report on the contamination of the BP site is being publicly presented to the public inquiry
on the Sandridge bayside project at the environment effects statement panel hearing. I
shall refer the House to several conclusions in that report:
(a) The BP site is contaminated with high levels of hydrocarbons in both soil and groundwater. Some parts of
the site are grossly contaminated.

(b) There is no evidence that the site is polluting Port Phillip Bay. Any impact would be very minor compared
to that due to the Yarra.
(c) Groundwater at the site is contaminated with both heavy metals and hydrocarbons. The metals do not
appear to originate at the site but the hydrocarbons do ...
(e) The site wit! be required to be cleaned up, regardless of the future use.

In other words, the report states that the site must be cleaned up, whether or not the
development proceeds. The report continues:
The nature of the clean-up required will depend on the future use ...
(k) Site clean-up will be required through service of a notice under section 62A of the Environment Protection

Act.
( ') The clean-up program will include:
-removal offree product from the groundwater
-removal of the grossly contaminated soil
-an investigation of residuals and their potential impact so that a detailed plan to remove and treat these to
an acceptable level is developed.

The report is comprehensive, but I have picked out the relevant portions in response to
Mr Pullen's question.
At a press conference earlier today I announced-and I have spoken to the opposition
spokesmen, Mr Hunt and Mr Baxter-that the government will not proceed with facilitating
legislation in this sessional period. The government must address this issue after the
environment effects statement panel hearings are completed and after the Minister for
Planning and Environment has had time to respond to the clean-up problems confronting
the site.
The heads of agreement for this project indicate that the owner of the site, BP Australia
Ltd, is responsible for cleaning up the site before it is sold. That is now a major problem
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because the government has been advised that it will take some time, and be expensive,
for that to occur. Therefore, the government believes the timing of the development must
be changed and that it is not now essential to proceed with the carefully prepared facilitating
legislation in this sessional period.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-That means it never was essential, in that case!
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-Yes, it was. If the site had been given a clean bill of health
from the Environment Protection Authority, the developer would have wanted to proceed
within a certain time span, and that is very important to the development company.
Mr Hunt would understand, particularly in times of difficult financing, that it is expensive
to delay or hold over a project. In this case it will be necessary to delay the project to some
extent so that the government can be certain of the manner in which it handles the
contamination of the BP site.
The ~overnment will not proceed with proposed legislation in this sessional period but
it will mtroduce such a measure as early as possible in the next sessional period. Some
changes may be made to the Bill because some provisions dealt with issues that had not
been fully explored.
The results of testing on the site by the Environment Protection Authority have
demonstrated that a substantial clean-up is required. The extent of that clean-up will
probably mean a delay of some months, at best.
The bayside development is an important project. The government must proceed to the
next round of discussions with the development company and the Port Melbourne City
Council to discover how it should handle this latest occurrence. If anything further arises
before the end of this sessional period, I shall provide that information to the House.

FIRE PROTECTION FOR VICTORIA
The Hon. R. S. de FEGELY (Ballarat Province)-While the dispute and extreme
frustration over superannuation continue among firefighting personnel of the Department
of Conservation, Forests and Lands and the State moves swiftly towards the fire danger
period with its forests not being fully protected, does the Minister for Conservation,
Forests and Lands consider that social justice is being delivered to her departmental
officers as it is to those in the Country Fire Authority and the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board?
Is the Minister prepared to advise the House what measures she has taken to ensure
that as much fire protection as is now possible is undertaken prior to the commencement
of the summer fire season?
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-I have been
unable to comment on this issue in the House because the matter has been before the
court. The court dr-cision, which was handed down today, acknowledged the government's
ability to take action on the issue of no work, no pay for those workers who refuse to
undertake fuel reduction burning.
The Minister for Labour and I will be meeting with the Victorian Public Service
Association this afternoon. We will be having further negotiations on the issue. We
acknowledge that stress is involved in fighting fires on public land. Officers of the
Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands do a fantastic job in protecting the State
forests from fire, but this has to be balanced against the fact that they are not full-time
fi refigh ters.

DEER HUNTING
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern Province)-I refer the Minister for Agriculture
and Rural Affairs to a recent meeting he had with the Australian Deer Association. I
understand the Minister was impressed with the case in favour of deer hunting put by the
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association. Has the Minister taken up the matter with his colleague, the Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands, to ensure that there is a possibility of a meeting with
her to discuss deer hunting, as promised to the association?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-It is true that
some time ago I had a meeting with the Australian Deer Association. It followed an
announcement by the government of an intention to make deer hunting with hounds
illegal. That announcement upset a significant part of the deer hunting community which
hunts with hounds. The procedure adopted following the announcement is still under
way. It is the responsibility and in the care of the Minister for Conservation, Forests and
Lands. If there is to be a change, it will be a change to the regulations made under the
Wildlife Act. The public is still able to comment on the regulatory impact statement until
Friday of this week.
Five weeks ago I met with deer hunters who presented me with detailed arguments. I
agree with Mr Evans that I was impressed by the manner in which the material was
presented, including a specially made video.
I undertook to facilitate a meeting between the Australian Deer Association and the
Animal Welfare Advisory Committee because the association considered that it was
misunderstood by the committee. The meeting has taken place, and in the near future I
shall be accepting advice from the Animal Welfare Advisory Committee. I have not
received advice following the meeting.
The initial advice with regard to deer hunting with hounds came from the committee
and, although I have not yet heard from the committee, I should receive advice soon. I
am sure the association's views will be given every consideration in the government's
deliberations on the matter.
It would not be appropriate for me or the association to debate the issue with the
Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands because she is responsible for the regulatory
impact statement procedure which, as I said, is under way. Soon, however, it will be
possible for the matter to be discussed, and it is up to the Minister for Conservation,
Forests and Lands to determine whether she will see the Australian Deer Association after
the completion of the regulatory impact statement. I believe the procedure we are following
is proper, and the end result will be a carefully considered one.

PRESCHOOLS AND INFANT WELFARE CENTRES
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-Will the Minister for Community
Services inform the House whether any capital funds will be available to assist sponsors
to build preschools or infant welfare centres or renovate existing buildings to accommodate
these valuable services?
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Minister for Community Services)-I am happy to advise Mr
Arnold, who obviously takes a keen interest in maternal and child services and preschools,
particularly in his province, that despite the fact that there is very little capital available
to Community Services Victoria this year, nonetheless it is able to make some capital
grants in areas of great need and high growth.
We can make grants of$30 000 for seven new preschools; a $42000 grant for a combined
preschool infant welfare centre-that combination is something that is becoming a trend
for the future-and a $12 000 grant for three new infant welfare centres.
We have carefully examined the demographic data and have looked searchingly at areas
of need. The areas we finally selected for the preschool centres are Taylors Lakes, Werribee,
Eltham-which would interest Mr Arnold-Woodend, Mansfield, Bellbridge in the Shire
ofTallangatta, and Wodonga, which is experiencing an extraordinary growth rate.
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The combined preschool maternal child health centre will be at Footscray and the three
maternal child health centres, which are stand-alone centres, will be at Warranwood, St
Kilda and Thornbury.

LEGAL AID
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-The Attorney-General will be
aware of the concern expressed by Mr Justice Ormiston and the Director of Legal Aid at
the impact that lengthy drug trials are having on legal aid funds, particularly where there
is a strong prosecution case.
What action does the Attorney-General propose to ensure that there is a fairer spread of
the available legal aid funds and that other worthy applications for legal aid are not
rejected?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-I was going to give some more advice
on the stock market, but as members opposite did not take advantage of my prediction
two weeks ago, which was a particularly bearish outlook, I do not think I should try to
make any more predictions.
I share the concern expressed by Mr Chamberlain and by the judge about the drain on
legal aid funds through extremely lengthy trials. The Legal Aid Commission has been
having discussions with the Victorian Bar Council on these matters. One option is to
consider a lump sum fee; that is probably the way it will go. However, it cannot be a lump
sum fee that results in a windfall for a barrister if it ends up in a plea and the barrister gets
ten days' pay for one day's work. That might be a sticky point with the newly elected Bar
Council. Those matters will have to be addressed.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-That is only part of the problem.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-It is only part of the problem. It must be recognised that in
the future there will not be enough legal aid funds to provide funding on the same basis as
in the past.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-Nor should there be.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-I do not agree with Mr Baxter's tone, but I do recognise the
reality that there may need to be a tighter assessment of some of those things, and where
what might be described as fishing expeditions are engaged in that practice would need to
be attacked.
It has been suggested that an accused person should sign a statement--which, if true, is
an arguable defence-before the person receives legal aid. One of the difficulties with that,
of course, is that the person is entitled to put the Crown to its proof. That cannot be
applied absolutely. I recognise the problem, and I have had discussions with the Director
of the Legal Aid Commission and the Bar Council about it and there will be a necessary
refinement.

There has been publicity about another pending case that I do not want to mention by
name, but it is a well-known criminal case that will take a long time and that again will be
the subject of substantial legal aid funds. These matters are under review.
The government recognises that a better balance should be struck. We have also been
concerned with the implementation of the recommendations from the Shorter Trials
Committ~e to try to curb the ever-growing length of criminal trials, which is another
problem.
It may be that some of the recommendations that have come out of that will help to
curtail the ever-growing length of criminal trials.
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BENDIGO PSYCHIATRIC CENTRE
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western Province)-I direct the attenti9n of the
Minister for Health to the psychiatric centre at Bendigo. I have received reports that the
role of the centre is to be lessened involving fewer patients and employees. Will the
Minister inform the House of the situation at that psychiatric centre and advise what
action he proposes to take?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-I make it clear that any changes in
program arrangements in the delivery of psychiatric services to Bendigo and adjacent
areas will not result in a reduction in net expenditure.
Honourable members will be aware that the government is increasing the number of
community-based programs and is not drawing a distinction between community-based
programs and institutional-based programs. People who have received psychiatric care in
an institution need community-based support programs to enhance their opportunity of
returning to the community at the earliest possible time.
Therefore, the net funding provided for the delivery of psychiatric services in the
Bendigo region will be maintained and a range of programs will be designed for those
individuals who have been in the unfortunate situation of having been hospitalised. The
government envisages a program whereby people admitted to institutions will come in
contact with a relevant professional person-often a nurse-who will be available to them
for care and advice when they take their place back in the community.
The government is moving away from the notion that the only resource available to
patients within psychiatric institutions is some form of custodial care. That is totally
inappropriate for psycho-geriatric purposes and is even more inappropriate for people
with mental disorders.
The government is looking forward to those changes in programs and I assure Mr.
Wright that no net reduction in the provision of resources in the Bendigo region will occur.

AUSTRALIAN FISHERIES COUNCIL
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland Province)-I direct a question to the Minister
for Conservation, Forests and Lands. Can the Minister comment on the outcome of the
recent meeting of the Australian Fisheries Council in Melbourne and report on other
recent government initiatives in the fishing industry?
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-The
Australian Fisheries Council met late last week in Melbourne. That meeting was attended
by all State Ministers and the Commonwealth Minister.
I was pleased that the principles that underlie the management of Victorian fisheries
were accepted as the t\'.'o principles on which to base a number of important industries in
fishing across Australia. They were the principles of proper resource protection and
management and the development of fisheries in the productive sense on the basis of
sustainable yield.
Resource availability in the shark industry is under threat. The shark industry is one on
which many fishermen depend. It has taken two years for the advisory committee
considering the shark industry to come up with a set of recommendations that met with
the satisfaction of the Ministers and, to some extent, the industry. It has been decided to
reduce fishing efforts in the shark industry back to 1982 levels. That requires the reduction
of nets from 12 or 10 to 6 nets.
After much consideration, it was also decided that transferability of these licences
should not be allowed outside the current industry members. In other words, only people
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with existing fishing rights will be able to have access to transfer of those licences except
when they are family transfers.
That is an interesting decision to take because it reflects the growing view in the fishing
industry that if a government goes down the path of transferability provisions, with the
increase in the price of licences there is likely to be an increase in the effort, leading to
extra pressure on the resource. I am pleased with that decision. We have also said that
once the 1982 effort level is reached, the government will review the transferability issue,
which appears to be the fair way to go.
The other two matters include one which I know will further delight Mr Sandon in his
campaign for Port Phillip Bay. I have just announced that the Port Phillip Bay mussel
dredge fishery will be closed for five months this year. It was closed for three months last
year and that was a benefit to the conservation of the bay and, of course, to the mussel
farming industry. It is an industry to which, to your credit, Mr President, as Minister of
Forests and Minister of Lands, you gave the initial drive and protection. We will be
extending the closed period to five months and I expect in the next month or so to
announce an extension of the number of sites for mussel farming. I expect that the target
which you set, Mr President, when you were the responsible Minister should be met, to
enable mussel dredging to be out of Port Phillip Bay by 1990.
The rock lobster fish resource is under challenge in terms of conservation. I am delighted
that the fishermen have asked for a delay on the opening of the rock lobster season in
order to protect the females.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-An equal opportunity Bill.
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER- It is called recognition of where your bread and butter comes
from.
The delay of the rock lobster season to 16 November will ensure that the female resource
is protected; at the same time, it will ensure that neither the catch nor the profits will be
. affected.

VICTORIA PROJECT
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-On the last day of meeting I asked
the Minister for Planning and Environment:
... when physical work on actual construction ofthe Victoria project will commence.

He replied in glowing terms about the substantial amount of work that was occurring.
Is the Minister for Planning and Environment aware that the only permits so far granted
in relation to the project relate to excavations, retention works and site foundations, and
that the only work done on the site is confined to those matters? Will the Minister answer
when, to the best of his knowledge, permits for actual construction of the project itself will
be issued and when physical work on actual construction of the project pursuant to those
permits will commence?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Minister for Planning and Environment)-My recollection
of what I said on the last day related to Lego. I think what I said then was that the fact that
it had not appeared above the ground was not to be taken as a depressing thing-I do not
want to play on words deliberately-and I indicated that indeed excavation work was
proceeding. Mr Hunt looks weary today but it is no good for him to have a short fuse.
I remind the House of what I said on the previous occasion, namely, that the digging
and excavation was proceeding, because I overlook it from the office of the AttorneyGeneral. It is not like a Lego building which starts from the ground up; they have to go
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down first. If Mr Hunt drives up Lonsdale Street he will also see a fair amount of
demolition work continuing.
Since Mr Hunt is so interested in construction in the city, I suggest that he goes to the
corner of Bourke and King streets, where he will see the AMP building. Of course, the
AMP Society Ltd left Victoria, because his government said there would be no more
construction-The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-On a point of order, Mr
President, the question was specific and related to when building permits in relation to the
construction of the building will be issued and when physical work will be commenced.
Under your previous ruling, Mr President, although the Minister may well be able to
answer the question in any way he wishes, his answer should relate to the question itself.
The PRESIDENT-Order! Before Mr Chamberlain raised the point of order, I was
about to direct the Minister to address the question.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Minister for Planning and Environment)-I am grateful for
that, Mr President. In the context of the major developments taking place all over the city,
including those at the corner of Bourke and King streets, it is fair to say that the Victoria
project is continuing and will continue. Honourable members opposite will be aware that
significant work-The Hon. A. J . Hunt-When will the permits be issued?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-The construction is a matter requiring building permits
from the city council. We have approved the planning permits.
The level of building activity is a matter of embarrassment for the Opposition. Opposition
members will note that the CBA building in Collins Street was sold for a record $36
million, and that occurred even after the stock market crash. Through the work we have
provided, through the Victoria project and continuing work, confidence has been increased
in this State. The fact that work is continuing on the Victoria project is generating so much
confidence that it is echoing all around the city.
The PRESIDENT-Order! I believe the Minister has answered the question.

CAPITAL WORKS PROJECTS IN ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES
The Hon. G. A. SGRO (Melbourne North Province)-My question is directed to the
Minister for Planning and Environment, in his capacity as the Minister responsible for
Aboriginal affairs. I understand that the Victorian government has a program of funding
capital works projects in some Aboriginal communities, with the aim of helping those
communities to achieve ~reater levels of self-sufficiency, and that long-term employment
opportunities for Aboriginal people are being addressed. Can the Minister provide some
details of these initiatives?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Minister for Planning and Environment)-I thank Mr Sgro
for his question and his interest in Aboriginal affairs. The government has allocated just a
little less than $2 million for the continuation of Aboriginal capital works projects, some
of which are similar to those for which funds were allocated through the original initiative
last year. Therefore, this is the second year in which money has been made available for
funding these initiatives to give a greater measure of self-sufficiency and support for
Aboriginal communities.
Honourable members will be aware that, over the past twelve months, these have
included the purchase of a house for the Goolum Goolum cooperative at Horsham for use
as an administration and cultural centre that is also funded by the Australian Development
Corporation; the purchase of a property at East Ballarat; and the purchase of land at
Bairnsdale.
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This year, the initiatives will include the funding of a community centre at Bairnsdale
and the purchase of a factory for the building team at Mildura. The Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands and I are working on a very exciting proposal for the
Wautharong community at Geelong as part of a proposal they have regarding the You
Yangs. Together with initiatives recently taken by the Minister for Conservation, Forests
and Lands a long-term lease will be entered into for the fine old courthouse at Echuca,
which will be used as a keeping place. Other similar initiatives are also being considered.
The project is proceeding well also because of the involvement of the Federal government,
the Federal Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and the Australian Development Corporation
in particular. Victoria is confident of providing a strong economic base for many Aboriginal
communities. For instance, the building team in Mildura has a contract for 25 houses
worth $1·4 million. Other initiatives, such as those taken in Echuca relating to silk printing
of tee-shirts and so on, have been successful.
I advise the House of two particularly important initiatives which have been taken
recently by the government in relation to Aboriginal affairs and which will enhance the
capacity of the Aboriginal people to develop their own economic enterprises.
Last Wednesday, as part of its economic strategy, the government launched a number
of new policy initiatives in small business. The small business strategy announces the
appointment in the Small Business Development Corporation of a business counsellor
specialising in Aboriginal small business. That will involve important areas of activity,
such as the production and retailing of artefacts, screen printing, building and construction
and retail outlets.
The small business counsellor will identify the small business needs of Aborigines and
how they can best be assisted by information and referral assistance, advice and counselling
with management skills and identification of training needs, as well as by working with
small business trainers to address those needs.
Finally, the Victorian Tourism Commission will shortly create a specialised Aboriginal
unit to assist Aborigines in developing tourist enterprises. I believe they will have an
important bearing, especially in regional areas, on examining places and sites of significance
and so on. That will help to enable an Aboriginal input into Aboriginal tourist development
throughout the State.

PETITIONS
Railway maintenance depot, Nunawading
The Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY (Nunawading Province) presented a petition from
certain citizens of Victoria praying that the Minister for Transport abandon his proposal
to locate a railway maintenance depot within the City of Nunawading. She stated that the
petition was respectfully worded, in order, and bore 250 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on the table.

Human embryos
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-I present a petition from
certain citizens of Victoria praying that steps be taken to implement the provisions of the
Infertility (Medical Procedures) Act 1984 prohibiting the creation of human embryos for
the purpose of destructive experiments. The petition is respectfully worded, in order, and
bears 19 696 signatures. I desire that the petition be read.
The Standing Orders were suspended to enable the petition to be read, and the petition
was read by the Clerk. It was in the following terms:
To the Honourable the President and members of the Legislative Council in Parliament assembledThe petition of the undersigned expresses concern that some scientists in Victoria are intent on undertaking
destructive experimentation on human embryos.
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This subject was examined by the committee to consider the social, ethical and legal issues arising from in
vitro fertilisation. Subsequently, the Parliament passed the Infertility (Medical Procedures) Act 1984, which
prohibited the creation of human embryos for research and experimentation, but sections of that Act remained
unproclaimed.
Your petitioners therefore request that the Parliament of Victoria:
implement without further delay the recommendations of the Wailer committee and the provisions of
the Infertility (Medical Procedures) Act 1984 to prohibit the creation of human embryos for the purpose
of destructive experiments.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

It was ordered that the petition be laid on the table.

Firearms
The Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western Province) presented a petitIOn from certain
citizens of Victoria praying that the rights of sporting shooters be recognised and protected.
He stated that the petition was respectfully worded, in order, and bore 3233 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on the table.

ESTATE AGENTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General), by leave, moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to make amendments to the Estate Agents Act 1980 to provide for the making of
arrangements for the payment of interest on estate agents' trust accounts and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.

PRINCE HENRY'S INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL RESEARCH BILL
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health), by leave, moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to establish Prince Henry's Institute of Medical Research as a body corporate and for
other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.

MEDICAL TREATMENT BILL
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General), by leave, moved for leave to bring in a
Bill to create an offence of medical trespass, to make other provision concerning the refusal
of medical treatment, to amend the Magistrates' Courts Act 1971 and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.

ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-By leave, I
move:
That there be laid before this House a copy of Administrative Arrangements Orders Nos 53 and 54 made
pursuant to the Administrative Arrangements Act 1983.

The motion was agreed to.
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs) presented the
orders in compliance with the foregoing order.
It was ordered that the orders be laid on the table.

RECYCLING AND LITTER ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-By leave, I move:
That there be laid before this House a copy of the First Report of the Victorian Recycling and Litter Advisory
Committee.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General) presented the report in compliance with
the foregoing order.
It was ordered that the report be laid on the table.
On the motion of the Hon. Haddon Storey, for the Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province), it was ordered that the report be taken into consideration on the next day of
meeting.

PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid
on the table by the Clerk:
Accident Compensation Commission-Report and financial statements for the year 1986-87.
Accident Compensation Tribunal-Report and financial statements for the year 1986-87.
Anti-Cancer Council-Report and financial statement for the year 1986-87.
Auditor-General's Office-Report and financial statements for the year 1986-87.
Capital Works Authority-Report and financial statements for the year 1986-87.
Coal C0rporation-Report and financial statements for the year 1986-87.
Council of Adult Education-Report and statement of accounts for the year 1986-87.
Dietitians Board-Report and statement of accounts for the year 1985-86.
Housing Director-Report for the year 1986-87.
Institute of Secondary Education-Report for the period 1 January to 30 June 1986.
Land Conservation Council-Report for the year 1986-87.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Report for the year 1986-87.
Pharmacy Board-Report and statement of accounts for the year 1986.
Police Complaints Authority-Report for the year 1986-87.
Police Service Board-Determination No. 6 for Police Recruits.
Psychological Council-Report and financial statement for the year 1986.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Dental Technicians Act I 972-No. 263.
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981-No. 260.
Explosives Act 1960-No. 267.
Firearms Act 1958-Nos 264, 265 and 268.
Freedom ofInformation Act 1982-No. 266.
Medical Practitioners Act 1970-No. 261.
Physiotherapists Act 1978-No. 262.
Public Service Act I 974-PSD No. 44.
Totalizator Agency Board-Report, accounts and balance sheets for the year ended 31 July 1987.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Baimsdale-Town of Baimsdale Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 50.
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Buninyong-Shire of Buninyong Planning Scheme-Amendment Nos 36.
Geelong Regional Planning Scheme-Amendments Nos 158 and 182.
Korumburra-Shire of Korumburra Planning Scheme-Amendments Nos 36 and 39, 1986.
Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme-Amendments No. 380, Part 2 (with maps); No. 388, Part 1 (with
maps); and No. 410 (with maps).
Sale-City of Sale Planning Scheme 1975-Amendment No. 33, 1987.
Shepparton-City of She ppart on Planning Scheme 1953-Amendment No. 114, 1987.
South Gippsland-Shire of South Gippsland Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 66, 1984.
Stawell-Town ofStawell Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 4,1986.
Young Farmers' Finance Council-Report for the year 1986-87.

On the motion of the Hon. HADDON STOREY (East Yarra Province), it was ordered
that the reports tabled by the Clerk be taken into consideration on the next day of meeting.

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT

Land Conservation Council
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Minister for Planning and Environment)-I wish to make
a Ministerial statement on the seventeenth annual report of the Land Conservation Council,
which was tabled in the House this afternoon. This is a milestone in the history of public
land planning in our State.
The Land Conservation Council was established under the Land Conservation Act 1970
to make recommendations to the Minister with respect to the use of public land in order
to provide for the balanced use of land in Victoria; to make recommendations to the
Governor in Council as to the constitution of water supply catchment areas; and advise
on policies for the use ofland in any water supply catchment area.
The council's study of the Wimmera area, which includes the Little Desert, was finalised
this year and completes the initial round of council investigations of public land. Indeed,
it was the Little Desert controversy which led to the creation of a public land planning
process which is unique in Australia.
The strength of the Land Conservation Council lies in its independence, a membership
which includes a wide range of people with expertise and understanding of environmental
and economic issues and the provision in the Act for community consultation with two
60-day submission periods. In providing a Statewide view of public land the council has
to achieve a balance between the community'S present needs and those of future generations,
and to take account of local, regional, State, and national objectives. It must also have
regard for equity considerations and the requirements of both the public and private
sectors for the use of public land.
The council has made more than 5000 recommendations of which all but 120 have been
approved by government for implementation by the relevant bodies. In the investigations
conducted so far, more than 36000 submissions have been received, the bulk of which
have come from private groups of individuals.
The council has now completed its studies of the seventeen areas into which it divided
the State, and has carried out four reviews and five special investigations. These studies
have involved the preparation of 77 publications incorporating colour and black-andwhite maps, and they have generated a substantial volume of new information about the
public land resource. This is an invaluable base for studies of the environment and cultural
heritage and resources of the State.
Over the years the council has developed a Statewide system of parks and conservation
reserves to protect the major elements of the State's natural environment. As a result of
the council's investigations, around 10 per cent of the State is now included in major
conservation reserves. These include national parks, State parks, and other reserves such
as reference areas, wilderness, flora and fauna and wildlife reserves, which are all important
elements of the system.
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While the establishment of major reserves in the State has meant that some productive
areas for timber are not available, some 75 per cent of the productive area of the State is
still available to produce the wide range of timber products required by the community.
Utilisation of this resource enables the timber industry to provide employment and make
an important contribution to the economy of the State.
Currently the council is engaged in an important review oflarge tracts of public land in
the Mallee. It is undertaking a review of public land in the Melbourne area east of the
Hume Highway, and is commencing a study of the scenic, recreational, cultural and
ecological values of Victoria's rivers and streams.
In the past year the council completed its study of the east Gippsland area. This
involved consideration of complex and controversial issues which have an impact on the
regional economy and involve the preservation oflarge areas of forest critically important
to Victoria and to the nation. In this study the council and its staff conducted extensive
consultations with all interested groups prior to making its recommendations.
Among recent studies, the special investigation of the alpine area requested by the
government has set in place the opportunity for a contiguous alpine park stretching from
Walhalla to the border of New South Wales and Victoria. This will link up with the
Kosciusko National Park and incorporate the representation of the major alpine
environments.
The work of the council has been achieved with a small staff and the cooperation of
government departments that provided much of the information brought together by
study groups and contained in the descriptive reports. The council does not have a
research capacity but it has commissioned reports on Aboriginal history and European
settlement to ensure that sites of historic and archaeological interest are identified and
preserved. It has also, on occasions, engaged consultants to carry out studies of the
economic implications of its proposals.
I pay tribute to the late Mr Sam Dimmick, Chairman of the Land Conservation Council
until his death in 1984, and to Dr Mick Lumb, Director of Land Use Planning until his
recent appointment to the Ministry for Planning and Environment as Director of the
Heritage and Environment Branch. These two people established a system of reserves and
processes for the review of public land that have served Victoria well and are now being
Implemented by the council and its staff under the chairmanship ofMr David Scott.
On the motion of the Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province), it was ordered
that the Ministerial statement be taken into consideration on the next day of meeting.

SESSIONAL ORDERS
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-I move:
That so much ofthe Sessional Orders as requires that no new business be taken after 10 p.m. and that General
Business shall take precedence of Government Business on Wednesdays be suspended until the end of November
and that until the end of November, unless otherwise ordered by the House, new business may be taken at any
hour and Government business shall take precedence of General business.

It is traditional to move a motion such as this at this time of the sessional period. I do not
intend speaking at great length. I make the same assurance that is normally made that the
time made available for General Business on a Wednesday will be up to 2 hours.

I expect that the Opposition, from now until the end of the sessional period, will move
for the adjournment of debate on Bills until "later this day", on the understanding that
the Bills will not be brought forward for debate before agreement has been reached between
the parties. This will make the running of the House much easier.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-The Opposition is happy to
support the motion. However, I should like to explore a couple of issues with the Leader
of the House. This is the first time such a motion has been moved since the sittings of the
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House on a Wednesday have commenced at 2 p.m. Will the Council still meet at 2 p.m.
on Wednesdays?
The Hon. E. H. Walker-Yes.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN-Given the amount of proposed legislation, some
of which is substantial, that has yet to come to this place, and given the prospect that some
of the Bills will not be passed this sessional period, has the government prepared a ranking
list of Bills, as it often does towards the end of the sessional period, listing those that it
really wants to pass so that the Opposition can ensure that preparation on those Bills is
undertaken in preference to those Bills which mayor may not pass?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs) (By leave)-The
Council will continue to commence proceedings at 2 p.m. on Wednesdays. I gave the
assurance that up to 2 hours will be available for General Business. With respect to priority
of major Bills especially, I shall be happy to discuss the matter with the Leader of the
Opposition after I have had discussions with the Leader of the Government in another
place.
Since the Legislative Council is dependent in this sessional period very much on the
progress made in the Legislative Assembly for the timing and priority of the Bills that pass
to this place, the Question asked by Mr Chamberlain is fair and I shall do my best to go
through the Bills on the Assembly Notice Paper to ascertain their general priority.
The motion was agreed to.

REFUSAL OF MEDICAL TREATMENT BILL
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-I move:
That the following Order of the Day, Government Business, be read and discharged:
Refusal of Medical Treatment Bill-Second reading.
and that the Bill be withdrawn.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was withdrawn.

BUILDING CONTROL (AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General) I move:
That the following Order of the Day, Government Business, be read and discharged:
Building Control (Amendment) Bill-Second reading-Resumption of debate.
and that the Bill be withdrawn.

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was withdrawn.

ASSOCIATIONS INCORPORATION AND BUSINESS NAMES
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The debate (adjourned from October 6) on the motion of the Hon. J. H. Kennan
(Attorney-General) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-The Opposition supports the
Bill and will propose one minor amendment and a new clause when in the Committee
stage.
It is important to spell out the importance of the proposed legislation to a certain group
in Victoria. The measure arose from a Bill introduced by Mr Haddon Storey in 1981,
which was designed to provide a simple way for unincorporated groups such as clubs and
societies generally, they being non-profit organisations of a local nature, to incorporate
and to have the advantages of incorporation.
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The advantages of incorporation are that a body corporate has put all the successions in
such a way that the constituent members of that organisation might change from time to
time. It enables them to enter into contracts in their own right and generally there is a set
of rules. The Act sets down model rules governing the operation of an incorporated
association.
The reason for a body to incorporate are many. Some of them do so to seek limited
liability for the office-bearers. It is not unusual in this day and age to obtain public liability
insurance. Nor is it unusual for the office-bearers to be considerably at risk in relation to
their own assets if someone is injured as a result of the activity of that organisation.
Mr Evans gave an example of an event being conducted in a town in north-eastern
Victoria for the Keep Australia Beautiful Council that was being carried out for a public
purpose by an unincorporated group. Someone was injured and, as a result of that injury,
one of the organisers of that event is to be sued for a substantial amount. He has no
protection and his personal assets are accordingly at risk.
Incorporation provides the ability for service clubs, such as football clubs, mothers'
clubs and so on-the non-profit organisations-to have limited liability. The liab~lit~ of
the organisation-that is the association-will be limited to the assets of the organls.atlOn
and the liability will not overflow to the personal assets of the office-bearers. That IS the
first reason to be incorporated.
The second reason is the ease of entering into contractual arrangements. For example,
if a football club wishes to engage some professional, such as a trainer or coach, because
the contract is entered into by the individual office-bearers of the football club and the
coach himself, it enables the club itself as a body corporate-for instance, the Manangatang
Football Club Inc.-to enter into a contract with a coach. As a body it has mutual
succession and a common seal that enables it to enter into that arrangement, which is
much more desirable.
Two years ago when speaking on the earlier Bill, I indicated that there were 5000
incorporated bodies under the Associations Incorporation Act and currently 14 500 bodies
are incorporated under the Act. There has been a threefold increase over the past two
years. More clubs and societies see the advantages of incorporation.
The Bill proposes a number of disparate amendments: firstly, to facilitate computerisation
of the Corporate Affairs Office where the two Acts are administered, that is, associations
incorporated under the particular Act, and also bodies that are registered under the
Business Names Act. That computerisation is proceeding and is beginning to produce
results. Although it is a long way from completion, it is moving in the right direction.
Secondly, the purpose of the Bill is to extend the availability of the penalty notice
system, called on-the-spot fines, as an enforcement option under the Act. The Penalty
Enforcement by Registration of Infringement Notices-PERIN-is a system with which I
shall be dealing in some detail when the Magistrates' Court Bill is debated in this House.
That is a simplified system where notices are sent from a central PERIN court situated in
Elsternwick. It is a computerised operation and those notices cover a whole range of areas
of penalties under a number of Acts and also on-the-spot fines administered by
municipalities. If those notices are not met by a response or payment, the matter is referred
to the police and warrants are issued and the matter pursued.
I shall deal with that issue and some of the problems of that system when I discuss the
other Bill. The system is operating, but has some difficulties. The proposal contained in
this Bill is to extend the option of using that system to the enforcement of the Associations
Incorporation Act and the Business Names Act.
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The other proposals deal with the age of public officers of incorporated associations.
Many of those clubs and societies have elderly people, whether it is an elderly citizens'
club, a bowling club or some community group that involves elderly persons.
The incorporated associations are required to have a public officer who is on record as
being publicly responsible for carrying out the terms of the Act and a "port of call" for
anyone wanting to deal with the association.
The present retirement age of public officers is 72 years. It has been pointed out that
that age is inappropriate in many cases because of the nature of these bodies. The Bill
removes the retirement age limit of 72 years which applies in other corporate matters. The
Law Institute of Victoria suggested that the Bill should go further by removing the
prohibition on someone being appointed as public officer at the age of 72 years.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-Does the Law Institute of Victoria make that point in the
letter?
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN-The institute made this point in a letter to me and
I presume it also sent a letter to the Attorney-General. The institute states:
It is. however. felt that these changes could easily be extended to the application for incorporation sections 4
(I) (a). 10 (3) (a) (iii) and 31 (3) (d) (ia). There should be no concerns about this because the resolutions for

incorporation require at least majority approval at a general meeting. This would allow persons presently of or
over 72 years to be elected public officers from the outset.

The institute's point is sensible and should be considered by the Attorney-General.
In his second-reading speech, the Attorney-General states the following under the heading
"Fundraising from the public":
Because the Associations Incorporation Act provides that the Companies (Victoria) Code does not apply to
incorporated associations. problems have arisen with the use of such associations to avoid restrictions in the
code on the promotion of high risk moneymaking ventures such as exotic fruit farms.

I first raised this issue in the House approximately eighteen months ago and have raised it
on numerous occasions since. I named an individual who was involved in some shady
operations that were raising money from members of the public for exotic fruit plantations
in Queensland. People were being offered massive profits. The promoter of this enterprise
had transferred money from the company accounts to his private accounts and was
spending huge amounts of money on himself.
I suggested that the government should examine this issue because of the problem it
raised about the Companies (Victoria) Code not applying to incorporated associations.
The Attorney-General might recall that he and I discussed this matter across the table in
this Chamber and I pointed out that the Corporate Affairs Office did not have the legislative
power to crack down on the operations of shady promoters. I am pleased the government
has moved to ensure that some of the prohibitions in the Companies (Victoria) Code will
soon apply to incorporated associations.
Basically the Associations Incorporation Act applies to non-profit organisations, but
any bodies that wish to make profits should now become incorporated under the provisions
of this Act to try to avoid restrictions contained in the Companies (Victoria) Code. The
exotic fruit companies referred to by the Attorney-General were established to rip off the
general public and, in those cases, the Act was used inappropriately. I am pleased this
loophole is being closed. Similarly, the prohibition of share hawking will also be added to
incorporated associations.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-Does that apply to Collins Street?
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN-There is a lot of share hawking in Collins Street!
The Bill also amends the Business Names Act to implement a recommendation from Mr
Frank Costigan and others that the dates of birth should be added to the register of
business names to make it easier to identify those who are the proprietors of business
names. This change is sensible, especially for common names. It will help identify people
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involved in the businesses. I intend te move only two small amendments, but as I have
not checked them yet I ask the Minister to adjourn the debate until later this day.
The Law Institute of Victoria raised another technical matter with me:
Section 9 (3) of the Associations Incorporation Act provides for the bringing ofland vested in an association
under the operation of the Transfer of Land Act. Section 9 (3) only refers to an application under Division I of
Part I of the Transfer of Land Act.

Earlier this year a new subdivision was included in Part 1 of the transfer of Land Act but
it did not refer to land vested in an association incorporated under the Associations
Incorporation Act.
The Opposition supports the Bill.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-The Associations Incorporation
Act has been one of the success stories of legislation passed in this decade. Full marks
ought to be given to the former Attorney-General, the Honourable Haddon Storey, for
introducing the Bill in 1981. At that time the measure was considered to be relatively
minor but now more than 14 000 associations have taken advantage of the provisions of
the Act and this points to the importance of the legislation in the eyes of the community.
That importance is increasing as society becomes more litigious and more prepared to
rush to the court to sue for damages on the slightest pretext. One is reminded of the person
in Mount Beauty who was simply acting as a convener for a local community organisation
and was trying to do some good for the community. In this case it was for the Tidy Towns
contest.
Once that sad happening becomes known to the wider public, many more associations
will seek to be incorporated. The Associations Incorporation Act has been a useful piece
oflegislation. I have had the satisfaction of assisting numerous operations in my electorate
with it.
The National Party endorses the principal changes contained in the Bill, especially the
ability of the principal officer to continue to hold that position beyond the age of72 years.
Honourable members should understand that most of the organisations are run by
volunteers and the community has a great reservoir of talent in people who are more than
72 years old and who have a great deal of time and expertise to offer the community
organisations. It would be an unfortunate waste of that resource ifit could not be utilised.
Large public companies are able to elect directors to the board who are more than 72
years of age. The motion must be carried by a majority at each annual meeting. The
change in the Bill brings many small-time operations into line with the big public
companies.
Any move that facilitates computerisation in the Corporate Affairs Office is useful, and
the ability to extract information quickly and accurately must be of assistance. The examples
given by Mr Chamberlain about some shady practices undertaken by smart operators who
wish to collect funds from the community ought to be dealt with because the shady
operators have been able to conduct their operations under the guise of incorporated
associations and hold themselves out as genuine operations. I am pleased with the change
contained in the proposed legislation.
The National Party is concerned by the aspect of the Bill to extend the penalty system
to incorporated associations. That is a further attack by the government on voluntaryism
in the community, in the same way as it is attacking voluntaryism by the phasing out of
justices of the peace and making threats to volunteers in the Country Fire Authority and
other organisations.
I cannot understand why members of the Labor Party have this aversion to people
volunteering their services in the community, nor can I understand why people need to be
paid for everything they do. A tremendous reservoir of expertise and time is available in
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the community. People who are willing to give their time and expertise should be provided
with some incentive and encouragement.
However, the PERIN system will enable the computer to spit out an on-the-spot fine
when a volunteer of an association has overlooked sending in a report by the required
date. That is a further attack on voluntaryism and will discourage people from accepting
office in such an organisation. It will turn out to be nothing more than a revenue-raising
operation for the government. I know the government is short of money but it should not
be attempting to make up its shortfall in this devious way.
Of course, public officers of associations have a responsibility to abide by regulations
and provide reports. If they do not do so, it is open to the Corporate Affairs Office to
pursue them and prosecute them in the normal manner. I am advised that that is not done
because the cost involved far outweighs the penalty contained in the Act, even if it were
applied by the courts at its maximum.
The remedy is in the hands of the government because it can alter the penalties. It
should not implement a system that will lead to some automatic process that is more
appropriate for traffic infringement notices and other activities of the Corporate Affairs
Office, such as incorporation of companies that are trading and are staffed by paid
operatives. The Bill deals mainly with volunteers and the extension is inappropriate in
that case.
I am also aware that the PERIN system is grossly overloaded. I take Mr Chamberlain's
point that that matter is perhaps being remedied. Nevertheless, it seems absurd to heap
on the PERIN system at this stage a further vast workload when it cannot handle its
present workload.
I indicate that the National Party will oppose clause 9.
The Hon. H. R. WARD (South Eastern Province)-I am concerned with the provision
of the Bill relating to business names. Sporting organisations listed under the Associations
Incorporation Act are concerned about a name change that may include the word
"Australian" or "Commonwealth" and the problem that may be experienced with the
registration of that name change.
An example is the Commonwealth Games Association in Victoria which is registered
as a branch of the Commonwealth Games Association in Canberra. That does nothing
more than to identify it with the parent association.
Organisations wishing to make name changes will need approval to use the word
"Commonwealth". In reality, it will not infringe upon the operation of Australian
organisations. The same applied with the registration of the Australian Olympic Federation,
except that it was registered in Canberra rather than in one of the States.
It is to be hoped that the Corporate Affairs Office understands that any group or
organisation that wishes to include the word "Commonwealth" in its title, such as the
Commonwealth Games Association or the Commonwealth Shooters' Association, does
so only in the sense that it is a State branch of the parent body.
The Attorney-General should take note of that and, in due course, hasten the processing
of applications for alteration of names or registration of names that include the words
"Australian", "Commonwealth" or "Federal".
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and committed.
Clause I
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-I thank honourable members opposite
for their comments. It would be helpful if progress were reported so that Mr Chamberlain's
amendment could be considered. I understand Mr Chamberlain wants to check his
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amendment. I do not believe that amendment is a matter of any issue between the parties
but it may be helpful if it is considered.
Progress was reported.

NATIONAL MUTUAL ROYAL SAVINGS BANK LIMITED
(MERGER) BILL
The debate (adjourned from October 7) on the motion of the Hon. J. H. Kennan
(Attorney-General) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-The purpose of the Bill is to
give effect to a merger in Victoria of the National Mutual Savings Bank Ltd-the Victorian
bank-with the National Mutual Royal Savings Bank (NSW) Ltd-the New South Wales
bank. The merger is required to comply with undertakings given to both the Federal
Treasurer and the Reserve Bank.
The Victorian bank was formerly the National Mutual Permanent Buildin~ Society Ltd,
and the society's incorporation as a company was facilitated in the National Mutual
Permanent Building Society Act 1985. It subsequently became a savings bank in February
1986 and, at the time the second-reading notes were written, had an asset base of some
$600 million. I am not sure whether it still has that asset base; it would depend on the
nature of its investment in recent times. It may be one-half that at this time.
The New South Wales bank into which the Victorian bank will merge was formerly
known as the United Permanent Building Society Ltd and became a savings bank in
February 1987. It operates principally in New South Wales and its assets total $1·8 billion.
I apply the same caveat to that figure as I applied to the Victorian bank figure.
The Opposition supports the measure and is pleased that the new bank will be a
Victorian bank. It is important to place on record why the measure is necessary.
The only other means of achieving the merger would be pursuant to a court-approved
scheme of arrangement, which, for a number of reasons, is a much less desirable manner
of achieving the merger.
Firstly, a scheme of arrangement involving a transfer of all of the liabilities from one
bank to another could involve a compromise between the transferor bank and its creditors,
which would have to be approved at a meeting of creditors under section 315 (4) of the
Companies Code in order to be binding upon them. Included in the creditors who would
be entitled to attend the meeting and vote would be all depositors of the transferor bank,
who would number hundreds of thousands, posing enormous impracticalities.
The second reason for le~slation is that any scheme of arrangement to implement the
merger would almost certamly involve a reduction in capital of the transferor bank and
require compliance with not only section 315 but also section 123 of the Companies Code.
This would necessitate applications being made to the Supreme Courts of both New South
Wales and Victoria, which would be a costly and time-consuming exercise.
The third reason for legislation is that the proposed merger should not require such
creditor approval or court supervision because it involves merely a transfer of assets and
liabilities wholly within the National Mutual Royal Bank group, which will not in any way
prejudice the interests of depositors, creditors or other customers of the bank.
The House has previously passed similar measures, such as Bills coverin~ the National
Bank and the ANZ Bank. Given that the Bill will provide for a larger enterpnse to compete
in what will be a changing industry in the months ahead and given that it will provide for
a Victorian corporation, the Opposition is happy to support the measure.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-The National Party is also
pleased to support the measure. I made investigations into the matter similar to those
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made by Mr Chamberlain. Rather than reiterating the reasons why it is preferable to
achieve the merger by way of a Bill being passed through Parliament than through a
scheme of arrangement, I shall endorse the remarks made by Mr Chamberlain.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-By leave, I move:
That this Bill be now read a third time.

In so doing I thank the opposition parties for their support and Mr Chamberlain for his
remarks, which were so persuasive that they made Mr Baxter make possibly the most
sensible speech anyone has ever made in this Parliament, simply adopting the contribution
of another honourable member with which he agreed. He had the extraordinarily good
sense and self-discipline not to add to it. I congratulate him and shall not compound the
matter by commenting further.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill was read a third time.

ROAD SAFETY (AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

In March this year the culpable driving trial of a driver with a blood alcohol level well in
excess of -os was aborted on the basis of a technical defence developed around a legal
argument as to who took the blood sample and who was entitled to take such blood
samples. There are a number of cases pending where this particular legal argument could
be applied.
The government proposes to amend the Road Safety Act to close this loophole in the
area of compulsory blood testing and to improve some administrative procedures. It is
indeed distressing to find that drunken drivers can contrive to escape proper justice, not
through disputation of the blood alcohol content but through argument over which doctor
was entitled to take the blood sample.
In one incident, a speeding driver with a blood alcohol level of ·198 killed one person
and seriously injured another two people. In another case, a driver with a blood alcohol
level of ·152 had a head-on collision, seriously injuring four people and killing one. Both
these drivers would not be charged, would not be sentenced and would not be found
guilty. Such a legal loophole cannot continue to exist. For this reason, the government
proposed to amend the Road Safety Act.
The main purpose of the Bill is to prevent such technical defences relating to compulsory
blood testing of motor accident victims. The Bill enables the doctor first responsible for
the examination or treatment of the person to take the sample personally or to have
another doctor take the sample. This ensures that there is no interference with the patient's
medical treatment.
It requires the courts to presume that the sample was taken by the first treating doctor
in any case where the doctor taking the sample honestly and reasonably believes that the
sample was required to be taken. In other words, the courts are not to be concerned over
which doctor took the sample. It will apply to samples taken before as well as after the
changes come into force.

The government is concerned that deviant drivers should not escape the proper course
of justice on a technicality. There are at least four culpable driving cases now awaiting
trial where the accused is alleged to have had a blood alcohol content at least three times
the legal limit. In all of these cases people have been killed and injured. The Bill will
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ensure that legal argument over which doctor took the blood sample is irrelevant in such
cases.
Our primary concerns are that hospital staff are able to devote their efforts to patient
care and also that we can be assured that drunken drivers do not get off on a technicality.
The wording of the section of the Road Safety Act was taken directly from the Motor Car
Act, where it had existed since 1974. For this reason the changes will apply to samples
already taken, preventing the decision from the aborted trial being used in cases yet to be
heard.
The Bill will also allow blood samples taken outside Victoria to be used, provided they
were taken under the laws governing the particular State. For example, in New South
Wales nurses can take blood samples of Victorian motor accident victims. At present,
Victorian law will not allow these New South Wales results to be admissible evidence in
this State.
The Bill makes it clear that information about blood samples can be given to the Road
Traffic Authority for vital accident research purposes. Not only does the Bill deal with
blood alcohol, but it also takes into account three other important areas, overloading of
trucks, owner-onus for offences detected by speed and red light cameras, and surrender of
cancelled licences.
The Bill proposes an amendment to the Road Safety Act providing increased penalties
for serious overloading offences. This government has recently introduced a system allowing
truck owners to obtain permits so they can carry excess loads to a specified limit provided
they meet the costs of road damage. Increasing the penalties for serious overloading
offences will also help pay for the damage they do to our road system rather than the
money having to be found by the taxpayers in general.
The Bill also extends the sunset clause for the photographic detection device provisions
from 14 March 1988 to 31 December 1988. Under these provisions, owner-onus applies
where a motorist is detected by a speed or red light camera. Photographic detection devices
have been found to be extremely efficient in that they enable police resources to be used
over a much wider area of road safety enforcement. Owner-onus has resulted in a significant
reduction in the unit cost of processing red light and speeding offences. However, the road
safety benefits of these provisions can be comprehensively assessed only with a full two
years' operational data.
The extension is proposed to enable a detailed report based on a full two years' experience
to be completed for submission to Parliament and for debate on its contents before
permanent legislation is proposed. There is no provision in the legislation at present to
make it compulsory to surrender a driver's licence or permit that has been cancelled or
suspended by a court or the authority. This is clearly unacceptable. The Bill therefore
inserts a regulation-making power to deal with the matter. Proposed regulations will make
it an offence punishable by a fine of up to $500 to fail to comply with a surrender notice in
such cases.
The processes involved in immediate suspension oflicences where blood alcohol content
exceeds ·15 per cent have been simplified. The Bill allows any officer to serve the suspension
notice after the charge has been laid and the licence must be surrendered to the officer
delivering the notice. At present the suspension notice must be served by the officer who
makes the charge, and that is too restrictive. In this area, the Bill makes it clear that a
court must deduct any period of immediate licence suspension that has already been
served from the mandatory minimum disqualification period.
As the purpose of the zero blood alcohol requirement is to suppress the high accident
risk associated with a combination of driving inexperience and alcohol, the Bill makes it
clear that a learner driver who already has a full licence for other purposes is not subject
to zero BAC.
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Currently, there is a $25 ceiling for parking offences occurring in municipal parking
areas and various councils have complained that this is too low. The Bill enables the
ceiling to be fixed in future by regulations. The changes encompassed by the Bill will
ensure that the requirements of the Road Safety Act and regulations apply equitably and
efficiently for the benefit of all Victorians.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. Haddon Storey (East Yarra Province), for the Hon. ROBERT
LA WSON (Higinbotham Province), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until the next day of meeting.

APPROPRIATION (1987-88, No. 1) BILL AND WORKS AND
SERVICES (ANCILLARY PROVISIONS No. 2) BILL AND BUDGET
PAPERS, 1987-88
The debates (adjourned from October 14) on the motions of the Hon. D. R. White
(Minister for Health) for the second readings of these Bills were resumed, and the debate
(adjourned from October 14) was resumed on the motion of the Hon. D. R. White
(Minister for Health):
That the Council take note of the Budget Papers, 1987-88.

The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East Yarra Province)-I welcome this opportunity of
speaking during the second-reading debate on the Appropriation Bill. I address only the
general Issue of education. It important to discuss it in general terms in this debate because
education still represents the largest item of expenditure in the State's Budget and it is
most important in terms of the future of the State.
Honourable members are told by Ministers, by people in business and commerce, and
indeed by almost every group in the community, that Australia's and Victoria's future
depends upon our having an educated community-that we need levels of skills which
will equip individuals to cope with the rapidly changing world, the new requirements of
the work force and ofleisure throughout our lives.
It is essential that the Victorian government do everything it can to ensure that the
education system is meeting the demands of today and fulfilling the needs of the students
and the community, and doing so in a way which reflects the best possible utilisation of
the vast resources poured into education in Victoria.

Unfortunately, we have not reached that ideal-indeed we are very far from it. We are
witnessing a great waste of money in education through misapplicatlOn of resources and
ineffective management, so that the government spends more on education each year for
fewer people with less result. Anybody who is acquainted with what has happened in the
education system regards it as being in free fall. There is a total lack of direction; the
system is flailing about, not knowing where it is going. There is a feeling of helplessness
among all the participants in the system, and concern among the dedicated administrators
and teachers that they are being let down.
Education has been a controversial issue for years in this State. Every education Minister
has encountered great difficulties, first of all because of a rapidly growing system trying to
cope with an increasing population. More recently the system has been declining in
numbers and, unfortunately, in its ability to provide the essential services needed in our
schools.
When Mr Hunt was Minister of Education he had some troublesome times. The teacher
unions took a good deal of strike action and teachers marched in the streets. They generally
fought hard against moves the government was making. If the teacher unions were
consistent and took the same level of action against the present government for its misdeeds,
the teachers would be marching in the streets again. Members of those unions seem to
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have a different standard when there is a Labor government from the standard they have
when there is a Liberal government.
When Mr Hunt was Minister of Education, even at the worst of times there were people
in the education system who supported what he was trying to do. Today we have the
almost unique situation where almost every client group within the educatlion system is
opposed to the Minister. Every client group over the past twelve months or so has called
for the Minister's resignation. Now, of course, he has announced that he will be retiring.
That is not what those client groups were calling for. They called for his resignation
because they are totally dissatisfied with the way the system has been operatim~. They have
been alienated by the government's failure to develop a system which proVTldes the best
quality of education for all our school children.
I reiterate that there has been an increase in spending. Recently, the Minister announced
for the first time the per capita cost of educating a student in the government system. I say
"for the first time" because while this government has been in office it has said it is not
able to disclose the cost of educating a child in the government system. The government
has said it does not keep records like that. Indeed, when I sought that information under
the freedom of information legislation the response was that the government does not
have the information collated in that form. However, about three or four weeks ago the
Minister suddenly announced that per capita spending on students in government schools
has increased by 20 per cent since 1982 and indeed had increased in real terms over that
period and over the past two years.
What has happened is that the teacher unions have conducted stop-work meetings and
have imposed bans on certain operations within the Ministry of Education. They have
complained that government schools have been disadvantaged as compared with nongovernment schools. The Minister has been forced to come clean and indicate what the
cost of educating students in the government system is, and to admit that tbere has been
an increase in real terms.
Earlier this year the Liberal Party produced a detailed analysis of spending in the
government education system. That analysis, based on the annual reports of the Ministry
of Education and on Budget documents, showed that over the past five years there had
been an increase of 23 per cent in real terms in spending on students in the government
system.
At the time the government claimed that the report was inaccurate. However, it is now
obvious from the statements by the Minister for Education that the Liberal Party report
was accurate and its figures were in the same ballpark as those the government has now
revealed.
That gives the lie to the government's claim in this and previous Budgets that it has cut
back in real terms on per capita grants to the government school system. The government
has been saying that the non-government system must share the restraints being applied
to the government school system. However, the Minister has now produced figures which
show that, in real terms, spending per head in the government system has increased at the
same time as it has been cut back in the non-government system.
The facts are at last coming out: the government is spending more in real terms on the
government system per student than it has at any time in the past. The result has been
that students are fleeing from the government system and moving to the non-government
system. In every year during the government's term of office, the percentage of Victorian
students in the non-government system has increased, not only in percentage terms but
also in the total number of students in the system. That has occurred at a time when the
total number of students in Victoria has decreased because fewer children were born at
the relevant time some years ago, and, therefore, fewer children are attending schools.
Although there are fewer children overall in the school system, the number of students
attending non-government schools has increased. That represents a lack of confidence in
the government school system.
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In the past five years there has been a decrease of approximately 55 000 students in the
government system while there was an increase of 26 000 in the non-government system.
I am not referring to these figures to create a contest between the government and nongovernment systems. The Liberal Party believes in freedom of choice; therefore, it believes
in non-government schools. However, it believes government schools should provide the
best possible quality of education and it should be seen to provide that. That is where the
government has let down the government school system.
The Minister for Education is currently fighting on three fronts within the government
school system: firstly, he is fighting the matter of restructure; secondly, he is fighting the
matter of teachers' terms and conditions; and, thirdly, he is fighting the matter of
reorganisation. He is fighting on a few other fronts as well, but those three are the major
ones.
The Minister obviously never read Alvin Tomer's Future Shock; he does not understand
that only so much change can take place within a system at any time and that, if too much
change is imposed upon a system, the system will break down because it cannot respond.
That is what has happened in the government school system.
I said previously that the government system is in a state of free fall. Because it has had
so much change heaped upon it, which is still continuing, it has become impossible for
people to cope. Anyone change, such as restructure, reorganisation, the introduction of
the Victorian certificate of education, devolution or teacher agreements, would be a major
hurdle for any system to cope with. The government school system must cope with all
those changes at one time. That has caused a drop in morale and confidence among those
involved in the system.
··Restructure" is a nice word for saying that a profound change is being made in the
administration of the government sector. That change was proposed last year by the
structures project team of the Ministry of Education. The government accepted most of
its recommendations and left a few for further discussion. It then established a structures
unit and set up 26 or 28 different project teams to examine various aspects of the restructure.
All the project teams have committees on which various interest groups are represented
to ensure the integrity of the process and to take everyone's views into account. The vast
bureaucracy created by that has led to an avalanche of paper. One would find it almost
impossible to read all the voluminous reports produced by the project teams, yet they
must all be synthesised by the structures unit. That unit makes a recommendation to the
Minister, who makes a decision that is implemented.
The timetable is already hopelessly behind. The first step in the restructure was to create
thirteen senior positions in the Schools Division. All honourable members know that the
exercise fell in a heap. The recommendations of the selection committee were not acceptable
to the Premier. Another selection committee was established and only six of the thirteen
general managers were appointed. The other positions are still to be filled.
Approximately two weeks ago, the Ministry advertised senior positions worth more
than $2 million a year in salaries. All of those positions must be filled. When they are
filled, the next set of positions will be advertised. Overall, 2600 positions within the
Ministry must be filled. More than 3000 people are currently employed in the central and
regional offices of the Ministry. Except for the six general managers of the Schools Division
who have been appointed, those 3000 employees do not know what their future is. They
are all subject to the process and, at the end, approximately 600 people will not have
positions in the restructured organisation. There may be more than 600 employees without
positions because there is no certainty that the senior positions within the Ministry will be
filled by people currently working within it.
It is not possible for people working at the Ministry to proceed with the normal business
of the day because of concern about what is happening, changes that are taking place and
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the need to vie for the positions. No-one knows what the normal business of the day is,
anyway!
Teachers have expressed grave concern about that process. Members of the Victorian
Public Service Association have instituted work bans because of their concern. The whole
Ministry is experiencing enormous problems. However, according to the Budget, savings
will be made through this process. If the education budget is to be fulfilled, it is necessary
for substantial savings to occur. I venture to suggest that those savings will not be made
during this financial year.
The second aspect to which I shall refer is the teacher agreement. The Minister for
Education and his Ministry are depending on making savings through the renegotiation
of the teacher agreement at the post-primary school level. What has happened? The
negotiations have broken down-although they may have recommenced-because the
teacher unions found the government proposals to be unacceptable. They have applied
work bans and have levied their members to create a fighting fund so that they can
campaign against Labor members holding marginal seats at the next State election.
Despite that action, it is clear that schools have no idea about the terms of the agreement
for next year. It is important that they know what provisions they should implement so
that they can organise their timetables, the structure of their schools and their allocation
of teachers. Schools must be able to determine the subjects that will be taught and to
decide on what additional resources should be sought for next year.
None of that can be done in the absence of an agreement. There are no signs that
agreement will be reached for a long time. If agreement is not achieved, teachers will be
working to rules laid down as appropriate by teacher unions.
The third aspect to which I direct the attention of honourable members is the
reorganisation of the Ministry of Education. "Reorganisation" is another nice word to
cover the government's determination to close schools. Last week Yarra Park Primary
School was advised that it must close at the end of the school year, despite the hard work
of parents and staff to provide a sound curriculum for the students.
Earlier this year the Minister said that reorganisation was a voluntary process and that
nothing would be imposed on a school against its wishes. It was certainly not a voluntary
process at Yarra Park Primary School, and it will not be a voluntary process for many
schools that will be affected by this process. Reorganisation should have an agenda but
that agenda has never been made public. The Minister has referred to the need to have
large schools to meet the curriculum requirements of the new Victorian certificate of
education.
The reality is that the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Board, the body responsible
for developing the new Victorian certificate of education, has never said that schools have
to be big to meet its curriculum requirements. Many schools, particularly in country
Victoria, cannot match the figures referred to by the Minister, and those schools should
not be placed at risk.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-These people do not understand distance and the difficulties
that it creates in education! That is the problem.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY-I agree with Mr Dunn: the government has no concept
of distance. Ifone were 10 apply the figures mentioned by the Minister, approximately half
the high and technical schools in country Victoria would have to close. Where will the
students go? They will have to live away from home, perhaps in hostels in larger country
centres. That is an unrealistic position. There are other means of achieving curriculum
aims in schools. There are many ways of using resources to enable schools to continue
providing the essential curriculum that the students require.
Reorganisation is really about saving money. The government wants to close schools,
to sell off sites and to earn money in that way.
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The Hon. B. P. Dunn-It has already sold offmany teacher houses!
The Hon. HADDON STOREY-It has already sold off many teacher houses in the
country and would like to sell off the remaining houses. The government is taking that
action because it is desperate for funds to pay for its expensive and unnecessary activities.
Reorganisation is another way for the government to obtain the savings aimed at in this
Budget. It has no hope of making those savings.
One of the most cynical aspects of the Budget is the education expense allowance. Some
$38 million has been allocated to this area, which means $60 will be provided for every
student in Victoria. There is nothing to ensure that the education expense allowance that
will be provided to Victorian families will be spent on education.
That device was introduced by the government to make people feel good, but it will do
nothing to assist Victorian schools. At the same time as the $38 million is being paid in
that manner, approximately $60 million will be taken away from schools. The end result
will be more difficulty for schools in obtaining the services that they require.
The Minister for Education should reduce the bureaucracy in his Ministry. It is ironic
that while he talks about the need for restructure, the allocation to Ministry services has
increased markedly. The one real growth area in education is in the Minister's own office,
which is the opposite of what should be occurring.
I shall address many items in the education budget in the Committee stage. The education
budget is a grave disappointment because it does not answer the plaintive pleas of many
people within the Ministry who want some sense of direction so that they and the
government know exactly where they are heading.
One must ask: who does know where the education system is heading? If it is the
Minister, he has not explained it. The Budget should be the means by which the government
explains how it will tackle these deep-seated problems, yet it has failed to do that in any
way. If the government cannot take hold of the education system, and bring it to order by
giving it a sense of purpose and showing compassion for people involved in the system,
Victoria will be sadly let down.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I am delighted to debate these
cognate Bills and the Budget Papers and refer to the proposals of the government to
address important issues now before this State and the nation.
I refer to the recent dramatic shakedown in the stock markets of not only Victoria and
Australia but also of the world. Those shakedowns have been a surprise in many ways
because of the rapidity with which they have occurred and, in my view, they will ultimately
have an enormous effect on the Budget presented by the government.
Honourable members are well aware of the downturn in the Australian and Victorian
economies. The government seems to be suffering from inertia or incompetence because
it is not prepared to contemplate the significance of the shakedown as it applies to the
Victorian community.
For instance, my attention was directed to this morning's Age which stated the following
in its business section:
Nervous investors wiped a further $11 billion from the value of stocks on the Australian sharemarket yesterday
in the wake of disappointing news from Asian stock exchanges.
The all ordinaries index dived 100·4 points ... bringing the total fall since Friday 16 October to 34 per cent.

Australian investors have lost approximately 34 per cent of their capital in the past
fortnight. It would appear that the exchange will drop even further.
Today and yesterday, the Age tipped that the market would drop below the level of last
Thursday's crash. Panic sales have been recorded in the Hong Kong share market; obviously
the waves are affecting that part of the world. This all has a significant impact on the highspending Victorian economy.
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Other financial journals are forecasting that the property market will also decline in the
wake of the international decline of stocks. If that occurs, one must then seriously consider
the revenue estimated to be collected this year by the Victorian government and its ability
to meet its accounts based on that revenue. Previous speakers have noted that the Budget
is not balanced. It has been balanced only by heavily borrowing in Australia and overseas.
My colleague, Mr Guest, has mentioned the significance of the borrowing but I shall not
explore that area other than to again direct attention to it. The loss of revenue from
property and share transactions must seriously threaten the ability of the government to
achieve its targets because stamp duty is one of the biggest revenue raisers for the
government. If sales are restricted, the government will have to seriously reassess its
direction because of the loss of revenue from stamp duty collected on those transactions.
We have heard nothing from the Treasurer about this downturn and the impact it will
have on our community. Considering Parliament has only two weeks left to deliberate
matters of importance, one would have thought the Treasurer would express some of his
concerns and the detailed procedures that he intends to take to ensure the Budget balances.
Any intelligent person knows that the Treasurer will float a loan, but he will find it more
difficult to collect money from floating loans than he has in the past.
What consideration has the Treasurer given to liquidity of the banking structure? A
bank in Western Australia, Rothwells, virtually collapsed, but it has been supported by
hundreds of million of dollars from colleagues in the banking areas. There is a limit to
what the banking structure can do to support a bank; therefore governments must consider
the possibility of banks collapsing and at least inform the Parliament, ifnot the community,
of what it intends to do to prevent this from happening.
What is happening in Victoria? Nothing! The Federal Treasurer is attempting to hose
things down; perhaps that is the responsibility of a Federal Treasurer, but in recent days
his comments have been proved to be wrong. As an ordinary citizen of the State, I am
crying out for a statement from either the Federal Treasurer or the State Treasurer.
Nothing has happened yet.
The recent WorkCare report showed that last year a loss of$1706 million was recorded.
As the report covered twelve months ending 30 June, the deficit now is probably $2 billion
or more. The calculations in that annual report were not based on calculations by
WorkCare's official consulting actuary. Instead, the Treasurer's department has insisted
that another report be obtained from a firm of actuaries closely associated with the
department. One must wonder whether the actuaries' figures have been altered because
the WorkCare deficit is probably more than the stated figure.
WorkCare is facing an additional problem because the annual report released a few
weeks a~o indicated that as at 30 June WorkCare had 51 per cent of its assets or $348
million Invested in ordinary and preference shares, rights and options in companies listed
on Australian stock exchanges.
These investments are recorded in the accounts of Work Care at their market value. As
I said a moment ago, the downturn in the value of the shares listed on Australian stock
exchanges means that a third of the capital of Work Care has been wiped out. In addition
to the outstanding deficit accumulated by WorkCare, more than $120 million has been
wiped off the capital of that organisation in the past ten days. The Treasurer has not said
how government will address this problem or the fundamentally flawed WorkCare
legislation.
In the five-year period since the Labor Party has been in government, it has steadily
sold off the assets of government departments and statutory authorities. Honourable
members would have noted the answer to a question on notice that I received from the
Minister for Education about land or property sold by the Ministry of Education between
1982 and 1986. That department is not one of the largest departments in its capital assets.
The reply from the Minister stated that approximate revenue from property sales for
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1982-83 was $166 000; 1983-84, $8·116 million; 1984-85, $8·697 million; and 1985-86,
$9·835 million. The money raised from property sales is not being capitalised, but is being
spent on wages and salaries. At the same time, the capital debt of the State is increasing
month by month and year by year. Honourable members must be concerned by the
government's lack of a response to the parlous situation that Victoria now faces.
Every department and statutory authority has been selling some of its assets and that
money is being spent on maintenance. Governments need savings in the present difficult
international climate. Reserves have been built up over many years, but the sale of the
State's assets has depleted its reserves.
In debates in this Chamber honourable members have spoken about the sale of the
State's trams and trains to private interests. Those assets no longer belong to the citizens
of Victoria. I note that the Public Works Department has sold off many of its assets. The
government is stripping the capital assets of Victoria that have been built up over many
years.
Any prudent business person will say that there must be a reserve so that if the farm is
in trouble that money can be utilised.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-I wish you were right.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD-I appreciate the dilemma that Mr Dunn and others in
the farming community face. I want to know what the government and the Treasurer
intend to do to assist the farming community and the business community in the difficult
times ahead.
I am amazed by the silence from the government benches. They do not seem to be
concerned. They say that business is good and everything is all right. It is not. Any
shareholder will tell them that business is not good.
I regretfully forecast that some banking institutions will have their backs against the
wall and that some stockbroking firms may fail. If one firm fails, further failures may occur
throughout the business community. I hope the value of shares listed on Australian stock
exchanges will stabilise during the next two weeks, but it will take a long time, if it ever
occurs, before the prices of shares reach the values at which they were listed a fortnight
ago. There is the strong likelihood that early next year the international financial world
will slump into a major recession.
Statements have been made about the careless attitude of the Prime Minister in not
returning to Australia immediately, but continuing his holiday in Ireland. There is a
deafening silence from the Prime Minister, the Federal Treasurer, the Premier of Victoria,
and the Treasurer of Victoria while the nation's debts are increasing at an alarming rate,
and the financial exchanges are collapsing.
I ask the Leader of the House to seek a statement from the Treasurer so that Parliament
can be informed about the steps the government will take to assist the community through
these difficult times. I want to know if the government will introduce a mini-budget to
readjust the projected expenditure of this State.
The revenue collections of the government will not be maintained and I want to know
how the Treasurer intends to fund that deficit. Is it to be funded by selling more public
assets or by borrowing money either internally or from overseas?
In previous speeches in this Chamber I have referred to the actual exchange losses
incurred by statutory authorities such as the State Electricity Commission of Victoria in
raising loans on the Euromarket and the American financial market. I believe the Australian
dollar will depreciate against European currencies. That will materially affect the rural
community, because it exports its products overseas; it will materially affect the
manufacturing sector and, in fact, the whole of the Australian economy. However, I will
Session \987-34
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also forecast grossly increased inflation which will result in the failure of our expor1
income. I repeat: where is the statement from the Treasurer or the Premier?
Victoria has been upset by a socialist government. That is a tragedy. I will be
further comments on the various programs during the Committee stage.

makin~

The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong Province)-It is approximately two and a half
months since the Budget was introduced and it has stood the test of time. It is regarded as
a good, sound Budget. I commend to honourable members a careful study of Budget Paper
No. 2 which sets out both the past and future positions of the government.
The Budget has met two basic commitments: firstly, to generate a greater wealth within
Victoria to support the economic strategy and, secondly, to ensure that the fruits of this
increased wealth are utilised to increase social justice and equity within Victoria's
population. The contents of Budget Paper No. 2 certainly justify close reading.
I refer to the trends outlined in table 1.8, at page 19, which show, in terms of a percentage
of the non-farm gross domestic product, that the actual commitment to the net public
sector debt is falling.
Chapter 2 in Budget Paper No. 2 paints a picture of the performance of Victoria within
the Australian economy. It is certainly a sound one; our employment situation exceeds
that of any other State in Australia. Investment in private business is proceeding in
Victoria, a record of which the government can be proud.
The most exciting chapter in Budget Paper No. 2 commences on page 105 and details
the government's commitment to what it calls social justice. Table 7.1 in that chapter
contains a very impressive list of programs that have been compiled as part of the
government's social justice strategy. Any social democratic government would be proud
of that list of proposals. Indeed, even some members of the Opposition have commended
the government on its social justice strategy.
The Budget delivered by the Treasurer was well received. For example, the Herald of
13 August says:
It is a reflection ofthe State's relatively impressive economic performance in the midst of dour circumstances
and a confidence that this record will continue.

Likewise, the editorial of the Age of 13 August labelled it "A shrewd and thrifty Budget",
and stated:
The Budget is consistent with the government's economic strategy ...

An article in the Australian Financial Review of 13 August was headed "Victoria's
responsible Budget". The Business Daily of 17 August included an article in which even
Mr lan Spicer was lauding the Labor Budget. The only notes of discord have come from
Mr Andrew Hay and from members of the Opposition in the Victorian Parliament.
I comment on some of the points made by the Opposition. Speaking on the Appropriation
Bill, Mr Guest said that an analysis of the Budget had been very well set out by the shadow
Treasurer, who had shown how the real income of the average family had decreased by
some $45 a week. In an article in the Sun of 3 September, the shadow Treasurer, Mr
Stockdale, was quoted as saying that over the past six years families were $45 a week worse
off since the government was elected in 1982. A similar report is contained in the Age of 3
September.
In view of Mr Guest's lauding of Mr Stockdale's analysis, in suggesting that there had
been a $45 a week decrease in average family income, it is worth examining Mr Stockdale's
analysis. His figures represented the average annual gross income of average Victorian
families, consisting of two parents and two children; he chose a figure for 1981-82 and
another figure for 1987-88. The former figure showed an average yearly income of
approximately $16 000, the latter figure an amount of $24 500. He then subtracted from
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those gross annual incomes figures for direct Federal taxes and for indirect taxes. That
may seem fair enough, to ascertain the real net incomes in the respective years.
However, he then subtracted components which he labelled as State taxes. There is
some argument about the actual figures used for State taxes in those years. He claimed
that 80 per cent of State taxes that were levied had been paid by the average family income
earner but there are favourable arguments pointing to the fact that it would be considerably
less.
Mr Stockdale also subtracted components for motor vehicle registration and third-party
insurance; he had two figures of disposable income. He related those two figures to one
another by multiplying the earlier one by a factor corresponding to the increase in the
consumer price index over the six year period.
The difficulty in that exercise is that it is double dipping the deductions because the
figure for the increase in the consumer price index takes into account increases in State
taxes and charges, including motor vehicle registrations and third-party insurance. The
shadow Treasurer twice subtracted those allowances from his figures. Therefore, it is not
surprising that by using that mechanism he arrived at a figure which suggested that in
1981-82 real disposable income was higher than it is now.
Instead of the average income earner now being $45 a week worse off, the best estimates
I have seen suggest he is some $8 a week better off when that double dipping is not made.
Mr Guest has said that the case had been well made by the shadow Treasurer, but the
government suggests it has been poorly made. The Opposition argument needs to be
treated with some suspicion.
It is common within Opposition ranks for it to be said that State taxation is higher in
Victoria than in any other State. I discussed that assertion one year ago in a previous
Budget debate. It is misleading to state that taxation is higher in Victoria because
consideration should be given to government spending. One has to take into account the
various sources of taxation. They are from two areas, firstly, from State taxes and, secondly,
from Commonwealth taxes.

I have set this out in three tables and I seek leave to incorporate the three tables in
Hansard.
Leave was granted, and the tables were as follows:
T ABLE I. Total tax collection by both State and Commonwealth governments per head of population for
1985-86.
The financial assistance grants and the identified health grants paid by the Commonwealth to the States are
shown separately.

IHGS
State
FAGS
Government
$/head
$/head
$/head
Vic
90
863
543
NSW
854
547
102
WA
124
696
789
143
SA
647
758
NT
604
ACT
589
871
143
Tas
578
44
Qld
564
768
Sources: ABS cat. 5506, Taxation Revenue Aust, 9 April 1987.
ABS cat. 3101, Ausfn Demographic Stats, 27 March 1987.
C'wlth Budget Paper No. 7, 1986-87, page 24.

Total
C'wlth
$/head
632
649
913
902

TOTAL
$/head
1495
1 503
1609
1 549

1104
812

1682
1 376
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TABLE 2. The growth rate of taxes by various governments, calculated by comparing the average levels for the
last three financial years with the average for the three previous yea ;os; ie, 1983-86 compared with 1980-83.

Percentage
growth
69·2
66·6
54·6
53·7
42·0
41·7
40·9
40.0
38·0

Government
ACT
NT
SA
WA
Tas
Vie
NSW
Cwlth
Qld
Source: ABS cat. 5506, Taxation Revenue Aust.

TABLE 3. State and local government charges: increases in indices from June 1982 to June 1987.
(Items included are: I. Government housing rents 2. Electricity charges 3. Gas and fuel charges 4. Third-party
insurance 5. Motor vehicle charges 6. Drivers licence fees 7. Urban transport fees 8. Public hospital charges 9.
Local government rates and charges)

Sydney
Melbourne
Brisbane
Adelaide
Perth
Hobart
Canberra
Darwin
Weighted average

June '82
138·4
136·5
123·4
137·8
136·8
130·1
140·5
140·5
136·1

June '87
199·7
187·2
206·5
210·6
191·5
190·8
201·7
215·4
196·9

Percentage
change
44·3
37·1
67·3
52·8
40·0
46·7
43·6
53·3
44·7

The Hon. D. E. HENSHA W-Table No. 1 shows the total taxation received by the
State and Federal governments per head of population for 1985-86. State taxation per
head of population is shown in the first column, on the left-hand side of the table, and is
higher for Victoria than for any other State.
However, one must take into account the total tax that is available to the State
government. If one adds the total of Commonwealth contributions set out in the column
headed "Total Commonwealth dollars per head" to the column headed "State dollars per
head", one arrives at the total amount per head, which shows that the taxes spent by the
Victorian government are the second lowest of any State of Australia.
Therefore, it is misleading to suggest and to keep on saying that Victoria's State taxation
is the highest in Australia. It is fairer to say that the spending of tax moneys by Victoria is
the second lowest in Australia. I made that point almost a year ago, and I now make it
again; perhaps I shall have to keep on making it.
Table 2 compares the growth rate of taxes by various governments between two
three-year periods, 1983-86 and 1980-83. It shows that the growth in taxes is relatively
low for Victoria, namely, 41·7 per cent, whereas the figures for other States increased to
almost 70 per cent. The figure of 41· 7 per cent is about the same order of magnitude as
that of New South Wales, the Commonwealth and Queensland.
Table 3 sets out the Australian Bureau of Statistics figure for State and local government
charges. It indicates what charges are actually included in that figure. Although they may
not be comprehensive,they are interesting; they include motor vehicle charges, drivers'
licence fees, urban transport fees and public hospital charges.
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The table shows that the increase between June 1982 and June 1987 is again the lowest
in Victoria compared with the rest of Australia. When one uses reasonable figures and a
reasonable view of them, one notes that the performance of the Victorian government
over the past five years has been very good. In fact, it has been one of the best in Australia.
In his contribution to the debate, Mr Hallam made much noise about public sector
employment in Victoria, which he said had increased by 25000 over the three years to
March 1987. That was suggested as a considerable indictment of the State government's
performance. Again, one must view these matters in a reasonable perspective.
I have extracted some figures on employment. In the three years to June 1987, while the
Australian Bureau of Statistics figures-which are notoriously unreliable on public sector
employment-showed an increase in public sector employment of 28 100, they showed
an increase in private sector employment in Victoria of 190500. In other words, the
annual increase in public sector employment over those three years was approximately
2·2 per cent, which is not very different from the increase in population.
Therefore, in terms of public servants per 1000 population, the figure according to the
Australian Bureau of Statistics is very nearly constant. However, for private sector
employment, there is an annual increase over those three years of 6·7 per cent, which
reflects a remarkably good performance for the Victorian economy. It suggests that the
Victorian government has been managing the State economy very well.
The HOD. B. P. DUDn-You still have massive growth in the public sector.
The HOD. D. E. HENSHA W-I shall make my point again. The growth in the public
sector is very nearly comparable to the growth in the population. If Mr Dunn wishes to
call that a massive growth in public sector employment, the electorate will judge him.
I do not know why Mr Hallam did not work on the State government employment
figures, because they are available from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. In the three
years to March 1987 the increase was 18 900. Why did Mr Hallam not use that figure
mstead of the overall public sector employment figure? There is a tendency for members
of opposition parties to use these sorts of dramatic figures without concern for reality or a
fair view. It is a difficulty of Opposition members in this place.
I support the Appropriation (1987-88, No. 1) Bill and the Works and Services (Ancillary
Provisions No. 2) Bill now before the House.
The Hon. M. T. TEHAN (Central Highlands Province)-In speaking on the
Appropriation (1987-88, No. 1) Bill, the Works and Services (Ancillary Provisions No. 2)
Bill and the Budget Papers for 1987-88, I direct the attention of the House to three matters
that I find of concern personally, to members on this side of the House and to the
constituents of the Central Highlands Province and, no doubt, to the people of Victoria
generally.
The first matter that concerns me is that the Budget, although expressed in terms of a
balanced Budget, does nothing to reduce the debt that has been incurred or the debt with
which Victoria finds itselfin the public sector at the extreme rate of$22·8 billion.
The so-called balanced Budget shows an increase in receipts of 6·9 per cent and an
increase in expenditure of 7 per cent. However, in no way has there been any attempt to
address a reduction in the debt, which has increased dramatically over the past five years.
In 1982 the State debt was $11·4 billion. At page 76 of Budget Paper No. 2, the current
debt for the year ending June 1988 is estimated to be $22·74 billion. That means that the
net debt in the Victorian public sector has doubled over the past five years, or has increased
at 20 per cent per annum.
It is equivalent in rough figures, based on a population of 4 million people in Victoria,
to $5500 per man, woman and child. From the oldest citizens in Victoria in receipt of
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service pensions or age pensions to babies born yesterday, each person is coming into this
life or leaving it with an indebtedness in Victoria of$5500 per head.
The people of Victoria are concerned at this indebtedness. They are concerned at
Federal and State levels. The May economic statement which showed the Federal
government's concern for the way in which our economy was going with the balance of
payments deficit and especially with the ever-increasing debt, did something to redress the
national position. The Federal government was prevailed upon to introduce expenditure
cuts and to examine carefully ways of redressing the balance of payments problem, cutting
government expenditure and reducing the debt.
However, the Victorian Budget has in no way addressed that problem. In fact, on the
contrary, it has by one means or another, to which I shall refer later, even tried to skirt
around the global borrowings limit imposed upon it by the Australian Loan Council in
May this year.
Concerning the servicing of this debt, Budget Paper No. 2 refers at page 5 to the increase
of 14·4 per cent in debt charges.
The Treasurer goes on to say:
Measures are being put in place to constrain growth in these items.

The debt charges are 14·4 per cent and the pension payments are 7·2 per cent. What
possible measures can be put in place when there is an ever-increasing debt? Obviously,
one possible restraint would be in global limit borrowing.
As I said, the Loan Council imposed the limit of $3·33 million, but to date it appears
that the government is circumventing-if not ignoring-that restriction by attempting to
obtain equity rather than borrowing through its much-vaunted Victorian Equity Trust.
In the current economic situation, especially of the past couple of weeks, the reservations
that the Loan Council and the Federal government have expressed about whether the
equity will be seen as outside global borrowings is another matter, but the point I make is
that the government has not addressed the reduction of debt. It has not abided by the
constraints that the Loan Council has attempted to impose on global borrowings; it has
attempted to circumvent that restriction by obtaining equity in order to reduce the
indebtedness of some statutory authorities that are of major concern.
Another means by which the Treasurer said the debt would be offset, or the capital
expenditure would be reduced, was by the sale of assets. I refer honourable members to
Budget Paper No. 1, pages 3 and 4, where the Treasurer says that there has been a tight
rein on capital expenditure which has been achieved by boosting capital funds by $200
million as, a result of selling surplus State assets.
, As has been said before, jf those assets are no longer needed for departmental purposes
and for the people of Victoria, there is nothing to preclude their sale but, if the government
is attempting to balance an extended expenditure program and if those funds are not used
to reduce the debt or for the replacement of capital works, this is a sleight of hand
operation.
Expenditure is increasing and revenue is not being used to meet it. Assets are being sold
to build a picture of a balanced Budget, but effectively it is not reducing the indebtedness
of the State. I suggest that even though expenditure and revenue appear to be negated, no
attempt has been made to reduce the level of the deficit or the Budget debt.
I direct the attention of honourable members to table No. 5.3 in Budget Paper No. 2,
which relates to the net debt of the Victorian public sector. It shows the increase since
1983 when public sector debt was $13·5 billion. In 1984, it was $15 billion; in 1985 it was
$17 'billion; and it has increased to an estimated $22·74 billion for 1988.
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The charges that are inherent in meeting that debt are of serious concern to t~is House
and to the people of Victoria. The Budget does not take full responsibility because it has
not addressed that matter.
I refer honourable members to the opening remarks of the Treasurer in Budget Paper
No. 1, where he referred to productivity savings that will generate a further $80 million in
1987-88 with the full effect of three years' productivity savings amounting to more than
$200 million in 1987-88, which is a substantial amount of money.
Over the past few weeks I have had the privilege of being a member of the joint House
Estimates Committee, on which members from both sides of the House have had the
opportunity in the public arena of asking various Ministers and their departmental heads
and officers how those productivity savings will be achieved. In fact, the detailed question
that was put to each and every Minister and departmental head that came before the
Estimates Committee was:
How do you propose to meet the 1·5 per cent productivity savings requirement?

I refer honourable members to the amount that the Treasurer said was a cumulative
saving for the past three years.
At those hearings it became apparent that it was almost impossible to obtain detail of
what the productivity savings were, how much they amounted to and on what base figure
they were predicated. In most instances the departments were vague about the cuts; they
were vague about the basic figures on which the cuts would be made; and there was
difficulty in ascertaining the detail of what the savings were based upon.
The Treasurer was asked, "What is the base figure for all departments and could it be
made available to the Estimates Committee?" I understand that to date that has not been
made available.
The Minister for Health admitted that for 1986-87 the estimated productivity saving
was $34·4 million, of which only $8 million was achieved. I suggest that that productivity
saving is a presumed figure rather than an actual figure. I believe the productivity savings
of $80 million for this year and an accumulated $200 million for the past three years are
based on a flexible arrangement that appears in many instances to arise out of cuts to
services or they are made at the cost of so-called productivity.
It is not a question of the management and the effectiveness of the department. If it is,
departments were light on the details of how those savings would be effected. They were
predicated upon improvement in productivity.

Productivity savings should be substantiated by detail of where they are to be made. I
suggest that they are illusory and that they arise out of expenditure cuts, movement
between and within departments, and in many instances the claim is spurious. I suggest
strongly that for the Treasurer to claim that the full effect of three years' productivity
savings amounts to more than $200 million in 1987-88 should be substantiated chapter
and verse before it is taken literally.
The people of Victoria are deeply and seriously concerned about the problems of the
Accident Compensation Commission, or WorkCare, as it is known. This item is listed
under accumulated losses and is suggested to be approximately $2·8 billion for just on two
years.
As honourable members are aware, the Accident Compensation Act came into effect in
September 1985; it is now October 1987 and it is accepted that there will be a blow-out of
liabilities amounting to $2·8 billion.
The WorkCare legislation was introduced hastily. Advice was not taken and, in many
instances, it was not thought through thorOUghly. I direct attention to the 1986-87 annual
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report of the Accident Compensation Tribunal. The president of the tribunal made the
following comments:
Citizens are entitled to know what the law is.
The Accident Compensation Act is in many areas poorly drafted, ambiguous, obscure and leaves many gaps.
Nevertheless, it must be applied ...

On page 4, the annual report further states:
The Accident Compensation Act, although amended by Act No. 48 of 1986, still contains in many sections
language which is confusing and/or obscure ...
It is also true that an increasing number of previously latent problems relating to the practical operation of the
Act have been discovered.

I do not intend in this forum when speaking on these Bills to go into detail on the problems
created by the WorkCare legislation. However, I direct the attention of the House to the
large indebtedness that will affect all Victorians. It has accumulated in just over two years
to the accepted minimum figure of $2·8 billion. The scheme was to be fully funded over
the first ten-year period of operation at a regular premium of 2·5 per cent. I suggest that,
on the basis of the manner in which the indebtedness has occurred over the past two years,
we will be looking at a liability of up to $8 billion within the next five years.
Long-term claims-that is, claims of more than twelve months-which were targeted
to be 2·5 per cent of claims-are presently running at 18 per cent. Even at the best, they
will be reduced to 10 per cent of all claims.
Unfortunately the public sector is seen to be the sector making the most claims. The
claims experience is worse in the public sector, and the private sector is paying for that.
This became apparent from a recent report of a committee chaired by a member in another
place. The report stated that teachers employed by the Ministry of Education had a high
percentage of Work Care claims.
The problems with WorkCare and the Accident Compensation Commission cannot
continue to run at the present level without becoming a festering open sore on the economy
of this State. Not only is the debt growing, but there is an incumbent and ever-increasing
unfunded liability which future generations will have to watch and which will hang over
their heads in the decades to come.
Even though the Budget was heralded as a balanced Budget and one which would cause
the Victorian people to prosper, it is apparent that in three vital areas the Treasurer has
chosen to totally ignore concern about the economic viability of Victoria both now and in
the future.
In conclusion, I emphasise the ever-increasing growth of the Victorian debt, which is
currently running at $22 billion, and the economic impossibility of continuing to service
debts of that magnitude. I refer to the heralded so-called savings of up to $200 million
over three years.
If honourable members read the transcripts of the hearings of the Estimates Committee
they will realise that the savings are very hard to substantiate and detail and, to my mind,
they are spurious.
Finally, I direct the attention of the House to the grave problems facing the Accident
Compensation Commission and the whole of Victoria in servicing the liability that will
never be funded by a 2·5 per cent premium on employers. It will mean that employers will
have to pay increased premiums to meet the liability that has already been engendered
and which is growing daily. Something radical will need to be done.
The Budget contains many items of concern and I am glad to have had the opportunity
of bringing them to the attention of the House.
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The PRESIDENT-Order! I shall deal with the Appropriation (1987-88, No. 1) Bill
first. The question is:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and committed.
Clause I was agreed to.
Clause 2
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-I thank honourable members for their
contributions to the second-reading debates. The officials of the Department of
Management and Budget will refer the matters raised during the debates to the Treasurer
for his consideration.
This is a unique occasion in respect of Budget deliberations because it is the first
occasion honourable members have had the benefit of an all-party Parliamentary Estimates
Committee. It is the first opportunity honourable members have had of participating in
an Estimates Committee process and, in turn, of making observations in the secondreading debates based on what they have picked up from the Estimates Committee. I have
no doubt that that enhances the quality of debate on the Appropriation Bills.
It is also true that, consistent with the initiatives the government has taken over recent
years, the Budget Papers were tabled at a time coincident with the tabling of the Budget in
the Assembly by the Treasurer. This provided an opportunity for members of the opposition
parties, and, for that matter, the government, to debate the Budget Papers at the same
time as they were being debated in the Assembly and prior to the Appropriation Bills
being passed in the Assembly and proceeding to this place.

The facts are that Mr Guest pursued this matter over a number of years and the
government acknowledged the initiative he took. Last year the government provided the
opportunity for the Budget Papers to be tabled and for debate to occur. It is interesting to
note that having provided that opportunity in this place, to my knowledge, not one
Opposition or National Party member availed himself or herself of the opportunity of
debating the Budget Papers prior to the Appropriation Bills being passed in another place.
A point one might make is that honourable members may have preferred to reserve
their positions until they had the benefit of the establishment of the Estimates Committee
and could take into account the knowledge they gained. It is important for the Committee
to give consideration to the purpose for which the Budget Papers are tabled and the extent
to which, ifany, it wishes to make use of that opportunity prior to the Appropriation Bills
being passed in another place.
It is clear that honourable members are showing, by their actions as opposed to their
words-particularly in the case ofMr Guest-that, having pursued the issue for a number
of years and stressed the importance of having the Budget Papers tabled and debated
simultaneously, they did not see fit over a period of two and a half months to debate the
Budget Papers. One needs to consider what the wish and will of honourable members
might be in future years.

The clause was agreed to, as was clause 3.
Clause 4
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (the Hon. D. E. Henshaw)-I inform honourable members
that at this stage they may discuss the program shown in the table which forms part of
clause 4 and which appears at pages 5 to 140 of the Bill.
I ask honourable members to nominate the particular program or programs to which
their remarks are directed.
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The HOD. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-In my eagerness to participate in this
debate, and on the instructions of Mr Ward, I refer particularly to Program No. 582 for
police and emergency services at page 94 of the Bill. There are a number of issues which I
shall address, particularly relating to the attitude of the government to the Victoria Police
Force over past years.
Honourable members are familiar with the line I have put on previous occasions
regarding the allocation of funding to the Police Force and the priorities which the
government has indicated to the force. In 1983-84 the priorities of the ~overnment shifted
away from providing manpower resources to the Police Force and dIrected attention to
the provisions for buildings.
I direct to the attention of the Committee item 5050, dealing with interest and principal
on advances under the State development program, for which the Budget allocation for
1987-88 is $9·260 million. As I said, the government shifted its priorities from manpower
resources to providing buildings for the Police Force, many of which have been provided
by borrowed capital.
In 1983-84, the appropriation for the interest on advances under the State development
program which footed the bill for most of that construction work was $1 099 808. In this
year's appropriation, interest and principal is grouped together with no indication of what
part of that $9·260 million is interest and what part of that is principal. We have seen a
large escalation in the figure.
To assess how the interest component has grown, it needs to be divided into interest
and principal so that honourable members can fully understand what is happening in the
police building program. I assure the Committee that the Police Force requires many
improvements in facilities, particularly physical resources and buildings, but to know
exactly what the State is letting itself in for by way of commitment for the future one only
has to examine how those figures have escalated.
As I mentioned, in 1983-84 it was just over $1 million; in 1984-85 it was $3 million; in
1985-86 it was $6·367 million; in 1986-87 it was $7·836 million and in this year's
Appropriation Bill it has escalated alarmingly to $9·260 million. Ultimately the taxpayers
of the State will have to pay not only that capital repayment to the State development
program but also the accruing interest. If the Minister for Health can provide the
information of what represents interest and capital, it would be significant and of benefit
to the taxpayers of the State.

The sitting was suspended at 6.27 p.m. un tU 8.4 p.m.
The Hon. N. B. REID-Prior to the suspension of the sitting I was addressing Program
No. 587 regarding the Budget allocation to the Country Fire Authority. The authority has
more than 100 000 volunteers and a nucleus of professional officers; it is probably the best
value, dollar for dollar, the government receives from its appropriations year after year.
All the volunteers are dedicated to the service and to fire prevention throughout Victoria.
This is important with the coming fire season. Because of the heavy rains during winter
and spring there has been prolific growth throughout northern Victoria. Much of that
growth is drying rapidly and again will present enormous problems for the volunteers and
officers of the authority. Those people are expecting a busy time during summer.
Recently I witnessed the fine efforts of the Bendigo urban brigade in combating a
disastrous fire that started in a newsagency in Killians Walk shopping arcade in Bendigo.
A number of retail traders were burnt out overnight. If it had not been for the exceptional
efforts of the volunteers and officers of the CFA, the fire may well have spread to the builtup shopping area in the Bendigo central business district. I commend the efforts of the
brigade. The other retailers in Bendigo would also wish to thank them for their actions.
The fire spread through Killians Walk arcade very rapidly. The best way to describe the
fire is to imagine the arcade, which is open at both ends, was like a chimney on its side.
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This allowed an enormous draught to flow through the arcade and caused the fire to spread
rapidly to other shops.
In response to the plight of many retailers in that arcade I compliment the government
on its efforts to do as I suggested: that was to allow some retailers who had been burnt out
to occupy the former State Electricity Commission building, which had recently been
purchased by the government and which was lying vacant awaiting government
departments to move in.
I am pleased the Minister for Property and Services in another place was receptive to
that idea. Four businesses are now operating from that building and are able to trade in
the important retail period from now until Christmas. I ask the Minister for Community
Services, who is at the table, to pass on my compliments to the government on its prompt
action in taking up my suggestion.
Most other proprietors have been able to find alternative accommodation in either
portable buildings, which are satisfactory, or in other retail premises.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-Regrettably some landlords have put up the rents.
The Hon. N. B. REID-I was not aware of that. I shall not dwell on that matter, suffice
to say that the CFA did a superb job in containing the fire to Killians Walk arcade and in
putting it out. I shall now deal with Program No. 588, dealing with metropolitan fire
brigades. This service also plays an excellent role in fire prevention and protection in the
metropolitan area. Not only is the brigade involved in fire prevention and protection but
also in road rescue activities in many areas of Melbourne.
I had not seen the fire brigade operate in this field until recently. However, I did see the
fire brigade attend a road rescue in the metropolitan area and I was impressed with the
service it provided on that occasion.
The Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board has also performed some unusual tasks over the
years. I remember an occasion when a boy of twelve or thirteen years of age had to be
rescued from a fountain in the City Square. It is amazing the situations that small boys
can get into. However, the fire brigade was able to cope.
I refer now to Program No. 582 dealing with police corporate services. Item 3314 makes
provision for the Police Hospital and the figure allocated for 1987-88 is $94000.
Honourable members in this Chamber and in another place are keenly aware of the role
played by the Police Hospital and the way that it interlinks with Prince Henry's Hospital.
The future of both those hospitals is currently in doubt. My party and I support the role
that the Police Hospital plays and encourage its activities. We also support the presence of
Prince Henry's Hospital and the expertise it provides to the Police Hospital.
Program No. 585 refers to police road traffic control, safety and enforcement. The Police
Force should place a heavy emphasis on the safety aspects of road use. One of the best
deterrents to unsafe driving is the presence of police. A disappointing feature of the
government's attitude to the Victoria Police Force has been in recruitment. In 1983, 360
police were recruited and, in 1984, 427 were recruited. Prior to 1983, the Police Force
gained approximately 600 recruits each year. That means that recruitments dropped by
440 in two years. The gap that was opened up has moved through the whole police system.
Had the Police Force had an additional 440 police at its disposal, it could have provided
a better police presence on Victorian roads that would have been in the best interests of
road safety.
The Police Force should be encouraged to concentrate on road safety rather than
revenue-raising activities and the government should provide the force with the necessary
resources to fund a recruiting program so that extra police have a physical presence on the
roads.
Program No. 586 relates to the State Emergency Service. A Bill was recently introduced
in this House to set up the State Emergency Service as a facility in its own right. The
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allocation of funds to that service is important. In 1987-88, the allocation for recurren:
expenditure is $2·4 million, compared with $2·2 million for 1986-87. That is not a large
increase, bearing in mind the additional responsibilities with which that service has beer.
entrusted.
I ask the Minister for Community Services to ascertain from the Minister for Police anc
Emergency Services whether he has made adequate allowance for the additiona:
responsibilities of the State Emergency Service and whether sufficient appropriation ha~
been made available for that service to carry out its current duties and the further
responsibilities with which it will be entrusted in the future.
I go back to Program No. 473, industry, technology and resources, and relate m)"
remarks to the services to industry and commerce, especially in the small business area.
The Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources recently visited Bendigo and
launched the government's program on changes to small business. He held a press
conference in Bendigo and stated that the government would do great things for small
business. He said the government would abolish 30 licences and regulations in the coming
months-he did not say when.
What the Minister failed to say was that, during 1987, 259 new regulations affecting
small business were introduced by the government. On the one hand, the government has
made a promise to remove 30 licences and regulations but, on the other hand, it has
already introduced 259 new regulations this year. The government has failed to recognise
the serious plight of small business.
The Minister also released a book that he said would be helpful to small business. It has
been necessary for the government to print a book to explain to small business how to cut
through the red tape and all the regulations that have been introduced. The government
has shown its neglect of the real and pressing problems of small business. If the government
thought for a moment about the imposition of additional WorkCare premiums on small
business and tackled that problem, I am sure small business would be assisted by a
reduction in WorkCare levies.
I shall comment briefly on Program No. 688, corporate services, Road Construction
Authority. The allocation of road funding to country municipalities is a real concern.
Many councils have written to me over the past month about the reduced allocation to
road funds and the serious implications that that reduced road funding will have in their
municipalities.
They pointed out several ramifications, particularly the deterioration in roads that will
result from the shortfall in funding allocated by State and Federal governments. Most
municipalities depend upon road construction and maintenance for constant employment
levels and many of them willl find it necessary to reduce their day labour and road
construction and maintenance work forces.
It is interesting to note that city areas have benefited substantially in comparison with
country areas. The allocation to urban arterial roads increased by $5·4 million over last
year's allocation, yet the allocation to rural arterial roads has increased by only $600 000.
Country municipalities will feel the impact of that allocation and the whole Victorian
community will feel the impact through the deterioration of Victorian roads.

It is most important that roads are maintained in good condition, particularly for safety
when one is drivin~ long distances. Many serious accidents occur on country roads and
many of those aCCIdents are caused by Inferior road quality. It is imperatIve that the
standard of roads be kept at a high level. I ask the Minister for Community Services, who
is at the table, to take up road funding with the Minister for Transport because it is
extremely important for municipalities and for all motorists in Victoria.

I should like to comment on the way the government is treating railway workshops. The
three principal V/Line workshops are at Newport, Ballarat and Bendigo North. The
government seems to be transferring jobs away from the Bendigo North railway workshops
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to the Newport railway workshops and jobs that were previously done at the Bendigo
North railway workshops are now finding their way to the metropolitan area. This move
is having a serious impact on the morale of workers at V/Line workshops; they are not
sure of their future. The government is gradually eroding the number of people employed
at the workshops.
At one time the Bendigo North workshops employed up to 600 V/Line workers but 147
people were put off some time ago and the jobs of a further 47 people are under threat.
The viability of the Bendigo North workshops is threatened. Many of the people who
work there are young men with young families whom they are trying to educate in the
Bendigo area. If they were transferred to Newport in the metropolitan area they would
have to sell their homes in Bendigo and try to purchase in the metropolitan area at much
higher property values while still receiving the same salaries they received at the Bendigo
North railway workshops. The young tradesmen who have developed skills at the
workshops are feeling the brunt of the government's indecision over the future of railway
workshops.
If the government is seriously committed to decentralisation throughout Victoria, it
should be allowing a wider scope of work to be done at the two country workshops,
perhaps reducing the staffat Newport and allowing some of the tasks that were previously
done at the Bendigo North workshops to continue to be done in country areas, rather than
diminishing the work that is being done in Ballarat and Bendigo. I ask the Minister for
Community Services to take up the issues I have raised with the respective Ministers so
that they can be addressed by the government. I am sure the Minister will do just that.

The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western Province)-I shall raise a number of issues that
specifically affect rural Victoria and a number of others of general interest across the State.
I am disappointed that the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs is not in the Chamber
tonight because I want to comment specifically on agriculture; perhaps the Minister for
Community Services, who is at the table, will ensure that my comments are conveyed to
him.
The Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs constantly assures honourable members
that he is attempting to maintain staffing levels of the Department of Agriculture and
Rural Affairs across Victoria. The fact is that that is not happening. The department is
extremely light in staffing at the places where its presence counts. The people in the field
are doing an excellent job but they are stretched to their limits in trying to meet the
demands placed on them by the farming community.
I have visited a number of areas in recent weeks where the shortage of staff is having a
grave impact. Mr Wright, my colleague in North Western Province, will recall our
discussions at Mildura recently with people involved in the citrus and dried fruit industries
in the Sunraysia area. We were told that some of the difficulties those industries experience
are due to understaffing in the department. The department cannot meet the demands for
extension and advice being sought by people operating those properties. In addition,
inadequate research into some of the agricultural industries is being undertaken.
The other day I was in Warrnambool talking to dairy farmers; I found a similar situation
there. Where there were three people doing a task previously, there is now only one. That
area is achieving remarkable productivity gains because of the young and dynamic farmers
in the dairy industry. They are achieving wonderful things and production is increasing
on many properties.
They are doing it largely on their own. The departmental people who are supposed to
be there, working in extension and to assist them, are stretched to their absolute limit.
They are serving an enormous area and are grossly understaffed.
I illustrate those areas to demonstrate the effects the staff cuts in agriculture have had
on the delivery of services and advice at the local level. In the evidence the Minister for
Agriculture and Rural Affairs gave to the Estimates Committee he said that the department
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has basically maintained its staffing levels, but then he went on to show that the government
has severely cut the staffing levels in the Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, and
additional employees have been maintained through funding by industry or commerce or
another government source. The government's contribution in the field of employment in
the Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs is way down.
I quote from the transcript of the Minister's evidence before the Estimates Committee
to illustrate what has happened. He made it clear that there has been a significant drop in
the government's commitment to agriculture. Thankfully, that has been taken up by
somebody else.
The Minister said:
In general, for the last four or five years anyway, the department has been able to maintain about 2700 staff.
However, I want to explain that the State Budget component of that staffhas been on a reduced basis.
In other words, with the tightening of our resources, we have seen a reduction of the numbers of staff members
that are paid directly from the State vote and an increase generally in the number paid for by industry contributions.
In other words, to sustain that employment level of around 2700, we have had to work harder to bring in funds
from the private sector and from the Commonwealth, to some degree.

Are the other departments doing this or are we being the bunnies in agriculture and
copping all the cuts?
The Minister continued:
It is a reasonably proud boast that we have kept overall numbers. Let me give you the figures in terms of total
State vote employment from 1982 to the end of 1986, or until now. In 1982 the total number within that 2700
was 2246.

In the 1982 Budget the State picked up 2246. Of the number in agriculture today, 1979 are
being picked up by the State vote and the balance of the 2700 are being picked up by
industry and other sources.
I point out to the Committee that the Victorian government has withdrawn significantly
from its commitment to agriculture. That is clearly borne out by the evidence given to the
Estimates Committee by the Minister. Although the Minister might believe that services
to the farming and rural communities have not been cut, they have in fact been cut.
Almost anywhere one goes in Victoria one finds that the numbers of departmental officers
are down-where there were three there are now only two or even one, and where there
were two there is only one. Those people are fully stretched with regard to resources and
physical bodies in order to meet their commitments.
Over recent months, honourable members have debated some of the agricultural issues,
like the chemical residues problem. That problem will require significant work by the
Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs. There will need to be a lot of follow-up work
on the farms, with testing of animals and properties. There will be chan~ed farming
methods which will have to be brought into place, not just because of the chemIcal residues
problem in relation to beef cattle but because of agriculture's reliance on chemicals. It will
take a long time-perhaps as long as a decade.
I am involved in farming activities which require a significant amount of chemicals. I
do not like using them as they are costly and dangerous, but without them the operation
would be totally uneconomic. We could not farm in the grain industry in our area without
the use of certain chemicals. That is a clear, hard, cold fact of life today because of the
costs involved and the need to maintain economic yields.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-That is your assessment of the facts!
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-It is not. The price of grain now is significantly lower than it
was seven or eight years ago. We are turning to alternative crops such as peas and other
legumes. They require insecticides and different management as well as chemicals. The
department will have to lead the way. I considered it important that the figures produced
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by the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs be put on the record in this place as well
as in the transcript of the Estimates Committee hearing.
I refer to the Lloyd Rural Economics Study. I ask the Minister: is it a forgotten document,
like the other studies the government has had undertaken? Is it a way of silencing the rural
community for two years? The government sets up the study, hears the evidence, has a
report presented and then there is consideration by the rural community, after which the
Minister responds in this House. It took two years from the time of the rural rally-until
late last year, I think it was-to get this inquiry. I ask the Minister for Agriculture and
Rural Affairs what has been done in relation to the recommendations.
There are a number of areas where there are deficiencies, particularly in the area of rural
research. I have spoken at length on this matter in the House. There are 22 or 23 research
institutes around the State. Top people are involved in agricultural research, but I do not
believe the government is putting enough into that field. The entire structure of rural
research needs to be changed-I have made this point before, too-so that it is directed
more at benefiting the industry and less at achieving promotions for the people involved
in that research. In other words, the research work should be in tune with the needs of the
people in the industry and should not be based on projects which will allow the researchers
to produce papers in order to gain promotions. It has to be a cost benefit, particularly to
the rural industries it is supposed to be serving.
I was shocked when the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs told this House that
funding for the Victorian Young Farmers movement had been slashed by $160 000 from
the previous $200 000, leaving $40 000 for the clubs to administer their branches around
the State.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-The most exclusive club in Victoria!
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-You would not know!
The Hon. B. W. Mier-I heard the Minister's comments.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Mr Mier ought to get out and learn for himself, instead of just
sitting there and listening; he would learn something!
The Victorian Young Farmers movement in this State is certainly not an elitist
organisation; it is open to people in rural communities. Many leaders in the industry have
come up via the Victorian Young Farmers movement. The government wants to get its
socialist hands on it.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-We know what you are on about-you have been caught out!
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The government wants to reach into the rural community and
get its hands on the rural youth and spread socialism, because the government has been
cut out of the rural areas in this State. The Victorian Young Farmers movement is a nonpolitical movement and obviously could not be controlled by the government. Now the
government is going to bring it under the Bureau of Youth Affairs of the Department of
Labour. The advisers to the young farmers around the State will no longer be advisers
exclusively to that movement. They will come from the bureau and that will give the
government the opportunity to spread those advisers around.
This move is about trying to infiltrate an organisation that has been outstandingly
successful for rural youth across the State. What is being suggested could destroy the basis
of the movement. I hope that does not occur, and I want the Minister for Agriculture and
Rural Affairs to know that the people with whom I talk around rural Victoria are horrified
at what he has done. They believe it will be oflong-term detriment to the Victorian Young
Farmers, and I agree with them.
The National Party has made it clear that, when in government, it will restore funding
to that movement and will work to bring it under the umbrella of the Victorian Farmers
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Federation, where it will sit more comfortably than it currently does with the Royal
Agricultural Society.
I shall also refer to the matter raised by Mr Reid regarding the Bendigo railway workshops.
Approximately two months ago Mr Wright and I visited the workshops. They are
outstanding country workshops employing highly skilled tradespeople, including those
involved in electrical, upholstery and heavy engineering trades. They have a lot of good
equipment and the National Party is horrified that the workshops, which used to employ
more than 600 people, have had their staff cut significantly. Recently, 47 jobs have been
abolished, and the staffwill be reduced to 265 over fifteen months. If the government puts
its plan into practice, the staff at the workshops could be reduced to 100.
The Bendigo workshops have been shown through reports to be 30 per cent more
efficient than the workshops at Newport, yet they' will be downgraded in favour of the
Newport workshops. In other words, the work wIll be taken from Bendigo and Ballarat
and will be carried out at Newport. The tradespeople and the industry associated with the
workshops will be lost to the City of Bendigo and the surrounding community.
When such an efficient operation is available, I cannot understand why an effective,
decentralised industry cannot be assured of sufficient work to continue to be viable. The
government could undertake some outside work that private industry is unable to carry
out. Some people would object if the government competed with private industry, but the
Bendigo workshops have equipment and skills that are not available in private enterprise.
Surely they can take in contract work, especially in the heavy engineering area.
The workshops are a vital part of Bendigo, and Mr Wright and I are determined to
ensure that the tradespeople are employed. Earmarked for loss at the workshops are
coppersmithing, sheet metal working, car and wagon building, upholstering and electrical
work. The workshops refurbish a large proportion of the metropolitan and rural railway
carriages.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-What does a coppersmith do?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-They are all involved in it.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-Tell us what a coppersmith does.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-It is time Mr Mier got out of the city. He should visit the
workshops and inspect them. I have seen what they do.
I shall now refer to a number of health and community services issues that concern me.
I was shocked when I recently received an outline of the number of abortions carried out
at the Royal Women's Hospital. Over the past nine years, 17 741 future Victorians have
been aborted at that hospital. We must ask ourselves why that has happened. Of the
17 741 abortions, 286 were on medical grounds; 63 were because of genetic abnormality;
the rest came under the broad heading of physiological, emotional and psychiatric reasons.
What is the law on abortion in this State? Is it abortion on demand? It should not be,
but, in effect, that is basically what it is. Publicity was recently given to the fact that some
foetuses had been aborted because the prospectlve parents did not approve of the sex of
the foetuses. That is abhorrent, and perhaps the law needs to be reviewed to solve the
problem. When abortion is used as a birth control method, as it obviously is being used,
we must consider other forms of advice and counselling. We must examine where we are
headed with abortions.
There may be some extreme cases where abortion may be justified, such as genetic
abnormality and other medical reasons. An abortion for such a reason is a medical
decision, but the other reasons are matters of judgment. I do not agree with abortion; it is
abhorrent. Some abortions are carried out during the third month of pregnancy. That is a
frightening prospect, and it is time the State examined why so many abortions are taking
place.
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I shall now refer to the booklet ~Vhere You Stand, which is issued by the Fitzroy Legal
Service. This afternoon during Question time, I asked the Minister for Community Services,
who is usually forthcoming, a Question about the booklet, and she was unusually
uncooperative. I am not certain whether she was unaware of the facts or whether she was
not prepared to commit herself to this situation. That is reasonable because it is outside
her department's responsibilities. Why should she put here head on the chopping block
when it is the Minister for Labour who has gone out on a limb?
I agree with the Minister for Labour and I agreed with the Minister for Community
Services-I am not sure what her present attitude is. Last year when I raised the matter,
she agreed that some sections of the booklet were suspect. The booklet advises young
people on how to squat in government buildings and how children under the age of
eighteen years can arrange to have abortions.
The booklet tells how to obtain contraceptives without one's parents knowing. It also
contains some rather alarming cartoon pictures with respect to members of the Police
Force and to authority in general.
The booklet teaches young people how to flout authority, to disregard their parents and
to use the law and the legal system to their own advantage. The booklet sets out how to
get the best out of the system for oneself. It states on the cover that it is available to people
up to eighteen years of age and not available to people over eighteen years. I raised this
issue last year because government funds helped to produce the booklet.
The Hon. B. W. Mier interjected.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Mr Mier is out of tune with his own Minister. The Minister
for Labour, the Honourable Steve Crabb, saw the light and told the Fitzroy Legal Service
that if the government was to allocate funds for the production of this booklet, it should
have some say about the end result. The Fitzroy Legal Service told the government to take
back its $18 400 and that it would print the booklet the way it wanted to, without any
government interfering or suggesting changes.
I met with representatives of the Fitzroy Legal Service and it was a culture shock for
them and for me.
The Hon. B. A. Murphy-Did they sign you up?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-It was a real culture shock, and they are probably still reeling.
Representatives of the Fitzroy Legal Service could not believe that somebody might
oppose something contained in this booklet. I met with them because parents in the
province that I represent expressed their concern to me.
The issue I raised with the Minister for Community Services earlier today, which she
uncharacteristically sidestepped, was that if this booklet is still being produced and if the
government does not approve of some sections of it, it must ensure that the booklet is not
available through offices of her department, the Department of Labour or Victorian
schools. That was a simple request.
If the government believes sections of the booklet are unsatisfactory-and the Minister
for Labour has gone on record as saying that-the next logical step must be to withdraw
the book from government agencies.
Mr Chairman, I have referred to several matters I wish to raise in the Committee sta~e.
I shall take up a number of other issues with the Minister for Agriculture and Rural AffaIrs
in the debate on the motion for the adjournment of the sitting.
The Hon. REG MACEY (Monash Province)-I refer the Committee to Program No.
504 and to financial assistance for local government. I refer also to additional charges that
will be borne by local government as a result of decisions taken by the Cain Labor
government.
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Evidence obtained from the Appropriation Bill indicates that the government has again
been involved in its usual "creative accounting" deception and its attempts to hoodwink
the public about its real expenditure program by changing the manner in which the
taxpayer-the bottom-line victim of the government's financial mismanagement-is
burdened by government decisions. I shall identify a few items that apply to local
government.
The Hon. B. A. Murphy-I hope they are all in your area!
The Hon. REG MACEY-I have the privilege of representing eight local councils in
the Monash Province. The Caulfield City Council has been kind enough to provide me
with information which identifies how the government's policies have affected ratepayers
in that municipality. Its figures demonstrate clearly that one-third of the rate increase
borne by Caulfield ratepayers this financial year is a direct consequence of decisions taken
by the State government. However, that burden will not be shown on rate notices in a way
that says, "The Cain government's policies have burdened you with these additional
charges." The government has attempted to filch funds from the pockets of taxpayers and
ratepayers so that it can avoid the ultimate responsibility for its own decisions. Victorians
and municipalities are now waking up, and those municipalities that do not have any
political alignment with the government are informing their ratepayers of the truth.
I refer the Committee to a number of items that have been brought to my attention by
the Caul field City Council. The council has identified an additional 3·7 per cent rate
increase directly as a result of government decisions. This does not show up in the
Appropriation Bill in terms of how the government has passed the burden on to another
level of taxpayer-the ratepayer. The government boasts, falsely, about its alleged financial
management and about how it has kept the increase in recurrent expenditure to a mere 7
per cent. The real burden borne by the ratepayer and taxpayer is a substantially increased
figure.
I refer the House to the WorkCare scheme. What a disaster and debacle WorkCare is
for business, the economy and the future of our State! The clerical staff oflocal government
have been classified as part of the highest risk group of workers in Victoria. That has
meant increased WorkCare premiums for municipalities.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-Rubbish!
The Hon. REG MACEY-Mr Mier should listen to this. An 83 per cent increase in
WorkCare payments has been experienced by Caul field ratepayers. That is more than
$100000 above the previous year's payment by the Caul field City Council.
I also refer the Committee to the Victoria Grants Commission. As a result of the State
government changing the method of payment to councils of Victoria Grants Commission
funds, the City of Caulfield has experienced a reduction of $80 000 a year in interest on
investment funds. That is nothing more than a sleight of hand trick. The taxpayer is still
paying that charge, but he is paying it as a ratepayer. There is no question that there is
inefficiency in the financial management of the State. The government is involved in a
hoodwinking exercise.
I now turn to library services. The Caul field City Council has experienced cutbacks of
$40 000 this financial year in its library grant.
The Caul field City Council has properly recognised the importance of an efficient library
service to its municipality and has not cut back this essential service. It has accepted the
burden thrust on it as a result of a decision by the government to reduce library funding.
That burden amounted to $40 000 and is now being passed on to the ratepayers. This
means the so-called 7 per cent maximum increase in recurrent expenditure is false; that
must now be borne at another level of government, but it will still come out of the pockets
of Victorian citizens.
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Tree pruning was another area of responsibility identified by the Caulfield City Council
that it now has to bear. Many may think that tree pruning is not a major item, but because
of the need to keep trees clear of power lines, the City of Caulfield will have to find
$100 000 a year to do so. Previously the State government provided those funds.
For some years ratepayers have been painfully aware that the government has required
the Board of Works to pay dividends into the consolidated revenue. Ratepayers have to
pay substantial sums to the government as a result of that tax. Now the Caulfield City
Council will have to pay $20 000 in additional charges as a result of a further change in
the government's policy of charging municipalities for services provided by the Board of
Works.
No doubt many more examples exist of where the State government has burdened local
government with the cost of providing essential services. The end result is that the
ratepayers must bear those costs.
The State government propaganda machine will probably produce a figure to impress
many members of the media who sadly do not do their homework on the information
presented to them. It is easier for the media to accept handouts from the propaganda unit
than to examine what is happening to the State economy. Fortunately, some responsible
bodies, like Caulfield City Council, are taking on the government.
The HOD. E. H. Walker-They accept your handouts, too. You get pretty good coverage.
The HOD. REG MACEY- Yes, but I stand by the figures that I issue. They are not
propaganda and they stand up to scrutiny. I am prepared to stand by my figur~s outside
this place.
Caulfield City Council is only one of the eight councils I represent. It has woken up to
what the government is doing; it understands the need to ensure that its ratepayers
recognise what additional burdens they have to bear as a result of the State government's
mismanagement.
Progres.s was reported.

PRINCE HENRY'S INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL RESEARCH BILL
For the HOD. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health), the Hon. E. H. Walker (Minister for
Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to establish as a body corporate the medical research centre at
the Prince Henry's Hospital campus of the Monash Medical Centre.
The Prince Henry's Medical Research Centre was founded in 1960. Over the years, it
has gained an international reputation for the breadth and the quality of its research over
a wide spectrum of the medical sciences. The centre is particularly noted for its work in
the field of endocrinology and, more especially, research into problems associated with
stress and human growth and fertility.
Among the more significant discoveries made by the centre since its formation have
been the establishment of various new hormone assays, and the isolation and purification
of a new hormone called inhibin. The centre has developed a definition of how various
hormones work and is also known for its introduction of new methods of diagnosis and
treatment of patients with endocrine disorders.
This Bill will create the Prince Henry's Institute of Medical Research as a legal entity
separate from the Monash Medical Centre. Its aim is to put the institute on the same
footing as our other major research organisations such as the Howard Aorey and the
Baker institutes, both of which have been incorporated by Parliament. Incorporation
offers the institute a number of advantages over its present unincorporated status.
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First, although the institute will continue to be closely associated with the Monash
Medical Centre, it will nonetheless have the ability to set its own objectives and goals and
determine its own order of priorites.
Secondly, it will give the institute the capacity to negotiate and to contract in its own
right with industry and with government, to establish subsidiaries, and to participate in
consortia. The institute will be able to enter into commercial arrangements for the
promotion and exploitation of its expertise and the products of its research.
Thirdly, it will give the institute more flexibility in seeking and attracting sponsorships
and corporate funding. In addition, it will be better placed to secure endowments and
other forms of financial and community support for its various research undertakings.
The commercial development of the discoveries made by our research scientists will
play an increasingly important role in the growth of this State's biotechnological industries
and is consistent with the State economic strategy.
With this in mind, the Bill deliberately expresses the aims of the institute in broad
language, and vests in its governing board wide powers to pursue commercial as well as
charitable objectives consistent with its charter under the Act. The institute will be governed
by a broadly representative board including nominees ofMonash University, the National
Health and Medical Research Council, Monash Medical Centre and the Minister for
Health.
The institute currently has a board of skilled and eminent people representing a range
of professional and social interests. It is anticipated that this will continue to be the case
under the new arrangements provided for in the Bill.
In accordance with the government's policy of requiring bodies established by legislation
to be fully accountable, the Bill will require the institute to submit each year a report of its
activities to the Minister, together with an audited statement of its accounts. The report
and statement of accounts will be tabled in both Houses of Parliament for the scrutiny of
honourable members and interested members of the public.
The inaugural director of the institute will be Professor Henry Burger. His contribution
to medical research and to the successful operation of the institute is widely acknowledged,
and it is, therefore, fitting that he will fulfil this inaugural role. Professor Burger and the
members of his team at the Prince Henry's Medical Research Centre have advanced our
medical knowledge and understanding considerably over the past 28 years.
In sponsoring this proposed legislation, the government is pleased to be~n a new stage
in the development of the institute. No doubt the flair and dedicatIon that have
characterised its work to date will be reflected in the new incorporated body.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (East Yarra Province), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until the next day of meeting.

METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADES SUPERANNUATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL
For the Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health), the Hon. E. H. Walker (Minister for
Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill completes the response to the severe criticism of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Superannuation Board in the 1984 report of the Economic and Budget Review Committee.
That report highlighted an actuarial deficit in the Metropolitan Fire Brigade Superannuation
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Fund of $364 million, which contrasted with the healthier situation of a number of other
funded schemes operated by statutory authorities.
Legislative amendments since 1984 to increase the board's contributions and to permit
100 per cent commutation of retirement pensions have reduced the deficit. As at 30 June
1985 the actuarial deficit was assessed, on realistic projections, to be $135 million. Since
that time it should have reduced further. Following the transfer of most of the fund's
contributions to the Emergency Services Superannuation Scheme the residual deficit
relates mainly to the pensions payable to those who have already retired.
There are two reasons for that deficit, both of which relate to the form of the original
legislation. The first was the cost resulting from recognition of past service of MFB
firefighters who joined the fund on its establishment in 1976; the second was that the
maximum board contributions specified in the Act were inadequate to meet even the costs
of benefits that accrued in subsequent years.
The inadequacy of the board's contributions accounts for approximately one-third of
the deficit. The board is prepared to accept responsibility for that amount, since initiatives
could have been taken in past years to increase its contributions. The remainin~ twothirds of the deficit, due to recognition of past service, is arguably not the responsibIlity of
the board and should be charged to the Consolidated Fund rather than to the present
generation of consumers of fire services.
The Bill provides for the deficit to be funded progressively over the years that pensions
remain payable. The amount required to pay the pensions, including indexation, is now
approaching $7·5 million per annum, of which some $3 million is generated by investment
earnings. In each financial year up to and including 1991 the board will make additional
contributions of$1·5 million and the Consolidated Fund will be required to contribute $3
million. Following an actuarial review due in 1991, this total of $4·5 million will be
adjusted so as to meet the fund's liabilities for the remaining pensioners over their lifetimes.
A secondary issue addressed by this Bill is the difficulty of conducting future elections
for the contributor representive on the board of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade
Superannuation Fund given the small and declining number of contributors to the fund.
This board member represents the few remaining contributors who have declined the
option to transfer to the Emergency Services Superannuation Scheme and the pensioners
of the fund. It is proposed to allow the United Firefighters Union to nominate the
representative of contributors and pensioners on the board.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. H. R. Ward, for the Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until the next of day of meeting.

FIREARMS (AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

On 9 August 1987 in Hoddle Street, Clifton Hill, 25 people soing about their normal
business were cut down in an act of mindless slaughter. Earlier In the year, across the top
end of Australia, a similar wave of indiscriminate mayhem caused the death of five
innocent people. In both cases, the weapons of destruction were firearms and in both cases
those firearms were legally obtained under the laws of Victoria and Queensland respectively.
Communities around Australia were rightly indignant that the means to perpetrate these
atrocities were so readily obtainable. The public has called for an urgent review of firearms
controls and this government has heeded the call. The Firearms Consultative Committee
was requested urgently to consider a package of reforms which would have the effect of
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reducing the number of firearms in the community and ensuring that only those persons
with a genuine need for firearms, and a proper knowledge of safety practices in the
handling and care of firearms, would be authorised to own them.
The Bill before the House arises from the committee's recommendations and addresses
the central issue of controls over the proliferation of firearms in the community. That
concern is, of course, not new. It has been addressed by this Parliament as recently as
1983. On that occasion, the government's attempts to rectify the situation were thwarted
in this place by the opposition parties, to their eternal discredit. I sincerely hope that all
honourable members will now see the need to take decisive action to reduce the propensity
for the crim~nal and accidental abuse of firearms in our society.
To put it simply, the smaller the number of firearms in the community the smaller the
chance of death or injury arising from their misuse. The crime of opportunIty is preventable
ift}te means to. commit the crime are not readily available.
The key element of the government's policy on firearms, and the element rejected in
1983, is to limit the number of firearms owned by anyone person on the basis of genuine
need. Allied with that is the application of strict controls over the issue of authorities to
possess firearms.
Accordingly, the Bill will require every person who wishes to obtain a firearm to first
obtain a pennit from the police to do so. An applicant for a permit must hold a shooter's
licence and will be required to satisfy the issuing officer that good reason exists to own a
firearm or an additional firearm ofa particular type .
.In order that the issuing officer may properly assess an applicant's need for an additional
firearm, the police must have access to a complete register of firearms held by all licensed
shooters.. In the three years from January 1984 licensed shooters were required to notify
the Registrar of Firearms of all firearms in their possession for the purpose of corn piling a
central register of fiearms. Based on the original estimates of firearms held by licensed
shooters, the response has been most disturbing with only some 55 per cent of firearms
being registered.
Strong action is required to force licence holders to comply with the registration laws.
The penalty for possession of an unregistered firearm is thus to be increased to $2000 or
six months' imprisonment. Further, on renewal of an existing shooter's licence, the holder
will be required to complete a statutory declaration that all firearms are registered. Failure
to do so wi~l result in cancellation of the licence.
All firearm owners would be well advised to either register or dispose of their weapons
to the police or gun dealers during the current firearms amnesty so that they will be able
to comply with this requirement.
In order to maintain the accuracy of the firearms register and to facilitate the renewal of
shooters' licences, licensees will also be required to notify the Registrar of Firearms of any
.
change of address.
The easy availability of ammunition is also addressed in the Bill. At present, large
amounts of firearm ammunition can be bought without the need to produce any form of
authority. This situation represents a major flaw in any system of controls over the misuse
of firearms and requires rectification if the total package of reforms is to be successful.
Accordingly, all purchases of ammunition will be restricted to those persons who hold a
licence or other authority under the Firearms Act or who produce evidence that they are
exempted from the requirement to hold a licence under the Act.
The provisions which govern the issue of shooters' licences as the basic authority to
possess and use firearms are also to be strengthened. Every applicant for a licence will be
required to provide a photograph for incorporation in a laminated plastic licence and a
sample set of fingerprints. All holders of existing shooters' licences will similarly be
required to provide a photograph and fingerprints when next the licence is renewed.
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The inclusion of photo~aphs on licences will prevent the unauthorised use of licences
while the laminated plastIc will provide a more durable licence for carria~e in the field. A
record of the fingerprints of all licence holders will provide positive Identification of
licence applicants and a deterrent to any subsequent misuse of firearms by the licence
holder. Prints are already required from all holders of pistol licences.
In addition to the present theory test of a licence applicant's knowledge of firearm laws,
each applicant will be required to complete a practical training course in safe firearm
handling practices to the satisfaction of a firearms safety instructor accredited by the
Firearms Consultative Committee. The format and content of the theory test is also to be
reviewed by the committee.
The Bill also reconstitutes and increases the membership of the committee itself in
order to provide a broader policy advice base on firearm matters. A greater balance will
be struck between the representatives of the holders of licences issued under the Firearms
Act and representatives of other groups having an interest in the availability of firearms
in the community. The appellate jurisdiction of the committee is to be transferred to the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal to enable the committee to operate solely as an advisory
body.
The Bill also effects several amendments related to the substantive changes I have
outlined. These include a rewording of the existing criteria for the issue of shooters'
licences, an increase in the duration of shooters' licences from either one or three years to
either three or six years at the election of the licensee and an increase in the annual licence
fee from $10 to $15. This fee was last increased in 1983. Details of these and other minor
amendments to the principal Act are contained in the explanatory memorandum attached
to the Bill.
I appeal to all honourable members to support the Bill. The government has responded
to the strongly expressed wishes of many individuals and groups who are extremely
concerned at the potential threat to the safety and well-being of the community which is
presented by the proliferation of firearms. If the provisions of the Bill can spike one gun,
prevent one tragedy, save one life, then we will have achieved a better and safer society
and brought credit upon this Parliament.
I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. Haddon Storey, for the Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until Thursday, October 29.

RESIDENTIAL TENANCIES (AMENDMENT) BILL
The message from the Assembly relating to the amendment in this Bill was taken into
consideration.
For the Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General), the Hon. E. H. Walker (Minister for
Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-I move:
That the Council agree to the amendment made by the Assembly on Amendment No. 6 made by the Council
in this Bill.

The Hon. J. G. MILES (Templestowe Province)-The Opposition accepts the
amendment made in another place. That acceptance indicates the spirit of reasonableness
and compromise that has existed throughout the debate on this contentious Bill; in
particular, the amendment to section 123 was contentious, and the provision should be
retained.
The Opposition inserted a number of amendments, in particular one relatin~ to section
123 of the 1980 Act referring to a landlord giving a tenant six months' notIce without
having to give a reason. Under the Liberal Party amendment, if the tenant wished to
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appeal to the Residential Tenancies Tribunal he or she had to do so within 28 days.
Basically, the government has accepted that and other amendments made in this House,
but in its wisdom has decided that 28 days is too short a period of notice, and that a period
of 56 days should be given to a tenant to appeal against an eviction notice without a reason
being given.
The Opposition was of the opinion that a period of 28 days may have been sufficient
but in a spirit of compromise the Opposition is happy to ensure the Bill passes at this
stage, because it is basically a good Bill. The Opposition accepts the amendment to provide
the tenant with the opportunity of having a period of 56 days in which to lodge an appeal.
The motion was agreed to.

APPROPRIATION (1987-88, No. 1) BILL
The House went into Committee for the further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clause 4.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province)-I rise to speak on this debate,
a fairly free-ranging one. I intend to refer to community services, particularly item 2659
under Program No. 193.
Chaos reigns at the moment in Community Services Victoria. I refer to several issues of
the journal of the Victorian Public Service Association, where similar points are made
about Community Services Victoria and the Department of Conservation, Forests and
Lands.
The particular article to which I refer is in the journal dated May 1987, detailing the
serious and widespread problems in Community Services Victoria. According to the
senior industrial officer of the Victorian Public Service Association, Liz Cheligoy, this
results from management's longstanding neglect of proper industrial relations processes.
It appears there are a number of angry workers in Community Services Victoria. These
are social workers, welfare officers, cottage parents and hostel staff who have taken or are
threatening to take industrial action in a desperate, last-ditch attempt to emphasise their
plight to the community and the government, and to bring improved service to clients of
the department.
This has been raised in questions to the Minister for Community Services on several
occasions during question time over the past month or so. Opposition members have
elicited the information that there are just not enough social workers to go around. We
also found that a number of children who should be wards of the State or officially in the
care of the State are not being taken care of by the department because there is apparently
insufficient money or because there are not enough officers of the department to cope.
The Minister must bitterly regret that the Children's Protection Society is no longer
available within the regions to help look after those children. I was the Chairman of the
Children's Protection Society in the area that I represent. The local Rotary Club actually
gave us a house, which became the regional headquarters of the society.
Unfortunately, the government decided to socialise our activities and we went out of
business. The Children's Protection Society no longer operates around Moorabbin, Brighton
and Malvern. Its work was taken over by the department much to the detriment of the
children concerned. We were providing a splendid service in the area, but it did not fit in
with the government's socialist views, so it decided to do away with the society. It was
providing an excellent service, but it is no more.
The service provided by the society was far superior, in my view, to those currently
being provided. When the society went out of business the Bentleigh Rotary Club took
back its house and the motor car it had supplied to the society, because it did not intend
to provide the same amenities for a government department, and rightly so. Many other
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worthy causes in the area wanted to make use of the house, so it is in the care of some
other group. So far as I know, it is still bein~ paid for and maintained by the Rotary Club,
but it is oflittle use now to the neglected chIldren of the area.
The senior industrial officer of whom I spoke earlier, Miss Cheligoy, said in May 1987
that the problems centre around haphazard consultation, inadequate funding of existing
community programs while new programs are being approved, and a critical lack of
appropriate accommodation facilities.
I refer now to the September 1987 issue of the Victorian Public Service Association News
which indicates that the problems had not been solved in the intervening months. According
to a story that appeared in that publication:
Over 200 additional welfare staff are desperately needed in Community Services Victoria (CSV).
Social workers and welfare officers in the department have met to consider a strategy for industrial action,
including bans on Ministerial, FOI, and Ombudsman requests. and Protective Services reports.

The Hon. J. E. Kirner-Why not admit it is a horrendous issue and is receiving
bipartisan consideration?
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-We are trying to help the Minister.
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-It does not have to do with my responsibility.
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON-The Opposition is directing these matters to the
attention of Ministers. I believe the government should take note of what we are saying. It
is the very value of Parliament that we are able to point out what is going wrong.
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-Then stop using quotes and get on with it.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-We are here to point out the things going wrong with
the government. If the Minister were in our place, she would be doing exactly the same.
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-We would be doing a much better job.
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON-If a Liberal government were going badly, the Minister
would point out those very things.
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-Rubbish!
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON-The Minister should not object to these matters being
pointed out. I am not making up the statements that I have quoted. These have been made
by a union about the department. These people are members of the union who have
worked within the department. In two issues of their publication, they have stated the
same things; that the department is in a very bad way indeed.
I am entitled to obtain information from the journal just as I am entitled to obtain
information from any other reference source. If I care to use this material and quote it, I
am entitled to do so. I believe I am performing a public service in informing the public as
fully as possible.
The Hon. J. E. Kirner interjected.
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON-It is pointless to complain if I repeat the words used
by the government's critics, very knowledgeable people who work in the department. They
are part of the department, and they are entitled to criticise Community Services Victoria,
just as I am entitled to do so.
I believe I am doing a public service by bringing these matters to the attention of
Parliament. It is obvious that, if these people are saying these things, they must be true. If
these statements are not true, why does not the Minister take up the matter with the
union? The government is supported by unions and believes in the theory of unionism.
Therefore, it is up to the government to take up the matter with the union if the union is
publishing lies or false information.
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I am only telling the Committee what the union has said about the matter. I can believe
only that the criticism is true because, if it were not, the union would not publish it.
However, there is more to tell. I shall get even closer to the Minister's heart in the next
criticism to which I shall refer, because I shall direct attention to the Department of
Conservation, Forests and Lands.
I refer to item 2000 at page 39 of the Appropriation Bill. I direct attention to a government
publication called Update Victoria, which is edited by the Secretary to the Cabinet. In
relation to the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Bill, under the heading "Maintaining a Rich
Natural Heritage of Native Birds, Animals and Plants", the publication states:
The first nature conservation legislation in Australia to emphasise planning, management and prevention
instead of relying solely on control, is how Conservation, Forests and Lands Minister, Joan Kirner, describes the
government's approach to the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Bill.

That Bill contains some admirable principles, and some to which the Opposition takes
exception. However, all the proposed legislation that the Minister is introducing in relation
to conservation, forests and lands will be negated by the mismanagement of the department
and by the turmoil within the department, which I shall illustrate by further information
from the union.
I direct attention to a letter that appeared in the A~e of 7 February. It was si~ned by Mr
Jim Anderson, who is the President of the Victonan Public Service Assoclation, and
stated:
The great majority of officers working in the Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands would, I suspect,
agree with Tom Perry ...

who had written a previous letter... that the government's ban on hunting with hounds is a commendable decision.

The Opposition does not argue with thatMuch less commendable is the government's unwillingness to properly staff the department and, thereby,
ensure that government policies can be enforced.

That common thread runs through the criticisms of the Department of Conservation,
Forests and Lands: that it is not properly staffed. I shall not quote Mr Anderson's letter,
but he continued at some length to put his view that the department is not properly staffed
and that our priceless assets are being ignored; that our assets are being eroded because
they are not being properly looked after.
The Victorian Public Service Association News of September 1987 points out that
researchers and technical support staff of the Arthur Rylah Institute for Environmental
Research are working to rule. Why are they working to rule?
The members' decision to work to rule comes after a staffing offer to the Institute by the Director-General of
the Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands.
The researchers and technical support staff, who are members of the YPSA, are highlighting mismanagement
and under-resourcing in the "National Parks and Wildlife Management" and "Fisheries Management" Divisions
of the Institute.

The Hon. J. E. Kirner-Has that been fixed? Have you made any investigations about
that other than reading the journal?
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-That would be up to the Minister. She can inform us
in her reply. The union is saying in the article dated September 1987 that many projects
have been deferred. It continues:
... the Institute currently does no work on the State's two most endangered fish (trout cod and Australian
grayling) and research projects on the effects of hunting on some animal popuiations have been deferred.

The Hon. J. E. Kirner-Is it true?
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The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-It is not long ago and the Minister has been responsible
for this department for several years.
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-For two and a half years.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-By 1987 the union said that the department was
totally mismanaged.
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-Is it true?
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON-We will have a question time if the Minister cares to;
it might not be appropriate just now.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. A. Sgro)-Order! Mr Lawson should address his remarks
to the Chair.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-Yes, Mr Chairman; I am delighted to do so. There
have been a number of unruly interjections to date.

If this was the situation in September 1987 and the Minister had administered the
department for two and a half years, I doubt whether all the problems have been addressed
in the interim. There have been only two or three months to do that and, if it has taken
two and a half years for the department to get into this mess, there is no way that the
Minister could repair the situation in three months. I believe the statements of the union
to be true.
A further report-this will also please the Minister-is headed "Crisis in conservation,
forests and land resources". It states:
The technical officers' work to rule in the Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands has been in force
now for well over a month.
The department has responded to the work to rule by providing resources to some areas that have a high public
profile but there is still a resources crisis in CF&L. ...
A staffing and resources sub-committee of the departmental section is currently collecting information on the
resources crisis in CF&L from interested individuals and groups within the department.

There is something rotten in the Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands! It has
taken two and a half years to get into a mess and it will take more than three months for it
to recover.
With regard to police and emergency services, I refer the Committee to page 92 of
Budget Paper No. 3, Programs Nos. 581 to 585, which provide for police staffing and so
on. I also refer honourable members to a document dated June 29 that has been prepared
by the Police Association. It gives an indication of the staffnumbers that the police believe
to be appropriate for Victoria. It says that currently the authorised strength of the Victoria
Police Force is 9100 and the fully funded strength is 8958 policemen and women with 145
public servants.
The association claims that an adequate force number would be 11 000. The Opposition
believes this to be the correct figure. That number would be ideal but there are actually
just over 9000 policemen and women.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-They will get 1000 resignations this year.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-That is correct. The Police Force has lost many staff
members in the upper echelons because of the difficulties with the appointment of the new
Chief Commissioner of Police. I hope those valuable senior officers will stay with the force
because we need them desperately.
As Mr Wright said, there will be a large number of resignations from the force not only
because of stress but also because of the superannuation conditions under which the force
operates. It is often more lucrative to resign from the force than to stay, because after a
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number of years the officers' superannuation peaks and then it begins to decline as they
stay longer in the force.
There comes a point in a police officer's career when it is more lucrative for him or her
to resign that to remain. One of the difficulties is that not enough officers are recruited to
replace those who are retiring and resigning. It is claimed that manpower is the key to the
problem:
Victoria's proportion of police strength to population-I:461-is the third worst in the Commonwealth.

In Queensland there is 1 police officers to 525 people; in New South Wales there is 1 police
officer to 512 people; in Victoria the proportion is 1 to 461; in Western Australia it is 1 to
450; in Tasmania is 1 to 425; in South Australia it is 1 to 420; and in the Northern
Territory it is 1 to 224. There are twice as many policemen per head of population in the
Northern Territory as there are in Victoria.
At election times-in 1982 and 1985-the Cain government recognised that the Victoria
Police Force is deficient in manpower; in deference to the Minister I say, uin person
power".
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-Staffing will do.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-The government has not fulfilled its promises between
elections. In 1981 the funded strength was 8050. It gradually rose in 1982 to 8302, but now
the number is 8943. It has not risen in proportion to the population in Victoria.
Honourable members are aware that the Police Force is grossly undermanned. We can
only agree with the assessment of the retiring Chief Commissioner of Police that the
number of police should be increased as should the number of support staff and the
standard of equipment-which are just as valuable as having people on the ground fighting
crime. We live in a technological age and the Police Force needs any technical and
technological help that it can get to fight crime.
I refer honourable members to the transport budget. I have spoken a good deal on the
waste in the transport area, so I shall not labour the point except to mention that a page in
Update of October 1987-the honourable member for Werribee, Dr Coghill, is the editor
of this official government document-states:
Port of Melbourne keeps its number one position.
The port of Melbourne has maintained its position as Australia's major overseas general cargo port and the
largest container port in the southern hemisphere.
Total commodity trade through the port rose to 18 million tonnes last financial year with a 13·5 per cent
increase in commodity exports being a significant contributor.

That is good news indeed. The only thing that detracts from it is that the Port of Melbourne
Authority is broke. It is in a desperate financial position and one of the reasons why it is
doing badly is the recurrent tax that is taken by the government. Every year the government
takes millions from the profit that the authority makes. Last year it took $4 million but,
unfortunately, the Port of Melbourne Authority has run dry financially and next year the
government will not be taking money from it. That is probably the best news that the
authority has had for a while. It has been given a year's respite from the gathering of taxes.
The Opposition hopes this will give it a chance to recover from the ravages of government
taxation.
I refer once again to the journal entitled Update. The quotation I shall make concerns
item No. 3850 in the agriculture portfolio. It states:
New code to protect stray animal pets
The Government will ban scientific studies on stray pets taken to municipal pounds when the animals ltave
any form of identification. The new code approved by the Animal Welfare Advisory Committee stipulates that
no animal identified in any way at all as a pet, including unclaimed pets, will be available for research without
the owner's consent.
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If one examines Act No. 46 of 1986, the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, one sees
that it contains a line stating that dogs and cats in pounds shall not be used for the purposes
of experimentation. However, the article in Update says that cats and dogs in pounds will
not be used for experimentation if they can be identified.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-It was never proclaimed.
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON-The Minister mentions that that particular line was
never proclaimed. I understand the reason why; it was inserted during the Committee
stage of the debate by the Liberal Party. The amendment was agreed to by the government
without a division.
I understand the government has not proclaimed that line or the reference to a breeding
stock of animals for the purposes of experimentation. The ostensible reason why that part
of the Act was not proclaimed was because a breeding stock of such animals would be far
too expensive.
Even though this line is placed in the official Act, I understand that an agricultural
amendment Bill will come before the House soon and one of its clauses is desi~ned to
remove the line to which I have referred from the Act. Yet the report in Update antlcipates
a decision that is to be made by Parliament. For an official Victorian government document
to anticipate a decision of Parliament is in contempt of Parliament.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-What is that?
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-I am referring to an article in Update, which is a
journal prepared by the honourable member for Werribee in another place who is the
Parliamentary Secretary of the Cabinet. It is an official journal which states that cats and
dogs in pounds, in effect, can be used for experimentation purposes if they are not identified.
That is directly contrary to a decision of this Parliament. The present Act protecting dogs
and cats in pounds can be changed only by a decision of this Parliament. That decision
has not been made and it is a contempt of Parliament for such an article to appear in the
journal. I hope the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs will direct the matter to the
attention of the honourable member for Werribee in another place and point out that he
is straying into contempt of Parliament.
I direct the attention of the Committee to the problems of Work Care. I understand this
Chamber is to have a full-scale debate on WorkCare tomorrow. I understand also that a
Bill to amend the WorkCare legislation will be introduced soon into the Lower House.
Because it is such an enormous subject with such tremendous and dangerous ramifications
for the State as well as inherent dangers for the government, it is worth mentioning
WorkCare in the Budget debate. So far as we can make out, at present, on the best advice
we have, since WorkCare came into operation its unfunded liabilities have amounted to
$1· 706 billion.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-You can add a couple of million to that.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-I was about to refer to the effects of the stock market
crash. The Opposition does not take pleasure in what has happened with WorkCare; it did
not want it to happen, but the Liberal and National parties are totally in the clear. The
WorkCare legislation was passed when the Opposition parties did not have a majority in
the Upper House. The legislation was passed in the interim between the voiding of a poll
in Nunawading Province and the election ofMrs Varty.
The government was carried away with enthusiasm and passed several pieces of social
legislation. The Opposition parties repeatedly warned the government about the
consequences of the legislation and the runaway effect it would have on the Victorian
economy. However, the government paid no attention and railroaded through the
legislation. The results give a clear demonstration of what would happen to Victoria if the
Opposition and the National Party could not combine to stop some of the worst excesses
of the government's legislation in this place.
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WorkCare has already built up an enormous unfunded liability. In addition, as Mr
Chamberlain interjected earlier, the recent stock market crash has had a devastating
impact on the large sums of money that WorkCare had invested in that area. That has
compounded the whole disastrous sequence of events. We are far worse off than before
and, according to the reckoning of the shadow Treasurer in another place, W orkCare had
51 per cent of its assets or $438 million invested in ordinary and preference shares and
rights and options in companies listed on the Australian Stock Exchange. That was very
smart; w.e cannot criticise because many people lost money.
However, WorkCare lost public money that has disappeared into the maw of the stock
exchange. As honourable members are aware, the stock exchange is free-falling. An
earthquake occurred and we are now experiencing the aftershocks as the market goes
further down. Many will go down with it and apparently WorkCare is on the way down as
well and will have to be bailed out by the Victorian taxpayers.
According to the shadow Treasurer the losses on the stock exchange in respect of
WorkCare could be as high as $80 million. From what honourable members have heard
today, and according to what happens next week, it appears that estimate may be modest
but, at th~ very least, it could rise to $100 million and probably more.
TheW~)fkCare debacle is affect\ng every section of the community. The Opposition
estimates that all public utilities will have to raise their prices because of the extreme costs
of WorkCare. Local government maintains that it will have to put up its rates. In the
Cau/field Contact of 1 October 1987 under the heading "WorkCare may cause rate rise" it
states:

Rates will have to rise to meet increases in WorkCare employer levies for local government, according to
Wendy Smith of the Metropolitan Municipal Association.
Councils have gone from paying 2·2 per cent to paying the top rate of 3·8 per cent ...

Surely white-collar workers would not really be employed in dangerous occupations.
Nevertheless the premiums have risen. The nse in Caulfield will mean an increased cost
of$loo 000 in real terms. We know who will pay the debt; it will not be the officers, the
mayor or the councillors-it will be passed on to the ratepayers. Furthermore, it will be
higher than this, as we have discovered, because of the stock market crash. The estimate
of $100 000 would be modest in the case of the Caulfield council alone because of this
disaster.that has overtaken us.
I now turn to public records. This is a perennial issue that has been mentioned in the
House for a number of years. I have spoken about it on several occasions, particularly on
the deterioration of those records. To this end, I refer to page 108, Program No. 624 for
Property and Services. I direct to the attention of the government the serious deterioration
of public records in Victoria. Victoria is suffering from irreversible and galloping amnesia.
When I use that term I am speaking of a loss of the public records of the State which are
deterioriating because of damp condition~, dry rot, insect attack, and negligence. When
many of our valuable public records disappear or disintegrate they will be gone forever
and many valuable parts of Victorian history will be lost for all time.
Part of the difficulty is that there are not enough conservationists or librarians to
winnow out material that does not need to be kept because the Public Record Office is
obliged by legislation to keep all sorts of documents, and often there are not enough
officers on hand to decide what material should be kept and what should be discarded.
Accordingly, the office is inundated with material, which is stored and takes up miles of
shelving. Several kilometres of shelving are purchased each year and filled with records
that no-one has time to examine or evaluate, to put to one side or send out fOf conservation.
It is a serious matter, perhaps not as serious as some of the matters I have raised.
I hope the government will give close attention to the problem, but I doubt if we will
have better news when next year's Budget is debated. Probably it will be worse because of
the crash ,of the stock exchange. I can only hope for the best, but I fear the worst.
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The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western Province)-I raise half a dozen matters
briefly for the attention of the Committee. The first relates to Program No. 161 dealing
with the Attorney-General's Department. I indicate at the outset that the allocation under
that program would be far less without the provision for the intention of the AttorneyGeneral to phase out the historic office of justice of the peace. We all know that justices of
the peace no longer sit on the bench to hear cases that otherwise would go before a
magistra te.
The proposal concerns me, particularly the way in which it has been introduced in that
it is included in the Bill with many provisions, and it is not until page 10 of the explanation
of the measure by the Attorney-General that we find the Minister's intention to further
downgrade the office of justice of the peace and completely do away with the office of
commissioner for taking affidavits.
What will happen to justices of the peace under the proposals is that a person will hold
the office of justice of the peace when he or she reaches the age of 65 years and court
processes will be issued only by registrars and magistrates. The Attorney-General will
appoint persons to undertake bail functions.
There are 23 justices of the peace in the Bendigo area, 18 of whom are members of the
Royal Victorian Association of Honorary Justices I am proud to state that I was the first
chairman of the Mildura branch of the Royal Victorian Association of Honorary Justices.
I have had discussions with members of the Bendigo group of the association, Messrs
Fred Straub, Greg Noonan, Viv Bowles and others. They have expressed concern and
disappointment at the intention of the Attorney-General. The duties of the justices were
performed in an honorary capacity, and at all times of the day or night, often at 2 a.m. or
3a.m.
I sound a note of warning and, no doubt, in other directions, such as the Country Fire
Authority, that the government is doing away with the voluntary work that has been done
by those people. They should be given credit for the work they perform, but they are being
replaced by paid employees.
I now turn to Program No. 283 with respect to education. The Rainbow High School
newsletter No. 32 of this month relates a story about bureaucracy and expenditure that
might be hard to toss. The school received the following note from the supply section of
the Ministry of Education regarding an order that was placed. The newsletter states:
Please note that we have had to adjust your SEARCHES Balance due to a chemical price increase form FSE.
The amount deducted:- .Olc
(One of our mathematicians has calculated that the cost of notifying us of this significant matter would have
been approximately S5.52-postage 37c, paper and envelope 5c, stencil for form lOc, 1/2 hour labour required to
enter, calculate, type etc. @ SI 0 hours is S5-in other words 552 times the value of the adjustment itself!!!!)

I hope that other areas of the administration are more cost effective.
Program No. 504 refers to the Victoria Grants Commission's allocations this year and
those allocations have completely ignored the aspect of area. With Mr Dunn, I have the
honoUJ to represent four of the five largest municipalities in Victoria, and they were
pleased to receive part of their grant-approximately IS per cent-on the basis of the area
of the municipality.
Under the new basis of allocation, which is related mainly to population and needs,
these municipalities have received considerably reduced allocations. Large reductions
have occurred in the grants received from the Road Construction Authority through the
Commonwealth and the State. It means that those large shires in Victoria have been
doubly disabled in the carrying out of their most essential functions.
Many roads serve the most productive areas of those municipalities. With the reduced
funds available, the municipalities cannot keep those roads properly maintained, and in
the future the cost of bringing those roads to the standard required will be so much greater.
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The note of warning that I sound is what I perceive to be a type of blackmail; in other
words, those municipalities that have fought strongly-and I would have thought Mr
Murphy would have been sympathetic to the plight of his municipality-against
amalgamation have found that the Victoria Grants Commission allocations for this year
have been cut by up to 25 per cent.
Road grants have also been greatly reduced. I have received correspondence from a
number of municipalities, one of which was the Shire ofCharlton. The shire secretary, Mr
Gary Lamour, strongly urged the Minister for Local Government in another place and
Senator Margaret Reynolds, the newly appointed Federal Minister for Local Government,
to review grants to municipalities.
I also understand that considerable correspondence has been received from the Shire of
East Loddon and other municipalities in the electorate that I represent. This matter is of
grave concern to my constituents so, on their behalf, I ask the government to try to resolve
this most inequitable situation.
The Tarnagulla Primary School has made a number of representations to me requesting
that the residence for teaching staffat Tarnagulla be retained. The residence has been fully
occupied for the past twenty years, with the exception of eighteen months when two
teachers who occupied the house at that time purchased property in the area.
Because of the geographic location of Tarnagull a, teaching positions are less attractive
if a residence is not made available for teachers. Honourable members who represent rural
areas are aware of the problems country schools have in attracting teachers. Tamagulla
Primary School has an excellent record of continuity of teaching staff and it attributes this
record on the whole to the teacher accommodation that has been available. Other local
members and I have made a number of representations to the Minister for Education in
another place and to the General Manager of the Government Employee Housing Authority
on this matter. Again I urge the government to retain this residence.
I shall now deal with Programs Nos. 683 and 685. Some of the matters that I shall direct
attention to arise from discussions that I and my Leader in another place have had with
the new President of the Royal Automobile Club of Victoria, Mr Norman Lees, and the
general manager, Mr Em Drinkwater. Through those discussions we discovered that
transport investment in 1986-87 was $1320 million, or 50 per cent of the entire transport
expenditure; $660 million or 29 per cent was spent on road-related matters; and other
expenditures amounted to $260 million or 12 per cent. This expenditure totalled $2240
million.
Investment in roads in 1986-87 indicated an imbalance in expenditure: in the
metropolitan area $175 million or 38 per cent of total expenditure was expended; on rural
and provincial city roads, $190 million of 21 per cent was expended. Road investment
expenditure totalled $460 million for that year.
I shall now list the money expended on road maintenance and new works: for the
metropolitan area, maintenance amounted to $65 million and new works, $109 million;
for rural and provincial city roads maintenance amounted to $113 million and new road
works, $79 million; and on national roads, maintenance amounted to $26 million and
new road works, $68 million. The total for maintenance was $204 million and for new
road works, $256 million.
I shall now list the break-up of expenditure for public transport in 1986-87: corporate
services, $115 millio~ metropolitan passenger, $715 million; country passenger, $165
million; and freight, :1>325 million. Total expenditure on public transport was $1320
million, as I said earlier.
In 1986-87 the public transport cost recovery from passenger fares for the Metropolitan
Transit Authority was $175 million; for the State Transport Authority it was $44 million.
The total for the MT A was $209 million and for the ST A, $240 million. In 1985-86 the
public transport cost recovery factors or operating cost for the two authorities were: 43 per
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cent for the MT A; and for the ST A passenger services the operating cost represented 33
per cent and for freight, 68 per cent.
There has been a huge reduction in road funding for country municipalities. The Federal
government blames the State government and the State government blames the Federal
government. Over the past four years $1250 million has been made available to the States.
That means that, with inflation running at an average of 7 per cent, Commonwealth
government funding has been reduced by approximately 25 per cent. At the same time the
Commonwealth government has taken $5000 million in taxes from our motorists. It is an
absolute disgrace that more funds have not been made available.
I give the Government credit for genuinely trying to make up the difference caused by
the reduction in Commonwealth funding, but this year the State government threw in the
towel. As a result, the municipalities that I represent have suffered a 25 per cent reduction
in funds. The standard of roads will, therefore, rapidly deteriorate.
This will be compunded by the decision of the State government to cart much of the
grain by road rather than rail. The government seems not to understand that it is
wiser to upgrade the rail services than to spend lots of money on the State's roads. The
roads will deteriorate in less than two years if grain is carted by road transport, whereas
the rail service is good for approximately 60 years before maintenance of any significance
is needed. I urge the government to come to grips with that problem.
State~s

I have received letters from nearly all the 27 municipalities that I represent expressing
concern about the allocations they have received under Program No. 688 which deals with
corporate services under the Road Construction Authority. One such letter was received
from the Shire of Bet Bet which has its headquarters at Dunolly. Apparently this shire has
been badly treated.
I hope the Minister for Transport in another place will examine the problems that I
have raised and make up the shortfall next year so that municipalities can restore their
roads to the appropriate standard. On that note, I finish my remarks.
Progress was reported.

ADJOURNMENT
Tourist facility at Cape Conran-Sea Lake kindergarten-Lifting regulations-Closure
of Evans Lane, Melbourne-Streets around Jam Factory, South Yarra-Langi Kal Kal
Youth Training Centre-Public liability of fundraising volunteers-Early Childhood
Development Program in Western Port-Women's Information and Referral ExchangeWimmera regional headquarters of Rural Water Commission-Beaumaris Cliff-Visit
by Minister for Planning and Environment to Wandiligong-Elderly citizens' clubrooms,
Lorne-Port Melbourne Bayside Development
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland Province)-I direct to the attention of the
Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands a matter of importance in the Gippsland
Province. The Minister will recall that last year she visited a beautiful part of east Gippsland
known as Cape Conran.
You will remember, Mr President, that you initially announced Cape Conran would be
reserved as a natural campint; facility. It was to be designed as a second Wilsons Promontory
with even more natural attnbutes and reserved mainly for people who wanted a low-cost
holiday.
I have asked the Minister to take up my suggestion of the Queen opening the Cape .'
Conran facility. When I was in London recently, I almost knocked on the door of
Session 1987-35
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Buckingham Palace to suggest to the Queen that she come to Cape Conran at the invitation
of the local member.
The development of Cape Conran is of enormous significance to the tourism industry
in east Gippsland; it is one of the nicest parts of Australia and has everything to offer the
visitor. Not many people are aware of its beautiful sights. The local tourist authorities are
calling the area the wilderness coast. It certainly is a wild and natural coast.
I ask the Minister to inform the House of the latest developments on the Cape Conran
facility.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western Province)-I raise with the Minister for
Community Services the matter that is also occupying the attention of my colleagues, Mr
Bernie Dunn in this House and the honourable member for Swan Hill in another place,
relating to the kindergarten at Sea Lake in the province I represent.
Because of reductions in funding available to Community Services Victoria, some
changes have been proposed to sessions conducted by kindergartens. The Sea Lake
kindergarten has informed me that it anticipates a reduction in its fair share of resources
and participation in the local community.
The kindergarten has raised various arguments for the retention of the present system
of operating. Under the proposal, every four-year-old child will still be offered the required
four sessions. However, these sessions on a part-time basis will be condensed into two,
each with a duration of 5 hours. The kindergarten committee states that four-year-old
children are not physically or emotionally capable of condensing their attention into a
5-hour session.
Another concern is that qualified preschool teachers will not be attracted to part-time
work in Sea Lake. Sea Lake is the geographical centre of the Mallee and provides many
essential services to outlying towns. Constraints are placed on families because 41 per cent
of enrolment numbers have to travel considerable distances to attend kindergarten. Among
the eligible children enrolled for 1988, two are classed as "developmentally delayed" and
a change would affect them.
Sea Lake has special demographic conditions in that a number of single people fill
banking and teaching positions and it is possible that those people will be transferred next
year and will be replaced by married people with families. This will expand the number of
children attending the kindergarten.
The committee also states that parents living in isolation on farms need continual
interaction through common involvement.
Finally, should kindergarten sessions be reduced to two days a week, the building will
be only 40 per cent utilised.
I ho~ the Minister appreciates the problem posed by any changes to the present system
and wdl reconsider those changes.
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON (Higinbotham Province)-I address my remarks to the
Attorney-General and I ask him to make representation on behalf of one of my constituents
to the Minister for Labour in another place. The matter concerns the proposed regulation
to limit the amount that may be lifted by anyone person to 16 kilograms.
The Australian Chamber of Manufactures is concerned and has stated in its newsletter
of 9 October 1987 that the draft code of so-called action levels would impose additional
costs running into many hundreds of millions of dollars on Victorian companies.
An example of this concern was related to me by one of my constituents who runs a
private nursing home in Caulfield. A number of geriatric people are patients at her hospital.
Because they are old and disorientated, they occasionally fall out of bed. Their average
weight is between 50 and 80 kilograms. That means that if the lifting limit of 16 kilograms
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for each individual were enforced, three nurses would be required to lift a 48-kilogram
patient back into bed and five nurses would be needed to lift an 80-kilogram patient. If the
required number of nurses were not used, they would be breaking the rules. However, if
they left the patient on the floor, they would also be breaking the rules.
It is impossible for that hospital to muster whatever number of nurses is required under
the regulations to lift a patient back into bed because the nurse-patient ratio is 1 to 10
during the day and 1 to 15 during the night. A patient could be lifted in the manner
described only in a hospital facility that had more than 60 patients.

The proposal is nonsense on the face of it. It cannot be enforced out in a private nursing
home because of the lack of nurses available to lift patients.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central Highlands Province)-I raise with the Minister for
Planning and Environment a matter that is not within the Central Highlands Province but
within the Melbourne Province. It concerns a number of people situated in the vicinity of
Little Lonsdale, Exhibition and Latrobe streets.
There is a proposal currently before the Melbourne City Council to close off part of
Evans Lane. A developer wishes to build a multistorey office block on the corner of
Latrobe and Exhibition streets.
He has purchased a number of properties in that area. However, to enable him to
continue with the development it is necessary, he states, to close Evans Lane, which runs
from Latrobe Street to Little Lonsdale Street. A number of people who live in the units on
the corner of Exhibition and Little Lonsdale streets are extremely concerned because the
proposal will cause them to lose access to Latrobe Street. I have a pecuniary interest in the
matter because my wife and I own an apartment there. Although there is an alternative
from Exploration Lane to Evans Lane, it would cut off half of Evans Lane.
I appreciate that it is difficult for the Minister to follow but I am sure the Melbourne
City Council will be able to fill him in on the details. It will also restrict the access of fire
trucks or emergency vehicles going through to Exhibition Street. I am sure the Minister is
aware that once a road is closed and a multistorey building is erected over it there is no
possibility of reopening it.
The Melbourne City Council has been most courteous to the people who have objected.
It has listened and read the submissions, but I ask the Minister to take note of what I have
said and to make inquiries because, if the area is closed, part of the access to Chinatown

will be lost and there will be no chance of reopening it. With the increase in both pedestrian
and motorised traffic in the metropolitan area it is necessary for any road closure to be
seriously considered.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash Province)-The Minister for Planning and
Environment will be aware of the decision by the Prahran City Council last night to
reopen Garden Street and Wilson Street around the Jam Factory, presumably to give
increased access for traffic to and from the Jam Factory. He will be aware, and I have
forcibly been made aware, that dozens of residents have been telephoning local members
about this issue. People had come to rely on the planning process that led to the Jam
Factory being given a permit on which there was a condition that those streets would be
closed and that the Jam Factory would pay for the necessary and consequent works.
One can take as a starting point the fact that the council has been correctly advised by
its le~al advisers that the Jam Factory permit remains valid, notwithstanding that the
condItion I referred to is broken or rendered futile by the council's action in reopening
those roads. It is not just a question of the law. The faith people have in the planning
process is extremely important for its effective working. When some future offer of
contribution to improving the local environment by a major developer is in question
people may say, "Ah, but what may happen here is what happened in the case of the Jam
Factory, which the Prahran council allowed to happen because its membership had changed,
because people's ideas had changed and because the people on the council were different".
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That may prove to be a significant frustration to developments that depend upon
reasonable accommodation being made with the local community and on appropriate
conditions being attached to permits. I acknowledge the good faith of the mayor and
others on the Prahran City Council, the majority of whom voted to reopen those roads.
The principle that roads should not be closed but rather that there should be traffic controls
is one that can be legitimately held.
Without seeking to interfere in the legitimate sphere of elected local government
representatives, I ask the Minister for Planning and Environment whether there is a broad
principle or moral obligation in favour of maintaining the road closures. The planning
process is possibly under threat if conditions such as the ones I mentioned are breached
and the council changes its mind. I ask the Minister to consider whether he will take
action.
The Hon. R. S. de FEGELY (Ballarat Province)-The matter I raise for the attention of
the Minister for Community Services relates to the Langi Kal Kal Youth Training Centre
at Beaufort. The Minister will be aware that so far this year 36 detainees have escaped
from the centre and that five of those escapes took place last week. The escapes have
caused considerable concern to local residents and wasted much time of the local police,
who are few in number at Beaufort in any case and who must mount searches for the
escapees.
I wonder why the government has departed from the original policy of committing only
first offenders to Langi Kal Kal Youth Training Centre. I wonder why offenders who have
been admitted to the centre in recent times have had a number of prior convictions, some
of them including convictions or extended convictions for escaping. It seems extremely
risky to me to place people who have a history of escaping from prisons or detention
centres in a low-security rehabilitation centre such as the Langi Kal Kal centre.
I ask the Minister to take up the matter with her department. I hope measures are in
hand to tighten up security at the centre to save local residents and police much concern.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern Province)-I refer the Attorney-General to an
issue that was raised with him by a deputation from the Mount Beauty Rotary Club when
he was in Bright last Saturday concerning the public liability of persons who carry out
voluntary duties in fundraising for local organisations. I raised this matter with the
Attorney-General in a letter dated 13 July and received an acknowledgment of that letter
on 10 August. He also answered a question I asked on the issue in the House on 11 August.
A case of this type has arisen in the Bright and Mount Beauty districts. I should like the
Attorney-General to indicate the way in which he will address the issue of a person
working for a voluntary organisation, such as a service club, who, in carrying out a
voluntary task, particularly fundraising, is sued for damages to either the person or the
property of a third party. In the case to which I refer, a suit is currently pending in the
Bright district.
The members of the deputation outlined to the Minister their concern that it is now
extremely difficult to obtain volunteers to work for service clubs. The issue has also been
raised with me by a person from the Wangaratta Rotary Club. Concern was expressed,
and it appears likely to be Statewide.
A person can have the whole of his property put at risk if he takes responsibility for a
service or similar community club and is unlucky enough to have a third party suffer an
injury at a function of which he is in charge. The deputation in Bright raised this issue
with the Minister and asked that he take certain action to determine whether there was
some way of protecting volunteers working in that capacity from such a risk.
I asked the Minister if the suggestion could be referred to a committee, and the Legal
and Constitutional Committee was suggested. Has that possibility been investigated, and
if so, what further action is the Minister able or prepared to take in this regard?
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I believe this is an issue on which the Attorney-General would receive the support of all
members of Parliament if he were to take constructive action. It is a matter of serious
concern for the volunteer clubs throughout Victoria, and it poses a serious threat to them.
The Hon. M. A. LYSTER (Chelsea Province)-The matter I direct to the attention of
the Minister for Community Services concerns the future of the Early Childhood
Development Program in the Western Port region based in Frankston. My concern has
been aroused by comments made by Dr Tony Weldon, a respected paediatrician associated
with that program. He expresses his concern at advice received that there will be a
withdrawal of government funding for the coordinator in the region.
The Early Childhood Development Program in Frankston and on the Momington
Peninsula has been highly valued for a number of years. It started in very difficult times.
The idea of melding a group of allied health workers to meet the needs of children and
families has not been easy to implement. This group has worked well over a period. It is
one of the essential programs in this State.
The removal of the coordinator's position places the program injeopardy. I have greater
faith than that in the people providing this service. The way they have worked !0gether
over the years can continue. However, there is a perception that the removal of the
coordinator's position places the future of the program in some jeopardy.
I seek from the Minister for Community Services an assurance that this action is not as
it is being perceived-an attack on the integrity of the Early Childhood Development
Program-and that there will be provision for leadership in some way. It may not be from
Community Services Victoria, as the people are employed by Health Department Victoria.
I seek the Minister's assurance and ask how her department envisages the future uf this
very important program for the children and families of Western Port, to whom it has
been so valuable over the past seven or eight years.
The Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY (Nunawading Province)-I direct a matter to the
attention of the Minister for Community Services. The Women's Information and Referral
Exchange was established in 1984 in order to provide a 24-hour service eventually. That
service is funded through the Minister's department and its use has increased some 650
per cent in the past couple of years. When one looks at the staffing levels of that service
and compares them with staffing in other States, one sees that whereas Victoria has one
worker for every 41 7 000 women, in South Australia there is one worker for 86 000, and
in the Australian Capital Territory there is one for 64 750.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-All at taxpayers' expense!
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-It is a shame to spend it on women and not sheep!
The Hon. C. J. Hog-It is a terrific service.
The Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY-It might perhaps help Mr Baxter if he realised that
it is a service provided to all Victorian women, including country women.
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-You just might get a collective position on this!
The Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY-It might also interest Mr Baxter to know that 10 per
cent of the calls come from women in the country.
The service has a network of bilingual women who among them speak 22 languages, so
it is a fairly important service. The women who conduct the service will no longer be able
to operate a weekend service. This is because its budget has not increased in real terms
over the past two years. This very difficult decision, to cease operations at weekends, has
been taken.
It is obvious from some of the statistics kept by the service that some of the more critical
needs met are confronted over weekends, when other services are not available. Will the
Minister indicate what role she envisages that service playing in the provision of
information services to women?
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The Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western Province)-I raise with the Minister for Agriculture
and Rural Affairs the siting of the Wimmera regional headquarters of the Rural Water
Commission at Horsham rather than at Murtoa, where the commission has had a
substantial facility for many years. During the period of consultation leading to the
decision, and after the decision was announced, the Murtoa community-and particularly
the Shire of Dunmunkle on its behalf-made a considerable effort to have that decision
overturned. The argument advanced by the Murtoa community is compelling and logical.
I have been dismayed to see it denied, particularly when substantial capital savings are
involved. The figure put forward is $300000 and I have not heard that disputed by
anyone. I am now advised that Murtoa has been chosen to be studied in depth as part of
the major small town study.
The loss of the Rural Water Commission facility at Murtoa will have a devastating
effect on that small rural community. On its behalf I ask the Minister to use his considerable
influence to have the sentence stayed, at least until the outcome of the rural study is
known.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I direct my concern to the
Minister for Planning and Environment. I bring to his attention a matter of which he is
aware. He will well know the importance of the Beaumaris Cliff which is of unique
ecological significance to this State.
The Geological Conservation Subcommittee of the Victorian Division of the Geological
Society of Australia is considering nominating the fossil area for inclusion on the register
of the National Estate. The National Trust of Australia (Victoria) is considering a proposal
that it should declare the Beaumaris Cliff a classified landscape.
The Minister would be aware that in comparatively recent times the old Keefer's
boatyard was burnt down. A proposal is before the Minister for a structure to be sited over
the burnt ruins of the structure built by the Keefer family in 1905. The annual licence was
granted by the then Lands Department in that year. The Port Phillip Conservation Council
and many citizens of the area consider that the cramped Keefer site covers a marine and
terrestrial fossil bed which is of international importance, and that is substantiated by the
institutions to which I previously referred. The site intrudes upon the artistically recognised
and beautiful Beaumaris Cliff landscape, where painters of the Heidelberg school did so
many of their splendid works. It is not a site for further development.
Next door to the site is the Beaumaris Motor Yacht Squadron, which currently has a
nineteen-year lease. There is no vehicular access to the boatyard at Keefer's site. It is
proposed to erect a jetty for the mussel operation in Beaumaris Bay. Under the Minister's
guidelines, the shore link with the mussel operation in Beaumaris Bay is required to be
predominantly based at Mordialloc pier. I suggest that he link all mussel operations to
Mordialloc pier.
I recommend to the Minister that he refuse the application for the structure to be built
along Beaumaris Bay. I warn him that the Sandringham City Council is not opposed to
the proposal but is reluctant about it because it considers the area to be environmentally
important to the bay. I ask the Minister to consider the situation with the object of
rejecting the applications currently before him. I also ask him to reply to the letter of 9
June from the Port Phillip Conservation Council.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I direct to the attention of the
Minister for Planning and Environment a matter concerning his visit last Saturday to
Wandiligong. I appreciated the Minister's visit to my province on Friday and Saturday
last week. However, I am referring specifically to his inspection of Wandiligong and its
environs.
The Minister will recall that the transport arrangements were made by the Shire of
Bright, but the arrangements for the inspection were put in train by an officer of his
department. I express some concern about the nature of those arrangements because they
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indicate some bias in the advice that was put to the Minister. A deal of difficulty was gone
to to enable a proponent of the heritage order placed on Wandiligong to travel on the bus
with the Minister and his group. We had to go around the block several times in order to
pick up the gentleman.
No opportunity was given for someone with contrary views on the heritage order to join
the group to put his views. The person who joined the group was able to say to the Minister
and those of us on the bus that residents of the town who opposed the order were rednecks.
He used the word ~~rednecks" in a disparaging sense.
I ask the Minister to recall the comments and remarks made by the residents at the
impromptu meeting that subsequently took place in front of the Wandiligong hall. Will
not the Minister agree that no comments were made at the gathering that could be so
described? It was a genuine seeking of information by the residents of Wandiligong, and
the Minister answered those questions fairly and accurately.
I ask that in future when arrangements are being put in place for inspections, particularly
in the province I represent, greater efforts be made by officers of the Ministry for Planning
and Environment to ensure that both sides of the debate have equal opportunity of putting
their concerns to the Minister.
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-I direct a matter to the attention
of the Minister for Community Services. For twenty years the elderly citizens of Lorne
have been endeavouring to obtain new clubrooms. My colleague, Mr Hallam, recounted
to the House on 6 October Jhe sad situation because their building, which was ostensibly
completed last May, has still not been connected to the electrical supply.
The building had been paid for by the Shire of Winchelsea, which was the constructing
authority, and government grants. The building is well built, sound and attractive. It is a
just reward for the efforts of that community over the past twenty years.
Because the builder went broke and did not meet some $70000 in payments due to
electrical contractors, the Electrical Trades Union will not allow the building to be connected
to the power supply, and that situation has applied for five months. When this issue was
last raised, the Minister for Community Services said that the elderly citizens were camping
in the building, because there is no light or heating. They can cook food only by bringing
in gas bottles.
Some 21 days ago the Minister indicated to the House that she would take up the matter
with her colleague in the other place, the Minister for Labour. An inquiry last week to the
Department of Labour met with the answer that the person handling the matter was not
available and no-one else knew anything about it.
The frustration of the elderly citizens can be imagined. They have waited all this time
for the building and cannot have the power connected. An extra effort is required by the
government to resolve the impasse. The government's Industrial Relations Task Force is
often used to resolve situations of this type. It was used in the Dollar Sweets Co. Pty Ltd
case and in many others.
I remind the government that time and again we are told of its special relationship with
the unions. In this case, work which could be done in approximately 90 minutes is not
being done because the union has said that if anyone else connects the power, the black
ban will be extended to other facilities in Lome and possibly to the whole township.
The building has been totally paid for and it is not reasonable to expect the Shire of
Winchelsea or the government to pay any more. Approximately 90 minutes' work is
required. The Electrical Trades Union should recognise that no further funds will be
forthcoming. We are approaching the so-called festive season when facilities such as the
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clubrooms will be used daily by the elderly citizens and other groups, yet the building
cannot be properly used.
I want the government to show some leadership. The Minister for Community Services
should again tell the Minister for Labour, the Honourable Steve Crabb, that in this day
and age it is not tenable for the ~overnment to be unable to find a solution to this problem.
Victoria needs strong leadershIp; the Industrial Relations Task Force must be used and
the Electrical Trades Union must be told that blackmail tactics such as this, where the
building has been paid for, will not be accepted by the government or the community.
The Hon. REG MACEY (Monash Province)-I raise a matter for the attention of the
Leader of the House, in his capacity as the Minister responsible for special projects. Some
time ago I brought to the Minister's attention a report that stated that contamination at
the Sandridge City site that was previously occupied by BP Australia Ltd would require
10 000 truck-days to remove. I inform honourable members that 10 000 truck-days is the
equivalent of 100 trucks for 100 days or 200 trucks for 50 days.
At the time the Minister did not rebut that report. Given his announcement today,
which confirmed the contamination of extensive deposits of hydrocarbons and heavy
metals, which were not mentioned in any previous report or speculation, can the Minister
inform the House how long he anticipates the removal of the contamination will take?
If it is anywhere near the prediction of 10 000 truck-days contained in the original
report, is he prepared to give an undertaking to the residents of Port Melbourne that
appropriate time will now be given to them to respond after fully considering the
implications of the development proposal?

The report released today makes it obvious that inadequate attention has been given to
the environmental implications of the project. Many similar concerns relating to traffic
management and quality of life considerations have been expressed by Port Melbourne
residents. I ask the Minister to provide that undertaking to the House.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-Mr Hallam
was quite flatterin~ in his comments that I should be able to influence another Minister of
the Crown. He raIsed a matter concerning the transfer of the Rural Water Commission
from Murtoa to Horsham, a decision which is over one year old.
That decision was made by another Minister but I am happy to talk to him to ascertain
what stage that transfer has reached. It is true that Murtoa has been chosen on
recommendation from government consultants as one of half a dozen towns to be examined
in our small town study. I am not certain whether that has an effect on the decision that
has been made, but I shall consult with the Minister. I do not want Mr Hallam to believe
I have the power that he suggests I have.
Mr Macey is a little late in raising a matter about the Bayside development. I have
answered most of his questions today. I cannot tell him exactly how long the removal of
the contamination will take because I have yet to hear from the Environment Protection
Authority and the government's engineering consultants about the exact amount of earth
removal and replacement that is necessary, but I recognise that it is considerable. When I
have those figures, they will be made available to the House.
I have never mentioned the term "fast track" in respect of the Bayside development. I
designed that process more than two and a half years ago and it has been one of the best
processes of consultation ever undertaken by any government. I reject the implication that
there has been any fast tracking in the sense that people's interests have not been considered
closely.
I take exception to Mr Macey's comments because I personally desi~ned the process for
this development, and for most of the time I have been involved in Its implementation.
My colleagues, the Minister for Planning and Environment and the Minister for Transport,
have also taken considerable interest in this project.
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I reject the notion that there has not been full consultation with residents. Two
environment effects statements have been carried out and I have attended dozens of
meetings with Port Melbourne councillors and residents.
However, the fact that this issue has arisen does suggest that an extension of time is
necessary to allow for examination of this problem. I have made it clear to Mr Macey that
the safety and health of residents in and around Port Melbourne are of prime concern and
must be ensured.
The fact that there is time to consider this issue and that proposed legislation will not
be introduced until early next year means that further discussion can occur with the Port
Melbourne City Council and resident groups on what I believe to be one of the best
projects this State has seen. I hope the project will come to fruition in such a way that
residents of Port Melbourne, together with other Victorians, will be proud of a fine project.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Minister for Planning and Environment)-I was extremely
disappointed that Mr Baxter raised the matter he did and that he continued with what I
would describe as colourful language concerning the events of last Saturday morning. I
enjoyed my visit to the Shire of Bright in the province that he represents. Despite my
extended travel throughout North Eastern Province from Friday to Sunday, I was
disappointed that Mr Baxter and Mr Evans did not have the stamina to keep up with me.
The honourable member for Benambra in the other place, Mr Lou Lieberman, made a
better fist of it and made it to Beechworth and Wodonga, although none of them
accompanied me to Chiltern or Wangaratta. They did make it to Bright and Harrietville.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-Bearing in mind that you didn't tell me that you were going,
how could I be there? Furthermore, I was accompanying the Premier.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-I should have thought Mr Baxter would have taken a much
keener interest in Chiltern.
The PRESIDENT-Order! I should have thought the Minister would respond to the
matter raised.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-In respect of the matter Mr Baxter raised about my visit to
the province that he represents, I was disappointed that he did not come across to Echuca,
Rochester or Dookie. I thought he might have turned up at the Tisdall wine and food fair
on Sunday, but, unlike the Shepparton solicitors, he gave the tennis a miss on Sunday
morning.
It was interesting to meet the citizens of Wandiligong who opposed the heritage order
controls. I believe they understood the explanations I gave of the processes to be followed
and that there will be a panel hearing in mid-November. The honourable member for
Benambra also played a constructive role when he was asked questions by twenty or so
residents who were expressing opposition to the ~ovemment's proposals. One resident,
whom for some reason the bus kept missing when It drove past him, was eventually given
a lift and was allowed to put his views. It was strange that the twenty residents whom I
met had contrary views. I was not aware before I boarded the bus that this meeting had
been arranged.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-You don't expect that people wouldn't be there to meet the
Minister, do you?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-That is the assurance I received on the Friday, and the
person who gave that assurance has credibility that you would now impugn. When the bus
finally managed to pick up that gentleman-and it is pretty hard in Wandiligong because
both cars were out on the street-The Hon. D. M. Evans-He couldn't see the car right behind him!
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-I shall come to public liability.
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The PRESIDENT-Order! I inform the House that this is the debate on the motion for
the adjournment of the sitting-not a fireside chat.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-I know which one I would prefer. I had a very good
exchange of views with the residents who had arranged to meet with me. The honourable
member for Benambra, in a responsible way, expressed confidence in the process that I
outlined to the residents. Mr Evans and Mr Baxter stood mute at that time but were seen
to have a private conversation with the Honourable Lou Lieberman and the residents
after I had returned to the bus.
I believe in a certain measure of freedom of speech. The residents were allowed and
encouraged by me to ask all questions. As a result of my encouragement, the residents
asked members of the Opposition a question, which resulted in the honourable member
for Benambra in another place expressing his confidence in the process outlined and the
embarrassed silence of the National Party.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-There is no embarrassment on our side.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-I withdraw the word "embarrassed" because I am not sure
whether Mr Baxter is capable of embarrassment.
In relation to the public liability matter raised by Mr Evans, when the bus returned to
the town hall, an officer from my department- I will not name the person because it
could become the subject of public liability litigation-backed his car into someone else's
car. This occurred just after we had met a deputation on public liability. By that time I
had returned to my car and had not expressed any opinlOn about anything. I had my
camera with me and I should have been using i t - - The PRESIDENT-Order! I have given the Minister considerable latitude. All
honourable members enjoy a bit of humour but I suggest that the Minister continue to
answer matters raised on the motion for the adjournment of the sitting and cut out the
Cook's tour of the north-eastern region.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-Mr President, I have another 568 kilometres to go! On the
matter raised by Mr Evans, the honourable member for Benambra in another place was
helpful and he suggested that the matter be referred to the Legal and Constitutional
Committee. As I outlined to the deputation at the request of the honourable member for
Benambra, the suggestion was constructive. I have caused inquiries-if I may use a
pompous, outmoded legal term-to be made by my department into the possibility of that
reference. I have also held a number of other discussions about this subject.
I recognise the issue as it exists in Mount Beautr' which I did not visit. I understand
that it is a great attraction and on another occasion hope I am able to visit the area.
The PRESIDENT-Order! The Attorney-General may have ample time to visit the
area if he treats the House with a little more courtesy. I ask him to respond to matters
raised by honourable members.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-I am, Mr President. Again, on the matter raised by Mr
Evans, I maintain the position that I described on Saturday. Since my return to Melbourne,
I have made inquiries, and in the next few weeks I hope to be in a position to provide the
honourable member with a firm answer.
Mr Guest raised a matter concerning road closure in Prahran. I shall look into that
matter. Perhaps my mind was still in the north-eastern region of Victoria because I was
not rapt by the goings on in the Prahran City Council, but I shall certainly inquire into the
matter raised.
Mr Lawson raised a matter relating to the legal lifting limit, and I shall direct the
problem to the attention of the relevant Minister. A number of honourable members have
raised with the Minister this issue in relation to nursing.
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Mr Granter, in a very open-minded manner, raised a problem concerning the closure of
Evans Lane and a development on the corner of Latrobe and Exhibition streets. I am more
than happy to have a look at that problem.
If we move south of Melbourne, Mr Connard raised a matter concerning boatyard
buildings. I have inquired into that and discussed the matter with the heritage branch. It
is an issue that concerns paintings by members of the Heidelberg school in the late
nineteenth century and possibly early twentieth century. From a heritage and planning
point of view, I do not hold the same reservations about the development as those
expressed by Mr Connard. It is a scale ofform that is acceptable in those terms.
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Minister for Community Services)-Mr Wright raised a query
about the Sea Lake kindergarten. The government has made strenuous efforts to ensure
that four-year-old children in Victoria have access to one year at kindergarten. It has been
difficult to implement that policy because the Commonwealth government withdrew its
contribution to preschools approximately two years ago and the State government
encountered a difficulty with a mismatch of resources.
Some areas of the State have many three-year-old children at kindergartens and other
areas have four-year-old children who are not able to attend a year of preschool education.
Last year the government carefully and sensitively tried to redeploy sessions from areas of
low need to areas of high need. The government did the same this year and it is hoped the
same degree of sensitivity was used.
Simply, there is no overcoming the fact that some country and metropolitan
communities-mostly country-have few four-year-old children who need preschool
education. One of the principles on which staff in my department work is that preschool
education must be kept alive in country Victoria. That is, a preschool must not be closed
down if there are four-year-old children in the area and even if they represent only a small
number.
I take the point that a country community can always have an influx offamilies and one
never knows when kindergarten education may be needed. More importantly, the preschool
can have a multiplier effect in terms of family support and in social terms in a small
community. The government has tried to be flexible. In some places teachers will be
working between centres. Sometimes the number of sessions has been cut down but a
presence has always been kept in a particular area-so far as I am aware.
I understand some of the difficulties faced by the Sea Lake kindergarten. It realises that
it is able to appeal against the process. Should Sea Lake have more four-year-old children
or a changed set of reasons, its appeal would have some chance.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-Would you be prepared to visit the area?
The Hon. C. J. HOGG-I think I will be in the Shire of Swan Hill, as its guest, on
Friday. I shall be happy to meet with the group and explain what the government is trying
to do and how hard the government has worked to retain kindergarten sessions in country
areas. The government has tried to be flexible and avoid some of the old rigidities to
ensure that needs are met. This cannot always be done to the entire satisfaction of
everyone but we are trying to give four-year-old children one year of preschool education,
which they need.
In terms of the public buildings mentioned by Mr Wright, there is a much greater spirit
of flexibility abroad. I was in Murtoa last week; it does not have a la~e preschool population
nor is the infant welfare centre used every day of the week. A deCIsion has been made to
use those buildings for play woups, which seems a proper use. This decision was applauded
by local government and Interested parties. That can be achieved in many placesobviously, in the metropolitan area as well as in rural areas.
In answer to Mr de Fegely, I am obviously aware of the abscondings from Langi Kal
Kal Youth Training Centre. They concern and trouble me. At present, Langi Kal Kal is
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full. Mr de Fegely alluded to the fact that a youth training centre is not a prison; it is not a
high security environment. When a judge sentences a young person to a youth training
centre, he bears that fact in mind.
Thai. having been said, I reiterate that I am concerned about the number of people who
have absconded. Some security measures are being reviewed by staff and I have also asked
members of my department to review some of the other procedures operating at Langi
Kal Kal Youth Training Centre. I do not suppose that one can ever completely eliminate
absconding from detention centres, but the government will do everything it can to reduce
the number of people absconding.
M!"~ Lyster raised on behalf of the Western Port early childhood development
coordinators a query that could be raised by people concerned with early childhood
development in other parts of the State.

The early childhood development coordinators funded by Community Services Victoria
have been working with teams of health workers, mostly employed by Health Department
Victoria, as Mrs Lyster pointed out. The system arose at the time of the transfer of various
functions of the Health Department to the restructured Department of Community Services
back in 1985. In the long term most people will agree that this is not an appropriate
management situation. Certainly the highly valued work done by the early childhood
development people-nowhere is it more valued than in the Western Port region-will
continue and it is anticipated in the future that Health Department Victoria will provide
the management and leadership functions.
The government is putting into place a new coordinating structure for specialised child
and family services throughout the State. This will ensure greatly improved arrangements
among existing services directed towards meeting the development needs of all children,
including those with special needs. To this end, Community Services Victoria will employ
regional coordinators, again across the State, with a major responsibility for seeing that
health, educational and community services projects are being coordinated so that the
best available combination of services is available for children and their families.
The government aims to ensure that children's developmental needs and the decades of
traditional barriers between Health Department Victoria, the Ministry of Education and
Community Services Victoria are broken down. I know that may sound as though it is an
easy task, but I am certain that many honourable members will realise that it has not
always been easy to get creative and coordinated work across departmental and regional
boundaries. The government is confident that a structure is being put in place so that Mrs
Lyster can assure the people involved with early childhood development in her region
that no diminution of their work will occur and that the mechanisms will work better.
I am pleased to hear the remarks made by Mrs Varty about the Women's Information
and Referral Exchange and I assure her that those remarks are endorsed by me and my
colleague, the Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands, who is also well aware of the
work done by that organisation. I was not aware of the percentage increase that was
mentioned and I find the figure staggering. Although Community Services Victoria has
responsibility for the Women's Information and Referral Exchange budget and has been
communicating with the organisation for approximately eighteen months and has
guaranteed the integrity of the budget, it has not at this stage been able to increase the
budget. I assure Mrs Varty that in the next couple of days members of my department will
speak with representatives from the organisation and it may be that some way will be
found to assist the exchange.
I take the point Mrs Varty makes about weekend work, because very often the kind of
crisis that precipitates a phone call to the Women's Information and Referral Exchange
occurs at the weekend; the amount of work done by the volunteers who keep that service
going is remarkable. Approximately 10 per cent of those calls come from country Victoria.
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It is a Statewide service and is one of the most cost-effective services that is sponsored
and funded by government. I assure Mrs Varty that I shall examine the matter closely and
seriously in the near future.
Mr Chamberlain raised the matter of the Lorne Senior Citizens Centre, which was
drawn to my attention by Mr Henshaw recently, when discussions took place with the
local council, which remains the auspicing body of the senior citizens' club.
In the three weeks or so since the matter was drawn to my attention, I have been
exploring some avenues to try to unravel the dispute. An officer from the Department of
Labour is examining the matter and I have today spoken to the Minister for Labour. I am
hopeful that in the near future some way of resolving the issue will be found.
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-Mr Murphy
raised the recent developments at Cape Conran, which is indeed part of the wilderness
coast of Victoria. I am pleased to advise the House that the $1 million that was allocated
in 1985 for bicentennial funding for the Orbost region is now being used at Cape Conran
to develop a national recreation resort and to provide low-cost accommodation.
It is a pleasure to think that this beautiful area will be available to people on middle to
low incomes so that they might enjoy its pleasures. To date approximately 40 per cent of
the grant has been spent on improving access and public facilities throughout the entire
Cape Conran area. Consultant architects have recently completed the sketch design for
the accommodation component of the project. The completed project will consist of seven
cabins, a community hall, which I am sure Mr Murphy will be pleased to hear about, a
caretaker's residence, and a booking office, as well as an improved educational facility.
The cabins are designed for use by both school groups and families, and the intention is
to offer an experience similar to bush camping but with a high level of comfort and
convenience. There will also be access for the disabled.
As I said a moment ago, I am pleased that a community hall has been included in the
project because the area is isolated and it is important to have the community use the
facility and to have it available as a conference centre, particularly for environmental
studies for school groups.
The sketch desisns are good. They exhibit a pleasing blend of building textures and
shapes. The ovemding theme of the development is to harmonise structures with the
environment and to encourage a back-to-nature experience, which is important in that
area because one would not want anything to interfere with the wonderful vistas of the
coastline.
Construction should occur in early 1988, with cabins due to be used by December of
that year. I have, at the request ofMr Murphy, placed the opening of those cabins on the
Royal list of invitations to the Queen.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.28 p.m.
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SALE OF LAND
(Question No. 32)

The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province) asked the Minister for Agriculture
and Rural Affairs for the Minister for Education:
What land and/or fixed property has been sold, and offered for sale and not finalised, respectively, by the
department and/or agencies under the authority of the Minister during each of the years from 1982-83 to
1986-87 (to date) delineating, where appropriate, the revenue acquired from each sale?

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-The answer
supplied by the Minister for Education is:
Approximately revenue from property sales for the financial years mentioned is as follows:
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86

$
166000
8116000
8697000
9835000

Due to the number of property transactions conducted during the above periods, which include several
hundred rural properties alone, I am not prepared to commit already limited resources to ascertain the precise
details of each individual property.
However, if the honourable member has a specific transaction or property in mind then I will be happy to
provide the detailed information.

Victorian Post-Secondary Education Commission
Year

Address ofLand/Fixed
Properties

Proceeds

1982-83

Poole Street, Burwood

$1311000

1984-85

1986-87

1986-87

Comments

Sold to Ministry of Housing. Proceeds used by Victoria
College with Ministerial consent to fund stage 1 of
college library.
Burwood Highway, Wantirna $3860000 Sold to MMBW. Ministerial consent obtained to
South
allocate proceeds as follows:
• $2 million for relocation of Lincoln Institute to
Abbotsford .
• $1·8 million for establishment of the Western
Institute.
Heese Estate, Friswell Ave, (Valuation) Negotiations underway for sale to Ministry of Housing.
Bendigo
$189 000
Proceeds to be used for capital development at Bendigo
CAE.
Lot 15, Friswell Ave
(Approx.
By auction on 24 June 1987. Proceeds to be used for
Valuation) capital development at Bendigo CAE.
$100000

In considering the above information, please note the following:
l. Sale of Slater Street School of Nursing has been omitted, as the titles are held by College of Nursing
Australia.

2. It is assumed that information has been requested for:
(i) Colleges of Advanced Education only;
(ii) Properties for which titles are vested in Minister for Education;
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(iii) Only properties for which sale yielded a financial consideration.

Victorian Universities
Deakin University
No land disposed of between 1982 and present.
La Trobe University

No land or fixed property sold or offered for sale from 1982 to present time.
Monash University
Approximately 1·52 hectares at Westerfield Drive, Clayton, sold to Victoria College, Rusden Campus, for
nominal consideration on 12 July 1984. In effect a straight consideration on 12 July 1984. In effect a straight
exchange for 1·62 hectares in Howleys Road, Clayton, owned by the Ministry of Education.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

Address

Description

Settlement Date

Contract
Price

138-146 Cardigan Street, Carlton

M.U.P. Warehouse

30 October 1985

$
600000

148-154 Cardigan Street, CarIton

M.U.P. Car park

24 June 1982

134000

926-930 Swanston Street, Carlton

M.U.P. Vacant land

30 September 1985

125000

932-938 Swanston Street, Carlton

M.U.P.-Two-storey office
building

I November 1985

15 Morrah Street, Parkville

Two-storey terrace house

10 December 1985

701-713 Swanston Street, Carlton

Melbourne town house (hotel/
17 February 1987
motel)

Perry Bridge via Stratford

Crown allotments 12A and 12B,
section 3 Parish of Yeerung
17 July 1986

641 Orrong Road, Toorak

"Miegunyah"

24 July 1987

4 750000

25 Off Lambert Road, Toorak

"Miegunyah" Gardeners Cottage

24 July 1987

260000

Mount Martha
Lot A
LotB
LotC
LotD
LotE

Vacant land 13 hectares in 5 lots
1·527 hectares
3·327 hectares
3·357 hectares
2·844 hectares
1·936 hectares

19 August 1985
25 June 1985
1 October 1984
22 August 1984
9 October 1984

106000
160000
165000
140000
93000

Lot 35 (No. 41) Marguerita Ave,
Mount Martha
Vacant land
Lot 36 (No. 43) Marguerita Ave,
Mount Martha
Timber dwelling

305000
187000
3261000
III 500

16300
19 April 1984
38200
19 April 1984

Lot 37, 38, 39 (Nos 45, 47, 49) Concrete block 'and timber
Marguerita A ve, Mount Martha
bunkhouse dwelling and workshop 19 April 1984

59000

Lot 40 (No. 51) Marguerita A ve,
Mount Martha
Vacant land

15000
19 April 1984

Lot 41 (No. 53) Marguerita Ave,
Mount Martha
Vacant land

19 April 1984

Lot 43 (No. 57) Marguerita Ave,
Mount Martha
Vacant land

19 April 1984

Lot 3 Deakin Drive, Mount Martha Brick dwelling

19 April 1984

56100

Lot 4 Deakin Drive, Mount Martha Timber dwelling

19 April 1984

38500

14900
14850
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Description

Contract
Price

Settlement Date

Lot 5 Deakin Drive, Mount Martha Vacant land

$
16 lOO

19 April 1984

FUNDING OF ETHNIC AFFAIRS AGENCIES
(Question No. 44)

The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province) asked the Minister for Community
Services for the Minister for Ethnic Affairs:
What agencies within the responsibility of the Minister for Ethnic Affairs have received funding from the
Federal Department of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs directly or indirectly, for each of the years from 1982-83
to 1986-87 (to date), delineating the name of the recipient, the purpose of the grant, and the amount?

The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Minister for Community Services)-The answer supplied by
the Minister for Ethnic Affairs is:
The amount offunding provided by the Federal Department ofImmigration and Ethnic Affairs for each of the
years 1982-83 to 1986-87 is tabled below. In each instance the purpose was to finance a proportion of the Ethnic
Affairs Commission's delivery of language services for either Translation Services or the Legal Interpreting
Services.

Translation Services
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87

Legal Interpreting
Services

$
107940.84
84250.00
113440.00
192105.00
236860.00

$

32500.00
203052.00
218059.00
248098.55

PERMANENT ACCOMMODATION FACILITIES OF
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
(Question No. 46)

The Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (East Yarra Province) asked the Minister for Health, for the
Minister for Water Resources:
(a) Which department, authority or agency for which the Minister is responsible owns or controls permanent
accommodation facilities in Victoria?
(b) Are non-employees of the relevant department, authority or agency permitted to use those faci1ities~ if so,
what conditions apply in relation to each facility?
(c) Are employees of the relevant department, authority or agency allowed to use those facilities for recreational
purposes~

if so, what conditions apply in relation to each facility?

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-The answer supplied by the Minister
for Water Resources is:
(a) The Rural Water Commission of Victoria owns residences to accommodate key staff throughout Victoria.
(b) Non-employees may use the houses on a short-term basis at full market rental should a house not be
required for official purposes for a temporary period.
(c) One house at Lake Bellfield and one at Lake Eildon were retained following the dam construction. They
are leased to the commission's staff association for use by the staff for recreational purposes. A second house at
Lake Bellfield is also made available to the staff for recreational use. In the three cases the rental is fixed on the
basis of returning to the Rural Water Commission outgoings on the facilities. The current situation is under
review.
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2. MMBW
(a) The Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works owns permanent accommodation facilities at Wallaby
Creek (north-east of Whittlesea) and O'Shannassy (east of Warburton) which are leased to and controlled by
Victour Properties Pty Ltd.
(b) and (c) As the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works does not control the use ofthese facilities the
questions are not applicable to the board.

PUBLIC HOSPITAI.S
(Question No. 59)

The Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (East Yarra Province) asked the Minister for Health:
(a) Which public hospitals in Victoria have-(i) outpatients departments; and (ii) accident and emergency
departments?
(b) In respect of each hospital, what was-(i) the annual recurrent cost of running each department in the years
1981-82 to 1985-86; (ii) the level of staffing required to run each department in 1985-86; and (iii) the number of
attendances at each department in 1985-86?

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-The answer is:
(a)

(i) and (ii) This information is available from public hospital annual reports for the years concerned.

(b) (i) and (ii) Information relating to these questions is not routinely maintained by Health Department

Victoria. Hospitals now receive global budgets and are responsible for the production of such data. To obtain
accurate details from all public hospitals would involve an unreasonable cost and cannot be justified.
(b) (iii) The number of attendances at public hospital outpatient accident and emergency departments for
1985-86 is as follows:

Hose.ital
Apollo Bay
Beeac
Birregurra
Camperdown
Casterton
Colac
Coleraine
Geelong
Grace McKellar
Hamilton
Heywood
Koroit
Lismore
Lame
Macarthur
Mortlake
Penshurst
Port Fairy
Portland
Skipton
Terang
Timboon
Warmambool
Winchelsea
Ararat
Ballarat
Clunes
Creswick
Daylesford
Dimboola
Donald
Edenhope
Jeparit

Outpatient
Attendance

Casualty
Attendance

Total
Attendance

933
0
505
1 471
0
12758
855
176825
0
34936
1704
237
0
1239
531
430
627
10540
30101
0
I 196
425
76010
0
0
91605
145
355
0
5094
0
0
785

406
238
0
945
0
1809
487
38835
0
6364
0
4
0
2405
0
631
0
75
6163
0
2484
90
11 564
0
4196
36194
92
0
2960
0
705
0
417

1339
238
505
2416
0
14567
1342
215660
0
41300
1 704
241
0
3644
531
1061
627
10615
36264
0
3680
515
87574
0
4196
127799
237
355
2960
5094
705
0
1202
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Hose.ital
Kaniva
Minyip
Murtoa
Nhill
Queen Elizabeth (Ballarat)
Ripon Peace
Rupanyup
Stawell
Warracknabeal
Willaura
Wimmera
Alexander (Home)
Bendigo
Bendigo (Home)
800rt
Castlemaine
Cohuna
Dunolly
Echuca
Elmore
Heathcote
Inglewood
Kerang
Kyneton
Maldon
Manangatang
Maryborough
Mildura
Ouyen
Redcliffs
Robinvale
Rochester
StAmaud
Swan Hill
Wycheproof
Alexandra
Benalla
Bright
Cobram
Corryong
Eildon
Goulbum Valley
Kilmore
Kyabram
Mansfield
Myrtleford
Nathalia
Numurkah
Ovens
Ovens and Murray
Rutherglen
Seymour
Tallangatta
Tatura
Tawonga
Wangaratta
Waranga
Wodonga
Yarrawonga
Yea
Central Gippsland
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Outpatient
Attendance

Casualty
Attendance

Total
Attendance

2404
542
509
10405
0
0
236
10 818
4803
988
66630
0
119912
0
3644
2530
1687
892
44704
760
2020
0
10864
4650
735
1211
12772
71 911
7295
1566
508
1049
2138
48250
384
6 135
6935
0
1609
5690
660
63594
2738
2958
4954
0
43
373
0
0
0
229
2130
0
0
76777
424
10 814
4470
1 147
49902

178
138
226
4152
0
0
141
408
0
0
13363
0
32932
0
739
2530
2238
0
10 512
82
534
1 589
2772
2728
25
404
7995
39129
757
0
2045
0
0
II 969
182
920
11003
2003
2549
1041
1706
14724
0
2977
0
5315
0
746
0
0
0
2265
365
745
0
24463
0
15921
2963
44
11 300

2582
680
735
14557
0
0
377
11 226
4803
988
79993
0
152844
0
4383
5060
3925
892
55216
842
2554
1 589
13636
7378
760
I 615
20767
III 040
8052
1 566
2553
1049
2138
60219
566
7055
17938
2003
4158
6731
2366
78318
2738
5935
4954
5315
43
1 119
0
0
0
2494
2495
745
0
101 240
424
26735
7433
1 191
61202
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Hosp..ita/

Outpatient
Attendance

Casualty
Attendance

Total
Attendance

4703
74749
13428
53319
3851
8
913
0
0
43455
36577
1 115
0
1637
192480
6865
0
0
0
0
70440
285817
152965
77 486
0
0
392
57582
15194
1 875
148481
76286
1255
64
0
0
11929

6715
11 961
0
10406
58
0
396
2333
0
4896
0
1060
0
3567
0
0
0
0
0
0
75582
39005
50508
23629
0
0
1078
64373
14788
0
47479
47639
0
0
0
0
0
0
2481
0
61619
4566
0
94787
0
0
43403
0
35281
21 255
43696
0
0
0
40262
28332
0
0
0
31 570
530

11418
86710
13428
63725
3909
8
1309
2333
0
48351
36577
2 175
0
5204
192480
6865
0
0
0
0
146022
324822
203473
101 115
0
0
1470
121 955
29982
1 875
195960
123925
1 255
64
0
0
11 929
0
4088
0
82853
45426
0
194972
0
3590
128695
13 154
218299
52839
183201
0
0
18241
40262
62190
11693
0
0
31 570
12211

East Gippsland
Gippsland Base
Korumburra
Latrobe Valley
Maft"ra
Morwell
Omeo
Orbost
South Gippsland
West Gippsland
Woorayl
Yarram
Altona
Bacchus Marsh
Cancer Institute
Essendon
Greenvale
Moreland Hall
Mount Royal
Queen Elizabeth (M & B)
Royal Children's
Royal Dental
Royal Melbourne
Royal Women's
Sunshine
Tweddle
Werribee
Western General
Williamstown
AfterCare
Austin
Box Hill
Bundoora
Burwood
Canterbury F. Centre
Caritas Christi
Fairfield
Gr~ Sisters
Healesville
Manvantara
Maroondah
Mercy
Mount Royal-Henry Pride
PANCH
Peter James Centre
Royal Talbot
Royal Victorian Eye and Ear
St George's
St Vincent's
William Angliss
Alfred
Bethlehem
Brighton
Caul field
Dandenong
Frankston
Hampton
Heatherton-TB
Kingston Centre
Moorabbin
Mordialloc

0
1607
0
21234
40860
0
100 185
0
3590
85292
13 154
183018
31 584
139505
0
0
18241
0
33858
11693
0
0
0
11 681
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Hospital
Mount Eliza
Prince Henry's-Private Hosp. Conv.
Prince Henry's
Queen Victoria
Royal Southern Memorial
Southern Peninsula
Sandringham
Shelley
Springvale
Victoria Police
Western port
Wonthaggi
N.B.
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Outpatient
Attendance

Casualty
Attendance

Total
Attendance

o

o

o
o

o

144962
65090
24370
1 788
21 545
670

20909
29337
856
5629
17270
243

165871
94427
25226
7417
38815
913

436

3617
1613
17 191

o

3617
1 177
17191

o
o

o

o

o

It should not be assumed that hospitals which have recorded outpatient and casualty attendances actually
possess such departments. Such statistics are only indicative of the availability of outpatient/casualty type
services-for example, through private medical practitioners.

CULPABLE DRIVING BY STEWART
(Question No. 81)

The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western Province) asked the Attorney-General:
With regard to the culpable driving case in the Melbourne County Court involving defendant Stewart (victim
Justin Smith)(a) Were different daily allowances paid to witnesses from the Mildura district: ifso, why?
(b) Was one witness flown back to Mildura by the police air wing: if so, why?

The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Attorney-General)-The answer is:
(a) All witnesses were paid expenses within the range ofthe Evidence (Crown Witnesses Allowances) Regulations

1982. Witnesses were required for different lengths of time, used different modes of transport and claimed
different rates for loss of wages. For these reasons the total amounts paid to individual witnesses were not
identical.
(b) This matter is not within my administration; it is the responsibility of the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services.

STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION MAINTENANCE DEPOT
(Question No. 91)

The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province) asked the Minister for Health, for
the Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources:
(a) What is the estimated cost of the redevelopment of the SEC maintenance depot in Station Road, Cheltenham?
(b) What is the estimated life ofthe depot?

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-The answer supplied by the Minister
for Industry, Technology and Resources is:
(a) The estimated cost of construction of the redevelopment is $775000.
(b) The new area centre will cater for existing SEC services at Cheltenham. There is provision in the building
design for some future expansion and the SEC has no present plans to move.
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Wednesday, 28 October 1987
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. R. A. Mackenzie) took the chair at 2.3 p.m. and read the
prayer.

CONGRATULATIONS TO MEMBER
The PRESIDENT-Order! Before commencing business for the day, I should like to
make an announcement of some historic importance. Yesterday, one of our members, the
Honourable Robert Lawson, became a grandfather of triplets. I am sure that I speak on
behalf of all honourable members when I convey congratulations to him.
Honourable members-Hear, hear!
The PRESIDENT-I ask him to convey to his son and daughter-in-law our
congratulations.

CONSTITUTION (LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon. E. H.
WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs), was read a first time.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

GRAIN FREIGHT RATES
The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat Province)-How can the Minister for Agriculture
and Rural Affairs justify any increase in grain rail freights in view of the substantial
reduction of charges in New South Wales and South Australia by approximately 15 per
cent, leading to a differential of 37 per cent in favour of New South Wales and South
Australian growers a~ainst Victorian growers? Is the Minister prepared to take any action
to rectify this gross dIscrimination against Victorian farmers?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-The question,
of course, is of great interest to me but it is clearly a question that should be directed to
my colleague, the Minister for Transport.
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-Y ou have a responsibility to grain growers.
The Hon. E. H. W ALKER-IfMr Knowles will allow me to respond; does the question
suggest that there has been an announcement?
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-That is what was reported on the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation.
The Hon. E. H. W ALKER-I am not conscious that an announcement has been made.
I shall take it up with the Minister for Transport and inform Mr Knowles of the result of
the discussions as soon as possible.

HENTY BAY ESTATE, PORTLAND
The Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Western Province)-I address to the Minister for Planning
and Environment a question concerning the saga of the erosion at Henty Bay estate, a
residential estate just north of Portland. The estate has been dramatically eroded by wave
action over recent years.
I am advised by the Henty Bay Preservation Association that, after personally inspecting
the area and hearing the submissions of concerned residents, last June the Minister gave
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the association an undertaking that he would make a formal response on behalf of the
government within four weeks. As that response has not yet been announced, can the
Minister advise the House when the landowners at Henty Bay estate may expect to learn
of the government's attitude and intentions relating to this long-running problem?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Minister for Planning and Environment)-Mr Hallam is
unaware of the diligence shown by Mr Chamberlain and the honourable member for
Portland, Mr Crozier, who brought to me a further deputation on this issue some weeks
ago.
There are real differences of opinion between technical experts on how this matter can
be handled. It has been suggested that a relatively inexpensive solution can be achieved
by building a wall out to sea and under the height of the waves, but I understand that
solution is disputed by experts.
The government is endeavounng to resolve the differences between the technical experts
as to what would be an effective solution. The cost difference between the two sets of
proposals is enormous, and the advice received by the Port of Portland Authority was for
the much more expensive solution, but the residents' group has a solution that it believes
is technically feasible and vastly cheaper. I am endeavouring to obtain further advice on
that because the government is reluctant to embark on the cheaper solution if it proves
not to be effective.
There is also the question of who pays for the works. The answer to that will be partly
dictated by whether it is on the small end of the scale or the large end of the scale.
I do in all seriousness share the concerns of the residents. The road is well out to sea and
very visible, but it is a matter of trying to get a resolution of the technical differences.

HIGH-RISE DEVELOPMENT IN BAYSIDE AREAS
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea Province)-The Minister for Planning and
Environment will recall that over a number of years I have raised with him my concern
relating to high-rise development in bayside areas. I am pleased to be able to say that in
the past he has acted in relation to such activities with high-rise flats.
It has come to my attention that a detached house in Hampton has been constructed to
three storeys. Obviously there is a flaw in the interim development order.

Can the Minister inform the House of what actions he will undertake to resolve the
anomalous position?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Minister for Planning and Environment)-I thank Mr
Sandon for his question and for his continuing interest in matters involving Port Phillip
Bay, caravan parks and a number of other issues. He has taken a strong stand on the
coastal height limits issue, which has not yet been resolved.
However, the subject area fell outside the area to which the height limits applied. Until
yesterday no planning permit was required for the construction of detached dwellings or
extensions to dwellings in normal residential zones. The height and setbacks of dwellings
are currently controlled by the Victoria Building Regulations. That has meant that threestorey houses or extensions which comply with height and setback controls under those
regulations can be built quite legally. Councils have no power to refuse such applications
and there are no opportunities for comment by neighbours. That was the case with the
house in possibly an appropriately named Wave Street, Hampton.
Three-storey flats and extensions to a semi-detached house require planning permits.
To overcome that anomaly I have amended the Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme
so that detached houses or extensions to detached houses over two storeys in height will
now require a permit.
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That control will not affect the vast majority of dwellings in Melbourne because the vast
majority do not want to go to three storeys an~ay. It will mean that a small number of
house extensions over two storeys in future WIll require a permit from the local council.
That local council will have a capacity to refuse to grant the permit and there will be the
normal advertising and notice to neighbours.
In considering whether or not to issue permits for such dwellings, councils will have to
consider whether such applications should be publicly advertised, and whether neighbours
can thereby be given an opportunity to make submissions.
The Municipal Association of Victoria has been consulted on the amendment and is in
agreement. The amendment will apply to all zones except where other height controls
specifically exist. It will not apply to buildings which have lawfully commenced construction
because it is difficult to retrospectively stop construction that has started.
I give an undertaking to the House, following Mr Sandon's interest, that the situation
cannot arise in future. It would need to be a fresh application.

MIDLAND MILK PTY LTD
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province)-My question to the Minister
for Agriculture and Rural Affairs refers to the written agreement entered into between
himself and Midland Milk Pty Ltd dated 20 October, to which he referred in an answer
yesterday.
Did the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs obtain legal advice on the
enforceability of the agreement before he entered into it? Ifhe did not obtain legal advice,
why did he rely on the word of a company that he described yesterday as parasitic, greedy
and opportunistic?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-The negotiations
towards that written agreement occurred on Tuesday last week. As the Leader of the
Opposition would understand, they were somewhat extended and took most of the day to
conclude. The prospect of a written agreement did not occur until later in the day, so I
have to respond to the first part of his question: no, I did not take legal advice other than
advice from senior officers of the Department of Agriculture and Rural Affairs before that
written agreement was concluded and signed.
I think his second question was: if I had not taken legal advice why did I accept the
word of a firm that I described in certain ways yesterday. I would always prefer to be
positive and optimistic about approaches to members of the rural sector and industries
related thereto. I had no reason for thinking the agreement would not be maintained.
Indeed, I did not consider that a written agreement was necessary. There was agreement
and a written form of it would merely be of assistance.
I am now conscious that the words I used yesterday probably are quite appropriate. I
am entirely disappointed that the company has welched on a properly made and formal
agreement, whether written or not. I suppose the lesson to be learnt is that in future I shall
have to treat that company in a rather different manner.

GRAIN FREIGHT RATES
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western Province)-My question to the Minister for
and Rural Affairs also relates to the increase in the grain freight rates in
VIctoria announced today. It is an effective increase of 2 per cent, but 3·8 per cent at the
smaller silos, at a time when the grain industry is experiencing the lowest and most
disastrous prices on record in recent decades.
A~cu1ture

What input has the Minister had into the increase that has been announced by the
Minister for Transport, or has the increase occurred without even the knowledge of the
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Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs, who is responsible for primary producers
throughout this State?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-I responded
earlier to a question from Mr Knowles, and I respond to Mr Dunn's question in the same
manner. I shall discuss today's announcement with my colleague.
I indicate that, of course, I have been involved in the discussions on the issue leading
up to the announcement. However, in response to both questions asked, it would be
improper for me to respond as if I were the Minister for Transport. I shall discuss the
matter and come back to the two honourable members who asked the questions.

CHEMICAL RESIDUES IN LIVESTOCK
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong Province)-I also direct a question to the
Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs. Several weeks ago I raised in this House a
major concern about chemical contamination of livestock on the Bellarine Peninsula, and
the Minister initiated a number of positive steps in that re~ard. What action is the
government taking to resolve the problem of chemical residues In livestock in this State?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-The government
is announcing today two further steps in its program for dealing with pesticide residue
problems.
First of all, we are moving to compensate owners of cattle that are affected with chemical
residues. I shall introduce proposed legislation in Parliament this week, as a House
amendment to a Bill which is in another place, to amend the provision relating to the
Cattle Compensation Fund and to allow compensation to be paid for chemical residueaffected animals.
This matter has been discussed at length with the Victorian Farmers Federation, which
is in full agreement with the proposal. Payments from the fund will be limited to properties
on which chemicals have been used legally or which have suffered inadvertent
contamination. Properties where chemicals have clearly been misused will be excluded. It
will be up to officers of my department to make decisions in that regard.
Farmers will be compensated at 75 per cent of an animal's market value. Where there is
little scope to manage the problem, animals showing unacceptably high residue levels will
be slaughtered, and compensation will be paid.
A special assistance program for farmers with dieldrin-affected properties on the Bellarine
Peninsula, which Mr Henshaw knows too well, will be extended to the Koo-wee-rup and
South Gippsland areas and broadened Statewide to include all properties under quarantine
as a result of chemical residue problems.
The aim is to make Victoria a clean State as quickly as possible and thus put us ahead
of our competitors on export markets. It will restore local consumer confidence and lift
selling prices of cattle and incomes for farmers.
I have rejected suggestions-and I thought carefully about it-that affected animals
should be quarantined on government-owned property until their residue levels decline to
acceptable levels. The prospect of herding animals from various areas of the State into
virtual "hospital" paddocks would be an administrative nightmare. Transport costs and
double and triple handling would also make it uneconomic, so we are not proceeding on
that basis.
The second step is an exchange program for dieldrin-treated fertiliser. On 1 November
we will begin a three-month exchange program for farmers with stocks of dieldrin-treated
fertiliser.
Farmers will be able to take stocks of the treated fertiliser to the Pivot company's outlets
and swap them for an equivalent amount of normal fertiliser. The government will fund
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the replacement fertiliser and Pivot has agreed to store the dieldrin-treated fertiliser free
of charge for six months. This will give us time to finalise ways of disposing of the material
outside the food chain.
A number of prospects for disposal are being considered. For instance, it may be possible
to use the dieldrin-treated fertiliser in forestry practice, or elsewhere outside the food
chain. If that is not possible, we will have to dispose of it. I thank the Pivot company for
its cooperation in this matter.
I know that those honourable members in this House who are interested in rural affairs
and the farming community generally will be delighted that those steps have been taken
to assist our beef industry particularly.

BROOKLYN ABATTOIRS
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central Highlands Province)-Can the Minister for
Agriculture and Rural Affairs inform the House of what financial assistance, if any, the
government or its agencies have provided for the new abattoirs at Brooklyn that are
designed to supply the Islamic market?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs)-Ifl understand
Mr Granter correctly, I believe he is asking what government assistance has been offered
to the abattoirs servicing the Islamic industry. I cannot answer the question directly, but
if Mr Granter will allow me to take the question on notice I shall have an answer prepared
for him.

CREMATORIUM FOR BENDIGO REGION
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western Province)-The question I have for the
Minister for Health concerns the need for a crematorium in the Bendigo region. In
explanation, I point out that there was an approach by the Borough of Eaglehawk for a
crematorium to be managed by the borough council. The City of Bendigo suggested that
there should be a regional committee of management and it requested that the Minister
accept a deputation on the matter. Can the Minister inform the House what steps he and
his department have taken to resolve this matter?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-The two events seem to follow; the
National Party arrives in Bendigo and immediately there is a need for a crematorium.
The Borough of Eaglehawk has made an approach. We have had discussions with the
council and discussions are occurring with officers. We have set out the costs involved in
the establishment of the crematorium. It might not be possible for the borough to finance
the whole project without cooperation from other municipalities. We look forward to
having further discussions with the council.

HUNTER EDUCATION PROGRAM
The Hon. G. A. SGRO (Melbourne North Province)-Can the Minister for
Conservation, Forests and Lands advise the House on the effectiveness of the hunter
education program and other measures introduced by the government before the 1987
duck season to improve hunter compliance with wildlife laws and to provide protection
for duck and waterbird populations?
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Minister for Conservation, Forests and Lands)-I thank Mr
Sgro for his question and his interest in ensuring that the duck season is properly managed.
The report that I am releasing today on the management of the last season and the
hunter education program shows that the program was an outstanding success. Honourable
members will remember that it was introduced only six weeks before the last duck season
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began and it resulted in a significant improvement in hunter awareness and responsibility.
The improvement is demonstrated in the report.
It was interesting to note that 5000 hunters were able to be contacted in a six-week
period. That must have been an all-time record for any community education program.
The Hon. D. M. Evans-Five thousand hunters contacted us!
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER-That is right, but they were not educated. The 5000 hunters
who saw the education material were able to spread that information, which resulted in
considerably fewer of the protected species being damaged. It also resulted in the hunter
peer groups saying to each other, "Wait until opening time", and so forth.
I thank those organisations involved, particularly the Victorian Field and Game
Association and the Royal Australian Ornithologists Union, as well as my staff. I
particularly thank K-Mart for showing the video in all its major centres. However, there
is still plenty of room for improvement and the department will be taking further steps to
ensure that the hunter education program reaches more people.
Firstly, the department will be introducing at the end of the year, for the first time, the
T AFE college courses which will be the places where the hunters sit for their mandatory
tests. Secondly, the program will improve the "Ducks in Sight" video which shows hunters
how to identify waterbirds. The video will also be dubbed in Italian and Greek. Thirdly, a
feature of the new program will include an increasing number of preseason talks for duck
hunters by the departmental regional staff and hunting clubs who will be participating by
going around to clubs and speaking about the issues involved.
Fourthly, there will be an updating and expanding of the literature that is involved and,
in the next few weeks, the department will be producing for public comment a document
about the regulations for the next duck hunting season. The expansion of the hunter
education program will cost about $52 000.

CHILD PROTECTION SERVICES
The Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY (Nunawading Province)-I refer the Minister for
Community Services to the announcement last Friday week of a $2 million boost to child
protection services. How much of this amount will be spent this financial year, and are
these funds additional to the department's allocation as allowed for in the Budget?
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Minister for Community Services)-There was obviously a
Budget allocation for the creation of two new protective units; one in east Gippsland and
one in the Wimmera. The additional money is being sought and reallocated from other
programs within the department. It will go towards those positions. At this stage it is
estimated that between 80 and 90 positions will be necessary to fill the gaps which I
acknowledge exist in the protective services and also to begin to reduce quite steadily the
load of unallocated cases that exist in some regions.

It is also true that there must be an emphasis in any program that is to improve
protective services on things other than simply finding the workers. The other aspects of
crucial influence are support and supervision, inservice and preservice training; in
discussions between the department and the schools of social work about course content
for the future, and probably a different type of placement for some social work students in
public welfare.
It seems to me that that is the kind of package and plan that we have to work steadily
through if we are to take care of what is a real shortage in a very important area of the
department-the real edge of the department.
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-The $2 million is for this year?
The Hon. C. J. HOGG-Within the next twelve months.
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UNDER-AGE SMOKING
The Hon. L. A. McARTHUR (Nunawading Province)-1 refer a question to the Minister
for Health. Some of my colleagues have been annoyed with me for smoking my pipe but,
like Mark Twain, I find giving up smoking very easy; I have done it hundreds of times!
Will the Minister inform the House of the government's programs and the community
acceptance of those programs that have attempted to combat under-age smoking?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-The campaign has been successful and
I note with interest that the Opposition has advised of its support in principle for the
government's proposed legislation. That means it will pass this sessional period.
A small increase of about 11 cents a packet will apply to the price of cigarettes, and
those funds will go to the department and the foundation. The foundation will use the
funds for medical research and preventive health purposes. They will also be used for
buying out sponsorship. A ban will be imposed on cinema advertising of tobacco products
and there will be a phasing out of billboards and neon signs. As a result of these measures
the anti-smoking lobby will be in a much better position in future to maintain and
continue its momentum. The day when newspapers introduce some form of voluntary
bans is probably not too far away.
I take this opportunity of thanking the Anti-Cancer Council of Victoria for its outstanding
initiative in the campaign that has been built up over nineteen or twenty years. It is the
first major public health initiative in this State since the introduction of the polio vaccine
in 1956. It is not often that governments can go on record-and this involves bipartisan
support-and say that lives will be saved as a result of proposed legislation that will be
passed before the end of the sessional period.
It is unfortunate that it has not received the support of the National Party, which is
divided on this issue. That party claims to represent the interests of the family, but, clearly,
on this issue the National Party has put its hip pocket and interests ahead of young people.

The groups that have indicated support for the proposal include: the Royal Australasian
College of Surgeons; the Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute; the Lions International
Diabetes Institute; the Royal College of Pathologists of Australasia; the Medical Scientists
Association of Victoria; the Royal Australasian College of Physicians; the Royal Children's
Hospital; the Australasian College of Physical Scientists in Medicine; the Royal Australian
College of Medical Administrators; the Australian Ice Hockey Federation; the Anti-Cancer
Council of Victoria; the Cardiac Society of Australia and New Zealand; the Anglican
Archbishop of Melbourne; the Grants Committee of the National Health and .Medical
Research Council; my friends in the Royal Australian Nursing Federation; the Australian
Society of Anaesthetists; the World Health Organisation Expert Advisory Panel on Smoking
and Health; the Australian Council for Health, Physical Education and Recreation,
Victorian Branch; the Australian Epidemiological Association, the International Society
of Psychosomatic Obstetrics and Gynaecology, and a whole range of other community
groups and every major medical and health organisation in the country.
I would like to think that before the end of the sessional period the National Party will
have reconsidered its position and will give support to this major public health initiative.

PETITION
Railway maintenance depot, Nunawading
The Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY (Nunawading Province) presented a petition from
certain citizens of Victoria praying that the Minister for Transport abandon his proposal
to locate a railway maintenance depot within the City ofNunawading. She stated that the
petition was respectfully worded, in order, and bore 303 signatures.
It was ordered that the petition be laid on the table.
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The following papers, pursuant to the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid
on the table by the Clerk:
Premier and Cabinet Department-Report and financial statements for the year 1986-87.
Solar Energy Council-Report and statement of accounts for the year 1986-87.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Geelong Regional Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 193, 1987.
Hastings-Shire of Hastings Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 35.
Traralgon-City of Traralgon Planning Scheme I 957-Amendment No. 74.

On the motion of the Hon. HADDON STOREY (East Yarra Province), it was ordered
that the reports tabled by the Clerk be taken into consideration on the next day of meeting.

WORKCARE
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East Yarra Province)-I move:
(a) That a Select Committee of six members be appointed to inquire into and report upon all aspects of the

operation of WorkCare legislation in this State, including its administration by the Accident Compensation
Commission, the Accident Compensation Tribunal and the Victorian Accident Rehabilitation Council.
(b) That the committee shall give priority to a review of the transitional proposals contained in the Accident
Compensation (Amendment) Bill as introduced into the Assembly on 17 September 1987 regarding-

• contributions towards compensation paid by the Accident Compensation Commission;
• damages recovered in a common law proceeding; and
• supplementation of payments from the Accident Compensation Fund;
and the committee shall report its findings on these matters no later than March 1988.
(c) That the committee be required to report at the end of each quarter for the duration of the inquiry.
(d) That three members of the committee shall constitute a quorum of the committee.
(e) That the committee may sit at such times and in such places as seems most convenient for the proper and
speedy despatch of business.

(f) That the committee may elect a deputy chairman who shall exercise all the powers and perform the duties
of chairman when the chairman is not present at a meeting of the committee.
(g) That the committee may send for persons, papers and records.
(h) That the committee may sit in public or in private as thought appropriate from time to time.
( i) That the committee may authorise the publication of any evidence taken by it and any document
presented to it.

( j) That as soon as practicable after the completion of each day's proceedings a transcript of the evidence
taken in public by the committee shall be published.
(k) That the first meeting of the committee shall be held at 11 a.m. on Monday, 9 November 1987 in the
Legislative Council Committee Room.

( I) That the foregoing provisions of this resolution, so far as they are inconsistent with the Standing Orders
and practice ofthe Council, shall have effect notwithstanding anything contained in the Standing Orders.

WorkCare is the No. 1 disaster instituted upon this State by the government. It was
introduced with a great fanfare; it was accompanied by glossy brochures and soft words; it
was advertised on taxi slogans; and it had an annual $3 million budget for advertising.
Very little information was provided to explain how WorkCare would work and even less
information has been provided on how it is working now.
Honourable members know of the incredible leap in the number of claims by people
seeking compensation for work-related accidents and in the number of people receiving
long-term benefits. The system is in danger of bankruptcy after only 22 months. The cost
of the scheme has blown out beyond control. The annual report tabled yesterday shows
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that the present liabilities amount to $2·46 billion and that an estimate of all reforms
implemented would still leave a net loss of$2·3 billion.
In other words, the proposals introduced by the government in another place will make
only minimal difference to this enormous loss resulting from WorkCare. When the scheme
was introduced it was suggested that the liabilities of the fund-after a period of almost
nine years-would exceed the present blow-out.
The government has failed to reveal all the facts associated with WorkCare. Yet the last
annual report, tabled in this House only yesterday, contained selected quotations from the
actuary's report that had been given to the government. We do not know everything that
has happened with WorkCare because the government has refused to make the actuary's
reports available.
The performance indicators set out in the annual report are extremely telling. When the
scheme was introduced and estimates were made of how it would work, it was proposed
that for the second year of the scheme the ratio of funds available to funds required would
be 67·8 per cent. In fact, it is only 30·7 per cent. In other words, WorkCare has been totally
unable to match the performance of funds available to funds required.
In the second year, the number of claims was estimated to be 182 000. In fact, it was
204 000. The expected duration of claims was estimated to be 6·8 years. In fact, it was 7·1
years. One finds that in every respect the indications of what was supposed to be done
have been vastly exceeded and this fund is running out of control.
If the WorkCare scheme proceeds as it has started off, even with the amendments that
have been proposed by the government in another place, the people of Victoria will be left
with a crippling burden which will grow year after year.
Concerns have been expressed by employers. I am sure every honourable member in
this House has been approached by employers complaining about the incidence of claims
within their companies and have heard about doctors who have been prepared to grant
certificates to people who claim the benefits of WorkCare.
Some employers and organisations within the system have experienced vast increases
in premiums. For example, the State Electricity Commission has experienced a 39 per
cent increase in premiums, from $9 million to $13 million.
Four of the claims managers of WorkCare have been dismissed in circumstances which
have not been made clear to the public. Honourable members cannot be satisfied that the
government has identified the real problems of WorkCare and shown ways of overcoming
them.
The Victorian Congress of Employer Associations has submitted a fourteen-point package
of reforms which it believes are necessary to halt the escalation of WorkCare's financial
liability. The government's proposals do not even touch the surface of the reform package
from that association because the government has not been prepared to grapple with the
real problems of the scheme.
The government's introduction to WorkCare was its payout to Victorian unions and
the government is unable to take the steps which I believe it would like to take because of
the pressure of those unions.
The annual report of the Accident Compensation Tribunal for this year stated that it
proposed various changes to the WorkCare scheme and it referred to a statement issued
by the government as follows:
Unfortunately that statement does not appear to address many of the matters already raised by the tribunal
with the Minister. The tribunal considers that these matters are very important and that they should be dealt
with in the amending legislation.

The ~overnment has failed to take notice of its own tribunal, which would be in a good
positIOn to identify the problems in WorkCare and to suggest remedies. The annual report
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of the Accident Compensation Commission deals with the performance of the scheme
and claims that the current assessed financial outcomes of WorkCare are unacceptable. It
refers to the unfortunate results and states:
This obviously disappointing financial outcome has been contributed to by factors beyond the control of the
Commission such as the adverse claims experience, lack of contributions from prior insurers and the basis of
paying claims agents. These factors were not fully costed in the original full funding calculations.

The government, which could not get its sums right when the scheme was introduced, is
asking Parliament to accept that its sums are right now, on the basis of the little information
made available, and to proceed with the amendments proposed without any fundamental
examination of the scheme. The Opposition believes it is important to have a full inquiry
into the operation of WorkCare to identify the basic problems and to propose ways of
overcoming them. It is impossible at the moment for people to be able to give considered
and responsible opinions on WorkCare because of the lack of information available.
Honourable members do not have access to the actuarial reports and do not know what
losses have been sustained by WorkCare and the effects of the recent decline of the stock
market and currency transactions. It is essential to have as much information as possible
before the public. We need input from a whole range of people and or~nisations, including
the Accident Compensation Commission, the Accident CompensatIon Tribunal and the
Victorian Accident Rehabilitation Council and its various agencies. Rehabilitation was
trumpeted as being a major part of the scheme, but it has simply not achieved its purpose.
Honourable members need information from the claims a~ents' previous insurers, the
Victorian Trades Hall Council, employers, and legal and medIcal personnel. The only way
of receiving that information is through a proper Parliamentary inquiry. The Opposition
would be pleased to adopt a bipartisan approach to this issue. It is desirable to have all
parties working together in a thorough inquiry in the interests of all Victorians.
The Opposition would be happy if the government were to agree to a joint House
committee, in the same way that Parliament has a joint House Estimates Committee and
other investigative committees, but because the government has not yet agreed to such a
committee the Opposition believes it cannot wait; it must proceed with the formation of
the proposed committee.
It would be a committee of just this House and it would have the ability to conduct the
inquiries and to produce information for the benefit of honourable members and the
public. Discussions are being held between the honourable member for Hawthorn in
another place and the Treasurer about a joint House committee, and, if those discussions
come to fruition and Cabinet agrees to the establishment of a joint House committee, the
Opposition would be happy to accept the proposal and there would be no need for a Select
Committee of this House to proceed. However, as the Opposition does not know the
outcome of those discussions and because the government has not agreed, at this stage, to
such a committee, it is imperative to proceed with the motion I have moved today.
I commend the motion to the House and ask for the support of honourable members
because this is the most crucial issue facing the future of this State. If we cannot control
WorkCare and rein it in, the burden on future generations will be absolutely intolerable. I
urge honourable members to support the appointment of this committee.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-Honourable members are bound
to support the motion put by Mr Storey. It would be irresponsible to do otherwise.
The WorkCare legislation was passed by Parliament-albeit in extraordinary
circumstances-a matter of only two years ago. It has already run into very serious
financial problems. If it were a commercial organisation, it would have been declared
insolvent by now.
Attempts have been made by the government to cover up the real situation. The
Treasurer-despite being questioned on many occasions by honourable members in
another place and by representatives of the media-has set out to suggest that the alleged
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deficit figures were gross exaggerations and that they were not nearly as high as had been
suggested. When the annual report finally arrived, the Treasurer's estimates were found
wanting. The rumours floating around the city were correct.
There was an attempt to delay the presentation of the annual report, despite all the
assertions of the government when it came to office and despite the passage of the Annual
Reporting Act which provided that government instrumentalities should report on time.
The Hoo. M. J. Saodoo-One swallow does not make a summer.
The Hoo. W. R. BAXTER-No, but one can speculate as to why it was late. It was
because there was much paddling under water to try and fudge the facts and to give some
semblance on the surface-as the Treasurer was desperately trying to do-that all was
well with WorkCare, while underneath an attempt was being made to cook the books and
to have the annual report, when it was presented, convey a distortion of the facts.
There is clear evidence that there has been less than truthfulness on the part of some
government members with respect to WorkCare. That is no doubt due to the influence of
the Victorian Trades Hall Council. It is held by the union movement to be sacrosanctworkers are entitled to the benefit of the doubt and employers are to be bled dry.
The Hoo. M. J. Saodoo-Nothing is good for the workers.
The Hoo. W. R. BAXTER-Mr Sandon might tell us why under WorkCare six times as
many people are now receiving benefits. Something is grossly and radically wrong.
The Hoo. M. J. Saodon-Why do you blame the trade union movement?
The Hoo. W. R. BAXTER-One does. There is an attempt to rip off some of the
insurance companies for injuries which occurred before the legislation came into effect.
There is an attempt to widen the definition of "injury" and to introduce retrospective
legislation, which is what this is.
The proposed committee should examine that aspect as well. It would be irresponsible
if members of the House, who can see the deficit has already risen to $2·84 billion, who
are aware that WorkCare is paying benefits out of current income, who are aware that the
deficit is increasing at some hundreds of millions of dollars a month-an extraordinary
figure-did not recognise the situation.
Honourable members are aware that there is already a huge deficit in the public sector
superannuation scheme and, presumably, the Accident Compensation Commission is also
running into difficulties, bearing in mind the benefits it is forced to pay under government
legislation. The whole State, and not just WorkCare, will be heading towards bankruptcy.
It would be totally irresponsible if members of Parliament, and particularly of the
Legislative Council, did not come to grips with the situation and arrest the decline now,
while there is still time.
Parliament cannot make a decision on the amending Bill in the other place without
knowi'1g the facts. The government has clearly demonstrated it will not make the facts
knOW14 to Parliament unless it is forced to do so.
The other option available is to have a reference to the Estimates Committee. If that
were suggested, I should be prepared to take that course. Failing a reference to that
committee, it is for members of the Legislative Council to take a stand and the appointment
of the proposed committee is the way to do it.
The Hoo. M. T. TEHAN (Central Highlands Province)-I support the motion to
establish a committee to consider the serious ramifications of the so-called WorkCare
system, the Accident Compensation Commission and the Accident Compensation
Tribunal, on the people of Victoria and especially on employers generally, on employers
in small business and ultimately on the people of Victoria.
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The Hoo. M. J. Saodoo-Is there anyone else you are concerned about other than the
employers?
The Hoo. M. T. TEHAN-No. The workers are well and truly considered and they had
adequate facilities under the worker's compensation system. Unfortunately, the balance
sought to be in place in all things is not present in the WorkCare legislation. It is imperative
that there be a balance.
The WorkCare scheme has had a chequered existence since its inception. The legislation
was passed hastily and from the beginning it was obvious there had not been sufficient
consultation with or input from the legal profession. Members of the profession are, after
all, the people who have to interpret the legislation and consider the implications of it.
I quote from the 1986 annual report of the Accident Compensation Tribunal where
Judge Hart, who was the President of the Accident Compensation Tribunal until 1
September 1987, and the current president, Judge David Jones, who took over from Judge
Hart from that date, state that right from the start:
The Accident Compensation Act is in many areas poorly drafted, ambiguous, obscure and leaves many gaps.

They added that after saying that citizens are entitled to know what the law is:
We are judged by our law, and our law is the all-pervading and overruling factor which secures the welfare of
all citizens in the Victorian community.

The president and judges of the tribunal go on to say that:
The Accident Compensation Act, although amended by Act No. 48 of 1986, still contains in many sections
language which is confusing and/or obscure.

The Hoo. D. E. Heoshaw-You said this last night!
The Hoo. M. T. TEHAN-Yes, I said it last night and I will say it again. The sooner
the message gets through that there have been problems, the better. There are amendments
before the other House. The legislation was hastily conceived and hurried through. It is
full ofloopholes and is not working in the best interests of either the workers or employers.
There is no employer representation when matters are considered by the Accident
Compensation Tribunal. Workers put forward their claims and the employers have no
opportunity of considering the implications of the claims. As I said in the beginning, the
scheme is out of balance.
There are no proper provisions for the taking and giving of evidence; there are certainly
no provisions for the seeking and receiving of evidence within the Accident Compensation
Commission or the Accident Compensation Tribunal. Accident investigations take place
and people have the opportunity of investigating how bad an injury is, but photographic
evidence is not admissible before the commission to substantiate whether claims should
be withdrawn or whether they are genuine.
There is an unclear onus of proof or liability with regard to cause-related injuries. Of
course there will be an unclear onus of proof if advocates do not have the opportunity of
putting both sides of the situation. I have been unable effectively to obtain the numbers of
injuries, such as repetitive strain injury or stress-related injuries, that are claimed to be
work related. Those injuries are new to the commission; they are the so-called injuries of
the 1980s. No such conditions were acknowledged by the law or the medical profession
until the past decade. They have now flourished.
I am not suggesting that these "new" injuries do not exist, but I am saying that they
have a serious psychological component and that they are not always work related. This is
one area where WorkCare is open to enormous abuse. That must be clarified and, until we
come to terms with ensuring that these injuries are related solely and primarily to the work
situation, the incredible liability that is creating a huge deficit for the State will continue
to build and the State will no longer be able to carry it.
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The other component that must be considered is the level of industry involvement. I
refer to Mrs McMahon, the spokesperson for the Accident Compensation Tribunal, who
said that the claims records of many local councils were the worst of all Victorian industry.
She said that the large number of claims in the local government sector indicates that
many councils should thoroughly examine their workplaces and health and safety practices.
She also said that councils have a responsibility to provide a safe working environment to
reduce the number of workplace injuries and to keep levy rates down.
People have been working for local councils for decades, and the work of the normal
council labourer has not changed radically over the past decade. Ifanything, with modem
machinery, the work has probably become safer and less onerous than it was in the pick
and shovel days. The work practices and the safety component in the workplace are not
necessarily the problem; rather, unfortunately, it is the change of attitude of so many
workers in many areas of industry, especially in the lower paid industries, such as local
government work. Those workers are able to put forward claims that are not necessarily
justified after a full examination of their relationship to the work involved is carried out.
In many instances those workers get from the Accident Compensation Tribunal benefits
in excess of their salaries as workers in lower paid industries.
What is the incentive for those people to stop receiving WorkCare benefits? The employer
does not have the opportunity of appearing before the commission and saying, "This man
has been paid long enough; this man has had his chance of being rehabilitated; this man
has had a rest period for his injuries; it is about time he came back to the work force".
That opportunity is not available; the Accident Compensation Commission must take
that initiative. If it tries to gather evidence that will substantiate the contention that a
worker is ready to go back to work, it is impeded by being unable to receive photographic
evidence.
As an honourable member said yesterday during the debate on the Budget, WorkCare
is imposing a huge financial burden on local councils. I refer to the increased budget for
the Shire ofLillydale, one of the most effective, well-run shires in Victoria. Its rates have
increased because of increased insurance costs, especially for public liability insurance and
WorkCare levies. The shire expects to pay an additional $82 000 a year in levy payments
for WorkCare. That is more than double what it has paid in previous years.
Mrs McMahon would suggest that the work practices of local councils are responsible,
but I suggest that many people are now aware of how easy it is to obtain WorkCare
benefits, how little evidence is required to substantiate a claim and how available longterm medical certificates are. Admittedly, amendments are before the other place to
restrict the time for which a medical certificate can be issued, but, in many cases, the
benefits workers receive are greater than their wages. What can one expect? One must
expect a blow-out in the number of claims; the period of claims and the amount of money
asked for.
I am not suggesting that all the claims are fraudulent; I am suggesting that WorkCare
lends itself to people taking advantage of it, if they are so inclined.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-That applies to any claim system.
The Hon. M. T. TEHAN-Especially to this one because the legislation is full of
loopholes and is subject to abuse. Until that is remedied, the scheme will be taken
advantage of, and it will become an increasing burden on those of us who must pay for it.
The types of claims must be considered. A committee such as that proposed in the
motion would consider stress-related and repetitive strain injury claims. Those
"disabilities" are accommodated perfectly under this loose structure where the onus is on
the worker and where no refuting evidence is given. A worker can receive compensation
for a stress-related or repetitive strain injury after simply filling out a form.
The scheme is inadequate; it has many limitations and its balance is out of perspective.
It is imperative that the scheme is examined objectively by people who will have access to
Session 1987-36
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all the information that is not currently available. I commend the establishment by this
House of a Select Committee, if a joint Parliamentary committee is not established. It is
imperative that this House takes seriously the problems with respect to WorkCare and
provides an opportunity of improving the scheme or even starting again to provide a more
worthwhile system.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

The government wishes to have further discussions within the government and with
opposition parties. I move the adjournment of the debate on the understanding that it will
be resumed at some stage later this week, in accordance with arrangements that will be
made between the Leaders of the government and opposition parties about the time
provided this week for General Business.
The motion for the adjournment of the debate was agreed to, and it was ordered that
the debate be adjourned until later this day.

TECHNICAL AND FURTHER EDUCATION
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East Yarra Province)-I move:
That this House condemns the government for exposing T AFE in Victoria to continuing uncertainty as to its
future, and calls upon the government to immediately announce the outcome of its review of TAFE and restore
a sense of direction and confidence to all those involved in the system.

The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-It is not strong enough!
The Hon. HADDON STOREY-Mr Landeryou is correct. The motion is not strong
enough, but when moving a motion in this House one must put it in responsible terms.
The reality is that technical and further education is in a state of disarray and is yet
another example of the disaster that has overtaken education in Victoria over the past few
years.
T AFE is in total disarray because it does not know where it is heading; it does not know
what the government intends for it. T AFE has been given no sense of direction. It has not
been told how it should be administered. TAFE is under constant threat from Federal and
State Ministers.
Anyone currently in TAFE who takes his or her role seriously is concerned about the
lack of confidence shown in the system by Labor governments. Recently the Federal
Minister for Employment, Education and Training, the Honourable John Dawkins, has
taken over the responsibility for TAFE and made some trenchant criticisms of it. The
Federal Minister said that T AFE is simply not doing its job. Although he is referring to
the whole of Australia, he is also referring to the Victorian situation. The present Minister
for Education in Victoria-The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-He is the retiring Minister!
The Hon. HADDON STOREY-The Minister, who will not be in that position for
much longer, has also demonstrated a lack of confidence in TAFE, as has the Victorian
government. It is extraordinary that that should be so because the T AFE system is the
closest of all sections of education to Victorian industry. It is the education sector that has
the opportunity of providing much needed skills and new skills for people of all ages. The
TAFE system helps school leavers and people who require retraining. People can learn
new skills and undergo training that becomes necessary because of changes in work
practices. Adults can enrich their lives through further education and learn to use their
time more appropriately or usefully as members of the community.
What has happened to TAFE in this State? I shall refer to a press release of 19 July 1982
by the then Minister of Education, the Honourable Robert Fordham, who said:
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A full review Victoria's technical and further education system gets under way tomorrow with the first meeting
of a working party set up to take part in the review.

The Minister indicated that a review ofT AFE would occur so that we would all know how
the system was operating and how it would work. The Minister also said:
The first step has been to end the dual responsibility ofT AFE to the Minister of Education and the Minister of
Employment and Training. T AFE is now solely the responsibility of the Minister of Education.

That might have been the case in July 1982, but it would be fascinating to learn whose
Ministerial responsibility T AFE is today.
The Hon. R. J. Long-And how many reviews there have been?
The Hon. HADDON STOREY-I could not count the number of reviews that have
taken place since 1982, but I am aware of six that have occurred within the past twelve
months. A priority review of the T AFE system was conducted before Christmas last year
and a report was presented to the government, but has not been made public. It has been
kept so quiet that it is difficult to find out from any source what is contained in the report.
The government obviously did not like it.
What happened then? Another review into the provision of adult education in Victoria
was carried out by Professor Anderson. That review culminated in a draft report that was
presented to the government earlier this year. That report contains some far-reaching
recommendations about the conduct of post-secondary education in this State. It
recommended the abolition of the T AFE board and the placing of T AFE colleges under
the umbrella of the Victorian Post-Secondary Education Commission. No-one has seen a
final report or is aware that it has been made.
A further review of the provision of adult education in Victoria was carried out by Dr
Don Edgar. Earlier this year that committee produced a draft report containing some
interesting suggestions about the new structure of adult education in Victoria. The draft
report was made available to people for comment so that the committee could issue a final
report. Again, that final report has not been made public. If the government has it, what
does it say?
Towards the middle of this year the Premier intervened and announced that he was
establishing a Cabinet subcommittee to examine T AFE and that it would report to him by
30 June of this year. No-one has heard a word about the results of that Cabinet
subcommittee review. No-one knows whether it reported, what it reported or what the
future of TA FE should be.
At least four reviews have been undertaken into the provision of technical and further
education in this State, but the T AFE system has no idea of the end result of those reviews
or what the government intends for it. At the same time there have been examinations of
the terms and conditions of the T AFE Teaching Service and of senior managers in the
TAFE system. A new agreement has been negotiated with the Technical Teachers Union
of Victoria for the TAFE Teaching Service.
Two or three weeks ago the Minister announced that all sorts of magical things will
occur in that area. Under the agreement there will be a freeing-up of T AFE colleges. They
will be able to operate throughout the whole year, but they will have to organise timetables
that will fit in with the courses they wish to provide. Some uncertainty is being expressed
by senior managers in T AFE about the practicality of that agreement and whether it will
result in the savings that have been claimed by the government. There has also been a
review of the terms and conditions of senior managers in T AFE, and that is a sorry saga
for everyone.
The suggested review of the terms and conditions of senior managers commenced in
April 1980. Since then there has been a series of actions, reviews, committees, sponsors
and so on whi9h are chronologically listed on six pages of a document I have with me. The
end result was a report from the Public Service Board on senior managers' classification
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and remuneration. That report has been given to the government and, on a selective and
highly confidential basis, to certain organisations, but it has not been made available to
senior managers generally.
The result is that they are uncertain about their future and they are worried because
some of the recommendations in that report will put them in the invidious position of
being forced to choose between different terms and conditions that are available to them.
All of this obviously creates a lack of morale among those people operating the T AFE
system.
Many rumours are afloat as to what will happen, but the most prevalent and the one
that has not been denied by the Minister-although it has been put to him-is that T AFE,
the Industrial Training Commission, the Training Division of the Department of Labour
and community education will be put together in one group or unit and that the
administration of that group will be vested in the Minister for Industry, Technology and
Resources.
If that happens, one of the ironies will be that TAFE could finish up under Mr Fordham
again, in line with his role in 1982 when he was the Minister of Education. The rumour is
that that package will finish up with the Minister for Labour, but, again, it is still uncertain.
Obviously if the Federal model is followed and the comments made by the Federal
Minister for Employment, Education and Training, the Honourable John Dawkins, are
adopted, T AFE is hkely to be brought under the Industrial Training Commission and
taken away from the Minister for Education.
There are arguments in favour of doing that, which are based upon the close links that
are desirable between T AFE and industry and commerce, but other arguments outweigh
those. One of the critical needs of education in this State is the ability to move between
the different systems; to be able to gain credit for study and training done within one part
of the system and then move into another part of the system.
If T AFE were removed from close contact with secondary education at one level and
from further education in the nature of the Council of Adult Education at another level, it
would make T AFE a tool of industry and cut it off from mainstream education.
It would be like erecting a wall between T AFE and education in Victoria as a whole. It
would be detrimental to T AFE and to its ability to provide an educative and skilled
community. Indeed, one of the problems if the Dawkins model were adopted would be
that T AFE would concentrate on specific skills that are useful to the needs of industries
today rather than being set into more general education. This, however, would enable
employees who have had that training to be readily retrained or to adapt themselves to
different work requirements as work skills change or as the requirements of the workplace
change over the years.
It is preferable to stay in the education field to achieve that aim. It is difficult to see how
one could conceive a community education aspect of T AFE being separated from the
education mainstream. My preference is simply that T AFE should remain with the Minister
for Education. -I do not say that there should not be close links with industry-indeed,
there should be-but it should be in the context of educational institutions having those
links.

I am forced to talk in these terms, based on speculation, as is everybody in the T AFE
system, because the government has given no indication of what will happen in the system
except to say that there will be change. To say that there will be change is really like
indicating a vote of no confidence in the system, and that is what the Minister did earlier
this year, towards the end of May, when he spoke to directors from various T AFE colleges.
He said that the T AFE system around Australia is perceived as not being sufficiently
responsive to the future needs of industry. He made it clear that there had to be changes.
Only a few days before that meeting, the then chairman of the T AFE Board, Mr lan
Predl, resigned from the board and, in resigning, claimed that he had done so because of
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the difficulties and frustrations he had encountered. Therefore, it is clear that there had
been a lack of confidence expressed in the TAFE Board and in the chairman of the board
leading to his resignation.
The Minister, through the plethora of inquiries and reviews that have been established,
has indicated a lack of confidence in the system, yet people are not being told what should
happen. We have some first-class administrators and staff in T AFE colleges. They have
the capacity to respond to the challenge that obviously exists today, if only they could be
given a sense of direction and be told what it is that is wanted of them. Instead, they have
been paralysed for at least twelve months, ever since the first of the recent reviews was set
up towards the end of last year.
The government is failing the system by failing to make a decision on the structure and
the objectives of T AFE. If clear goals are spelt out and clear objectives given, there is no
doubt that they can respond. We have wasted a precious twelve months in this State by
not having those directions and goals set out.
What will happen? Eventually a statement will be made about T AFE. The government
will do something about post-secondary education but it is not really addressing the
general principles or questions that need to be addressed-the relationship between
tradition and change.
Many T AFE courses are based on traditional methods of work, and apprenticeship
courses are like that. In some circumstances the needs of industry have changed and it
could well be that the prerequisite training could be given more quickly and more directly
than it has been in the past.
Much more attention needs to be given to the relationship between T AFE colleges and
industry training. Certainly, in Australia, it is perceived that industry contributes less
directly to training than in other countries, and that needs to be examined. We need to
address the distinctions for rather than the distribution of resources between different
categories of student population.
In the past, T AFE has been mainly concerned with young school leavers. Today, an
increasing amount of retraining is required for those who are not so young and for those
who have had training in the past but whose training is no longer appropriate to today's
needs-people who have found that they have become redundant because of changes in
industry and commerce and who need new training and skills. Retraining is also required
for adults who are looking for new challenges.
There will need to be an examination of the allocation of resources to ensure that
education is catering for the appropriate student popuiations today. The growth in adult
education is significant. Indeed, it outstripped the growth in the other T AFE areas. Some
of that may have been due to resources and facilities, including the fact that most adult
education is paid for whereas most T AFE training is not paid for by students. Still, the
change in the percentages of the different provisions needs to be studied.
Central to all these issues is the method of control of the T AFE system and the respective
roles of the board and the colleges. The colleges are crying out for more independence;
they are crying out for more autonomy. We may not see colleges gaining autonomy in the
way they would like-as separate institutions. There is no reason why colleges, if they are
given central direction and a set of priorities, cannot then be left to their own resources
both to carry out those priorities and to achieve those objectives. I believe they are capable
of doing that.
The government has a lot to answer for in this area. It has failed to come to terms with
how this system should operate in the interests of all Victorians. I regret that failure. Many
people in the T AFE system regret the way in which they have been neglected. They are
concerned about the future.
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I plead with the government to reach a decision, whatever the decision may be-and
we can argue about that at a later date-and to indicate what the future holds in store for
TAFE colleges in Victoria. We can then discuss the board's future role.
The Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY (Nunawading Province)-The TAFE system is like a
rather large elephant that has suddenly found itself in quicksand. Because of its size, it is
suddenly lumbering and very unstable. The T AFE system has grown very rapidly in a
short time. Why the system is lumbering and unstable has to do not only with the internal
system of the colleges, but also with the directions of those who are supposedly in control.
Mr Storey said we should be looking at the T AFE system in the overall framework of
education. We should see it as an essential part of that framework, particularly in these
times of rapid technological change where there is a need for responsiveness across the
system to the change in labour force requirements and community expectations.
As my colleague said, we have seen a number of reviews, none of which has really done
anything. Reviews are fine, and conclusions and recommendations of reviews are fine but,
if none of those recommendations is ever implemented, the reviews have been a waste of
time and resources.
We are seeing major funding cuts to colleges and major unrest in colleges, not only
among the teaching staff but also among the ancillary staff involved in managing the
colleges. Commonwealth funds allocated to special areas such as programs for women and
the handicapped and disadvantaged have been slashed; the State government has not seen
fit to provide sufficient funds for those areas.
A cut of 1·5 per cent has been implemented. The effect involves a cut in operational
expenses and cuts in services to students. There is no ability to reduce the cost of labour,
because that is a fixed cost. That cost increases, and the colleges have no control over that.
Other funding cuts have been made to colleges, particularly in apprenticeship traininga cut of some 5 per cent for every college. Some colleges have been able to retrieve it, but
some have not. All those costs must be cut from the non-staff component, as I have said.
There are further costs which are not direct money costs to their budgets. One particular
component is the costs that are inherent in the new industrial agreement. Not only is it
very restrictive in its operation, but also it is very difficult to operate. That will involve a
massive cost to the colleges.
Mr Storey mentioned the review of college mana$ement. One of the real concerns
among T AFE management services is that those pOSItions will become Public Servicetype positions. That will change the outlook of the administration of the TAFE educational
system. The main problem about it is that there has been no meaningful consultation with
the people concerned. Change can often be implemented without a great deal of difficulty
if adequate consultation has occurred. In this case, that has not happened.
Where is the TAFE system heading? Who is to manage the system? No-one seems to
know, as my colleague has pointed out. Where will the T AFE system end up in 1988, 1989
or 1990? Where are we heading in trade training and industry training? There are vast
changes in the needs of apprenticeship training and a need for flexible training programs.
We need innovative programs that can work in close cooperation with industry and
commerce. There is a greater need to come to grips with the need for reskilling and
retraining. Because of rapid technological change, certain jobs may no longer exist in three
or four years' time.
Unless there is adequate understanding of and a planning for those changes and needs
the T AFE system will simply lumber along and will become caught in the quicksand.
Some colleges have developed quite innovative programs and have developed community
links, but those links and those uses of resources and outreach in the community are being
threatened by the uncertainty that shrouds the whole system.
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All the colleges want to be part of the community, to establish the appropriate links and
to be responsive to the needs to the community-not just with the trade and industry
areas, but with all the programs demanded by the community in recreation and leisuretype activities and so on.
As my colleague, Mr Storey, has said, the community requires some answers now before
the technical and further education system is completely destroyed. I have much pleasure
in supporting the motion.
The Hon. J. G. MILES (Templestowe Province)-I have much pleasure in supporting
the motion moved by Mr Storey. It is worth repeating that the House condemns the
government for exposing technIcal and further education in Victoria to continuing
uncertainty as to its future, and calls upon the government to immediately announce the
outcome of its review ofTAFE and restore a sense of direction and confidence to all those
involved in the system.
This lack of certainty could apply to any aspect of the government's decision-making
process, but it applies in particular to education, whether it is the primary, secondary or
tertiary sector, within both the government and non-government systems. Either the
government does not make any decisions or there is a mad rush and a number of decisions
are made that generally confuse people, put them under greater pressure and create more
chaos.
After much discussion about a new deal being offered to the TAFE system-whatever
that may mean-the Premier this year announced that a Cabinet subcommittee would
examine T AFE and report back to Cabinet by the end of 1987, but no report has been
made public as yet. That is typical of the government; it either does nothing, acts too
quickly or establishes a committee or working party that may make a report, but in this
case no report has been made. The technical and further education sector, as with the
other education sectors, is confused and is asking questions.
An article in the Age of 28 October said that Victorian teacher unions have begun a
campaign of industrial action against the government's plans to restructure the Ministry
of Education. All the teacher unions, including the Teachers Federation of Victoria, the
umbrella organisation, are concerned about what the Ministry of Education has or has not
done. Teachers are confused and concerned and will take industrial action. The same sort
of confusion and chaos applies to the T AFE system.
An article in the Herald of 1 June 1987 by Debra Millar, the education reporter, said:
Victoria's technical and further education system labours under a reputation of instability. Frequent reviews
have created uncertainty about its future direction, with economic pressures contributing to the turbulance.
Now T AFE is to be subjected to another inquiry this time by a State Cabinet committee ...

The Cabinet subcommittee to which I referredFour Ministers have been charged with shaping future programs to be offered in Victoria's 33 T AFE colleges
and the leadership some say is now lacking ...
The Premier, Mr Cain, moved quickly last week to scotch suggestions the review would also consider transferring
responsibility for T AFE from the Ministry of Education to the Department of Labour.

If the Premier was moving quickly at that stage his Cabinet subcommittee has certainly
not moved quickly since.
Two articles appear in the higher education section of the Australian of 28 October.
Under the heading "Dawkins Mistakes Nature of Research, Penington claims", the article
states:
The approach being signalled by the Minister for Employment, Education and Training, Mr Dawkins, could
destroy Australia's research base, cripple its universities and set back even further our potential as an industrial
nation, the incoming Vice-Chancellor of Melbourne University, Professor David Penington, has warned.
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These articles must be read in context and honourable members should remember that
this general uncertainty about the future of all sectors of education comes at a time when
Victoria and the Commonwealth are being governed by Labor administrations.
A further article in the Australian of the same day, written by Christopher Dawson,
states:
The Minister for Employment, Education and Training, Mr Oawkins, was "pressing the pace with a fairly
reckless disregard for traditional values", according to Professor Ken McKinnon, Vice-Chancellor of Wo liongong
University.

That comment could apply to any aspect of the government's education policy. As I said
earlier, the government either rushes in and makes a number of decisions about
restructuring the education system, which confuses and upsets people, or it does not make
any decision.
An article in the Herald of 16 September 1987 says:
Training colleges will be forced to fight for Federal funding as a result of a radical overhaul of education and
training.
Alarmed at the quality of skilled training, the Government will review funding to educational institutions.
Technical and further education-TAFE-colleges, which receive more than $350 million a year in Federal
funds are right in the firing line.

I could continue quoting from various newspaper articles which indicate that it is not just
the Liberal Party which, for political purposes, is saying that there is a problem in education
and with the administration of State and Federal Labor governments. I have quoted from
independent commentators on education who have been reported in various daily
newspapers. Those commentators, in turn, have referred to teacher unions, educational
administrators and others who might normally be considered to be impartial or, in some
cases, to be pro-Labor. Indeed, some of these administrators have been appointed by
Labor governments, either Federal or State, and if those people can come to the conclusion
that the administration of education in Victoria, including the T AFE system is not
satisfactory, not efficient, not progressive, or has progressed in the wrong direction, that
criticism should be taken seriously.
An article in the Sun of 15 September under the heading "Cathie to lose T AFE-Libs"
states:
The education Minister, Mr Cathie, could soon lose control of the TAFE system, according to the Opposition.
The Liberals' education spokesman, Mr Storey. yesterday said sources had told him the system would be
shifted to the industry, technology and resources Minister Mr Fordham.
A committee made up of Mr Cathie, Mr Fordham, the Treasurer, Mr Jolly, and the Labour Minister, Mr
Crabb has been reviewing the operations ofT AFE colleges since May.
The Premier, Mr Cain, said they would not consider a transfer.
Mr Storey said T AFE was in chaos.

That statement is supported by the many newpaper reports to which I have referred. That
article concluded:
But a spokesman said the Premier had made it clear last May that TAFE would not be moved.

The community is still awaiting the report of that subcommittee. The Liberal Party
believes the T AFE system should not be moved from the Ministry of Education.
The safest thing to do with TAFE would be to keep it within the Ministry of Education.
The Opposition's preference is for leaving it there and that in no way inhibits the ability
of TAFE to move closer to industry, to provide more vocational training and to be more
responsive to industry's needs. Changes may have to be made, but not necessarily should
there be a change of Ministry.
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The Liberal Party policy refers to "opportunity and diversity", "choice" and ~~excellence".
The existing T AFE system has as one of its chief qualities the richness and diversity of the
courses it offers.
The Business Council of Australia is reluctant to support major changes because it is
concerned about the maintenance of proper standards. That council recently expressed
concern about the maintenance ofTAFE basic standards and it would not wish any major
changes.
I support Mr Storey's motion and reiterate that there is much evidence to indicate that
the primary, secondary and other aspects of the T AFE system are in confusion and chaos.
The system desperately requires decisions based on a rational approach, not the setting up
of a new subcommittee with long delays before any changes are made.
On the motion of the Hon. D. R. White (Minister for Health), for the Hon. E. H.
WALKER (Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until later this day.

LIQUOR CONTROL BILL
The House went into Committee for the consideration of this Bill.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health) (By leave)-For the purposes of the
debate on the Bill I seek leave of the Committee for the Opposition spokesman, Mr Hunt,
the spokesman for the National Party, Mr Baxter, and the government backbencher most
interested in the issue and who has done much work on it, Mr Amold, to sit at the table.
This will help us to conduct a constructive debate.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I move:
1. Clause 2, line 7, omit "or days".

I regret doing that. Naturally governments desire flexibility in proclaiming different sections
of an Act on different days. That certainly suits its administrative needs and convenience.
The provision has been abused by the government in recent times when it has failed to
proclaim amendments passed in the House. Thus, it has flouted the will of Parliament. In
those circumstances the only remedy is to ensure that the whole of an Act comes into
operation on a day to be proclaimed.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-On the point raised by Mr Hunt,
the government rejects the proposition that it has abused its position in relation to
proclamation of previous le~slation passed by the House. However, in relation to the
proposed legislation, I have discussed the matter particularly with the Minister for Industry,
Technology and Resources in another place. I have a letter from him which I propose to
read into Hansard so that the opposition parties can understand the assurances that the
Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources is giving in relation to the Bill.
The letter is dated 28 October and is addressed to me; it refers to the Liquor Control
Bill and it states:
I refer to our discussions in relation to Amendment No. 1 in the list of amendments proposed to be introduced
in the Committee of the Legislative Council by the Honourable A. J. Hunt in relation to the Liquor Control Bill
No. 2.

This amendment relates to Clause 2, Line 7, and asks for the omission of the words "or days". I am opposed
to this amendment as I believe it is essential for the administration ofthis legislation, there be flexibility in the
establishment of the administrative machinery and arrangements of the Liquor Licensing Commission.
This would require the proclamation of certain sections of the legislation, in particular Part 2 and consequential
sections prior to the proclamation of other parts.
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I ask that you oppose the amendment of the Honourable A. J. Hunt, but authorise you in doing so, to give an
assurance to the Legislative Council that any staged proclamation will not be used to subvert the intention of the
Parliament or avoid the protection of amendments passed by the Parliament.

In that situation the government opposes the amendment proposed by Mr Hunt, and
assures the House that the proclamation of the legislation will be done in a manner to
ensure the best administration and operation of the proposed Act.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-On behalf of the government, the
assurance provided by Mr Arnold on behalf of the Minister for Industry, Technology and
Resources stands. As the Minister handling the Bill, I reinforce the commitment made on
behalf of the government.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-To clarify that issue, I presume the
Minister for Health is saying that it is not only an undertaking by the Minister now in
charge of that department but it is also an undertaking on behalf of the present Labor
Government, for so long as it remains in office, that the present Minister and any other
Ministers will honour the undertaking and ensure that the intentions of Parliament are
not subverted, that the sections are proclaimed as a whole and not subsections deleted, as
has occurred in the past.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-I make it clear that the statement that
the Minister for Industry, Technology and Resources is making as a Minister-which is
totally consistent with government practice-is for and on behalf of the government and
stands as a commitment of the government.
The amendment was negatived, and the clause was agreed to.
Clause 3
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-I move:
1. Clause 3, page 2, line 27, after "licence" insert "or a general licence" .

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-Perhaps some explanation ought to
be given. There is a serious deficiency in the current definition of Uguest" in the Bill, and
it would not apply to a guest of a resident in an hotel which had a general licence.
The Australian Hotels Association has made representations to all parties. The
Opposition has certainly supported those representations as, I believe, has the National
Party. This rectification of a clear error is timely.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-As can be seen in copies of my
draft amendments, I had prepared an amendment along these lines because there had
clearly been an oversight in defining "guest" in clause 3. However, when I learned that the
Minister had realised the oversight and was taking it up, I did not proceed with the
amendment I had drafted. I certainly support the amendment.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-I confirm what has been said by
Mr Hunt and Mr Baxter. In consultations that the government has had with the Australian
Hotels Association and all parties, it was agreed that the definition of Uguest" should be
extended to relate to a person introduced to licensed premises under a residential licence
or a general licence.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I move:
2. Clause 3, page 2, after line 34, insert, "Interest of the community" in relation to an area includes the interest of the community in protection
of the amenity of the area.'.

The amendment provides a definition of the phrase "interest of the community", which
appears in numerous places throughout the Bill. The amendment expressly says that the
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phrase, in relation to an area, includes the interest of the community in protection of the
amenity of the area.
In my contribution to the second-reading debate, I dealt in some detail with the
importance of the interest of the community and the role of the local council in protecting
local amenity, in particular, residential amenity.
The amendment is the foundation for a number of further amendments that I will move
on behalf of the Opposition to ensure that the commitments made in the government's
original responses to the Nieuwenhuysen report are honoured and that local communities
are properly protected.

4.

The amendment was agreed to, and the clause, as amended, was adopted, as was clause
Clause 5
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-1 move:
1. Clause 5, line 41, after "reflecting" insert "reasonable".

The amendment will change the object contained in clause 5 (b) to read:
Facilitating the development of a diversity oflicensed facilities reflecting reasonable consumer demand.

The National Party has been very keen from the outset of discussions on this Bill-which
go back some time now, even prior to the first Bill that was introduced in another placeto ensure that the longstanding components of liquor control in this State, which went
towards an economic and stable industry, were maintained.
Section 3 of the Liquor Control Act 1968 sets out the objects of the Act, one of which
was to make provision for the orderly and economic development and improvement of
the supply of liquor. The legislation should also promote the development of a stable and
ordered industry. In fact, in the first set of amendments that I had prepared before the
House went into Committee at the conclusion of the second-reading debate a fortnight
ago, I proposed an addition to clause 5 (d), which would have made that provision read:
Providing for the orderly and economic development and improvement of the supply ofliquor and for a stable
and ordered liquor industry.

It became clear that that type of amendment would not meet with the wish of the Committee
and that it would be fruitless to proceed with it.
The National Party examined an alternative way of trying to ensure that, within the
objects of the Bill, there is some regard for the economic aspects, and particularly that the
interests of those who are already in the industry should be not exactly protected, but
taken into account when considering expansion of the industry.
If one accepted clause 5 (b) literally as it is worded at present, the proposed Liquor
Licensing Commission would be obliged to expand the industry and to take account of
any consumer demand, regardless of whether it was reasonable. In his report Dr
Nieuwenhuysen suggested considerable expansion of the number of licences, which I do
not believe the Victorian community wants or is ready to accept.
The insertion of the word "reasonable" in the provision is a small but significant
amendment, which would result in a list of objects that would, if passed, more clearly
demonstrate to the commission and to those working under the measure, the intent of
Parliament.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-The government opposes Mr
Baxter's amendment. As honourable members would realise, the Bill makes a significant
change in the licensing laws in Victoria. That change was not proposed without a significant
amount of consultation.
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The history of the matter is well documented. It began with the Nieuwenhuysen report,
followed by community and industry consultation. Subsequently, a government response
was released, and preparation of the measure took place. That has been followed by even
further consultation and discussion.
As a result of the consultations and discussions, the government believes the objects set
out in the Bill represent the feeling of the community and the industry. They have been
developed with a great deal of care and after much consultation. I believe they represent
the desire of the community and the industry at present.
To fiddle with the objects, as has been suggested by Mr Baxter, would detract from the
intention of those objects and interfere with the direction of the Bill. I can reaffirm that
the objects were developed only after long and intensive discussion, examination and reexamination. I am sure there is a strong belief in the community and the industry that the
objects should remain as they appear in the Bill at present.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-Having listened to Mr Amold
and taken account of his arguments, am I to assume that the government expects that the
commission will be obliged to meet consumer demands whether they are reasonable or
not? I do not believe adding one word would be fiddling with the objects of the Bill; it
would clarify the intent. Mr Amold said that there has been consultation with the industry
but there is a difference between consultation and doing one's own thing!
Certainly, the Australian Hotels Association believes the insertion of the word
"reasonable" is indeed reasonable.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-I reaffirm that there has been
consultation with the industry and with community groups. As a result of that consultation
a set of objectives has been prepared which truly represents the way those bodies considered,
in a general sense, that the proposed legislation should be framed; it is the way the
government believes it should be framed.
The introduction of the expression "reasonable" throws uncertainty into the objectives.
It is in the interests of all those involved in the industry and the community that there
should be clarity in the objectives of a Bill such as this.
The Committee divided on Mr Baxter's amendment (the Hon. G. A. Sgro in the chair).
Ayes
5
35
Noes
Majority against the amendment
AYES

MrBaxter
MrDunn
MrHallam
Tellers:
MrEvans
MrWright

30
NOES

MrArnold
Mr Chamberlain
MrConnard
MrCrawford
MrdeFegely
MrsDixon
MrGranter
MrGuest
MrHenshaw
MrsHogg
MrHunt
MrKennan
MrKennedy
MrsKimer
MrKnowles
Mr Landeryou
MrLawson
Mrs Lyster
MrMcArthur
MrsMcLean
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NOES
MrMacey
MrMier
MrMiles
MrMurphy
MrPullen
MrReid
MrSandon
Mr Storey
MrVan Buren
Mrs Varty
MrWalker
MrWard
MrWhite

Tellers:

Mrs Coxsedge
Mrs Tehan

The clause was agreed to, as were clauses 6 to 45.
Clause 46
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-My remarks relate conjointly to
clauses 46 and 47; they are interrelated. Today, I am amazed to find that the government
has again failed to take properly into account the compelling reasoning put to it by the
Australian Hotels Association.
I must say that the full force of that reasoning and its logic escaped me too, in the first
instance; but there is a clear problem in the present draftsmanship of clauses 46 and 47 in
their combined effect.
I assure the Minister that I am not trying to make a political point; I am raising a matter
of serious substance indeed. If one examines clause 46 one sees that it refers to residential
licences and provides, in effect, that where there are between 20 and 149 bedrooms, the
residential licence authorises the disposal of liquor to a resident of the licensed premises
or a guest of the resident for consumption on the licensed premises. Unlike the larger
residential hotels of 150 bedrooms or more, there is no power whatsoever to sell liquor to
members of the public.
As honourable members can imagine, the hotel or the motel-if one calls it such-with,
say, 100 bedrooms, for example, is a very substantial licensed premise. Large public bars
are frequently attached to such establishments. The residential licence is virtually the only
licence that such a hotel could obtain.
If one examines clause 47-the following clause-one finds that that cannot be granted
except where the prime purpose of the business is the provision of liquor for consumption
on and off the premises. Therefore, one may have a hotel or licensed premises with 100 or
perhaps 140 bedrooms. Its major business is not the selling of liquor; its major business is
the provision of accommodation.
Under the Bill as it is drafted, there is a very serious flaw, for that hotel cannot have a
bar which supplies to members of the public. That was never intended; the government
has never suggested that. However, that is the effect of the proposed legislation and the
government has failed to recognise it. There is a serious difficulty with the proposed
legislation because of the emphasis the government has been putting on the primary
purpose of a particular premise.
The government was provided directly with a copy of the submission of the Australian
Hotels Association. I provided Mr Arnold with a copy and I believed he was taking up
these issues with the Minister.
When one examines the interconnection between the two clauses, the strength and
power of the submission of the Australian Hotels Association is undeniable. Hotels in that
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particular capacity are placed in an impossible position. One will never again see, under
the law, a residential hotel with, say, lOO to 150 rooms, that has a public bar. As it stands,
the proposed legislation precludes that. It precludes hotels in those circumstances from
serving the public at all. Those hotels are confined to serving the guests.
It is a clear error and, although it has been directed to the attention of the government,
it has still not been rectified. If the Minister is not convinced by what I have said, I ask
that clauses 46 and 47 be postponed so that they can be given further consideration.

The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I support the thrust of the
remarks made by Mr Hunt. I had prepared some amendments which include the matters
he has raised and which were basically in line with the representations made by the
Australian Hotels Association.
Unfortunately, during the pressure of proceedings last night when I was under a great
deal of encouragement to get my amendments in order so that the debate could proceed, I
allowed myself to be convinced by the Minister in another place and others that my
amendments would have the effect of giving every motel in my electorate the ability to
sell liquor for consumption off the premises.
I do not believe that is what my amendments intended; I believe they dealt with the
matters to which Mr Hunt referred. But I did not proceed. I intended to make remarks
similar to those made by Mr Hunt. I implore the Minister to take heed of Mr Hunt's
suggestion and postpone the clauses so that a little more consultation can take place.
I gave way last night in response to an explanation which I now believe may be of
dubious value. I would not want to be passing a law of this State on information that was
not correct.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-I oppose Mr Hunt's request to
postpone further consideration of these clauses. I make it clear that the hotels for which
Mr Hunt expressed concern are protected. The proposed legislation will in no way take
away from the existing rights that such hotels have.
In future, it is expressed clearly that the commission shall determine the terms and
conditions of licences and extended hour permits according to the criteria it sees fit at the
time. That is obviously in line with the general direction and thrust of the proposed
legislation.
The Committee is dealing with a substantial change in the way in which Victoria's
licensing laws are to operate in the future. I acknowledge what Mr Hunt said. He certainly
gave me details of the representations made by the Australian Hotels Association. The
Minister received that information which was considered in the light of the
recommendations of the Nieuwenhuysen report and in the light of all the other discussions,
representations, and consultations that took place.
After those considerations, it was determined that it was appropriate that the proposed
legislation and those clauses should remain as they were so that the commission would
have the ability to determine the conditions of licences of those hotels.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I do not accept Mr Arnold's
explanation. He said that existing licences will continue in force, and that is true. However,
they will continue in force upon the terms of the new Act. That is by virtue of the
transitional provisions contained in clause 164 of the Bill.
Furthermore, the provisions of that clause provide that upon transfer of the licence, the
old licence is cancelled and a new one, under the new Act, is issued. If a new residential
hotel licence is issued, the bar will have to be closed. That is what the clause provides. The
general hotel licence cannot be issued because the prime business is not the provision of
liquor but the provision of accommodation.
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The hoteliers with 20 to 149 bedrooms fall between two stools; they are neither fish nor
fowl. Even if it is true that an existing licence goes on indefinitely, it does not, in those
circumstances, continue on the same basis as it has in the past. The fact is that one will
find that no new hotels concentrating predominantly on the provision of accommodation
will have bars in the future. The measure will not allow them to. It is clear that that could
not have been intended and, therefore, I suggest that clauses 46 and 47 be postponed.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-In relation to the transition
provisions, I direct the attention of Mr Hunt to clauses 165 and 166, particularly clause
165 (b), which states:
165. Ifa licence ofa kind specified in Column 1 of an Item in Schedule 3 has effect as a residential licence(b) if, immediately before that commencement, the licensee was authorised under any licence or permit
in force under the repealed Act relating to the licensed premises to sell and dispose of liquor at any
times not authorised under a residential licence under this Act, any such licence or permit has effect
in relation to those times as if it were an extended hours permit.

The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Until it is transferred.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Let us not get into an argument about it until it is
transferred. We are talking about the existing situation with hotels at present. If you wish
to move onto the question of their transfer, obviously we will not have the situation where
the commission under the existing legislation should have the right to impose terms and
conditions that are in line with the spirit and philosophy covered in this Bill.
The Hon. A. J . Hunt-You have not covered the point.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-To assist the debate, the arrangements
continue with the licensee, and that is what clause 164 indicates.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-Until transferred.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-That the arrangements continue necessarily with the premises,
but the arrangements that Mr Arnold referred to in clauses 165 (b), 166 (a) (i) and 166 (b)
continue with the licensee in accordance with clause 164, therefore, there is continuity of
the existing arrangements after the proposed legislation is passed and they attach to the
licence.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-There are two answers to the
Minister's argument: firstly, the transition provisions of clause 165 apply only until
transferred, when the licence is cancelled and the new licence under this Act is issued.
Secondly, major Travelodge type motel/hotels are ruled out inadvertently in the future.
There is an anomaly and the government has not fully appreciated that. It is obvious from
this debate that the government still does not fully appreciate it, despite the submissions
made to it.
The Hon. D. R. White-Which anomaly are you referring to?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-I am simply asking that the clauses be postponed.
The Hon. D. R. White-What is the anomaly?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-There is an anomaly in that an existing licence for, say, a
residential hotel with 120 bedrooms will, after the passage of this Bill, continue to have
the same force as it did only until that licence is transferred and thereupon, if the supply
of liquor is only an ancillary part and the provision of accommodation is a major part of
the business, when a new licence issues on transfer it will not be possible to retain the
public bar. It will just not be possible under these provisions. That is the first anomaly.
The second anomaly is that it will not be possible to build any such hotels of the same
type as, for example, the Travelodge facility at Albury. Country Victoria could well have
motels of that size and it will not be possible for them to have a public bar in the future. It
will not be possible to license them either as general hotels because their primary business
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is the business of accommodation, not to have a bar under the provisions relating to
residential licences.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I am at one with Mr Hunt on
this issue. There appears to be some confusion on the part of the government as to what
the situation is about. There is an anomaly. When reading clauses 46 and 47 together,
unless there is some amendment, even if that amendment is to add a few words to clause
47 to the extent that it makes it clear that a general licence is also available to premises in
which the main purpose is the provision of accommodation rather than the provision of
liquor, clearly there is some confusion. It is not a satisfactory situation, and we should
postpone the clause to elucidate the matter.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-I do not wish to unnecessarily try the
patience of the Committee but it is important that if there is to be a postponement of these
clauses it is on the understanding that further debate occurs on other clauses in Committee.
I needed to clarify precisely the nature of the anomaly.
Let me go through it again because it is by no means clear to me. My understanding is
that, with respect to an existing licence, the licence will remain in force once the Bill is
passed under the existing terms and conditions.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Until it is transferred.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-Until the licence is transferred by that licensee, by sale to a
new licensee. The new licensee under the terms and conditions of any licence arrangement
that would apply would have to conform with the terms and conditions of the Act to
which you, Mr Hunt, say that at the time of that transition-The Hon. R. J. Long-It would have to be closed down.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-I put it to you again: the terms and conditions of the existing
licence arrangements remain in force after the Bill is passed, until such time as the licensee
ceases to be the licensee and transfers or sells.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-And a new licence is issued under the new Act.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-Correct, to which Mr Hunt says an anomaly occurs at that
point. I make it clear that Mr Hunt is saying that if an anomaly occurs, which he agrees
may be a perceived anomaly, it does not occur on the passing of this Bill; it occurs only at
the time at which the licence is transferred.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-At that point, the transferee of the
licence would obtain not a transfer of existing rights, but would obtain a licence, namely,
a residential hotel licence under the new Act, and that licence would not allow him to have
a public bar-that is the first anomaly. The Minister has not heard what I have said
because he is consulting with his advisers.
The second anomaly is that no-one with plans to build the type of hotel to which these
provisions relate can do so and build a public bar after the date this Act comes into
operation. The second anomaly takes effect immediately.
The Hon. D. R. White-What is the second anomaly?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-I repeat the second anomaly for the fourth time: after the date
this Act comes into operation, it will not be possible to gain any sort of licence for, say, a
140 bed hotel/motel with a public bar. Do not accept what I am saying, just read the clause
because that is what it states.
The provision represents an error in concept; an error in draftsmanship, or a combination
of the two. Whichever error it is, it creates a serious anomaly which prejudices the values
of all existing establishments with between 20 and 150 bedrooms that have a public bar.
It affects the value of the licences because it affects the saleability of the establishment.
The provision will have a serious impact when that business is sold and will stop further
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development of that kind, which is often desirable to make the hotel more than a bloodhouse type of hotel.

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Health)-I agree that clauses 46 and 47 should
be postponed until later this day. The government looks forward to further discussin~ the
two matters raised by the Opposition. The merits of the proposals will be closely examIned.
I am not sure that the point was clearly made on the second anomaly but I assure Mr Hunt
that the first anomaly will be considered.
The clause was postponed, as was clause 47.
Clause 48

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I move:
"3. Clause 48, page 23, line 7, after "comply" insert";and
(c) that, in the case of a restricted club licence, supplies of liquor for the club will be purchased only from a
person who holds a general licence or a packaged liquor licence."

The clause provides that a restricted club licensee will purchase liquor only from a retailer,
namely, a general licensee or a packaged liquor licensee. This is a vexed question and one
that has exercised the minds of members of all political parties. All arguments, whether
pro or con this provision, have been carefully considered.
Some years ago the former Liberal Government regularised the position in which
sporting clubs found themselves when they had a barrel or drinks on a Saturday evening
or a Sunday morning. A form of licence was provided to allow the sporting clubs to
purchase liquor from retailers.
In the main, those purchases were made from the local retailer, the hotelier or operator
of the bottle licence. The reason for the restriction was clear: sporting clubs and similar
bodies were not in the business of supplying liquor. This was purely ancillary to their main
purpose. It was not right that sporting clubs should be allowed to take business away from
hoteliers or genuine businessmen who employed people and paid taxes and who had to
comply with stringent conditions as a prerequisite for obtaining liquor licences.
Hoteliers and retail bottle licensees have been great supporters of sporting clubs. They
have gone the second mile by supporting clubs and organisations and giving them excellent
deals on the basis on which they obtained liquor and provided free refrigeration and
delivery on the Sunday morning or whenever. I failed to recognise the full extent of the
detriment that could be suffered by existing licensees as a result of the new provisions in
the Bill.
Now the government has proposed that the sporting clubs be entitled to sell packa~ed
liquor or that they can buy wholesale liquor. At first I did not realise that this proviSIOn
applies not only to the sporting clubs that have previously held restricted club licences but
also to the clubs that have held no licence, merely a permit to allow people to drink the
clubs' liquor or for the clubs to act as agents in buying the liquor.
In the past the liquor was always obtained from the local retailer, hotelier, or bottle
merchant; no club bought the liquor wholesale. I took the trouble to ascertain information
on the impact the provision has in enabling the restricted club licence-holders to purchase
from wholesalers. The information supplied to me by the Australian Hotels Association
illustrated, to my great shock, that in some country areas up to 50 per cent of the total
liquor sales of hotels were made to sporting clubs buying their liquor on a mutually
beneficial basis.
Outside the boundaries of South Eastern Province-in an area that was represented by
Mr Ward and me until recently-two hotels have estimated their losses if the provision
were passed. Foster Hotel estimates that 50 per cent of its total liquor outlet is supplied to
clubs; Mirboo North Hotel estimates that 40 per cent of its output goes through sporting
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clubs. The provision would have a drastic effect on the livelihoods of hoteliers who do
their utmost to support local sporting clubs.
Sadly, I recently attended a funeral of a hotelier in the area that I represent who had
received approximately 40 wreaths from sporting clubs and community organisations.
What greater tribute can a man receive than that? The wreaths were an indication that this
gentleman fully supported his community and actively assisted clubs and organisations in
his area.
I do not believe people who have done that for many years ought to be treated with lack
of concern-that all they have done ought to be brushed aside and half their livelihoods
taken away. Although there is a powerful argument for free trade, it is certainly overcome
by the arguments that I have put forward. I trust that all parties will recognise the force of
those arguments and that my amendment will receive the full support of the Committee.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-It was with some disappointment
that I listened to Mr Hunt move this amendment, bearing in mind that it was listed as one
of the amendments that I prepared some time ago and did not appear on the list of
amendments prepared by the Opposition. Without any consultation I now find that the
amendment has been usurped. In view of the circumstances and the effect the provision
has on country hoteliers, I expected a little more cooperation than I have received.
It is an extraordinary set of circumstances and one that I find distressing. Notwithstanding
my distress, I support the amendment because it is important for the protection of general
licence holders and hotel keepers, especially in country areas where restricted clubs operate
in the vicinity.
Honourable members will recall the debate in this Chamber when sales of liquor by
clubs was regularised. That was necessary because certain activities of clubs did not
comply with the law.
The intent of Parliament was that those clubs would purchase supplies from licenceholders-preferably local licence-holders-so that local hotelkeepers were not adversely
affected by competitors down the road who were not obliged to maintain premises or
undertake the same responsibilities as hoteliers.
The restricted club licence has been one of the success stories of recent liquor legislation.
It has worked extremely well and has enabled a more orderly provision of liquor
consumption in sporting clubs; it has gone some way in arresting some unfortunate
practices, especially with under-age drinking, that might have occurred in a few clubs.
It is essential that that requirement be retained. Therefore, the National Party supports
the amendment.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-I regret that, despite the
cooperation that exists in the Chamber today, distress has been caused to Mr Baxter by
Mr Hunt adding to his list of amendments an amendment that was originally on the list
of amendments provided by Mr Baxter.
I take note of the arguments put by Mr Baxter about this amendment and, in view of
that and the consultation that has already taken place, the government is disposed to
accept the amendment from both Mr Baxter and Mr Hunt.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central Highlands Province)-I support the amendment
moved by Mr Hunt and I note the support also of Mr Baxter and Mr Arnold. I agree with
what Mr Hunt has said because, as a country member of Parliament, I have had numerous
similar representations from small hotelkeepers about the provision.
The concerns of those hotelkeepers is that perhaps a wholesaler might make available
to a club holding a restricted licence bulk or packaged liquor. That would eat into the sales
of hotelkeepers to clubs and would make their viability uncertain. I was approached by
the licensee of the Thornton Hotel, which is situated in Thornton which has one hotel and
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two restricted licensed clubs. He was concerned that ifhe lost the sale ofliquor to the clubs
in Thornton, his viability would be impinged.
Hotelkeepers support the clubs in their towns, whether they be cricket or football clubs
or the local agricultural society. Hotels make liquor available to local agricultural societies
at the right price and, as Mr Hunt has said, they provide the liquor cold and ready to be
served at the showgrounds.
Although I have used only the one example of Thornton, many other small country
towns will have the same problems should this amendment not be passed.
The Hon. R. S. de FEGELY (Ballarat Province)-I support the amendment. Like my
colleague, Mr Granter, I have received many representations from hoteliers, not only from
Ballarat but also from the small country towns.
My colleague in another place, the honourable member for Ripon, and I have received
representations from a hotelier at Lake Bolac who would be a typical example of a person
concerned with clause 48. I know he will be delighted if this amendment is agreed to.
Lake Bolac is a small town with one hotel, one licensed grocer, a sporting complex with
a restricted licence and a motel that also has a restricted licence. The hotel and the licensed
grocer between them supply the two restricted clubs in that town. If the sporting complexthe golf club-and motel were able to buy their liquor from a wholesaler, inroads would
be made into the profitability of the hotel and the liquor store.
My colleagues and I are concerned that Mr Hunt's amendment should be accepted in
the best interests of the industry.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I support the amendment moved
by Mr Hunt. It is an important issue for the hoteliers in metropolitan Melbourne. Clause
48 will allow any club to purchase liquor at wholesale prices-although it may be argued
that some clubs do not have that right.
However, to take a hypothetical case, a club in the province I represent-for the purpose
of the exercise I shall call it the East Bentleigh Darts Club-may have the ability to buy
liquor at wholesale prices and sell it not only to its members but also to establish a market
through its supposed mem.bers for sales to the public at greatly reduced prices. That would
have a gross effect on hoteliers in the same area, all of whom operate at a high standard
because of the excellent work achieved by the previous Liquor Control Commission.
Because of the small profit margins in packaged liquor, hoteliers are not able to reduce
their price to the public. If a quasi-association could buy liquor at wholesale prices and
sell it to a large number of people, the viability of hoteliers operating in the same area
would be grossly affected.
Numerous representations have been made to me by hoteliers in the province I represent.
One representation was from the proprietor of the Boundary Hotel in East Bentleigh. I
must thank him for advising me on the Bill because I now have a clearer understanding of
the issues involved.
Mr Kelly advised me of the absolute necessity of including the provision in the Bill so
that the economic viability of hotels and licensed bottle retailers and proper social
distribution ofliquor can be maintained in that area. I endorse the amendment moved by
Mr Hunt and thank the government for accepting the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to, and the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 49
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I move:
3. Clause 49, line 20, omit "or bottled".
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I am sure it would not be the wish of the Committee that the clause would allow someone
who is not a producer but a bottler to masquerade as a vigneron; that is the reason for the
amendment.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-The government accepts the
amendment moved by Mr Baxter. The deletion of the words "or bottled" from the clause
will enable vignerons to sell wine that is produced on the premises, and wine that is bottled
on the premises but produced elsewhere.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I congratulate Mr Baxter on the
amendment; it comes from his local knowledge as a member representing a winegrowing
area. Others may not have noticed the anomaly but it certainly was an anomaly that could
have left the way open to abuse. Mr Baxter has riveted that possibility by his amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I move:
4. Clause 49, line 35, after "premises" insert.. ; and
(iii) in quantities of not less than 36 litres in the case of liquor which includes beer, ale or porter and not less
than 18 litres in any other case to any person not licensed to sell liquor and in any quantity to any person licensed
to sellliquor-".

The amendment concerns wholesalers being able to sell to people other than retailers of
liquor; if accepted it will overcome the situation of wholesalers selling in bottle lots or
otherwise to people who are not retailers. If wholesalers want to do that they ought to be
obtaining what is currently called a retail bottle licence or, under the Bill, a packaged
liquor licence. My amendment clarifies the issue so that a wholesaler who does not hold a
packaged liquor licence is restricted in the volume of liquor he can sell to people who do
not hold a licence to sell it.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province}-The government is opposed to
Mr Baxter's amendment. It is a proposed method of setting a minimum limit on the
quantities of liquor that can be sold by distributors of liquor to unlicensed and licensed
persons. Clause 49 (4) sets out the restrictions on distributors in the selling of liquor:
(4) The Commission must not grant a producer's or distributor's licence to a person who is a distributor of
liquor unless the Commission is satisfied that the business carried on or to be carried on by the person will be
not less than 90 per centum, the business of selling and supplying liquor to licensees.

The amendment relates to matters of the past; I understand that the 1968 Act caused an
unnecessary intrusion into the business-making decisions of licensees and this is not in
accordance with the good business practices that operate today.
The amendment was negatived.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I move:
5. Clause 49, line 43, after "cider" insert ", brandy".

The amendment confirms the right long held by vignerons to sell brandy produced by
them.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-The government accepts Mr
Baxter's arguments.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-The Opposition also accepts Mr
Baxter's arguments.
I refer to an unfortunate divergence between clause 49 (3) as printed and the explanatory
note. The explanatory note suggests that the commission must not grant a licence to a
vigneron unless it is satisfied that the vigneron owns or occupies a cultivated vineyard of
a size appropriate to the requirements of the vigneron as a licensee. That does not tie in
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with the clause itsel( This has worried many vignerons with small allotments who fear
they may encounter problems. It appears it is the explanatory note that is in error, not the
Bill. I direct the government's attention to that point.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I move:
6. Clause 49, page 24, line 4, after "licensee" insert.. ; and
(c) in the case of brandy, is to the extent of at least 70 per centum made from wine distilled by the licensee.".

The amendment seeks to place brandy on the same basis as wine and will avoid any
possible necessity for a vigneron distiller having to prepare a special blend purely for sales
from his winery.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-The amendment is consequential
upon an earlier amendment and, consequently, the government accepts it.
The amendment was agreed to, and the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 50
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (NorthEastern Province)-I move:
7. Clause 50, page 25, lines 2 to 15, o~it sub-c~ause (3).

Clause 50 deals with the on-premises licence. The clause is generally not opposed by the
National Party, except subclause (3), which will enable restaurants to sell liquor to persons
other than those having a meal on the premises. The amendment seeks to omit that
subclause. I have no objection to part of the premises of licensed restaurants that are well
conducted and located in excellent buildings being set aside for the sale ofliquor to persons
other than those waiting to have a meal or to persons who may want to resort to such
premises for consumption of liquor without necessarily having a meal.
Last Wednesday I visited a well-known restaurant in Wangaratta, Cellar 47, where
renovations have been carried out for exactly that purpose. I contp"atulate the licensee, Mr
Peter Hoppach, on the standard of facilities he has provided. It IS an excellent restaurant
and it is certainly a convivial location for a drink. I do not want necessarily to interfere
with the project the licensee has in mind. However, my colleagues and I are concerned
about premises in the main streets of most country towns and, no doubt, in suburbs of
Melbourne, where licensees may take advantage of the provision to install what could be
described as nothing other than public bars for the sale of liquor, presumably beer, to
people coming in off the street, in blue singlets, so to speak.
The Hon. G. R. Crawford-It is all right if you wear a tie but not if you are in a blue
singlet!
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-Let me explain that reference. It could have the effect of
creating in High Street, Wodonga, for example, half a dozen mini public bars. That is a
totally unnecessary development and would not constitute reasonable consumer demand,
which would have been provided for if the amendment I moved earlier had been accepted.
It would constitute consumer demand, as Mr Arnold has suggested should be retained.
I do not want the Liquor Licensing Commission to feel bound to satisfy that.
We do not want halfa dozen mini public bars in High Street, Wodonga, or in any other
country town or suburb, for that matter. There are hotels which adequately provide for
that situation. It could well be that the pizza parlour at the roundabout in Wodonga, where
I buy my pizzas, could install a bar and while I am waiting for my pizza I could have a
couple of beers. Worse than that, every Tom, Dick and Harry, and Suzie and Mary could
drop in and have a beer. That is what Dr Nieuwenhuysen may have wanted; it may be his
concept of European drinking conditions, but it certainly is not mine.
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The Hon. D. R. White-Especially when you are waiting for your pizza!
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-This provision goes too far and it could have an impact on
the number of licensed places in the State far beyond what the community is ready to
accept. One of the great concerns in the community regarding the Nieuwenhuysen report
was that it advocated a substantial expansion in the number of outlets. I know the
government had declared that will not be so, but these provisions are what give rise to
those fears. I believe that provision should be removed from the Bill, so that the situation
I have outlined, albeit somewhat colourfully-it may not be as quite as bad as that in most
cases-The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Or even in Wodonga!
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-The potential is there and there has been no demand for it
in my province. I have received representations from councils, from community groups,
from the liquor industry itself, and from some of the owners of the smaller food outlets
who do not want to take advantage of the provision but believe that if someone up the
road did so they would be forced to follow suit to gain a competitive advantage. They do
not want to do that.
It can be claimed that the $800 licence fee would be a discouragement. I assume it
would be a discouragement, but liquor is a fairly profitable business, I understand. As well,
competitive pressures might cause people to disregard the $800 fee in any case.

Honourable members have a social responsibility to vote for the omission of subclause
(3).
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea Province)-I have been interested to hear some of
the comments made by members of the Committee. I have been forced to my feet by some
of the suggestions made by Mr Baxter. His views in relation to this provision are such that
I stand to support the retention of the subclause. It is an integral part of the proposed
legislation.
The subclause is of primary importance for me as it relates to the sorts of places I want
to go to for a drink. I want to go into an environment where I feel comfortable. Frankly, I
do not feel comfortable going into large beer barns of the American variety which have
proliferated in metropolitan Melbourne.
The Hon. D. R. White-Try the Wodonga pizza shop!
The Hon. M. J. SANOON-I am not interested in going into those large establishments.
I know that other people are, and that is their choice.
The government is interested in ensuring that members of the community have the
opportunity to go somewhere for a cup of coffee or just a drink. The subclause is central to
this long overdue reform.
Many of us want to see a more European lifestyle introduced into this State. For a long
time it has been argued that there is a need for a smaller, more intimate drinking
environment to be provided. The subclause should be supported and I hope the Opposition
will support it. I should be very disappointed if it is not supported because it will really
bring Victoria into the twentieth century.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Do not talk us out of it.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON-In that case, I shall sit down. I strongly support the subclause.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-The amendment proposed by Mr
Baxter is opposed by the government. I support what Mr Sandon has said: times are
changing, as are drinking habits. I realise that Mr Sandon is sensitive about the places and
the manner in which he drinks. He is obviously like a growing number of people in the
Victorian community. There is a requirement that the conditions and circumstances
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under which the community can drink be changed. The proposed legislation will enable
that change to be effected.
The proposed legislation does not go overboard, so to speak. It contains provisions
which will protect the amenity of the area in which the establishments are set up. The
provision will not lead to a proliferation of public bars in the streets ofWodonga.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-Why not? It is all very well for Mr Amold to make that
assertion, but no evidence to that effect was adduced. Perhaps he might provide the
Committee with some.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-That is easy. I have been into a number of public bars in my
life, and perhaps Mr Baxter has not, because ifhe had he would not be asking the question
which relates to a public bar vis-a-vis a restaurant.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-That was not the question asked.
The Hon. D. R. White-The answer is the same.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. A. Sgro)-The question is, "That the amendment be
agreed to". The Noes have it.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-I think the Ayes might have it.
The CHAIRMAN-The question is, "That the amendment be agreed to".
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-On a point of order, Mr Chairman, my amendment is that the
subclause be deleted, so I would vote" Aye", which I did.
The Committee divided on the question that the subclause proposed by Mr Baxter to

be omitted stand part of the clause (the Hon. G. A. Sgro in the chair)

Ayes
Noes

34
5

Majority against the amendment

29

AYES
MrAmold
Mr Birrell
Mr Chamberlain
MrConnard
Mrs Cox sedge
MrCrawford
MrsDixon
MrGranter
MrGuest
MrHenshaw
MrsHogg
MrHunt
MrKennedy
Mrs Kirner
MrKnowles
Mr Landeryou
MrLawson
MrMcArthur
MrsMcLean
MrMacey
MrMier
MrMiles
MrMurphy
MrPullen
MrReid
MrSandon
MrStorey
Mrs Tehan

NOES

MrBaxter
MrDunn
MrWright

Tellers:
MrEvans
MrHallam
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AYES
MrVan Buren
MrWalker
MrWard
MrWhite

NOES

Tellers:
Mrs Lyster
Mrs Varty

The clause was agreed to.
Clause 51
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-The clause deals with packaged
liquor licences, commonly known as retail bottle licences. If I had to make a judgment as
to who has done best and who has done worst out of this change to the liquor law, I would
say that the retail bottle licensees have done less than well. They have not been offered
much in terms of the expansion of the liquor industry for which the Bill provides.
Clause 51 outlines the hours that the retail bottle licensees may operate: any time from
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on weekdays and from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Saturdays. Bearing in mind
that the ordinary trading hours for hotels commence at 7 a.m., I cannot understand why
consistency is not maintained to allow retail bottle outlets to open earlier than 9 a.m., if
they wish.
It could be appropriate for such outlets to open before 9 a.m., particularly those involved
in the tourist industry in the larger provincial cities. Many supermarkets in those cities are
operated by local businessmen-they are not part of a particular chain of supermarkets.
Many of them have packaged liquor licences and many open prior to 9 a.m. I can name
one in Beechworth Road, Wodonga, and another in Ireland Street, Bright, that open before
9 a.m., as they are entitled to do under the shop trading hours legislation. Despite that,
they are unable to sell liquor until 9 a.m.
If a person visiting the area wanted to go fishing on Lake Hume or travel into the
mountains from Bright and take some packaged liquor with him, he would be unable to
buy it because the hotels in that area do not open at 7 a.m., even though they are entitled
to. The holder of a retail bottle licence who opens his grocery shop before 9 a.m. can sell
the tourist a packet of cornflakes to take with him but he cannot sell him a bottle of beer.
That is inconsistent and the Bill should address that matter.
I have had discussions with the government on this point and I am assured that, in the
circumstances I have outlined, there is provision for an extended hours permit to be
granted to such license~s. I want the Minister for Health or Mr Arnold to confirm whether
that is correct. If so, I will not proceed with an amendment I intended to propose that
would create consistency in the opening hours for hotels and packaged liquor licence
holders. I have not proposed such an amendment because I am expecting an assurance
from the government that the Act provides for an extension of a licence.
The amendment I shall propose refers to Saturday afternoons and allows packaged
liquor licence outlets to remain open until 6 p.m. That is perfectly reasonable. The licenceholders would have liked to open on Sunday as well, but the National Party does not
entertain that idea, notwithstanding that the Act allows hotels to open for certain hours
on Sundays. The National Party believes it is not appropriate for packaged liquor licenceholders to open on Sundays, but an excellent case can be for them to be allowed to open
on Saturday afternoons.
Many people want to purchase liquor in packaged form to take to their homes or to
functions. They might not want to travel to hotels for a number of reasons. In country
areas it is not always convenient because people may have to travel long distances to
hotels but may reside close to licensed bottle merchants. For those reasons, I move:
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8. Clause 51, line 27, omit "I p.m." and insert "6 p.m.".

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-The Opposition supports the
amendment. The amendment was included in the amendments proposed to be moved in
the other place, but it was not able to be dealt with on that occasion. The Opposition's
view is that the amendment ought to be passed by the Committee as a step towards freer
trading hours and as a matter otequity to retail bottle merchants.
The Opposition notes that this week the government announced a general move towards
freeing up trading on Saturday afternoons. The decision that had already been taken by
the Opposition in this area is in line with that proposal. In those circumstances the
government should have no possible argument against the amendment. The Opposition
supports the amendment.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-The government is opposed to
the amendment because it will create an anomalous position at the present time concerning
shop trading hours on Saturdays.
The Hon. R. J. Long-At the present time!
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Even if one were to take into account the government's
foreshadowed changes in shop trading hours as from December of this year, the time is
fixed at 5 p.m. and not 6 p.m. in any event. The introduction of the amendment is
premature and likely to cause an unnecessary anomaly.
In respect of the assurance Mr Baxter requested on obtaining an extended hours permit,
I direct his attention to the fact that clause 51 (2) includes the following condition:
The Commission may, with the approval of the Minister, grant an extended hours permit in respect of the
licensed premises under a packaged liquor licence if the Minister is satisfied that the area in which the premises
are situated is a tourist area or an area with special needs and that there are not adequate existing facilities or
arrangements for the supply ofliquor in the area.

I give Mr Baxter an assurance that that clause will cover the problems about which he was
concerned. I suggest to Mr Hunt and Mr Baxter that the government might consider the
amendment on trading hours if the time were changed to 5 p.m. rather than 6 p.m.
The Hon. H. R. Ward-What is wrong with 7 p.m. during daylight-saving?
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-If 5 p.m. were to be the closing time, the amendment
would be in line with the foreshadowed changes that will take place in December of this
year. I should have thou$?t that it would be inappropriate to suggest that these shops
should close at 6 p.m. whtle other shops were allowed to trade only until 5 p.m. For that
reason, I propose that the amendment should read:
Clause 51, line 27, omit "I p.m." and insert "5 p.m.".

The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. G. A. Sgro)-Order! This is democracy at work. I call Mr
Baxter.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-The announcements made by
the government in the last day or two are interesting. In the first edition of yesterday's
Herald, the Premier was recorded as having said that he was not going to be pushed and
shoved by anyone, particularly not by the Chapel Street traders. Later he must have seen
the light on the road to Damascus because, in the last edition of yesterday's Herald, there
was an announcement that Victoria would extend its Saturday trading hours to 5 p.m.
Honourable members must turn to today's newspapers to ascertain the cost involved in
this exercise. There will be a $25 a week pay increase and penalty rates and goodness
knows what else for shop assistants. I will not be a party to the extension of shop trading
hours at that sort of cost. In times when we are supposed to be having wage restraint, it is
nothing but a bribe. The National Party has always had strong reservations about the
extension of shop trading hours across the board. I give no indication whatsoever that the
National Party will support a general extension of Saturday trading hours at the price that

